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THEME

4b e trend towards highly integrated systems continues to expand at a rapid rate. Recent examples include automated
maneuvering attack systems, flight control/fire control coupling, mission sensor management, real-time armament fuzing and
propulsion coupling/performance optimization

3
nle prospect of improved mission effectiveness through integrated systems is a very real and powerful motivation with

far reaching implications. Recent advances in microprocessor technology are bringing about fundamental changes in several
traditional functional domains. Specifically, systems architecture requirements, partitioning considerations and functional
performance parameters take on new meaning in the context of fully integrated flight critical systems. Effective system
integration focuses on end-item functional performance using the most efficient mech-.nization possible. In this regard,
system wide consideration of sensing elements, computational elements and command signalling loops are critically
important. Crew station design considerations and the pilot's role must also be thoroughly assessed vis-a-vis varyin levels of
task automation and overall system wide integrity management requirements , . f4 TO A- nC;A

Achievidg the full potential of integrated systems 4s iaghy4ependent upon agonstratng adequate relibility, safety/
and survivability. Historical evidence indicates that interfacing subsystems can introduce serious compromises in overall
system safety and performance. High integrity software is essential. Satisfying stringent flight critical system requirements
necessitates innovative fault tolerant design approaches and mechanization schemes. Adding redundancy levels across the
full spectrum of system elements is a self-limiting approach based on practical considerations of weight, volume, cost and
supportability. Reconfiguration strategies, graceful degradation and aerodynamic redundancy are but a few of the modem
concepts currently under development. State estimation techniques in conjunction with artificial intelligence technology also
offer potential fault tolerance enhancements. Blending system elements for fully integrated or multi-purpose usage under
both nominal and extreme operating conditions, requires an intensive system integration effort to achieve acceptable levels of
fault tolerance.

This symposium focused on advanced fault tolerant design concepts and their practical application to integrated flight
critical military systems.

Le tendance vers les syst~mes hautement intigris se developpe rapidement. Des exemples r~cents concement les
manoeuvres automatiques dans la phase d'attaque, le couplage des syst6mes de pilotage automatique et de contr6le des
armements, les dispositifs permettant la supervision de la mission, la mise i jour automatique d'armes et l'optimisation
globale des performances par inclusion du contr6le de la propulsion.

La perspective d'une amdlioration de l'efficaciti d'une mission grice k l'intdgration des systemes est une motivation
r6el!e et puissante avec des consequences i long terme. Les rdcents progres dans le domaine des microprocesseurs apportent
des changements fondamentaux dans certains domaines traditionnels. Plus prdcisement, les exigences de l'architecture des
systLmes, la repartition des fonctions et les performances des param tres fonctionnels prennent un nouveau sens dans le
contexte de syst~mes hautement intigris contr6lant les phases critiques de la mission. L'efficaciti des syst~mes integres
recherche les performances en bout de chaine en utilisant la meilleure automatisation: les iliments capteurs, les calculateurs
et les informations sur lNtat du systime conditionnent le succ6s. La conception des postes de pilotage et les r6les des pilotes
doivent itre difinis avec soin en face des tiches automatis6es ainsi que les spcifications de rensemble du syst~me largement
intigrf.

L'aboutissement du potentiel total des syst mes integrds depend largement de la dimonstration d'une fiabilit6. sicurit6
et survivabiliti adquates. Dans le pass il est apparu que l'intereonnexion de sous-systeimes peut conduire h de s&vires
compromis str les performances et Ia sacurit6 globales du systeme. Des logiciels i haute flabilit6 sont necessaires. La
satisfaction des contraintes dfes A la phase critique de la mission necessite des concepts nouveaux dans la tolerance aux
fates et dam les scdmas d'architecture et d'automatisation du syslime. L'adjonction de composants, par redondance et a
tous niveaux, est un processus qui a ses propres limites pour des questions de poids, de volume, de cofit et de rdalisation. Les
strategies de reconfiguration, de digradation acceptables et de redondance aerodynamique sont quelques uns, parmi la
multitude, des concepts couramment utilises. Leas techniques d'estimation de l'tat du syst~me ies i celles de [a technologie
de rinteligence artificielle offrent egalement un potentiel de resistance aux fautes. L'intereonnexion poussee d'lements du
systiem pour une intdgration totale ou une utilisation polyvalente du systime A la fois en conditions nominales et en
conditions extr6mes n6cessite un effort d'intigration intensif pour atteindre un niveau de tolirance acceptable aux pannes.

Ce symposium s'est intiresse aux concepts avancis de syst~mes tolirants aux fautes, a leurs applications aux systrnes
intigrds militaires 'critiques".
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

Ginkral Fmnqois Maus;in
Member of French Conseil d'Etat and Former Chief of Staff of the French Armed Forces

I INTRODUCTION

Thank you for inviting me to give the keynote speech to this 49th GCP symposium on "Fault Tolerant Design Concepts for
Highly Integrated Flight Critical Guidance and Control Systems". This topic will certainly be one of the major concerns of
aeronautics from now until the year 2000.

If NATO air forces are to maintain their superiority over the air vehicles and missiles of our potential adversaries, whose
aerodynamic performances and flight envelopes are close to or equal to those of our own aircraft, then the only possible
solution is to concentrate our efforts on increasing and improving our flight control and combat aids, and thereby maintain our
technology lead in this area.

I am sure you will agree with me when I say that in the coming decades, weapon system reliability will prove vital to the
success of missions performed by combat aircrew in an increasingly hostile environment. Numerically inferior, the availability
of our air vehicles and the speed of their reconfiguration must be considerably improved.

Our weapon systems will need to be increasingly accurate, safe, reliable, all-weather and computerised, so as to allow the
pilot to optimise his threat response and achieve his aims, while at the same time reducing his workload.

In order for this to happen, stress must be placed on the guidance and control functions of the weapon system and on their
ability to deal with internal errors and false alarms, not just in computers, but in all components.

Increasing computerisation means that the various system functions are becoming highly critical, and the loss of one of
these functions during a crucial flight phase can be catastrophic, resulting in mission failure.

System architecture should ensure not only increased performance, but also greater reliability and simple, rapid
maintenance.

In this context, the internal organisation of the architecture management of a sophisticated and highly integrated weapon
system and its error tolerance is much more complex than for a normal computer, as in addition to its links with on-board
computers, system reliability is closely bound up with the design and management of the following:

- the sensors and their interfaces
- operation of the various subassemblies
- data transmission along the network which interlinks them
- reliability of the software and the capabilities of the language chosen.

il THE TECHNICAL CONSITRAIN'f

Having had the honour of commanding the French Air Force Experimental Centre at Mont de Marsan, and having been
ChiefofStaffoftheFrench Armed Forces in the 1970s,l can measure the progressachieved inyourfield bydevelopments in French
weapon systems, or in systems produced in conjunction with our European partners, in both the civil and military domains.

Sufficient as examples, are the developments and technological advances which have taken us from the first generation of
Mirage IUls to the Rafale, by way of the Jaguar, and the equally spectacular progress which separates the Transal from the family
of Airbus aircraft.

This notwithstanding, there remain a number of permanent features of the question, on which it would be advisable to
concentrate our attention, in order to make our weapon systems more efficient by reducing procurement and deployment costs.

From the user's point of view, these features can be summarised as follows:

- a reduction in weight and volume
- reliability and survivability
- a reduction in the amount of connections between subassemblies, which are a frequent source of faults and corrosion
- system vematility, interchangeability and modularity
- redundancy ftw dat transmission systems
- sfwaire reliability and daptibsity
- tolerance of internal errors and downgraded and rapid reconfiguration mode capability
- ECM and partial destruction withstand capability
- rapid and simple maintenance procedures.
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tam sure that you are as familiar as I am with all these different constraints, but I think it is useful to restate them here. You
see, experience has taught me just what feats of ingenuity researchers and specialists such as yourselves are capable of
producing in order to meet military specifications laid down by users who are not always too bothered about the cost aspect, but
are rather more concerned with the success of the mission.

What happens in these cases is that once a solution is found, insurmountable financial problems arise and the project
never sees the light of day because of the lack of credits.

I THE HUMAN CONSTRAINTS

Having dealt briefly with the technical constraints, I now propose to consider the human aspects of the problem. As far as
the project and the pre-project are concerned, there must be a continuous dialogue between designers, users, and the
multidisciplinary team responsible for coordination.

This well known management rule becomes even more vital when designing a highly integrated guidance and control
weapon system. In addition to the processing and management of mission data, it imposes and will continue to impose a series
of technological decisions on the equipment manufacturers who design the various sensors and flight controls (and even engine
designers), and this, some five years before production of the prototype. They must therefore be informed of the specifications
to be met in order to produce data in the form of signals which are easy to process in a highly integrated system, in order to avoid
costly and fault provoking interfaces.

The PAVE PILLAR and PAVE PACE programmes have opened up the way to solutions of this type and your work should
lead to a consensus of opinion among the various nations of the Atlantic alliance.

I would stress this point, as in the coming decades we shall need to ensure that a continuous dialogue takes place between
the designers of highly integrated guidance and control systems and flight control and sensor designers, otherwise our efforts
will be frittered away and we shall continue to produce highly complex and costly systems.

For some of you, who are familiar with this problem, the choice of the best possible trade-off at least cost, is not and will
never be an easy one. This choice becomes even more complex once a highly integrated system project brings together
computerdesigners, software manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and the designers of future sensors, all around the same
table, in contrast to recent practice, in which the various parties involved always acted independently, being content to let the
overall weapon system designers deal with the details of the interfaces.

We must create multidisciplinary teams right from the outset of any such project, prepared to see it through right to the
end. Quite apart from the current technological advances which are being made, I am convinced that one of the main sources of
enhancement for future guidance and control systems lies in this common approach, right from the initial design stage of the
project. Thanks to this continuous concerted effort, in the future it will be possible to limit the complexity and sophistication of
highly integrated and computerized systems, so that they better reflect their ultimate purpose, which is the success of the
mission.

The fact is that we often still produce subassemblies whose sophistication is not justified by the overall system
specification. We must avoid "art for art's sake".

IV FUTURE PROSPECTS

In the near future, advances and innovations in the field of guidance and control will offer a growing number of users a
wide range of possibilities, enabling them to accomplish any given mission in different ways, with equal chances of success.

Competition between unmanned vehicles, manned vehicles and completely autonomous missiles will be increasingly
open.

I shall consider only manned vehicles, in order to allow for the role of the human operator in the data management loop
and for the actions he is required to take, in the shortest possible time, in response to the information relayed to him.

At the present time, fighter pilots or aircrew, are confronted by a multiplicity of information sources, whose variety and
disimilarity tend to divert their attention rather than to concentrate it, and which increase their workload during the most
critical phases of the mission. Pilots must constantly create a balance between synthetic data and their visual perception of their
operational enviromen.L

It is therefore of prime importance for the design of future guidance and control systems to remember that one of the
ultimate aims of the system is to present the pilot with dear and precise, limited and sequential data, which match the
reuss of the moment

One of the tasks which will be required of the desigp-s of highly integrated systus in the near futum and it is a
considerable one, will be to design a data dsplay on the insmtruments panel which may well involve a complese reconfluration of
the coeklt in nest generation weapon uerna.
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The promise held out by expert systems, artificial intelligence and the three dimensional display of synthetic data should
go a long way to solving this problem.

Clearly, all this innovation cannot but add to the sophistication and complexity of the guidance and control systems in
future generation weapon systems; but it may also result in appreciable simplification if we are talking about a completely new
system and not the adaptation of new technology to an old concept.

With this in mind, it would seem to me to be an opportune moment in my address to summarize the different technologies
employed in the subassemblies making up a guidance and control system, in order to point the way to the architecture of a global
concept of "mission data management".

This is certainly a major task, and a tricky one. It will require much time and effort, but I think it is within the reach of your
Panel, as our programme of work covers most of the points I have just mentioned.

A study of this type should produce recommendations and guidelines enabling the designers of each part of the "puzzle"
which a highly integrated guidance and control system represents, to base the design of their projects on a master plan, in all
probability using a common language for data transmission. This should, in time, lead to the adoption of a certain
standardisation, with a reduction in the complexity and sophistication of the overall system, accompanied by a reduction in cost.
This system approach should be developed in our Universities. I know that the Sup Aero Institute was one of the first, if not the
first, to introduce this aspect into its curriculum.

This study of the subassemblies: "fire-control/missile", "navigation" and "control" should enable us to distinguish the
share of guidance and control equipment to be retained on the weapon carrier and the share to be incorporated into the missile
in order to enable the target to be attained with the greatest possible autonomy.

It is implicit in this approach that only those guidance and control sub-systems necessary for the different phases of the
mission (take-off, flight control, target acquisition and landing) would be retained on board the weapon carrier; the rest of the
system being incorporated in the missiles. Obviously this type of analysis would need to take into account the assistance
provided by next generation navigation systems of the type GPS-NAVSTAR or aircraft such as AWACS or JTIS etc., so as to
reduce, or, where possible, simplify the number of on-board sensors carried.

As I pointed out previously, such studies can be successful only ifa continuous dialogue is maintained between all parties
involved in the global project.

The line is so fine between the concept of "guidance and control" and that of "avionics", that the question of who should be
prime contractor for the global system remains unanswered. Perhaps your inter-Panel GCP/AVP symposia could come up with
a recommendation.

One of the weak points of the NATO forces, when faced with a potential threat from the Warsaw Pact, being numerical
inferiority, it would seem to me of great interest to know to what extent such concepts would allow us to increase the numbers of
our "weapon platforms" while reducing their cost, and at the same time maintaining our technological superiority.

V THE FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS

Last, but by no means least, come thefinancial constraints, which increasingly affect the military budgets of all the nations
of the Alliance. They are particularly sensitive in the field which interests us. A global cost estimate of the sensors and detectors
which combine to make up the high performance guidance and control systems carried by todays manned air vehicles shows
that they represent nearly 40% of the total cost of the air vehicle.

In the face of such financial constraints and of the sheer volume of studies which need to be carried out, it is increasingly
apparent that the resources required exceed the possibilities of a single country; the need to combine our efforts within the
Alliance on promising new technologies is now urgent.

The current negotiations regarding the reduction of conventional weapons and short range strategic missiles, which %%ill
eventually lead to numerical parity between East/West weapon systems outside their countries of origin (USA-USSR), will
make this kind of cooperation even more necessary.

We shall not only have to cooperate on individual weapon system projects, but also turn our attention to the broad range of
weapon systems to be deployed in order to maintain our effectiveness.

We must replace the idea of standing firm in the face of a numerically superior enemy by the idea of adaptation of our
forces to the nestralisation of targets both on the battlefield and in depth. This will probably lead us to review our conventional
air weapons and, as a result, the guidance and control concepts of future generation weapon systems.

However utopian it may be to think that international industrial competition in this high-tech sector will disappear in the
short term, I think it is realistic, in view of what is at stake, which is nothing less than the preservation of the freedom of the
western world, that we should combine our research and design efforts so as to produce a number of common core
programmes, methods and a certain interchangeability between the various weapon systems, while at the same time allowing
each nation the freedom to develop its weapons industry and the choice as to whether or not to cooperate on common
aerospe proecu.
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It is all too often regrettable to see several different nations ofthe Alliance exhausting their individual financial resources
on R&D work on the same technological problem, only to find that the answer to the problem is discovered by each country
practically at the same time, with a few rare exceptions, and that the final products have more or less the same performance and
use the same innovations.

In many cases, given clearly defined and approved aims, better cooperation between the nations of the Alliance from the
outset of the project would have produced the same result at less cost, and certainly a lot faster, without compromising industrial
expansion in our respective countries.

Whereas in the past, the nations of the Alliance may have been able to afford this kind of luxury, the major technological
challenges in Aerospace in the coming decades, such as SDI, the supersonic transport plane, are of a nature which prohibits
such action.

If we were to continue in this egotistical way, then many of these designs would remain at the "drawing board" stage.

Our potential adversaries, who are more pragmatic, would derive benefit from our difficulties, and in addition to their
numerical superiority from the onset of any engagement, would be able to match us from the technology point of view.

Any shortfall in programme credits or extension of the time frame for weapon carrier manufacture would mean that
NATO would lose the credibility it still has on the conventional weapons side, and which I would qualify as "conventional
tactical and battle skills deterrence", which would be detrimental to the overall strategy of the countries of the Alliance.

VI CONCLUSIONS

AGARD is without doubt the most suitable body to carry out such a study, and at the same time convince your respective
authorities of the benefits of concerted cooperation, and within ACARD, GCP is incontestably the most suitable Panel.

You are, in fact, practically the only forum, if not the only group of high level experts, free of governmental constraints, who
can devote themselves entirely to innovative research, the formulation of pertinent recommendations and the maintenance of a
continuous dialogue between all the experts in the various scientific disciplines which combine to form the basis of the future
guidance and control systems to be fitted to our future weapon systems.
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EXPOSE DE L'ESSEN11EL DU SUJET

par

Gknkral Friagoi Mauuin
Membre de Conseil d'Etat franpis et ancien chef d'Etat-major des armies

H INTlRODUCI13ON

Merci de m'avoir iiwitd pour prononcer le discours douverture de votre 49%me Symposium de la Commission Guidage et
Pilotage dont le th~me "Les concepts en mati~re de toinrance aux pannes pour des systimes critiques hautement int~grfs de
Guidlage de Pilotage" est certainement un des points majeurs que lPaironautique de l'laorizon 2000 devra surmonter.

Pour maintenir aux Forces Aeriennes de l'OTAN leur supirioriti face aux vecteurs airiens et aux missiles de nos
adversaires potentiels dont les performances airodynarniques et les domaines de vol se rapprochent ou 6galent celles de vos
propres vecteurs, [a seule issue possible est de concentrer nos efforts sur l'accroissement des aides au pilotage et au combat de
nos propres forces et de mairstenir dans ce domaine notre avance technologique.

Pour permettre aux 6quipages et en particulier aux pilotes des avions de combat d'accompltr leurs missions dans un
environnement de plus en plus hostile, il est clair et vous en conviendrez avec moi, que la fiabilild des syst~mes d'arme eat un
enjeu capital pour les proelsaines d~cetmies. lnfirieur en nombre, la disponibilit6 de nos vecteurs et [a rapidite de leur remise en
oeuvre doivent 8tre considirablement accrues.

Nos syst~mes d'arme doivent et devront itre de plus en plus priis, slrs. flables, tout temps et automatis~s afin de
pennettre au pilote d'adapter Is meilleure r~ponse i la menace et d'atteindre son objectif tout en diminuant a charge de travail.

Pour atteindre cet objectif, I'accent doit 6tre mis sur les fonctions de pilotage et de contr6le du systime d'arme et ace leur
capacit6 A surmonter les erreurs internes et lea fausses alarmes non seulement dana le ordinateurs mais aussi dans tous les
composants.

Lea diverses fonctions du systimedevenaat tris critiques au furet i mesure que l'automatisation est plus pousse. la perte
de l'une de ces fonctions peut etre catastrophique dana une phase cruciale du vol et conduire l'6&hec de la mission.

L'architecture du systine doit non seulement permettre un aceroissemnent des performances mais aussi sa flabilite et une
maintenance simple et rapide.

A ce titre, l'organisation interne de la gestion de l'architecture d'un syst~me d'artne 6volud et hautement int~gr6 sinai que a
soifrance aux erreurs est beaucoup plus complexe que pour un ordinateur proprement dit, car en plus des ordinatcurs
embarques, Is fiabilit6 du syst&me depend aussi etroitement dc Is conception et de Ia. gestion:

- des capteura et de leurs interfaces,
- de la naise en oeuvre des divers sous-ensembles,
- de la tranqmission des donnees dana le maillage qui les relie entre eux.
- de la fiabilite des logiciels et de Ia capacite du langage adopth.

11 LES CONTRUANTES TECHNIQUES

Ayant eu l'onneur de commander Ie Centre d'Expirimentation de lArmee de lAir A Mont de Marsan et d'avoir dte Chef
d'Etat-major des Armees dana lea arnies 70, je peux mesurer les progres accomplis dana le domaine qui vous preoccupe au
travers de l'evolution des syst~mes d'arme fran~ais on rialisis en cooperation avec nos partenaires europ~cns et ceci aussi bien
dana I'aeronautique militaire que civile.

Je ne citerai comase exenaple que 1'6volution et lea rdalisations teclanologiques qui nous ont conduit de Ia premiere
generation des Mirages Ill au Rafaie en passant par le Jaguar et les progres tout aussi spectactilaires rdalises entre le Transal et [a
famille des Airbus.

Il Wn demteure pas moins qu'un certain nombre de constantes demneurent sur lesquelles nous destans concentrer nos
efforts slits d'obtenir une meilleure rentabiliti des systemes d'arme pour diminuer les cuilts d'achat et de mise en oeuvre.

En me plapant du point de vue de I'aat isiateur, ces constantes peuvent se resumer sinai:
- allgement des poids et dimninution des vohames,
- fiabiliti et survivabiliti.
- diminution des connections entre sous-ensembles qui sons Is source de nombreuses pannes et de corrosion.
- vefsatiuitd, inleropirabiliti et modulariti des systumes,
- redondanee des systimes de transmission des donndes,
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- fiabilite et adaptabilite des logiciels.
- tolerance aux erreurs intemnes et possibilite de travailler en mode degrade et reconfiguration rapide,
- resistance aux contre-mesures electroniques et h des destructions partiefles.
- maintenance rapide et peu onicuse.

Ces diverses contraintes, vous les connaissez aussi bien que moi mais ii m'a sembi opportuis de les rappeler car, par
expedrience. je connais lea efforts d'ing~niositi faits par lea chercheurs et les spdcialistes que vous ites pour atteindre les
specifications operationnelles militaires qui vous sont fixees, dans un premier temps, par lea utilisateurs qui, bien souvent, lea
proposent sans trop se soucier des coats, preoccupes quiils sont par ]a reussite de Is mission.

La solution, une foia trouvee, se trouve alors confrontee a des probiamL.~ financiers inaurmontables et ne peut voir le jour
par manque de credits.

MI LES CONTRAINTE HUMIAINES

Apr;.s avoir resume brievement lea contraintes techniques, je suis ameni tout naturellement i vous prisenter d'autres
contraintes: lea contraintes humaines qui doivent Etre prises en consideration. Au niveau de IPavant-projet et du projet: Is
isecessiti d'un dialogue permanent entre lea concepteurs, lea utiliateurs et I'quipe pluridisciplinaire chargee de coopdrer pour
sa realisation.

Cette re-gle de management bien connue de tous eat encore plus imperative lora de Is conception d'un systeme d'armes
hautement integrd de (3uidage et de Pilotage et de Contr6le.

En plus du traitement et de Ia gestion des informations n~cessaires alas rduasite de Is mission, edle impose et impoaera aux
equipementiers qui conqoivent lea divers senseurs, les commandes de vol (jusqu'aux motoristes y compris) des choix
teclutologiques et ceci au momns cinq ans avant Ia rialisation du prototype. l doivent donc itre inform~s des sp~cifications A
satisfaire pour produire des informations sous forme de aignaux faciles it traiter dana un syst~me hautement integr6 afin d'eviter
des interfaces cofiteux et sources de pannes.

Les programmes "PAVE PILLAR" et "PAVE PACE" ouvrent Is voie kL cette recherche de solutions et vos travaux
devraient pouvoir conduire 6 un concensus au sein des divers pays de lAlliance Atlantique.

ie me permets d'insister sur cc point car pour les prochaines decennies il nous faudra veiller & nouer en permanence cc
dialogue entre lea concepteurs de systames hautement int~gris de guidage et de pilotage et lea concepteurs de senseurs et de
commandes de vol sinon nous disperserons nos efforts et continuerons A produire des systimes tr~s complexes et cofiteux.

Pour certains d'entre vous qui connaissez cc problkme, le choix du meilleur compromis possible, A moindre coidt, W'est ps
et ne sera toujours pas une chose simple 4 rdaliser. Ce choix sera encore plus complexe i faire &es lots que Is rialisation d'un
projet de systeme lasutement integre associera autour d'une mimse table, lea concepteurs d'ordinateurs, lea producteurs de
logiciels, lea 6quipementiers et lea constructeurs des senseurs futurs qui, juaque IA, faisaient cavaliers seuls et laissaient aux
autres; concepteurs du systime d'arme global le soin de conces'oir lea interfaces.

II conviendra en consequence, dis Is genese du projet de crier des iquipes pluridisciplinaires chargees de mener a terme
le programme global du vecteur. Indipendamment des progris technologiques en cours je reste persuad6 qu'une des
amiiorations principales des futurs systames de guidage et de pilotage risidera dana cette refiexion er commun deS Is phase
initialle de Is conception du projet. Grace A cette concertation permanente, il sera possible de limiter di e fsitur Ia complexite
et la sophistication des systkmes hautement integres et automatis~s en fonction -a finalite globale qui est: Is r~ussite de Is
mission.

En effet, bien souvent encore nous asaistons A des rdaisations de sous ensembles dont [a sophistication nest pasjustifi~e le
systeme etant pris dams son ensemble. En Ia matire ii faut eviter de faire de "Fart pour ['art".

IV LES PERPECrIVE DAVENIR

Dana un proche avenir, lea progres, les novationa pnivisibles dana Ie domaine du guidage du pilotage et du controle
offtront de plus en plus aux utilisateurs un large 6ventail de moyens pour accomplir une mission donn&e avec lea mimes
chances de succes.

La compdtion entre lea vecteurs non pilotes. lea vecteurs pilotas et les missiles entiirement autonomes sera de plus en
plus ouverte.

Je ne rcticndrai, dana mon propos que lea s'eteurs piloths pour tenir compte de Ia presence dun 8tre humain It hord et du
r6le qu'il doit jouer dana Ia boucle de Is gestion des donnees et des actions qu'il doit effectuer dans un minimum de temps. en
fonction des infornationas qui lui sont prisentes.
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A l'heurc actuelle le pilote de combat ou l'quipage eat confronte a de multiples sources d'informations dont la variitd et la
non hoasogenite ont tendance a disperser son attention et a accroitre a charge de travail dans les phases lea plus critiques de Is
mission. 11 doit en permanence faire une synthose entre lea informations synthetiques et la perception visucile de
1'environnement dans lequel Hii volue.

DI insporte donc, des la conception des systemes futurs de guidage de pilotage et de controle, de garder en memoire qu une
des finalites du systeme eat de presenter au pilote les informations clairea et pr~cises limit~es et siquentielles qui correspondent
aux necessiles de l'instant.

Un des efforts, et non des moindres, POUTr Ie proche avenit que lea concepteurs de systimes hauiement imiT6grs auront 'a
foumnir sera de concevoir une presentation des donnes sur lea tableaux de bord qui pourrait sller jusquIa la reconfiguration du
cockpit dana son ensemble des vecteurs de combat des futures generations.

Les perspectives prometteuses des systemes experts, de ]'intelligence artificielle et de Is visualisation en trois dimensions
des donnees synthotiques devrsient aider 'a resoudre cc problme.

11 eat certain que cette novation peut encore ajouter a Is sophistication et a la complexit6 des systines de guidage de
pilotage et de contr6le des futures generations des systemes d'armea; mais elle peut aussi aboutir 'A des simplifications tre-s
appreciables s'il s'agit d'un systime entiirement nouveau ct non de l'adaptation de technologies nouvelles sur un concept
ancien.

A ce titre, Ie moment me senable venu de faire une synthese des differentes technologies que les sous ensembles devront
constituter un syst~me de guidage de pilotage et de contr6le afin d'amorcer l'6bauche de r'architecture d'un concept global
"Management des donnes necessaires A la mission".

Cette t'ache eat certainement tis lourde et delicate 'a conduire et demandera besucoup d'effort et de temps mais elle me
semble ' a sportee de votre commission car notre programme de travail porte sur Ia majorit6 des points queje viens d'ivoquer.

Une itude decc type devrait ddgager des recommandations et uea directives qui permettraient a chacun des concepteurs
d'une partie du "puzzle que constitue un systeme de guidage de pilotage et de contr6le hautemnent int~gr (d'un vecteur a~rien.
pilote oti non), de concevoir son projet suivant un schema directeur et probablcment d'adopter un langage commun pour la
tranamiasion des donnees. Ccci devrait conduire a terme 'a l'adoption d'une certaine normalisation et r~duire Is complexitet ll
sophistication du syslime global et par voie de consequence de son cofit. approche de systeme qui doit itre developpe &eS
17Ecole. Je as que Sup Aero doit itre Ia premiere, sinon une des icoles, 'a introduire cetle rfflexion dana les cours.

Cette etude au nivcau des sous-ensembles: conduite de tir-missile. navigation, pilotage devrait permettre de determiner la
part du guidage et du pilotage 'a maintenfir i bord du 'vecteur plateforme" etlla part 'a embarquer dans le "missile" pour atteindre
son objectif avec [a plus grande autonomie possible.

Cette reflexion sous entend que seuls lea sous systemes du systeme de guidage de pilotage et de contr6le n~cessaires aux
differentes phases de la mission (conduite et manoeuvre de l'avion du ddcollage, h I'accrochage de l'objcctif et indispenables au
retour et 'A I'atterriasage) scraient maintenu 'a bord du vecteur plate forme, l'autre panic du systeme itant intigrie 'a bord du ou
des missiles. A I'6vidence une telle analyse dcvrait igalement prendre en consideration ['assistance fournie par dea systimes de
navigation des futures g~nerations du type GPS-NAVSTAR ou d'avions du type AWACS, OTIS, etc.. afin de rdduire ou de
simplifier, si possible, le nombre des senseurs embarquis.

Commeje l's, deja souligne pric~demment, de telles etudes ne peuvent aboutir que si uti dialogue permanent eat maintenu
entre toutes lea parties prenantes du Syst~me global.

La frontiere eat teliement etroite entre le concept de Guidage de Contr6le et de pilotage et le concept "Avionique" du
vectcur que la riponae i Is question de avoir qui dolt 6tre maitre d'oeuvre du syat~me global reste pos~e.

Voa symposia inter Panel GCP-AVP pourront peut-atre repondre 'a cette d~licate question.

Un des points faibles des forces de I'OTAN face 'a une menace potentielle des forces du Pacte de Varsovie reatant
l'infiriorite en nombre, il m'spparait tri~s intereasant de voir dana quelle mesure de Idas concepts permettraient d'accroitre le
nombre de nos vecteurs agriens "piatefornac" en diminuant leur cofit tout en maintcnant notre supirioriti technologiquc.

V LES CONMWNAM~lE FINANCEERES

Enfin, il exiate une dcmni~re contrainte et non Ia moindre: la conhminteflnezncibe. Vous n'Etes pas sans saoir que celles-ci
pesent do plus en plus lourdesnent sur tous les budgets militaires des pays de l~liance. Efle eat en particulier tri-s sensible dana
Ic domaine qui nous intdresse. Une Evaluation globale du co~t de ]'ensemble des senacurs et des capteura embarquis A bord
d'un vecteur piloti qui concourent, plus ou moins iroitement, i la rdaiation d'un systime performant de guidage de pilotage
et de contrble montre quc celui-ci repr~sentc pratiquement 40% du coOt total du vecteur.
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Face a ces contraintes financi~res et & l'ampleur des 6tudes; a mener A termie, ii apparaft i l'6vidence que l'atteinte de tels
objecuils depasse bien souvent les possibilites d'un seul pays et que le besoin de conjuguer nos efforts au sein de l'Afiance, des
que de nouvelles technologies apparaissent promerteuses, devient de plus en plus pressant.

Les nigociations en cours; sur la rdduction des armements conventionnels et les armements stratigiques h courte porte
qui conduiront a terme a la parite numerique des systemes d'armnes Est--Ouest hors des frontiares du pays d'origine (USA-
URSS) rendront cette necessite de coop~ration encore plus necessaire.

11 faudra non seulensent coope~rer pour la rialisation de tel ou tel systime d'arme, mais encore reporter lea efforts sur le
large eventail de la panoplie des syatemes d'arme a mettre en oeuvre pour maintenir notre efficacite.

Al]a notion de duree face A un ennetni sup~rieur en nombre nous devons substituer la notion d'adaptation de nos forces A
la neutralisation d'objectifs; tint sur le theatre des combats qu'en profondeur ce qui conduira probablement i revoir nos
armements aeeiens conventionnels et par voie de consequence lea concepts de guidage et de pilotage des armements des futures
ginrations.

TOi est utopique de penser a court ternie de voir disparaitre la competition intemnationale industrielle dana ce secteur de
pointe, il me semble r~aliste, en raison de l'enjeu que represente Ie maintien de Is liberti du monde occidental, de regrouper nos
efforts de recherche et de concept afin de degager un certain nombre de troncs communs, de mode d'action et d'interoperabiliti
entre lea divers systimes d'armes. tout en lassant chacune des Nations leur Genie industriel et le libre choix de cooperer sur
des r~slisations a~rospatiales communes.

BI eat bien souvent regrettable de voir plusieurs nations de l'Alliance epuiser individuellement leurs ressources financiires
en recherches et r"lsations sur un mime probleme technologique pour finir par constater que, la solution au probleme pose
est trouvde par chacun de ces pays, pratiquement au meme moment, A de tris rates exceptions pris, et que le produit rcialis a
sensiblement lea ni~mes performnisces et fait appel aux nuemes novations.

Dans bien des cas, sur des objectifa clairement d6flnis et approuv~s, une meilleure cooperation au sein des pays de
l'Alliance, d&s la genese du projet, aurait permit d'atteindrc lea objectifs & moindre coiit et certainement plus rapidement sans
compromettre l'essort industriel de ns pays rcapectifs.

Si dana le passi, on pouvait encore admettre que maigr lea cois eleves, tel ou tel pays de lAfliance pouvait soffrir ce luxe,
lea grands enjeux teclsnologiques aerospatisux des prochaines decenies (SDI - Avion de Transport Supersonique) ne le
permettront plus.

Si nous poursuivions dana cette voic egoiste, ii eat i craindre que beaucoup de ces itudes resteraient dese"tudes papier...2'

Nos adversaires potentiels, plus pragniatiques, tireraient benefice de nos problemes et en plus de leur supeniorite
numenique des lea premiers jours du conflit nous rejoind raient stir le plan technologique.

Par manque de cr~dts de programme on par un 6talement dana le temps de l'industrialisation des vecteurs, I'OITAN
perdrait ainai sur It plan des armes conventionnellea Ia cr~dibifit6 qui eat encore la sienne et que je qualifleri de "Dissuasion
Conventionneile tactique et manoeuvriire" ce qui serait ndate 1 [s strategie globale des pays de l'Alliance.

VI CONCLUSIONS

LAGARD eat certainement I'organisme Ie mieux adapte et par le sujet qui conceme, au scmn de celle-ci, votre commission
pour mener a ternue de telles 6tudes et convaincre vos autorites respectives, de l'intdr~t d'une coop6ration concertee.

En effet, vows 8les pratiquement le seul forum, ameon le seul groupe d'experts de haut niveau oii, en dehors de toute
contrainte 6tatique vows pouvez vous consacrer enti~remcnt A des recherches novatrices, formuler des recommandations
pertinentes et maintenir le dialogue permanent entre tows lea experts des diverses disciplines scientifiques qui concourent h Ia
rialisation des futurs systemnes de guidage, et de pilotage dont vos futurs syst~mes d'arsnes devront &tre dot~s.
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SUMMARY

Low-level combat operations (< 100 meters), such as might be typified by next genera-
tion Close Air Support (CAS) aircraft, present new demands on the guidance and control
system. The design must address not only the traditional flight-critical definitions re-
lated to system management, ground collision avoidance, and operational flight restric-
tions, but also the possibility of increased exposure to defensive countermeasures due to
system failure. It is also clear that traditional guidance and control methods must be
re-examined in light of total mission goals. For instance, employing an active sensor to
aid in terrain avoidance may decrease overall combat survivability due to increased de-
tectability by threats.

This paper presents several of the elements of flight critical concepts for low-level
tactical opel'ation. This includes classical elements as well as mission-specific consid-
erations such as threat exposure and threat evasion. In both cases, system failure may
compromise safety. The mission scenario for the discussions presented in this paper is
the CAS mission using a fast moving, technologically advanced aircraft.

The guidance and control strategies for the proposed application are discussed with
emphasis on system integrity considerations and performance-versus-safety-issues. The
previous generation of low-level guidance and control algorithms (such as the ADLAT ter-
rain following algorithm) has been outmoded by the advent of onboard digital terrain da-
tabases. By utilizing these databases, it is possible to devise algorithms with far bet-
ter performance characteristics. At the same time, reliance on the stored terrain data
expands the flight critical umbrella to include the navigation system and the process for
correlating the terrain database with the actual terrain. Functional partitioning must
be re-examined to meet data latency requirements and minimize the distribution of the
digital terrain data.

Terrain verification is a critical process for low-level operation when the digital
terrain database is utilized for fundamental guidance and control information. While the
use of onboard data offers many possibilities for improving the guidance and control sys-
tem, it brings the need to weigh the risks of database use. The requirements for an ac-
tive terrain sensor are examined. These requirements are driven by the characteristics
of the terrain (and obstacles) to be measured, and by the performance and maneuvering en-
velope of the aircraft and the constraints on aircraft emissions.

Fault detection and management schemes are also examined. The application of pre-
viously developed system-wide integrity management design philosophies are considered for
subsystem integrity monitoring and communications. These techniques are reviewed with an
eye toward analytical and inductive redundancy techniques to achieve acceptable levels of
detection without resorting to physical redundancy. In addition, by integrating the op-
eration and information exchanged between several subsystems, it is possible to achieve
practical fault detection strategies through estimation filters and to improve system
performance during nominal operation.

THE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT MISSION

The Close Air Support (CAS) mission has been selected as the baseline tactical envi-
ronment for these discussions. The CAS mission is extremely stressful for both the pilot
and the aircraft avionic systems since by nature it requires low-altitude operation in a
high threat environment with demanding targeting and weapon-delivery requirements. This
mission and the desirable aircraft configuration are under considerable scrutiny by the
U.S. Air Force, thus making a discussion of technology applications timely.

A CAS mission is typically distinguished from other types of tactcal battlefield op-
erations by1 (1) striking hostile targets that are in very close proximity to friendly
ground forces, and (2) requiring close coordination and integration with these ground
forces. Figure 1 depicts the main steps in a CAS mission and the principal coordinating
elements. CAS aircraft operate from the Forward Edge of Battle Area (FEBA) to about 8
kilometers within enemy territory. These aircraft can play a key role in the battlefield
due to their combination of speed, range, and firepower.

To achieve the level of coordination and timing required for success, a considerable
part the CAS mission is dedicated to communicating mission requirements and goals and to
planning the mission. This starts with the determination of initial need for support
(from the Army battalion commander), tasking by the Air Support Operations Center (ASOC)
and Tactical Air Control Center (TACC), enroute control, and final control and briefing
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from the Forward Air Controller (FAC). Communications to and from the aircraft involve
critical processes that are undergoing technological upgrades to improve reliability and
reduce pilot workload.
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The pilot's tasks In the CAS mission, after receiving his initial tasking, are to

navigate his aircraft to the appropriate contact points, to receive his final briefing
from the FAC, to acquire the target, to perform an accurate weapon delivery, and to
egress. Accurate navigation is essential to reach the contact points accurately and

within the given time windows. It is also a prime factor in the pilot's ability to lo-
cate the target once he has received location cues from the FAC. Weapon delivery must be

precise in order to be effective against armored or hardened targets and to avoid damage
to friendly forces. Situation awareness and low-altitude flight is required in order to
minimize the risk from enemy threats. Operation at night further compounds the pilot's
workload.

While the configuration of the next generation CAS aircraft is still a subject of
considerable debate, one of the primary candidates is an F-16 derivative. Proponents of

the F-16 foresee the pilot relying on high-speed, low-altitude ingress to avoid enemy
threats. To be able to ingress fast and low and still to acquire the targets, the CAS

F-16 would use a specially tailored sensor suite, coupled with an accurate navigation.

Finally, CAS-specific weapons would complete the vehicle configuration.

The AFTI/F-16 CAS Program is currently investigating technology applications for im-

proving autonomous navigation and target acquisition for the F-16 or similar aircraft.
(Reference 1) To date, little has been done in demonstrating automated guidance and con-
trol applications for fast moving, low-flying CAS aircraft. The upcoming AFTI/F-16 CAS

flight test demonstrations may address these issues. The concepts presented here would be
applicable to this effort.

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ISSUES

In developing a guidance and control strategy for an F-16 class CAS aircraft, several

major issues must be considered. Perhaps the first question concnrns the proper level of
automation that should be provided. Automation is typically used in a fighter for two
purposes: (1) to help alleviate pilot workload during critical mission phases, and (2) to
perform tasks which might be outside the pilot's control bandwidth. Of course these two

aspects are related to some extent since high workload may reduce the pilot's effective-
ness in performing some "high-gain" tasks. For the CAS mission, clearly the pilot's work-
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load is high. Communoations, coordination with other friendlies, target acquisition, and

threat avoidance will quickly work to saturate the pilot's attention. If low-level,
high-speed tactics are employed, the pilot's control bandwidth may also become saturated
if significant terrain is encountered. This may cause the pilot to fly higher, raising
the level of threat exposure. Given these considerations, some level of guidance and
control automation is reasonable. If we consider a fully automated guidance and control
system for CAS, several of its fundamental characteristics can be readily deduced.

Since CAS operations, by their very nature, involve delivering weapons on enemy tar-
gets that are in close proximity to friendly troops, the weapon-delivery system must be
precise. Weapon lethality is a function of target type, weapon effectiveness and deliv-
ery accuracy. Since target types are specified, improved weapons and delivery accuracy
are the primary considerations for improvements. The key for survivability is to mini-
mize the number of passes that must be made by making every pass count.

Both passive and active threat avoidance are also important in defining the guidance
and control strategy. Passive avoidance is achieved by maintaining the least exposure to
potential threat's (known or otherwise) by flying low to reduce the threats effective ho-
rizon, and by flying as fast as possible to deny the threat enough time to react to own-
ship detection if it occurs (Figure 2). To achieve these goals implies a terrain follow-
ing capability that not only has good terrain hugging characteristics but does not of it-
self limit the aircraft penetration speed. Despite the advantages of low flight, there
remains a practical limit on how low the aircraft may reasonably operate (Figure 3). The
nature of the ground collision curve is very much a function of the guidance and control
scheme employed.
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Active threat avoidance implies actually determining a route through an array of
known or suspected threats, and accounting for threat sensor characteristics and lethal-
ity. This typically involves using modeled threat data, terrain profiles, course con-
straints (checkpoints, contact points, etc.), target location, and possibly schedule con-
straints (time over target, free fire zone windows). While systems have been demonstrat-
ed with these capabilities, ground-based in particular, systems suitable for tactical
fighters are only now beginning to emerge. The practical constraint on these systems is
to provide sufficient processing power onboard to allow the near-real-time replanning re-
quired to effectively handle unexpected threats. In particular, if the route planning
system is part of an automated guidance and control system, it clearly must not be al-
lowed to steer the aircraft into known threats, either by virtue of slow response or sys-
tem failure. A complement to the route planning guidance scheme for threat avoidance is
an automated evasive maneuver taken in response to a threat detection (or even launch in-
dication).

In summary the guidance and control system for this conceptual CAS aircraft provides
automated systems for terrain following, optimal route planning for threat avoidance, and
weapon delivery. The terrain following algorithm should provide robust terrain hugging
capability to generally limit threat exposure.

The system should not limit the pilot's ability to maneuver aggressively while still
assuring ground clearance. The route planning algorithms must be responsive and accurate
in minimizing threat exposure. Weapon delivery, the ultimate goal of the mission, must
be accurate to achieve the desired damage to the enemy while avoiding friendly forces.
These functions are flight critical since failure or poor performance can cause the air-
craft to hit the ground, be shot down, or drop weapons on friendly forces.

Recent General Dynamics' experience with low-level automated guidance and control was
successful in developing an automated system for ground attack, which was demonstrated on
the AFTI/F-16 Program (Reference 2). While this system clearly showed the potential for
this type of operation, the system was constrained to operation over relatively flat ter-
rain (less than 2% grade). This allowed the development of a reliable ground collision
avoidance system with a straight-forward combination of radar altimeter and inertial mea-
surements. Clearly, this is insufficient for CAS operations, which will likely be re-
quired in rugged terrain.

TERRAIN DATA MANAGEMENT

The key to extending the previous AFTI/F-16 development is the application of onboard
digital terrain data, The database provides an independent source of elevation data that
can be used and correlated with other (real-time) measurements to give an unprecedented
picture of the surrounding terrain. In general, the database can be considered a sensor;
its limitations, such as accuracy and failure modes, must be fully accounted for. The
database also provides a convenient logical representation of terrain data for the corre-
lation and blending of data from other sources.

The decision to rely on the digital terrain database as a primary source of terrain
information (as opposed to a radar) is not without problems (see Figure 4). The princi-
pal issues cited are the accuracy and completeness of the database. While these problems
should be reduced with time (due to improved mapping techniques), their impacts must be
carefully weighed against the probability of loss of the aircraft, particularly during
peacetime.
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Terrain data management encompasses three related processes, terrain data correla-
tion, terrain data verification, and terrain data blending. Reliance on a stored terrain
database requires the proper correlation of the actual aircraft position within Lhe data-
base. This registration can be accomplished by either a self-contained terrain correla-
tion algorithm, by an external position fixing system such as the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS), or a combination of both. Reference 3 describes several representative algo-
rithmic approaches. While the original motivation for these algorithms was increased
navigational accuracy, they now form the basis for referencing the actual aircraft posi-
tion with the stored terrain database. Since data are being extracted from the database
for guidance and control purposes (i.e., terrain following), the correlation process is
clearly flight-critical. Unfortunately, the current implementations of these algorithms
are not fail-safe. Architectural considerations aside, the correlation algorithm's own
estimate of its performance is not an adequate failure monitor.

Even a highly registered terrain database may not accurately represent the surround-
ing terrain. Several General Dynamics' sponsored flight test experiments have pointed up
various classes of database anomalies such as rounded or truncated peaks, shifted terrain
features, and actual missing features. In addition, significant man-made obstructions
(towers, power lines, etc.) are not reliably represented. Even If the pilot is manually
flying the aircraft, it cannot be assumed that he will perceive a potential collision in
time to react. Some form of real-time data-base verification is required to overcome
these problems. (Of necessity, a course of action must be planned in the event discrepan-
cies are noted.)

The probability of collision for a low-flying aircraft is dependent on: (1) the
probability of actually encountering an obstacle, (2) the probability of not detecting
the obstacle once it is encountered, and (3) the probability of colliding with the obsta-
cle if it is not detected (or not detected in a timely manner). Critical obstacles can
typically be categorized as terrain, towers (and possibly its related support wires), and
cables spanning towers. Various studies have attempted to quantify the encounter rate
for different types of obstacles (Reference 4).

Establishing the obstacle encounter rate for various types of obstacles is a critical
design point since it strongly influences the type of sensor required for obstacle detec-
tion. In particular, the percentage of obstacles that Ku- and X-band radars cannot reli-
ably detect becomes significant within 100 meters of the ground. The probability of ob-
stacle detection is a function of range to the obstacle. Minimum acceptable range can
be determined from the sum of the maneuver time (for obstacle avoidance) and the measure-
ment and processing times. These detection ranges typically vary from I to 3 kilometers
depending on the obstacle type. Obviously the use of an active sensor to reduce terrain
database risk itself increases the risk of detection by potential threats (Figure 5).
For this reason, techniques are evolving for so-called covert sensors which rely on low-
power levels, modified wave forms and different operating frequencies to avoid detection.
Table I gives typical sensor parameters.
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Table I Guidance and Control Functions

" DRIVEN BY OBSTACLE DETECTION RANGE. COVERTNESS
AND SCAN VOLUME

" POWER AND SCAN MANAGEMENT LIMIT DETECTION

- TYPICAL FIGHTER ANTENNA- 3* BEAM WIDTH
- 25dB PROCESSING GAIN FROM SPREAD SPECTRUM

COOING
- OXYGEN ABSORPTION LINE - 1-2 WATTS
- MM WAVE - WATTS
- C02 LASER - 7.5 cm APERTURE

-10 WATTS AVERAGE CLEAR WEATHER
S100 WATTS AVERAGE FOG (3dBEm FOG
0.5 MILE VISIBILITY)

" SCAN VOLUME - 25* VERTICAL
- 25* HORIZONTAL FOR 5.5/SEC TURN
- 60 HORIZONTAL FOR I2JSEC TURN

To provide a more robust system, the stored terrain data and the sensed terrain data
should be combined to provide a composite database from which to drive the various guid-
ance and control algorithms. In the process of combining the terrain data, differences
in the measured elevation from the different sources can be compared against established
thresholds to determine if an exceptional condition (such as sensor failure) has oc-
curred. The simplest approach is to use the highest of either the sensed or the stored
terrain elevation at a given point. This is the most conservative approach, but it runs
the risk of driving the aircraft higher than needed for terrain clearance and may in-
crease threat exposure. A maximum-likelihood blending algorithm would reduce the conser-
vatism by combining the elevation data on the basis of their respective measurement vari-
ance.

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ALGORITIBS

A conceptual representation of the guidance loop is shown in Figure 6. In this
model, the terrain data management and the guidance command generation functions repre-
sent new flight-critical elements. By using the terrain database format as the underlying
representation of terrain data, the guidance and control algorithm development can be
largely decoupled from the sensor development. (This is not to say that the choice of
sensors is unimportant to the algorithm designer, indeed the available sensor suite may
drive the fundamental guidance and control strategy.) Typically, three basic guidance
and control algorithms are needed. The first is a terrain-following algorithm that pro-
vides vertical terrain clearance. The second is a threat and/or obstacle-avoidance algo-
rithm that provides lateral steering. The third is a ground-collision-avoidance algo-
rithm that provides a preemptive response to impending ground impact. Other candidate
algorithms might include an automated weapon-delivery system and a missile evasion sys-
tem. The performance criteria of these algorithms must be established in light of the
CAS mission. Criteria that apply for strategic missions or interdiction missions may not
Lc appropriate.

Ti 6UI rC i n-Bae GAuceoo

Figure 6 Terrain-Based Guidance Loop
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For CAS, the terrain following system must be dynamic enough to allow extensive pilot
maneuvering. Currently fielded terrain-following implementations typically limit the
aircraft turn rate on the order of 5 degrees per second. This constraint, while largely
driven by the terrain sensor characteristics, is not incompatible with their design mis-
sion. Since emerging agile beam radars and scanning laser ranging systems, coupled with
the digitar terrain database, can remove these limitations, the algorithmic design can be
readdressed. The particular need is to provide a wide maneuvering envelope consistent
with the CAS mission requirements.

The need for an independent ground collision avoidance system (even in the presence
of a terrain-following system) is two-fold. First, an independent algorithm can provide
coverage for certain classes of failures in the terrain-following system (depending on
the overall system architecture). More importantly, if the pilot is manually flying the
aircraft through a maneuver which Is outside the normal terrain-following envelope (such
as missile evasion), the ground collision avoidance system should operate to provide a
preemptive safeguard against ground collision. In essence, the two algorithms, terrain-
following and ground-collision-avoidance, have subtly different goals. The terrain- fol-
lowing algorithm attempts to maintain a set clearance along a certain flight path. The
ground-collision-avoidance algorithm attempts to prevent ground collision for any state
the aircraft attains.

I TEGRITY MANAGIENT

For integrity management purposes, the architecture of the guidance and control sys-
tem is shown in Figure 7. Typically, single-thread sensors and systems are supplying
data to a system manager. The manager, while single thread computationally, has access
to enough multiple-sensor measurements to judge the validity of its data sources. Final-
ly, a physically redundant system judges the health of the entire system. Previous Gen-
eral Dynamics' experience in the design of fault detection algorithms for the AFTI/F-16
ANAS low-level operations (Reference 5) was successful in developing a robust and reli-
able system by using this architecture.

SINGLE
THREAD RDR RL N

SIGLE• SENSOR INPUTS VERIFED
THREADd - Valiit

COMPUTING ... ... -Dae Freshme

AVIONIC - Cho*k Sum
MULTIPLE MANAGER
SENSOR
INPUTS

INPUTS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
VERIFIED

REDUNDANT - Mode m I
COMPUTING FUGHT - AOLpedn

CONTROL - AOltonitiFg
SYSTEM Atul n lgtPtSConeirsnt

- Faull Annunciation

Figure 7 Multilevel Integrity Management Architecture

Even a poorly conceived system may be reliable during normal operation. A thoroughly
reliable system could be designed using a stored terrain database, terrain-following sys-
tem driving the flight control system for automated operation. flithout a proper under-
standing of the potential failure modes and. just as importantly, of their effects, the
system cannot be considered safe.



High-speed maneuvering in rugged terrain or in close proximity to the ground will de-
mand a rapid assessment of systemic hazards resulting from malfunction or miscalculation.
Potential hazards can result from (1) failure or inappropriate operation of physical ele-
ments (such as hydraulics, processors, media used for storage and communication, and sen-
sors), and (2) algorithmic and implementation flaws, as well as inadvertent pilot ac-
tions. After detecting a hazardous situation, the integrity management system must pro-
vide for the safe recovery from the situation and for an orderly resumption of manual pi-
lot control. In order to provide for the detection of suspected subsystems and for the
proper identification and annunciation of faults, the integrity management system must
provide at least a single-fail-safe capability. In general, the system must rely upon
various redundancy techniques.

Various redundancy techniques can be applied to the design to meet the single-fail-
safe criteria. The first and most obvious technique is physical redundancy. This is
used in modern digital flight control systems to provide fail-operate capability. Because
of this redundancy, the flight control system is a logical choice as the overall Integri-
ty manager of the guidance and control system. Physical redundancy is not practical for
the majority of the avionic suite however. Other techniques are functional redundancy -
Identical processing in different hardware, temporal redundancy - the same processing
done at different times, and inductive redundancy, using dissimilar sensors or processes.

The proliferation of complementary data sources and estimation processes onboard the
aircraft opens the door to a variety of error estimators (filters) that should improve
the safety and robustness of the guidance and control system. By monitoring Kalman pro-
ceasing residuals and input measurements, fault detection and identification of the var-
ious data sources is possible.

Establishing the criteria for failure declaration must consider the tradeoff between
false alarms and catastrophic failures. The acceptable loss rate for tactical aircraft
is typically specified by the operating service. For strategic terrain-following sys-
tems, a false alarm rate of 1 per hour is standard. For the CAS mission, the false alarm
rate has not been established. Only when these two end points have been established can
the fault detection scheme be completely specified.
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Evolution done lea applications cilies

Pascal Traverse

AMrospatiale
316, route do Bayonne

F-31 06 Toulouse CEDEX 3

R6sum6

Les commandos do vol do r'Airbus A320 marquent un. dtape dans lhistoire do
IPa6ronautique, comme dans Phistoire des syst~mos informatiquos tol~rants aux fautos. Ce texts
pr6sente ce systbme, ainsi quo des 6volutions possibles; do ce type do syst~me. Les 6volutions plus
particulibrement d6taill~os concement rarchifecture des calculateurs, l'architocture informatique du
systame, lutilisation do roptique, St los m~thodes do conception do syst~mes.

Introduction

Le premier syst~me do commandos do vol 6loclriquos sur avion civil a 6t6 conqu par
l'Adrospatiale at install6 sur Concorde. Ce syst~me ost analogique, a pleine autorit6 sur toutes los
gouvemres et effectue uno rocoplo des ordres mancho sur los gouvornes. Un secours m6caniquo exists
sur los trois axes.

La premibre g6n6ration do systames do commandoes de vol dlectriques, et do tochnologie
num6nique est apparue sur plusleurs avions civils au d~but des ann~os 1980, sur lAirbus A31 0, entre
autres. Ces syst~mes controllent los boos, los volets, at los spotters. Gas syst~imes ont des exigences de
sdcunt6 s6vbres (reombarquemoint do cos surfaces doit 6tre Extr~mement Improbable). Par contre, la
perle do foniction eat admise, car rfayant pour consilquence qu'un accroissemont supportable do la charge
de travail do I~qu~page.

LAirbus A320 eat Is premier exemplaire d'une douxibme g6ndratlon d'avions civils A
commandos de vol dlectriques. Sa pariculait ost quo toutes los surfaces sont controllbes
dlectriquement avec des lois do pilotage dvolu6os on fonctionnoent normal, at quo 10 systbme a Mill
conqu pour 6tre disponible en touts circonstance. Los projets connus do commandos do vol dlectriques
pour avion civil nappoflont pa d'avanc~e significativo par rapport A rA320.

A moyen terms, dos changements au niveau des calculateurs sont pr6visibles, ainsi quo
des 6volutions do rarchitocture informatique dos commandos do vol. En particulier, los commandos do
vol pouvont dovenir un systbme Informatique distribud. La ndoossft6 drun socours de technologie non
digitale est discutablo. NWarmolns, cetto n~cessft6 est prise on compto par IA~rospatiale, et rutlisation
do loptique A cot effot est envisag6e. Les m~thodos; do conception do syst~mos sont 6galoment on phase
d'ivoluion. Los efforts do lA~roapatiale dana I. domain. sont prilsentils.

1. Les commandos do vol dlectriques do 1'A320

Les commandos do vol do rA320 ont dtd d~crites par alleurs (ref. 1, 2 , 3, 4). Nous no
los traiterons que d'un point do vuo s0rot6 do lonctionnemont. Dans Is principo (figure 1), lo syst~mo dos
commandos do vol et composd dorganes do commando (manches latdraux, levier cradrofroin, ...), do
calculaturs, do capteurs do Ia position do lavlon (centralos & Inertie ot barom~triquos,
accdl6rombtres), of dractonneura. Los calculateura aservissont lee actionneurs. La consigns
drassowlsaaomont est une fonction do Ia position du mariche (ot donc do la demands exprnAe par Is
pilots), et des retoura avlon.

11 set possbe do distinguer trola grands groupes do fonctlons : 1) Interface avec rdquipage (acquisition
St surilance dos organ..s do pliotage, Information sur (a position des surfaces St M~at du systbm.),
2) fonclons Mms au lois do pilotage (goation de Information Inertiolles et baront~triques, calcul dos
Ili, en partcuflo pilotage en facteur do charge, amortlasement du roulis hollandais, coordination do
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virage, protection haute incidence, ...), 3) contr~le des gouvernes de I'avion sur los; trois axes (roulis,
lacet, tangago), et a6rofroinage.

Un des apports des commandos de vol 6lectriques & la s~curit6 do I'avion tient aux
protections qwi sont partie int~granto des lois do pilotage. Ainsi, on pilotage normal, [a structure est
prot6g6o (tactour do charge, vitesso). Une troisimo protection, dite haute incidence, dvito ik l'avion do
d~crochor. Ces protections d6chargent Is pilots, on particulier lors do manoeuvres d'6vitement, quo co
soit d'un obstacle (quasi-collision avec un avion, *noar-miss), ou d'un cisaillement do vent
(~Windshear'). Ces protections apportont uno s~curMt accrue. Ainsi, un pilots qul doit 6vitor un autro
avion pout so concentrer sur la trajectoire A sulvro, sans so soucier des limites; structurales do t'avion,
ou d'un 6ventuel d~crochago. Un cisaillomnent do vent s produit g~ndralement A faible altitude. La
r~action sOre est d~licate & effectuor dans la mesuro oO it no taut surtout pas quo l'avion d6crocho. Le
tait quo l'incidence do I!avion est automatiquemont contr6l~o, coupl6;& un accroissemnent automatique du
r~gime motour A grando incidence, apporte A PA320 un accroissemont significatit do probabilt do
survie A un cisailloment do vent. Pour apprdcior pleinement l'intdr~t d'une tells protection, it nWest quo
do rappoller quo sur los 5 dornibros ann~es, 2/3 des personnes tu~es dans un accident d'avion aux
Etats-Unis lont 6t6 A la suite d'un cisaillement do vent (voir ref. 5).

Un premier typo do d6faillance A prendre en compte ost une d~faillanco mat6riotle des
6quipemnents du syst~me. Los calculatours sont A commando et surveillance, ce qui permet do rendro
Extr~mement Improbable un embarquement do gouverno par un catculateur.

1.1. Architecture dos calculateurs

Los calculatours utilis6s pour los commandos do vol do rA32O sont A commando et surveillance. Ce typo
do calculatour est largemont utilisd sur les avions Airbus A300, A31 0, tant pour des fonictions do
commandos do vol quo do commando automatique du vol. La partie commando assure la fonction attribu~e
au calculatour (contr6ler des gouvornos en particulior). LU partie surveillance sert AL assurer un
fonctionnement correct do la partie commando. La comparaison des rdsultats est effectude dans fes deux
chalnes. Cette comparaison est r~alis6e on logiciel. Cos calculateurs sont construits autour do deux
chatnes do calcul (figure 2), qui chacune compare sos r~sultats avec ceux do l'autro (figure 3). Chaque
chalne comprend un ou plusiours procosseurs, leur m6moiro associ6e, des circuits d'entr~elsortio, ot un
bloc d'aiimentation. Ouand los r6sultats d'uno do ces doux chalnes diverge sonsibloment la (ou los
chalnos) qul a ddtect6e cette erreur intorrompt los liaisons ontro Ie calculatour ot lext6rleur. Le
syst~moeat ainsi fait quo les sorties du calculateur sont ators dana un diet sOr. La ddtection derreur so
fait osseritiollement en comparant I'cart entro les ordros do commando ot do surveillance avoc un seuil
pr6-6tabil. Ce sch6ma permet donc do detector los cons6quonces d'une d~taillance d'un des composants du
calculatour, ot d'ompdcher & rerreur rdsultante do s propager hors du calcutateur. En pratiqus,
l'actionneur, du point do vue do cette surveillance, est Inclus dans Ia chaino do commando. Ce moyen do
detection eat g6n~ralement compl6t6 par uno surveillance do Ia bonne ex6cution du programme, au
travers do son sdquoncement (enchalnomont des tAches, ot dur6e). Cet surveillance so fait par des
6changes dInformation entre procosseurs (dans Is cas d'uno chaine do *commands' bi-processour), ou
encore gracela un "super chien do garde (ce chion do garde est ainsi qualilfA pour marquor sa
diffdrence par rapport aux chiens do garde los plus utllis~s qul no surveillant quotas capacMt du
processeur A 6mettre A intervallo fixo un signal donnd). Do plus, des tests do vraisemblance sont
effectuAs pour v6rifler Ia validit6 do certalnos donn6es.

Co sch6ma pourralt 6tre mis en d~laut par uno errour produite A la tois dane Ia partle
commando et dans la part.e survelianco. Un premier point cemmun pourralt 6tre constltu6 par Is logiclol.
En effet, si ce logidl eat ts m~mo ot qult contlenne des fautes, on pout s'attondre & co quo coo fautes
produlsont des erreurs tant en commando qu'en surveillance, so qul nWest pa n~oossairement d~tectA par
une comparalson des r~sultate. La mdthode do base pour trailer co probibme eat d'dcrlre We, logiclels
avec un soki particutler. R~glomentatrement (et donc: avec une grands sdv6litd), sos logiclele ripondent
aux flormes loe plus exigeantes do l'avlatlon cMii (logliet nlveau 1 - ret. 6), at codl et suffisant. Do
plus, Us. sublsnt une somnme conuid6rable d'eseals.

Un. pr.*auon suppldimentatre et d'utliser en commands un logictel diff~rent do olu
WillsA on survellnc.. La torminotogi O~ledo en roccurrence et icho, male Is term. quo nous
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employonks oct *disslmniarlt6'. Le but ost d6vitor qutune rn~mo faute soft pr~sento dans cos doux
logiciols. Lo principo, uWPMs pour avoir deux logiciols dissimilairos ost d'avair doux chalnos do
production do logiciol dlff~rontos. Ainsi, uno d~faillance d'un des 6l6monts d'uno chain. (dun
programmour, par oxomplo) no dolt pas avoir do cons~quonces dans los doux logiciols. Do plus, dos
r~glos de programmation sont utilis~os qul visont A accroltre la dissimilant, on particullor quand un
point paralt comploxo (voir rof. 7).

Lenvlronnemont du calculatour pourrait Mrs un autro point commun. Les chalnes do
commando ot surveillance du calculatour ant la m~ins sourco 6lectrlque, Is r6seau 6lectrique do l'avion
(28VDC). Ello dolt Mrs convortlo et r~gulA. & lInt~rlour do chaque chatno do commando et do
surveillance. Cos alimontatlons sont doubl~os, chacun dos blocs 6tant associA A uno chalno do calcul.
Ainsi, los modes communs do d~faillanco du syst~mo d'alimontation sont d~toctables. 1e cas Io plus
probable est [a port. d'aimentation du calculateur. La conception retenue place co demior dans un 6tat
s~jr. Lo calculatour ost 6galomont prot~g6 contro los possiblos sur/sous tensions, ainsi quo contre los
perturbations Aloctro-magnidtiquos of los offots indirocts do la foudre. Ces protections cauvront toutes
los agrossions quo ravion ost susceptible do roncontror. Cotto protection ost assur~e par un filtrago do
tous los; file sonsibles; entrant ou sortant du calculateur. Do plus, los cables cant 6galemont protlgos
(blindago, tornado).

Uno protection suppl~mentairo consists A no pas synchroniser stnictomont los; chalnos; do
commando ot do surveillance, d'introduiro uno s~paration physique ontre los doux chalnos, et do
concevoir Io syst~me do telle mani~ro quo los chalnes aient des ontr~os; diffdrentes. Labjectif oct quo si
Is calculateur oct peflurbA malgr6 sec protections, alors la commandsof etla surveillance sont affectdes
dans des tats diff~ronts, ot ainsi lours sortios cant diffdrentes et Ia perturbation est alors ddtoctdo ot
passir.

Cortaines d~faillances peuvent rester masqudos langtemps aprbs four cr6ation. Ceci Oct
typiquomont Ie cas do la paccivation d'une chains do surveillance qul nWest d~tectds quo lore do la
ddfaillance do [a chaino survoilldo. Dos tects cant pratiqu~c p~riodiquemont pour quo la prabablitA
d'occurronce d'un 6v~nement ind~sirable recto suffisammont faible. Typiquoment, un calculatour
s'auto-toste et test. sos p~riph~riquos lore do [a mice sous tencion do I'avian, donc au mains une talc par
jour. Le but oct d'Atro oxhaustif pour lee pannec los plus dangereuses. Des tests en-ligno cant 6galomont
effectu~s (par oxemnplo, un calculatour pout pratiquor un chock-sum do ca m~moiro marto en
permanence).

1.2. Architecture du systbme

Une d~taillanco do calculateur va danc so traduiro par un arr~t do colul-ci. Los actionnours
cant surveill~s par los calculateure, tant par la chain. do surveillance du calculateur, quo par Ia chain.
do commando. Luno ot l'autro chain. peuvent passiver l'actionnour. Une autro source d'ombarquomont
oct constltu6e par los ditfifronts captoure (cur los manchos, los actionnours, lee; contrales Ai inerlie, ...).
Chaque captour oct au mains dupliqu4, do manibro A ce quo touto information utilis~e salt consolidde par
comparaison entro au maIns doux sourcos d'lntormation ditdrentoc.

1e syst~me dtant prot~gA contre les ombarquomonts, dolt danc Mrs construit pour 6tro
cufficamnment disponiblo et donc suffieammont redandant. L61ectrctA oct normalomont tourni. par doux
altematoure, chacun 6tant ontrainA par un matour ditt~ront (figure 4). En outro, des batteries ot un
gdn~ratour auxillairo (APU) cant disponiblee, ainsf qu'uno 6ollonno. En cas drarr~t des doux motours,
cette 6cienne so d~plalo autamatiquomont. ElI. pressurise ar un circuit hydraulique, qul ontratno un
troisibme g~nrateur 6lectriquo. Los calculatoure no cant pac Me4 Ai uno soul. sourco d'dnorgi, male A au
mains deux. L'avlon compte trals circuits hydrauliques, quant un soul suffit pour contr~lor l'avion. Doux
circuits cant pressure~s par un motour chacun, Is tralsibmo l'Atant par une pompo 6lectrique, ou encoe
par N'ollenno. Les calculateurs et actionneure cant 6galomont rodondants. Ceci oct Illustrd par Is
cantr~le en tangago do l'A320 (figure 5). Out.e calculatoure A commando et survoillance cant utlilsds
(ELAC :EL-evator and Aileron Computer, SEC :Spoleor and Elevator Computer), un soul sutfit A contr~lor
l'avion. En tonctionnomont normal, un dos calculateurs (ELAC2) contr~lo la protondour. Los autes
caiculalsours contrbient drautrss surfaces. SI I'ELAC2 ou un des actionnours qlull commands tombs on
pann. rELAC1 prond Is relals. Suivant Io meo mod.e do d~taillance, l'ELACI pout avoir A passer la main
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au SEC2. De m~rne le contr6le do la profondour passe d'un SEC At 'autro, en fonction du nombre do
surfacos qu'un de ces calculateurs pout commander. 11 est A noter quo 3 calculateurs seraient suffisants;
pour tonir los objectifs do sdcuritd. Le calculateur suppl6mentairo est pleinement justifi6 par des
contraintos op~rationnelles :il ost souhaitable do pouvoir tol~rer une impasse technique sur un
calculateur (d~coller avec un calculateur an panne).

Le syst~me des commandos; de vol a suivi un processus do conception et do fabrication tr~s
exigeant ot dont on pout raisonnablement estimer qullI assure un nivoau do s6curit6 largomont suffisant.
Uno protection suppl~mentairo a n~anmoins 6t6 prise, qui consisto & utiliser deux types de calculatours
difrents : los ELAC r6alis~s par Thomson-CSF, autour do microprocesseurs Motorola, et los SEC dont
le mat~riol eat A base do microprocessours Intel ot construit en coop6ration SFENA/A~rospatiale. Nous
avons donc deux 6quipos diff~rentes do conception et do fabrication, avec dos microprocesseurs (et
circuits associ6s) diff6rents.

L'installation diectrique, en particulier los; multiples liaisons 6lectriques, posont 6galemont
un risque do points communs. Ceci est 6vit6 par uno s~gr~gation poussdo e n fonctionnement normal,
deux syst~mes do g~n~ration 6lectrique existent ot nont aucun point commun. Do plus, los liaisons qui
servent A [a surveillance no cheminent pas avec cellos utilis~s par la commando. La destruction d'uno
partie do ravion ost 6galement prise en compto los calculateurs sent r~partis on tro:3 ondroits
ditrents, cortaines liaisons vers los actionneurs passont dans le planchor, d'autros au plafond, ot les
dernibros on souto.

Malgr6 toutos ces pr~cautions un socours m~canique a M6A consorv6 sur le Plan Horizontal
Rlglablo ot la gouverne do direction. Via le Plan Horizontal Rdglable (figure 5) il permet do contr~ler
l'axo do tangago. Via la gouverno do direction, il permot do contr~ler directoment I'axe do lacet, ot
indiroctomont l'axo do roulis.

2. Evolution des commandos; do vel

Larchitecture informatique des commandos do vol des avions ivils on d~veloppement ou
on projot diff~re peu do P'A320, d'un point do vue sOrot6 do fonctionnement. Los Airbus A330/A340
(premier vol en 1991) ont un syst~mo des commandos de vol qui ost uno adaptation & cos avions du
systbmo A320, avec en particulier los rn~mes principes quant A Paspect sOret6 ot tol~rance aux fautes.
Deux avions sovi~tiquos ont des commandes do vol 6aectriques (ref. 8, to Tupolev Tu-204, premier vol
on janvior 1989, et ref. 9, l'llyushin 11-96-300, premier vol en octobro 1988), le projot Booing B7J7
(ref. 10) 6galoment. Plut~t quo dos calculateurs A commando ot surveillance, cos avions utilisont des
calculatours triplex, 10 Tupolev ot le Boeing ayant la particularit6 do no pas avoir do socours m~canique,
mais un secours A base do chainos do commando analogiques.

A plus long tormo, !Avolution do IParchitocturo informatique des commandos do vol pout
6fro e A voluf ion des fonctions du systbme d'une part, of A I'6volut ion do la tochnologie drautro part.
En parallblo, los m~thodos do conception ot do validation do cotlo conception 6voluont 6galomont.
L'a~ronautique ost un sectour d'aciviA en perp~tuello 6volution, cette 6volution so faisant do fagon
incr~montalo et devant 6fro profonddmont validds avant mise en service. Codi sera illustr~o par
Iintroduction do manches lat~raux sur I'A320 (voir § 2.4).

2.1. Evolution des fonot Ions du systbmo des commandos do vol

Deux types do fonctions suppldmonfairos pouvent 6tro envisag~es, solon qu'elles; ont pour
objoctif do diminuor los charges structurales, ou blon sont plut~t 1liA l a rocherche do qualit~s de vol
diff~rentos. La diminution dos charges structurales pout 6fro faito via des fonctions du typo do Is
foriction cratt6nuatlon des charges en raf ale do rA320, ou do Ia fonctlon d'att~nuatlon des charges en
manoeuvre do 1A340. Coo; fonctioris no dovralont pas romettrenf fonidamontaloment on cause lea
principes uAJis6s pour concovoir los sysibmes do commandos do vol actuel. Une fonction nouvelle
peurralt avoir pour objectif d'amortir du flottement ou certains modes structuraux (11sh tallng* par
example). Un problme potential1 et Is r6glage ot Is Principe do surveillance d'une follo fonction. En
effetl, co typo de fonction commando do foilbles mouvoments do Is gouvemo, qull pout ro difficilo do
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distinguer do possibles bruits ou impr6cislons do captours.
HI pout 6galement Mtrs envisag4 d'avoir des avions naturellement instable. Cccl pourralt

romoltro en cause l'exlstonce d'un secours m6caniquo. sans amortissomont artificial. Diverses solutions
sont onvisagoables. Dans un promior temps, it ost n6cossaire do d~cidor s! un sous-syst~me do socours
ost n~cossaire ou non. Ensulte, la tochnologie do ce socours est & cholsir.

Plus globalomont. uno certain. tendance do nos clients (los compagnies a~riennes) oat do
sugg~rer quo les commandos do vol r6alisent dos fonctions qul sapparontent & cellos du systbrmo do
commando automatique du vol. Uobjoctlf est do rondre ces fonctions plus disponibles. Codi pourrait
aboutir A uno rdorganisation dos systdmes do commandos do vot, at do commando automatiquo du Vol.

2.2. Evolution des technologies

Lin autro facteur d~volution est l'appartion d'innovation do la techniquo, on particulior do
l'informatique, ot qui salt adapt~o ou adaptable A l'a~ronautiquo. Uino promibro 6volution ost 116e aux
sources do puissance. Lapparition d'actionneurs A puissance dloctrique pout conduire A la suppression
d'au momns un circuit hydrauliquo. En contrepartie, cos; actionnours auront un impact sur Is syst~me do
g~ndration ot distribution 6lectrique. La cr~ation drun r~seau 6lectrique sp~cifiquo aux actionneurs pout
6tro lWe A l'apparition do coux-ci. Quant A l'informatiquo embarqu4, it est possible do citor, on
particulier l'volution du g~nie logiciel, l'int~gration do plus on plus pouss~e do fonictions sur un unique
circuit int~grd, rapparition do modules avioniques standards (ref. 11), at do bus nurn~riques A acc~s
multiplex6 (ref. 12). Los premi~res tendancos inf luent plut6t sur I'architecture des calculateurs, la
derni~re sur l'architecturo du syst~rne. LA~rospatialo, a donc lancA un ensemble d'6tudes tochnologiques;
dont cortains sont susceptiblos dinfluer sur los commandos do vol :

-structure do r6lectronique embarqu6e (programme IDEE)
-syst~me do g6n~ration ot distribution 6lectrique (programme EGIDE)
-communication A base do fibres optiques (programme ELOISE)
-actionneurs (programme CDVF)

Ce dernier programme do recherche comports 6galement un volot d'dtudes oriont~es sysbmo. Ces
6tudes on? en particulier pour objet do prondre en compto d'4ventuelles dvolutions des fonctions du
syst~mo, ainsi quo los; 4volutions mises A disposition par los 6tudes A caractbre technologiques, ou
encore d'autros 6tudos comme cellos traitant do l'intertace homme-machine (programme
EPOPEEIPREFACE).

2.2.1. Evolution des calculateurs

Laccrolssement do capacit6 tonctionnelle des circuits int~gr~s pout avoir doux
cons~quonces. Tout drabord, il pout devenir dconomiquoment int~rossant do d~localiser une partie dos
traitements, par exomple au nivoau d'un captour (sonde d'incidenco par example), ou d'un actionnour.
Cotte 6volution, coupl~o A l'apparition do bus num~riques A acc~s multiplexA pout conduire A d~charger
los calculatours centraux at Ai los banaliser, ce qui va dans Io sons d'une utilisation dans los commandos
do vol do modules (unitA centrale, m~moiro, ontr6es / sorties) standards - r~pondant A Ia. norms Arna
651 (ref. 11 ).

L'objectlt do Ia norme Arinc 651 ost donc do proposer uno architecture do calcutatour qul
utiliseraft dos modules standards. Uobjectit ost, en particuller, do pouvoir diff~ror touts action do
maintenance. Cot objoctit est quantiftA: la probabiit d'avoir A romptacer un module dolt 6tre inf~rlure
A 1 % pendant 200 heures aprbs la preribro panne simple d'un calculalour. En premlibre approximation,
los commandos do vol do I'A320 sont trbs prochos do tonir cet objoctit. Llnt~rbt d'utiler des modules
standards, remplacoablos ind~pandamment los uns dos autros est donc plutbt d'une part do tacilitor la
maintenance en compagnie, avec en particulier une rhduction du stock do rechange, d'autre part do
r~duiro Is coOt d'achat du syst~me. Lune do nos 6tudos; en cours tendrait A conserver r'approche A320
d'utilisation do deux typos do caicuiateur. lun pourrait fitro do tochnologle classique, ot t'autro s couter
dans to mout., do la norms Arinc 651.

line autre, cons~quence do Fint~gration ost )a possibItith do disposer do circuits ripondant A
des fonctions sp~clfIquos, St donc faisant Iobjet do productions on petite s~ris (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit). Cod permot donrvisager do construire des circuits sp~cifiques do Ia tol~rance aux
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fautes, comm. un votour reconfigurable (tel que celui d6finl en ref. 13). ou encore un chien do garde
6volu6. pennettant do srveiller finomont I. d6roulemsnt dun programme. Un tol chien do garde est
ddvelopp6 par lArospatiale pour un calculateur do commandos do vol do rA34o.

La mani~re do programmer lea calculateurs eat 6gaiemont en cowrs d'6volution. 11 est
vraisemblablo quo lusage dADA va so r6pandro. Ce langage sera utilis6i sur l'A40 pour un calculateur
do commandos; do vol.

2.2.2. Systilme dlstribu6 do command.s do vol

Lutilisation de bus num6niques A ac~s multiplox6 pout 6tre transparente ;sanis Impact
notable sur to syst~me. NWanmoins, un accompagnemoint do l'introduction do bus muhiplox6s pout Otre
une d~localisation do calculatours do commandos do vol. et une remise en cause do l'architecture du
syst6me. La d6localisation do calculateurs pout conduire A on diss6minor dana; la saute, voiro A en placer
(on tout ou partie) A proximit6 des actionneurs (ce qui oct fait maintenant do fagon courante pour Ia
commando des motours). Cette domnibro approcho est utilis~e sur PA320 pour dos 6lectroniques
d'assorvissement, et sur 1A340:lIo calculateur nurndrique charg6 do l'asservissement du Plan
Horizontal R16gtable ost plac6 & proximit6 do colui-ci.

2.2.3. Commandos do vol eptlques

Un systimo do commandos do vol pout 6tre composd d'un sous-systbme construit autour do
calculateurs qui assure to fonictionnemont normal du systime, et d'un sous-systbme do secours. Ce
sous-syst~me pout 6tre A transmission m6canique, ou construit autour do chaines do calcul num~riques,
ou analogiques avec des transmissions dlectriquos ou optiques. Un effort important ost mon6 A
rAMrospatiale dans I'6tude do la dornibre solution :transmission optique (voir ref. 14).

Les principos do base do cello architecture sont d'utiliser un. source d'dnorgio primaire
hydraulique, et do place~r tous los composants dlectroniques et lea cables 6tectriques associds dana une
enceinto blind~o, voiro do les inl6grer h Vactionnour (voir figure 6). Ce calcutateur pout assorvir une
servo-commando on fonction do la position du mancho, ot dventuellemont d'un capteur inertiel
(gyrombtro par oxomple). La position du manche es1 mesurde au moyen d'un captour optique (voir ref.
15). Ce captour est passif, et quatro fibres optiques sont utilis~es. La position ost foniction de la
diff6rence ontre ce quo Ie calculateur a dmis sur uno fibre, et ce qu'il a roqu sur l'autre, modif6 par to
capteur. Le capteur inertiel est plac6 dans la m~me enceinte que Io calculateur. L~nergie *lectrique
n~cessaire au calculateur ost fournie par conversion d6nergie hydraulique via une micro-g6n6ration.
Dane lNtudo actuelle, la servo-commando est utiis6e soil par un des calculateurs du syst~me do base,
soit par to calculatour de secours. L'intorfaco envisag6 est quo chaque calculateur ait ses; propres;
capteurs, et quo la servo-valve qui pormot do commander la servo-commando soit At deux enroulements,
chaque calculateur utilise un des doux enrouloments. En r~gime permanent, un soul dos doux calculateurs
asservit lactlonneur. 1e principe do Ia commutation ost quo Io calculateur digital 6met on permanence
(via une fibre optique) des messages vers to calculatour do secours. Si cello 6mission est interrompue,
Io calculateur do secours asservit l'actionneur. A ce jour, chacun dos composants; a 606 testd
sdpar~ment, lea; composants do technologie optique (capteur transmission) sont test~s en vol. et lea
tests d'int6gration ont 616 effectuls. Cos divers tests ont permis do montror la viabilit6 du concept.

2.3. Evolution des m6thoes - a~tier systbme

Le d6veloppomoent d'un systlme tot quo celui dos commandos do vol suit un cycle do
d~veloppernent (volr figure 7) qui part des besoins exprim6s au niveau avion. Un ernsemble do mlthodos
et outils a 6%6 d6veloppii IL l'Arospatiale pour effectuer au mioux Ce d6voloppemoent. Cot ensemble
constitue un atelor do conception do systlmos, ou atelier syst~me. Cot atelor nest encore qu'une
collection d'outiis plus ou maIns interconnects, support~s par des ordinateurs parfals Incompatibles,
ayant parfois 6t% conqus pour un syatlme particuller. L'eltort actual contlnu do porter sur lea; outils
eux-mimes, male a 6galement pour but do rapprocher sea outila entro-eux, do manllre A disposer d'un
ensemble atructurd croutlis communicants.

11 est 6galernent nlcessaire d'essayer do pr~volr Wes outils susceptibles d'tre uttle dens
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Is futur. En particulior. 1 6mergence do systirnos de commandos do vol dlstrlbuds oat possiblo. Cod pout
ontratnor des probl~mes do synchronisation plus difficiloes A maltnsor quo dans Ia situation actuelto. Los
rdsoaux do Potrl sont donc explor"e on avance pour 6ventuellemont traitor co genre do probl~mo (veir
an annexe).

Los m~thodes utilis6es doivont pormettre de vatider uno conception. Elles poeni influor
6galemont sur [a m6thodo do conception pour quo cotlo-ci soft validable. Cos doux concopts (validation, St
conception pour Ia validation) sont essontiols A Ia conception dun systhmo critique tot quo los
commandos do vol. IHs apparaissont partlculibroment dans Io choix du langage do spdcificaflon utIlls6. Un
point pivot dane Is cycle do conception crun systbmo ost IMcriture do Ia sp6clficatlen fonctionnollo des
6quipements. Cotte sp6clfation oat structur6e sulvant une d~composition fenctionnolte on
ltvros/chapftrss/planchos. Pour co faire, un langage do sp~ciflcation a 6116 dovelopp6 A rA~rospatlale. Co
langago dit langage SAO (Sp~cification Assist6 par Ordinatour) comprond des op6rateurs at des r~glos
syntaxiquos do combinaisons do cos opdrateurs. Cos op~rateurs sont particuli~rement adaptds A Ia
sp~cification drqulpements do commandos do vol car ii utiliso los symboles do base do lautomalique St
do Ia logiqus. Le langago comports 6galoment dos symbotos adapt~s A d'autros; syst~mes; commo Is
syst~me do gostion des atlarmos ou dos informations affich~es au pilots. Le langago pormot donc do
transcriro assoz diroctomont los 6tudos do d~fintion du syst~mo on spdcification d~quipoments. Co
langage a uns d6flnition fermelle, ce qut limits los risquos d'ambiguTt4 at d'incoh6renco. Co langago oat
support6 par un oulil do saisie graphique. La validation do Ia spdcification est facllit6o par to langage
choisi. D'uno part, i1 permet d'incluro des points do piquago d'information pour faciliter to d~pouillemont
des ossais au sot ou en vet, d'autro part, il permot l'utilisalion deoutils do v~rnficatlon at do validation do
sp~cification. Cos domniors outils sent d~crits plus particuli~roment § 2.3.2.

La gostion dos rotations entro los 6quipos do d~veoppomont st los services do production,
gestion, at apr~s-vonts oat 6galement assurde par latelisr syst~mo. Sont ainsi gdr~s ou on passo do
I'tre Ia Hiasso 6lectrique, los 6quipomonts, los domandos d'dvolution d'dquipsmonts, Ia description du
syst~mo.

La conception d'un avion civil ost constitu6 d'activit~s qui toutes ant Ia sdcurt6 do lavion
soil commo objoctif, soit commo contraints. Tous les outils; do I'atotier syst~me sent donc lids A des
degr6s divors A [a s6curitd do l'avion. Los outils plus particulikement Wis A la s~curit6 sent d~crits dane
Ia suits.

2.&.1. D36flnition du systime dos comimandos do vol

La ddfinition du syst~me demands A attribuer A chaquo gouvems un certain nombre
d'actionneurs, ot pour chaqus actionnour uns source d'dnorgio ot dos calculateurs. L'Acrituro d'un tel
arrangement implique do vOritier quo los objectifs do s~curitd du syst~mo sent tonus. 11 st alors
n~cessairo doenvisagor un nombro important do combinaisons do pannos, ce nombro pouvant 6tre do
quslquos; milliors. Une 6tudo a M1 monde, visant A automnatisor ce procossus.

11 sest av~r6 dune part utlo do disposer d'un outt permottant d'6valuor un grand nombro
do cas do pannos, permottant tutilisation do fonctions do capacitd (voir rof. 16), ot d'autro part quo Ia
pessibilit6 do pouvoir moddtiser des d~pendances statistiquos n'Atit pas absolumont n~cossaire. quits A
parfois toumir un r~sultat pessimists. Cetto Otudo a aboutlo A un outit informatiquo qut Get utilis
actuellemont A Ia d~finitton des nouveaux avions Airbus (A340, A330). Cot outil (appolA VERIFCDVE,
contraction do vWrificatioon", ot do "commandos do vol dlootriquos") prond on ontrde un arrangemenit do
calculatours, d'actionnours, do sources d'Anorglo hydraulique et dlectrique, malls Agalement
d'dvdnomonts particuliors tols quo l'arr~t simultand do bous los motours, et donc d'un grand nombre do
sources cdnorgio. La disponibiitd d'uno surface st fonction do Ia disponibllt6 do certainos do ces
rossourcos. Cotte doscription st fails avec un support du typo arbro do fautos.

La fonction do capactA utitiede permot do d~finir Ia manoeuvrablt6-in roulis do t'avlon, on
tonction do rdtat do ddgradatiori du systbme des commandos do vol. Cello manoeuvrablld pout 6tre
approchie par Is fonction sulvanto qut mesure to taux do reutis dieponible par une fonction Undatro dos
surfaces dtsponiblos :

7. (taux do roulls do Ia gouvome G)
G e (gouvomnes disponiblos)
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En d6finissant un seull d'accoptabilit6
((taux: do roulis > X) =.> (manoeuvrabill6 suffisanto))

11 ost alors possible do divisor los dtats do ddgradatlon du systmo on Mtate do succbs ou cr6choc, St
ainsi do calculor [a probabilit4 do d6falllance du systome par rapport A r'objoctif do manoouvrabilitil on
roulis.

Loutil crdo automnatiquomont dos combinaisons do pannes ot 6valuo Ia disponibliih dos
surfaces, ot donc uno foriction do manioouvrabilit6 on roulis. 11 compare coo r6oultats; A dos objectifs. Cos
objectifa sent duno part do manooeuvrabill6 (disponiblitil des gouvomoes do profondour, taux do roulis
disponiblo, etc) ot d'autro part fiabilisto (un objoctif do manoouvrabilit6 dolt Alto tonu pour touto
conibinaisori do pannos dont Ia probabilitill ost sup~rnouro A un objoctif donn6 do fiabiflt6). Loutil listo
alors les cornbinaisons do pannos qul no tiennont pas los objoctifs (ell y on a), et donno pour chaquo
objectif do manoouvrabilit6, la probabitit6 do non satisfaction. Loutil prond 6galoement srn corrpto los
posslbilit~s d'impasss tschnique (par exempts Is d~collago avoc un calculateur on panne).

Cot auti sest r~v616 particuli~rsmont utile dans la plhaso do conception do rarchitocturo
du syst~mo des commandos do vol do 1'A340. En offot, boaucoup d'architocturos ont 6tW envisagdos, ot
chacuno d'ellos dovait Atro v6rifi6o. Cots vWrification pout so fairs sans outit, mais c'ost un travail
tastidioux (typiquoment, des milliors do combinaisons do pannes sont A prendro on compto pour Ilaire uno
vdrification vraimont fins), ot donc avec des nisques drerrour. LUoutil a donc: penmis d'6tudisr plus
d'architoctures, donc d'avoir un produit final do meilleuro qualitil (sn terms do nombre
d'asservissomsnts par calculatour, donc on terms do masse, do puissance do calcul, et do co0t) St
globalemont do gagner du temps. Lin nouvet outil ost actuollement on cours do r6alisation, utilisant des
techniques do syst~ms expert. Son objoctif st double. D'uno part, it doit pouvoir affinor Ia
reprilsentation du systbme (prise en compte dos togiquos do reconfiguration d6finios dans los;
sp~cifications fonictionnoltes, raffinement do Ia foniction do capacit6), d'autro part, ii dolt pouvoir
dvaluer des syst~mes autres quo los commandos do vol (Is syst~me dos instruments do vol par
exempie).

2.3.2. VWrltlcatlon St validation des spdcifications fonctionnolles

Certaines; activit6s do v~rification des sp6cifications fonictionnolles sont support~s par dos
outils informatiques. Ainsi, la syntaxo do la sp~cification pout-oels Otre vdrifi~e automatiquement. Un
outil do gostion do configuration est 6galoent disponible et utilis6.

La validation do Ia sp~cification est faito principaloment par relecture (en particulier lors
do r'analyso do s6curitd) et par los toots au sol (voir rof. 17) ou on vol. Do plus notro objoctif ost une
validation au plus t6t. Pour ce faire, divers outils do simulation existent, st ce grace au fait quo los;
sp~cifications; sont 6crites dans un langags formel, qui rend Ia sp6ciflcation ex~cutable. 11 oot ainsi
possible do simuler une partie d'une sp~cification (outil LIS), ou sncore (outil OSIME) ['ensemble du
systime des commandos; do vol (caiculatours, actionneurs, capteurs, rotours avion). En outre, la partie
do spilcificatiori qui d6crit los lois do pilotage pout Atro simul~o on tempo r~el (outil OCAS), on prentant
sos entrdoo d'un mancho lat~rat riot (on fait plus simple qu'un mancho avion). Los sciriaril do toots ainsi
gdniris pouvont Atre enrogistrds et rejouis ultiourement, our une version suivante do la spicification
par examnple. Cecd pormet do faire un toot do non rigression. Los signaux A observer pouvont 6tro choisis
arbitrairomont, st no sont pas limitis aux ontrios/sorties d'une planche do sp~cification. Los outils
OSIME ot OCAS sont coupliles a un modiblo adrodynamique do l'avion.

2.3.3. Validation dotIs sOrst6 do fonctionnement

L'anatyse do sicuntd d'un systims aussi complex. quo los commandos do vol eel un
procossus difficile A mettre en oouvro. Pour simplifier cotns lourde tOcho, t'Adrospatla~e priparo un
outit draide A Ia geotion do cotte analyso. Lonsomblo des outils qul sont divoloppis Is sont sous Is torms
gdniniqus do RAMS-ES/A (Reliability Availability Mainlonability Safety - EnvironmentS / Aircraft).
Dans un premier tempo, los fonctions suivanlos vont 6tre automatis~es;: 1) support A l'anatyso do
sicuritd, l'utllisateur n'aura quA fournir l'information nicossair. & ranatyse, Ia prilsontation ot Ia miss
en pags 6tant girikes automatiquoment, avec une vOrificatlon do Ia cohirsnco do linformaton (outil
SARA), 2) gostlon des Informations do l'analyse do sicurit6 d'un systilmo (ginration lectrique par
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example) qul sont utiles pour un. autre analyse (commandos do vol par example), 3) 6laboration do
synthboes au nlvosu avion do toutes lee; analyses de s~curlt6 (outil DAISY assoclant tbus los syst~mes,
en particullor Ia g~ndration 6lectrique et los commandos do vol do roxempte prdc~dent). Un. deuxiimne
6tas permoltra d'automnattsor en parie Y~crlture du manuel do maintenance (los intervalles ontre
inspoctions qul sont indiqu~s dans Io manual do maintenance seront extralts automnatiquemoent des
analyses do sdcurlt6). do disposer drune banque do donndes bas~e sur 1Pexp~rlonce acquiso sur d'autros
avione, cr~tudler faciloment. aprbs la miss en service d'un avion, rlmpact sur los; objectifa do sdcurit4
do la flabililt des 6quipements mesurde on exploitation r"Ill.

If st 6galement important do survofllor Ia qualit6 des logiclels embarqu~s. L'Adrospatiale,
en tant qifavlonnour, effectue do nombreux audits choz ses foumnisseurs do logiciels. Un. m~thode
d'audit at un guide draudit ont 6td ddvolopp~s. Cos moaens permettent do faire un point sur rdtat dun
logiciel du point do vue qualitd, mais aussl d~tudier los tondances do celes qualitd. Cos moyens sont
maintenant en grande partile informatlsds.

2.3.4. Pregrammatlon outomatlqu.

La programmation automatique W'est pas uno activit6 do conception syst~me. Elie ost
n~anmoins 6troitement m414e dans la mosuro ou Ia programmation automatique se fait Ai partir do la
sp~cification fonctionnollo qul ost otto un des produits do 1ractivit6 do conception du syst~me.
L'utilisation d'outils do programmation automatique tend & so g6ndralisor. Cotto tondance est apparue
sur 1A320 et se confirms sur 1A340 (en particuller doux calcutateurs do commandos do vol seront oni
partie programrn~s automatiquemont). Lutilisatlon do tols outils A un Impact positif sur la s~curltd. Un
outil autoniatique permet d'assuror qu'une modification do sp~cification sora cod~e sans "stress!, me
si cette modification ost A faire rapidomont (situation rencontr~o lors do la phase doessai en vol par
exomple). Do plus, la programmation automatique, au travers do l'utilisation crun langago formel do
sp~cification, pormot do rdutiliser d'un programme avion At lautro du code ombarqu4. 11ost A noter quo
los outils do validation do spdcification fonctionnello (§ 2.3.2) utilisent un outil do programmation
automatique. Cot outil pr~sente des parties communes avec loutil do programmation automatique utilisd
pour la g~n~ration do code pour los; calculateurs do commandos do vol. Codl accroit Ia puissance do
valiation dos simulations.

2.4. lntdgratlon d'un. 6volutlon - cam du manche latiral

Los premiers ossais d'un manche latdral ot crune 101 do pilotage en profondour du typo do
cello qul sera plus tard utilis~o sur A320 ant eu lieu sur Concorde en 1978, salt dix ans avant la mise en
service commercial do l'A320. En 1983, un Airbus A300 a servi do banc: d'essai volant. Uavion 6taft
6quip4 d'un manche lat~ral en place gauche pour laquello los organes; do pilotage classiques avaiont 414
supprim~s. 75 heures do vol ant 414 effectudes, avec 48 pilotes des Services Offidoals, d'Airbus
Industrie, at do compagnios a~rionnes. Ces vols nont fait apparaltro aucuno difficultd d'adaptation au
manche latdral. Un accord g~nral Vast fait sur Ia 101 do pilotageoen profondeur, ainsi quo sur Ies
protections du domaine do vol, en particuller pour Ia protection haute incidence. 11 est par contro apparu
n~cessaire cramdliorer Ia 101 do pilotage en laldral. Avant los essais on vol do rA32O (1987), uno
nouvelle campagne dessai sur A300 a pormis do valider l'utilisation d'un manche latdral A gaucho comm.
A droito, ot d'affiner los lois do pilotage qul devalent 6tre utllisds sur l'A320.

En parall~le A ces 4tudos, un modbl. do charge do travail do rdquipage (ref. 18) a M64 mis
au point dans. roptique do Ia certification du premier A300 avec un cockpit do concept *tout A lavant"
(1982). Ce modblo a 414 affin4 iors doessal sur los avions qul ont suivi (A31 0, A320), et a servl A
vatidor Io concept do mancho latdral at dos automatismes associ~s.

Annex.s

Los r6seaux do Petri ont un int~r~t th~oriquo roconnu. 11 eel ndanmolns n~cessaire do
vatider cetto approche sur un cas concret. L'exemple choisi ost un syst~m. dos commandos do vol
distribud. Un systirno est dit "dlstrlbud' dans Ia mesure ou un r~seau do communication exists, ot quo
tout abonn6 et autonome, qu'aucun nest Indispensable, et quo Ilensemble dolt coop6rwr pour menor A
bion In tiche qul esl conflA. au systbrme.Diverses 6tudes ont 6t6 men6e sur rarchitectur. dun syst~me
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do commandos do vol, tant daris rindustrio quo Ia rocherche (rot. 19, 20, 21, 22). Uno 6tudo & 616 mon6o
& rArospatialo. d'uno part pour d6finlr un systilmo de commandos do voll distribu6, d'autro part pour
moltro sur piod une m6thodo do validation d'un tel syst~me.

Un. approche seine eel do concevoir Is syst~me en coucho, uno coucho do nivoau lnf6uleur
assurant un service & Ia couch. imm-Adiatenient au deesus. Los couches envisag6os sont similaires a
cellos utilis6es dane un syst~mo distribu6 tol6rants aux fautos ddvolopp6 it ruLniversit6 do California,
Los Angelos (DIEDIX. ref. 20). Ces couches sont repr6sont6es sur Ia figure 8. La couch. dite *transport'
serait d~finie par Ia norms Aninc 629. Cello couche assure los 6changes do donn6es entre calculateurs,
at assure qu'un message 6mis eel beon roqu (une 6vontuolle allaque do g6n6raux byzanlins devrait Mrs
traft6o A ce nivoau). La couche do synchronisation a pour objet do colloctor lee donnides qul doivont Mrs
trait6es on m~ine tempe. La couch. do tolrance aux fautos masque los; redondances it Ia couch. qul
contierit Is logiciel drapplication. Par exempts (figure 8), soft un sysl~me do commandos, do vol roli6 A
Irois centralos A inertia. Cheque centrals va p6rlodiquoment 6mettre la vitosso do langage quoelle a
mocur~e. Celto 6mission etlla r~ception dane; Ie calculateur do commendee do voll sont gir6es par Ia
couch. transport. Los trois vilesses do langage 6misos sont regroup6e par uno W~ho apparteniant AlaI
couch. do synchronisation. Un vote eel offectu6 dane Ia coucho dile do tol~ranco aux feutos, pour
masquor une 6ventuolle erreur d'uno des trols centreles. Lo r~sultat du vole es1 utilis6 par rapplicalion:
Jos lois do pilotage. Un sch~ma identique pourrait 6tre appliqu6 4 Ia synchronisation d'int6grateurs.

lUobjectif do l'activit6 do synchronisation dos calculateurs n'a pa pour objet do
synchroniser los horloges, mais plut6t do synchroniser los donn~os. Typiquemont. los caiculaleurs sont
rodondants at lours sorties sont compar6es ou vot6os pour d6toctor Ia panno do l'un d'ontre-oux. SI los
calcule; sont effectu6es A partir do donn6es (trop) ditffrentos, un risquo do divergence exists a1 donc do
d~connexion intempestivo. Uno synchronisation eel donc n6cessaire. Par contro. uno synchronisation
tr~s stridte, au niveau horloge en particulior, condainne l'utiliselion do logiciels dissimilairos, et sorait
contraire A notre pratique. Nous nous sommos donc orienlis pour celloe 6tude sur une synchronisation do
donn6ee, ce qui implique du point do vue temporol une syncronivation "lcho".

Un protocols do synchronisation lflcho, do donn6es, a 6td conqu dane; l'oplique d'une
utilisation dane un syst~mo distribu6 do commandos do vol. 11 e'apparonto au trailomoint qui eel fail cur
los avions pr6c6dents do certaines donn6os. 11 s'appliquorait bien & un ensemble do calculaeurs devant
dmettre de consignee vers de actionneurs, at~ pour 6viter do divorger. dovant prondre dee donn6os
dentr6e do valour sensibloinent 6galo. La base du protocols eel quo los calculateurs ont un
torictionnomont cycliquo, at p~riodiquomont vont 6moltre des consignee vers los ectionnours etliot
dorndes A synchroniser. Cot ensemble do donn6es est un message unique au niveau do la couche
d'application. Ayant dmis son message, Is calculatour va attendre los mossages do tous los eutres
celculaleurs avec: lesquels iI dolt so synchroniser. Ces messages ayanl 6%6 regus, Ie calcul des lois do
pilotage pout reprondre A partir do la moyonne ou do la m6diane (ou autre) dee donn6es A synchroniser.
Ce sch6ma ideal pout 6tr. mis en d6faut par la panne d'un calculalour qul n'dmettraft plus. 1e syct~me no
dolt pas 6tr. bloqud par co cas do panne. Tent par principo quo pour couvrir un cas do point commun
entratnenl uno d~taillance simullande do plusiours celculateurs, Ie protocol. dolt survivre A l'isoloinent
du calculatour qui !ox6cute. Nous evone donc troie modes do tonclionnement du protocols

-fonictionnement normal do tous los calculateurs (figure 9.a),
-fonctionnemnent normal d'une majoiNt do calculaeur (figure 9.b),
*isoloement d'un calculatour (figure 9.c).

En fonictionnoment normal do bous loe calculalours, coux-ci 6mettent lour message do
synchronisation quasiment on m-in. temps. L'Alape do synchronisation ost tormindo d~s rdception do
tOUs ls messages.

En foricllonnemont normal dune majonitd do calculeteur (figure 9.b), soul un potit nombre
do calculatours Oct hors d~tat d'Amollre un message. Un chlon do garde eel arnA doe rdiception du
messago qul, ajoutA aux messages pr~cddmment rogue. pormel d'afflmmer qu'uno mejorlA do
calculateurs oct en 6tal d'Amettre at a 6mis. Si "n" calculaeurs sont A synchroniser, co chlen do garde
eel armA dbe r~coplion du 'Imire. message, avec (n - 2m-1, n Impair), ou (n-2m-2, n pair). Dane los
deux ces, noat m v~rifiont (2m>n), 01 done eussi Is felt mejoritlro. Pour Aviler qu'un calculaleur isOW
no soft bloquA un second chien do garde doll Ageloement Atro am-A.

Nous venions do ddcrirs informelloment lo protocols do synchronisation. L'dtapo sulvatse
ost do Is spilcifler do fagon formel, et quo cae spilciication soft validable. Pour ce faire, I. protocols



a dtd sp6cifid on utilisant los r6soaux do Petri. Le r6soau r~sultant apparalt our Ia figuro 10. Co r6soau
pout 6tre ddcoup6 en un bloc d'acquoltlon do messagos valldos (P1, P2, P4, Ti. T2, T3), un bloc do
ddtecion do Is fin do Ia phase do synchronisation (tous los mossages sont roqus, ou dlclanchoniont d'un
chion do garde, P4, T4, TS, T6), un bloc do fin do synchronisation, voto, r6initialisation du protocols
(P7, PS, T7, TS, T9), un bloc dInteraction via Ia coucho do transport avoc; los; autres calculatours (P9,
TI), r'application (P1 1 A P1 5, Ti 0 A TI 5).

L'utilisation des r6soaux do Petri a 6t6 motivile par Ia n~cossitil do disposer d'un mayen do
descriptionlspllcficaton d'un protocolo do synchronisation, I'aspect formal do co moyon 6tant un point
important pour dvitor touto ambiguTt6. Un. mitre motivation tout aussi importanto oat Ia nlcessitil do
pouvoir validor Is protocols. Codl a 6td rdalisd do doux voles complilmentares, d'une part on utilloant los
propridt~es intnnsbques des r6soaux do Potri qul pormottent do dlgager des "Invariants* du protocols
mod~lis6, d'autro part on simulant Is fonictionnement du protocols. 11 oat A notor quo coe phaso do
validation a Mt6 supportdo par un outil informatique :RdPS (ref. 23).

Un invariant d'un rdsoau do Paid tradult uno propriatd du rlseau ot en apporte une preuvo
formelle. Par example, en notant M(Pi) [a nombro do jeton sur la place Pi (son marquago), uno analyse
statique du rlseau fait apparaltre l'oxistonce do l'invarlant do place suivant:

M(P7) + M(P8) + M(P9) - 1
Codi traduit Is fait qu'il y a exclusion mutuelle entre la. prise en compto du m~dium (P9), la tWho do vote
(P37), et la terminaison do la synchronisation (P8). Cod signifie en particulier qu'un message qui
arriverait pendant l'ex6cution des tiches do vote ou do torminaison do Ia synchronisation sorait ignoril
temporairement, et pris en compte au round do synchronisation suivant. L'examen dos invariants no
permet pas do garantir complittement la validit6 du protocols. 11 permot ndanmoins d'exhiber des
propridt6s du protocols, qui sont acceptables ou non. En outro, al tout. place appartiont Ai au momns un
invariant, ii est possible d'affirmer quo I. r6seau oat bom6, ot doric l'absonce do boucle infinlo.

La simulation du r~seau permet do glnlror son graphs do marquage, c'eet-&-diro
1'ensemble des dtats quo pout prondro Is protocols. Trois types do vlrification pouvont 6fro effectuds.
Tout d'abord, une analyse automnatique pormet do vWrifior quo Is rlseau oat vivant ot quo I. protocols no
pout donc: pas so bloquer. Une autre vWrification ost d'examiner tous ceo 6tats, et los passages d'un 6tat
A rautro pour appr~cler si ce comportomont du protocols ainsi d~crit correspond & ce qui dtait attendlu.
Cette vlrification oat utile mais pout s'avdrer fastidious. si faito sans nlthodo. Dans to cas du protocols
6tudi6, Ie nombre d'6tat est foniction du nombro do calculateurs (W) interconnect6s. La vWrification dolt
donic so faire pour Is nomnbro maximal do calculatours, mais aussi pour tous lea 6tats possibles do
d~gradation, soit avec n-i calculatours, ainsi qu'avec n-2 soulomont, jusqu'it Is disponibilitil d'un soul
calculatour. Une r~curronco apparalt A l'oxamon ot ii st possible do cr~er une grille do lecture vaisble
quel quo soft Is nombre do calculateurs disponibles. Enfin, il ost possible do faire une recherche
automatique do certains dtats, qui pourrait 6tre indlsirable. Conte recherche pout sorvir it conlirmer
l'examen du graphs do marquage, pour los; points touchant & Ia sdcurt6. Par example, iI pout 6tro estim6
quo la ticho do vote no pout pas Mre activeoen m~me tempo quo Is calcul des lois (thche d'applicaion) qui
est cens6 utiliser Is rlsultat do ce vote. Si 10 protocols pouvait entrer dana un tell 6tat, un marquage tel
quo M(P7) - M(P1 1) - 1 oxisterait. Co typo do marquago pout Mrs recherchl automatiquement

En rlgle gln~ralo, at pour un systbme do commandos do vol on particulior, il oat
nlcossairo crassocler A touts activitd do conception uno activitd do validatin. 11 est ausal nlcessairo do
concevoir avec la validation comm. objoctif. Notre approche via-&-vls des systimes distribuls oat donc:
autant do mithodo (los rhseaux do Petri en sont une) quo do technique do transmission.

Dana la m~me voio, los rlseaux do Potri stochastiques (voir rot. 23) pouvont ajouter uno
dimonsion, fiaboilisto A Ia modllisatlon d'un systilmo. Uno promilre 4tudo a pormia do dlfinir des bosomns
en matllre d'outils Informatiquos, ce qul a conduit & uno Mtuds dos implications thdoriques ot pratiques do
ces bosomns par 10 Centre National des Arts et W~ters do Paris (ref. 24), ett Is rlalisatlon d'un
prototype.
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PILOT MONITORING OF DISPLAY ENHANCEMENTS
GENERATED FROM A DIGITAL DATA BASE

by
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United Kingdom

SUMART

A Ferranti International integrated covert mission system called PENETRATE (Passive
Enhanced Navigation with Terrain Referenced Avionics) is currently undergoing flight
trials on a Hunter fast-jet aircraft at the Royal Aerospace Establishment,
Farnborough, England. The heart of the PENETRATE system is a digital data store
housing a three dimensional model of the terrain including cultural details and
tactical intelligence information. This integrated mass memory store supplies data to
a Terrain Referenced Navigation System, a head-down Digital Map and a head-up Skeletal
Perspective Terrain Image Generator. The integrity of the terrain data loaded into
this covert system cannot be totally guaranteed; neither can the navigation accuracy.
The pilot mbst, therefore, use his normal visual technique to monitor the synthetic
terrain displays for acceptable correlation with the real world.

This paper describes the PENETRATE integrated covert mission system, the increase in
operational capability it provides and the visual monitoring requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Electro-optic sensors such as Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR) and Night Vision
Goggles (NVG) enable aircraft to be flown at high speed and low level in poor
visibility and at night. The combination of these passive sensors enables a
tremendous increase in operational capability, but they are not the complete solution.
To survive against todays sophisticated defences aircrew must make maximum use of
stealth penetration techniques and facilities. Even when using both FLIR and NVG
sensors, foreground undulations or ridges often lack contrast and are difficult to
identify. Power lines and masts also often lack both thermal and visual contrast
against the background scene and neither sensor can always be relied upon to pick up
these obstructions at a safe avoidance range. As the weather deteriorates and the
performance of these electro-optic sensors decreases, additional enhancements are
required to continue the mission safely. It is this crucial requirement that the
PENETRATE system addresses.

THE PENETRATE SYSTEM

The PENETRATE system is designed to provide aircrew with extremely accurate navigation
coupled with head-up and head-down displays of the terrain. The integrated airborne
system comprises a mass data store and three main airborne modules:-

Terrain Referenced Navigation (TRN)
Digital Map Generator (DMG)
Skeletal Perspective Terrain Image Generator

The mass data store is a very large capacity military optical disc drive. This compact
store is the heart of the PENETRATE system and contains several layers of informetion
which are accessed by the individual modules, Figure 1.

The first layer Is the Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) which is used by all
three of the main airborne modules. The next layer is cultural information such as
roads, railways, woods and r'vers which are required by the digital map. This
cultural information can either be based on feature vectors or alternatively it can be
obtained by digitizing standard aeronautical charts. Obstructions such as pylons,
masts and chimneys are strictly cultural information. They are, however, held as a
separate data layer as this information is used by the perspective image generator to
display obstruction symbols in the Head-Up-Display (HUD) in order to cue the pilot's
attention to these hazards. Intelligence information such as missile sites, lethal
zones, and Forward Edge of Battle Area (FEBA) is held in another data layer. This is
used by the digital map generator which processes and displays the information in a
variety of ways. The final layer of data contains mission information such as the
target, waypoints, routeing, timings and fuel bingos. This data is generated using a
mission planning system and it is specific to the particular mission being flown. It
is generally displayed on the digital map, but certain data such as the target and the
planned route can also be processed by the perspective image generator for display on
the HUD. Mission specific information can either be held in the data transfer module,
which is an adjunct to the mass data store, or it can be written directly on to the
optical disk via a data link.
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FIGURE I
MAIN AIRBORNE MODULES OF THE PENETRATE SYSTEM

For demonstration and development purposes the PENETRATE system ham been installed in
an avionics pod for carriage on a standard wiig pylon of the Nightbird Hunter aircraft
at the Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough (Figure 2). Pod inputs consist of
electrical power, a serial data bus for inertial parameters, an analoEue input for
radar height, and a few discrete cockpit controls. Pod outputs consist of RGB video
to the colour head-down display and composite monochrome video to the head-up display.
The pod is also fitted with an 8mm sealed video colour recorder, a data transfer unit
and a video camera with a low light capability.

FIGURE 2
COVERT MISSION SYSTEM DEMONSTRATOR

The major rodules of the demonstration system are housed in separate boxes to
facilitate modifications required by the flight trials. The system can, however,
easily be packaged into a single box for internal installation.

NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

Terrain Referenced Navigation

Precise navigation to an accuracy of a few tens of metres is essential if head-up
perspective images are to overlay correctly the actual terrain. Precise navigation
also reduces pilot workload as the moving map display faithfully indicates the exact
position and shows what features can be expected. In the PENETRATE system this
precise navigation is obtained from a terrain referenced navigation system.

Unlike a terrain following radar, the TRN system knows what the contours are like
behind the next hill. This allows the pilot to follow the contours of the ground more
closely than is possible with radar. Ballooning over ridges is avoided and the best
advantage can be made of the available terrain screening. Automatic terrain
following can also be implemented by coupling the TRN into the flight control system.
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Intellizent Ground Prozimity Varnint System

With an accurate knowledge of the surrounding terrain, together with aircraft present
position, attitude and performance, the system provides sophisticated ground proximity
warning. This "Intelligent" Ground Proximity Warning System (IGPWS) does not rely on
historical radar altitude information and a flat earth. Instead the system
continuously computes the g required to clear the data base terrain ahead. Two stages
of warning are provided, which are determined by the g required and the performance
margin available.

DIGITAL MAP DISPLAYS

Low level flight is very demanding. The maximum time must be spent head-up monitoring
the flight path of the aircraft In relation to the ground and attending to the overall
tactical demands of the formation and the mission. The pilot must know where he is at
all times and where he is going in relation to his planned waypoints, the local
terrain, threat zones and his target. This information must be presented in a form
which is easy and quick to assimilate. Superfluous information must be removed and
important features such as masts and pylons must be highlighted.

Digital terrain elevation data is now available for large areas of the world and can
be obtained by stereoscopy from military and commercial satellites. Where an existing
digital data base is available, this allows the full capability of the digital map
system to be used. Unfortunately, a full digital cultural database is unlikely to be
available for some years and digitized paper charts will therefore be required
initially to allow world wide coverage. Recognising the limited availability of
digital data, the Ferranti digital map generator is configured to handle digital maps,
digitized paper maps, or a combination of both.

Overlay Capability

The digital map display shows navigation and intelligence information overlayed on the
map, in a similar manner to the way pilots previously annotated their hand held maps.
The PENETRATE system contains the normal map scales IM, 500K and 250K, with 50K for IP
to target runs. In addition, a 'route overview' 1:5 million scale map is provided to
enable the complete route shape to be viewed on the screen. The intelligence overlay
includes threats such as SAM sites, FLOT, FEBA and entry and exit gates. The
information can also be colour coded to reflect category, importance or staleness.
Masts, pylons and large vertical structures are available as a separate feature
overlay. This enables important flight safety information to be highlighted.

The digital terrain elevation data base can be electronically overlaid on either
digitized paper maps or true digital map features. This superposition adds a third
dimension to the map display and offers several additional capabilities.

a. Sun Angle Shading

Sun angle shading of the terrain from any angle can be used to give a three
dimensional effect.

b. Contour or "Safety Height" Shading

By selection, all terrain above the current aircraft height can be shaded, for example
In red to highlight dangerous terrain during an instrument descent. Another
alternative available is to colour terrain which is less than 1,000 ft below the
current aircraft height.

c. Intervisibility Shading

To allow optimum terrain masking and minimise the overall effectiveness of any threat
(such as a SAM site), the PENETRATE system computes threat zones and displays these as
functions of aircraft height. The radial lines are displayed every 5 degrees and show
those areas where line of sight intervisibility calculations indicate that the
aircraft would be detected and vulnerable if it maintained its present height above
the terrain. In the example shown in Figure 3, if the planned route through the hills
to the top left is blocked by low cloud, the pilot could divert up the valley to the
right without coming under threat from the SAM site on the ridge, provided he kept at
the same height above ground. The extremities of the radial lines indicate the
theoretical maximum range of the threat at that height, but this should obviously be
treated with caution.

Intervisibility displays can also be used to indicate terrain which is hidden from the
aircraft. This presentation can be used to allow semi-covert use of sensors such as
radar, by indicating the areas from which their emissions are unlikely to be detected
by ground based equipment.

HEAD-UP DISPLAT EUEANCRIT

High speed low level flight is demanding even in daytime and good visibility. At
night and in poor weather outside visual cues and the FLIR image are degraded and the
pilot's workload increases considerably. The PENETRATE system allows the pilot to
enhance his forward view as the visibility decreases. The type of enhancement depends
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on the weather conditions and the quality of the image available from the
electro-optic sensors.

A

FIGURE 3
INTERVISIBILITY DISPLAYS

Obstruction and Target Cueing
In good conditions, only obstruction cues are required. Obstructions havingsignificant vertical extent such as pylons, masts, chimneys and tall buildings are
held in the obstruction data base. Obstruction symbols are then displayed in the
correct perspective position in the HUD where they should overlay and therefore
highlight the potential hazard, Figure 4. Hidden line elimination techniques are
employed to remove any portion of the obstruction symbols which are obscured by
intervening terrain. This elimination of hidden lines is very important, otherwise
the obstruction will appear to be located in a false position much nearer to the
aircraft. Clutter is avoided by reducing the luminance of obstruction symbols which
do not present an immediate hazard.

Rlde Line Displaya
In poor visibil and at night, the basic FLIR picture can be enhanced by the
addition of ridge lines which are displayed exactly overlying the contours of theoutside world, Figure 5. A ridge is defined and highlighted when the ground contours
are tangential to the pilot's direct sightline.

FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5
OBSTRUCTIOI CUES RIDGLINE ENHANCEMNT

"Measlesu Enhanement
If every terrain elevation data point is shown in the HUD by a dot in its correct
perspective position, the pattern of dots can enhance the ridgeline display by
providing additional perspective information, Figure 6.

Lattice Display
In very poor conditions the elevation data points can be joined by lines to present a
synthetic three-dimensional lattice, Figure 7. In the foreground, each lattice grid
has 100 metre sides, which is the resolution of the basic digital terrain elevation
data base. The grid resolution is widened with distance to present a uniform lattice
density. The luminance of the lattice can also be varied with distance. All of these
head-up skeletal displays are updated at 25 or 30 Hz (the video frame rate) and there
are no limitations in aircraft speed or manoeuvre.

Dslay ControI
mn combinations of perspective image enhancements are available as intermediate
selections. One example is obstruction cues and ridgelines in the foreground with
lattice in the background. In the PENETRATE system, a rotary "enhancement" knob Is
provided so that the pilot can select the type and degree of enhancement required,
Figure 8. Inevitably, there is a compromise between clutter and enhancement. As the
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visibility deteriorates, the pilot increases the display enhancement to the required
level; when the visibility improves he turns down the enhancement to declutter the
display.

FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7
MEASLES ENHANCEMENT LATTICE KNHANCEHENT
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FIGURE 8
ROTARY ENHANCEMENT CONTROL

Due to the number of obstructions, ridge lines or lattice lines being displayed, the
HUD can become congested or cluttered. Clutter obscures the FLIR image rather than
enhancing it. To ensure that the FLIR picture still remains clearly visible, it is
necessary to reduce the luminance of the overlay, except where an obstruction symbol
is cueing an immediate hazard. One way of accomplishing this is to merge or add the
raster overlay to the FLIR video and assign higher luminance levels to the flight
symbology and immediate obstructions, whilst allowing less prominence to other
enhancement symbols or overlays.

HIGHWAY IN THE SKY (HITS)

Most modern aircraft have a flight director symbol which shows the heading to steer to
reach the next waypoint or target. If enough waypoints are inserted it is even
possible to designate a complicated route of many segments. A two dimensional flight
director, however, can only indicate the heading to steer at any one moment in time
and requires constant attention if heading changes are not to be missed.

The PENETRATE Highway In The Sky (HITS) overcomes this problem by displaying the
required 3-dimensional flight trajectory on the HUD superimposed on the terrain ahead
in a form which is simple and natural to follow, Figure 9. The highway not only
indicates the instantaneous heading required, but also shows the required flightpath
several seconds ahead. The pilot is thus able to anticipate flightpath changes and
has more time to devote to other activites.

The highway can be used both for route navigation and for recovery to a permanent
runway or a tactical minimum operating strip. The highway symbols under initial
evaluation are as a series of ground stabilised bars with upward pointing ends. The
pilot flies along this highway without going below the bars.

DATA B33 INTEGRITY

The integrity of the data used by this covert mission system is subject to possible
errors at three stages:

a. Digitization

b. Processing and Storage

C. Display Generation.
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FIGURE g
HIOHWAY IN THE SKY

Digitization

The basic terrain data can be obtained from existing paper charts, photographic survey
plates and satellite imagery. The Digital Land Mass Survey (DLMS) divides the terrain
data into two basic categories, Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) and Digital
Feature Analysis Data (DFAD). The true digital vector or structured feature data base
is presently only available for sample areas. As an interim measure, paper charts
are, therefore, scanned to provide this cultural information.

Elevation Data

The Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) has a specified basic accuracy
Additional errors can be introduced during the digitization process and these
errors depend on the digitisation technique used. If existing paper map contours
are traced manually or automatically, inadvertant misinterpretation of contour
lines can occur where lines are closely spaced or 'broken' by other cartographic
information. If data is obtained by stereoscopy from military or commercial
satellites, survey control points are needed to ensure accuracy; these points may
be difficult to survey in unfriendly territory. Samples of DTED used by Ferranti
have also been found to contain a few 'wild' vertical data points, though these
can generally be detected and corrected during the data preparation procedure.

Cultural Data

Errors in the cultural cartographic data base become numerous as the landscape
evolves. Woods are cut down, new roads are built and old roads re-aligned. New
buildings constantly change the shape of towns and villages. The accuracy and
fidelity of a aQg therefore, proportional to the age of the source material.
Fortunately, err in the cultural data base, which have traditionally been a
problem for humahwavigators, are not important to an inertial terrain or
satellite referenced navigation system. Cultural modifications without
significant vertical extent are also not critical to flight safety. Earthworks
such as embankments, quarries and slag heaps are more serious, but only a few of
these are of significant vertical extent and can, therefore, be categorized as
obstructions. Small landscape perturbations of this nature are not significant
to the accuracy of the terrain referenced navigator.

Obstruction Data

Vertical obstructions such as masts, high buildings and electricity power lines
are one category of cultural data which is particularly difficult to digitise, as
it requires significant human intervention. As well as being wrongly recorded in
both height and position, obstructions can be newly built, modified, demolished
and even mobile (eg construction tower cranes and barrage balloons). An uncharted
obstruction can be as lethal as an unknown surface-to-air missile (SAM) site.
Obstruction data must, therefore, be treated in the same way as other military
intelligence, as both have many similarities in terms of unpredictability,
staleness of data and location errors.

Prooessing and Storaae

Data processing and compression may introduce errors; software designed for this
purpose must therefore be treated as 'safety involved'. Careful processing can also
detect errors. A simple check that the base height of each obstruction lies on the
data base terrain is an obvious example. A continuity check of electricity line pylon
positions can also highlight misplotted pylons. The optical disk mass storage medium
has a basic error rate of about I in 10. By applying error correction techniques
these errors are reduced to less than 1 in 1013.
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Display Generation

As well as the established error correction techniques, the system modules all have
extensive built in test circuitry which ensures that the display is a faithful
representation of the raw data.

ADDITIONAL INTEGRITY

In peacetime, additional integrity can be obtained from active sensors such as radar
or lasers. In suitable conditions, a scanning laser can be used for ground and
obstacle warning, but even very powerful lasers are attenuated by weather and cannot
see more than about twice the range of the human eye. In very poor conditions, the
radar may have to be used, albeit sparingly. The intervisibility display can then be
used in reverse, to show suitable transmission periods when the radar is unlikely to
be detected by known defences.

THE PILOT AS A MONITOR

The human brain is extremely good at pattern matching and the pilot is presented with
a synthetic terrain picture which should exactly match the outside world. The TREN
navigation error is generally a function of the roughness of the terrain. The degree
of correlation and uncertainty is known within the system and this can be used to give
the pilot warning of how well the system estimates it is achieving its terrain
matching objectives. This 'navigation uncertainty' can be displayed on the head down
map display and on the head up perspective display as 'metres error'. The synthetic
terrain overlay may be in error from the real world, both laterally and in height.
With the ridgeline, measles and lattice display enhancements, a mismatch in height (Z)
could be misinterpreted as a longitudinal error (Y) and vice versa (Figure 10).
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FIGURE 10
HEIGHT ERROR INTERPRETED AS HORIZONTAL ERROR

With the navigation accuracy currently being obtained from TRN systems, registration
errors at long range between the perspective images and the real world are negligible.
At very short ranges, however, the errors can sometimes become significant,
particularly in the vertical plane.

In poor visibility and at night, if the perspective terrain image displayed in the
foreground matches the real terrain as seen visually, or as seen by the FLIR or NVG
sensors, then the pilot will have considerable confidence that the terrain image
displayed in the background will accurately represent the ground that is not yet
visible. When automatic Terrain Following (TF) is being used, the pilot can give his
full attention to assessing the sensor and synthetic terrain information and to
monitoring the way the autopilot is achiving the flightpath directed by the system.
The ability of the human brain to assimilate dissimilar information and assess risk
factor is unique. The ability to use this risk analysis to assess how the aircraft is
progressing and to take action If necessary, can really only be a pilot function. The
more complex the task the more attention is required.

Modern data storage methods give the aircraft system a considerable capability to fly
safely and quickly without any tell-tale emissions, but the safety is only as good as
the information in the data bank. The pilot remains the key.

CONCLUSION

Forward Looking Infra Red sensors enable a tremendous increase in operational
capability by allowing the pilot to see ground features ahead of the aircraft in poor
visibility and at night. They therefore extend the low level operational capability
by a considerable amount. The PENETRATE system further enhances the pilots forward
view and allows him to continue at low level with degraded visual or sensor displays.
By displaying the terrain profile well beyond visual range and by cueing the approach
of vertical obstructions, the PENETRATE system greatly enhances the safety of low
level flight in both peace and war.
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SUMMARY

As the trend for increased storage in reliable, high-performance guidance, navigation, and control systems continues,

coverage of transient memory failures becomes an increasingly critical problem. This paper discusses new techniques of

recovery from such failures in redundant processing systems which perform high-frequency iterative control algorithms for

flight critical ON&C. Two approaches are presented. The first employs hardware assisted recovery techniques to detect

which memory segments in the failed processor need to be restored, so that recovery can be accomplished incrementally, by
only restoring segments of memory which have been corrupted. The second approach is utilize a common fault-tolerant
memory which allows errors to be masked and corrected on-the-fly eliminating the need for recovery.

PROBLEM

The increased functional requirements of advanced guidance, navigation, and control electronics has necessitated the

use of more powerful digital computer architectures. In addition to processing throughput, storage requirements are also
increasing, as there is more data being collected and processed by larger, more complex software programs. The increases in

chip density of semiconductor memory has lead to the illusion that there is little or no penalty to pay for increasing on-board
storage. In fact, we have seen that semiconductor memory continues to be the leading contributor to digital system

unreliability Ill. Systems for critical real-time control must account for the high failure rates of these components in order to

preserve function integrity.

One approach to the design of highly reliable real-time systems is Triple Modular Redundancy, or TMR. Here,

processing components form tightly-synchronized triplex systems. Hardware voters mask failures in real-time. Redundant
processors run identical copies of program code allowing the operating system and voting/synchronization hardware to make
the fault-tolerance aspects of the system transparent to the applications programmer. This approach has proven to be

practical for achieving very high levels of reliability with only a small throughput penalty for fault tolerance.

An error in these systems will be detected and masked in real-time. A permanent fault will most likely cause the

erroneous processor to consistently be in error. However, even most transient faults, such as temporary memory bit-flips,
will often cause a processor to diverge from the majority computational stream. A continuous stream of voter errors will then

ensue, not because the processor has any physical problem, but because it suffers from corrupted memory. A processor which
exhibits persistent errors is taken off-line to facilitate degradation if further faults should occur. However, if the failure is
transient, the reliability of the system is significantly increased if we are able to recover the processor rather than taking it off-

line permanently.

A majority of the research and modelling of fault-tolerant systems has considered only prmanent failures, but several

studies have shown that the rate of occurrence of transient errors is 5 to 100 times that of fixed failures (2. 3. 4, 5].

Additionally, in nuclear or spaceborne environments one may expect transient failures even more frequently due to high
radiation. One practical example is the recent loss of the Phobos 2 probe to that Martian moon. It is hypothesized that the
loss was caused by a single event upset in the computer memory due to solar particles [6]. Our studies have shown that the
ability of a triply redundant system to recover from such transient errors can decrease the probability of system loss by nearly

an order of msag inile 17).

In the current CSDL Fault-Tolerant Processor (FTP) technology (8, 9] the process of bringing a redundant processing
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channel back on-line after an error is termed realignment. The approach is to periodically attempt to re-synchronize the failed

channel with the healthy ones. If the off-line member responds, red-time operation is suspended. THE off-line member's
RAM is reloaded from the on-line members' RAM, and real-time functions are restarted. Current FTPs realign RAM at a rate
of I Mbyte/sec while all other operations are halted. For typical cases, critical data in RAM occupies roughly 60K bytes
(program storage is in ROM). The whole realignment procedure for this scenario takes approximately 120 ms, suspending

the flight code for three 40 ms iterations during recovery. The delays associated with recovery ae greater when larger RAM
segments in the faulty channel must be restored while maintaining full functionality of control algorithms with higher iteration

rates. Clearly, better techniques are needed for transient error recovery and avoidance in current and future systems which

require more memory and higher performance.

We have investigated two approaches to this problem and present them here. First, transient error recovery is

discussed using a novel method of Segment Access Signatures. The latter portion of the paper suggests architectural
methods for avoiding (masking) momentary failures in the storage subsystems.

ERROR RECOVERY

We first introduce a new method for error recovery (channel realignment) denoted Segment Access Signatures (SAS).
This technique uses some monitoring hardware which connects to a processor's address and data busses. The SAS hardware

contains a signature memory of M words. The main memory store of N words is arbitrarily divided into M segments of size

NIM words with each signature word in the SAS memory having a one-to-one mapping to a particular segment in main

memory (Figure 1). The signature word for each segment represents all bus accesses to that segment. A bus access

consists of a CPU read or write cycle with an address and data being presented on the bus. For each bus access monitored by
the SAS hardware, the access signature word for the particular segment is updated by computing a check code, such as a
checksum or CRC, of the current value of the access signature word, the address of the word accessed within the segment and

the data value presented on the bus. Note, that this access signature value is not representative of all values in the segment,
but only accessed values and their addresses. The signature is a unique value representation of the sequence of accesses to
the memory segment and is dependent upon both the data and addresses read/written to the segment.

Main Memory
N Words

N/M Word
Segments

1  segment 0 , Segment Access Signature

segment I M7t

-. dm 1 . 1

_-dsmcen M .- I

a hnatmr Wig a

segment n-I re I n

Figure 1. Mapping of segments to access signatures.

Read. write or read/write access signatures can be computed. If signatures are performed on read accesses, then the

signature will represent the computational flow of the processor since memory reads are performed for both instruction and
data fetches. However, if only write access signatures are performed, then the signature for a particular segment of memory
represents a sequence of modifications by the processor to that particular segment of memory. Given a known initial condition

of the memory segment and a known initial value of the access signature for that segment, the write access signatures
represents the state of the segment, since changes from the initial condition can occur only by the processor writing to the

segment (except for latent memory bit flips internal to the RAM which will be discussed shortly).

If we compare write access signatures at two points in time for the memory of a single processor, we can identify
segments within the memory which have changed over that time period. We can also use write access signatures to discern
differences in the internal state between redundant processors, assuming the processors started with identical initial

conditions.

The algorithm used to compute the access signature may be any algorithm which is suitable for computing a signature
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or check value on a continuous stream of data. Both checksum and CRC checks are viable options. The number of bits in the

signature and the spectral properties of the signature algorithm will determine the probability of the same signature occurring

for two different access sequences. For example, if we assume a spectrally independent 32-bit signature algorithm, then the

probability of the same signature occurring for two different access sequences would be 2-32.

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the Segment Access Signature hardware for a processor with I Mbyte of memory.

For this example, the SAS hardware has 2K 32-bit access signature words and is using two 32-bit CRC checks to compute

the access signatures. During a memory access, 32 bits of data and 20 bits of address are presented on the system bus. The

upper I I bits of the address are used by the SAS hardware to select one of the 2K access signatures corresponding to the

segment of memory being accessed. (Since there are 2K SAS words, each segment contains 512 bytes.) The old segment

access signature is read from the SAS memory and a CRC is computed using this value and the 32-bit data value on the bus.

The result of this CRC is fed into another CRC computation combined with the lower 9 bits on the address bus. The resulting

CRC - which was computed from the original signature, the data being read/written on the data bus, and the address within

the segment - is now stored back into the SAS memory over the signature word.

Sc]n 2ddss 11res MA9
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Figure 2. Segment Access Signature Hardware

The SAS hardware is a completely passive monitoring function that can be readily layered upon existing hardware/bus

architectures. The only throughput requirement of the SAS hardware is that it be able to perform the signature updates at a

sustained rate equal to the maximum access rate of the main memory. With the use of pipelining for signature computation,

the bottleneck is simply the necessity to perform a SAS memory read and write for each access to main memory. The SAS

hardware would typically be implemented on a single semi-custom chip which would have on-chip memory accesses times of

less than 5 nanoseconds, making implementation feasible for very fast main memories.

When using access signatures to identify the sections of memory which have changed or are corrupt, the processor

must compare its current signatures with those of another processor or those of the same process from a previous time. For

example, to identify a single corrupt 512 word segment in the example in Figure 2, we must compare the 2K 32-bit signatures.

To reduce the time consuming process of exchanging or saving this information between processors or sample times and

performing the comparison of 2K words to identify a single segment, we can use a hierarchy of signatures as depicted in

Figure 3. The processor would begin by comparing master access signatures to determine if any segments were different.

Then the level I signatures would be compared, and only those level I signatures which miacompared would need further

examination.
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We next discuss how segment access signatures can be used for recovery in redundant processing systems in two
different ways. The One Shot Recovery scheme utilizes access signatures to discern differences in internal state between
redundant processors. Running Recovery utilizes access signatures between iterations to determine segments within the

processor which have changed during the iteration.

One Shot Recovery

This section discusses the use of Segment Access Signatures for what we term One Shot Recovery. One Shot

Recovery is when recovery of a failed processor is accomplished in one operation by using SAS to detect which memory

segments in the failed processor need to be restored, such that recovery can be accomplished incrementally, by only restoring

those segments of memory which have been corrupted.

If we assume that initially, memory segments and segment access signatures in all redundant processors are identical,

then under non-faulty conditions the access signatures of all redundant processors should remain identical during normal
operation, since the processors are running identical code synchronously. If a transient fault occurs and causes a processor to
be taken off-line, the processor's memory may be affected in one or more of following ways:

I. A bit-flip in one or more memory cells occurs or data is written incorrectly internally to the RAM. This type of error
is latent until the processor performs a read from this memory location. This fault would be the direct cause of a
transient and not simply a side effect of the error.

I. The processor places bad data/addresses on the bus, or the data/addresses are corrupted by noise on the bus
when performing a write operation. This fault would also be the direct cause of a transient and not simply a side
effect of the error.

Ill. The processor writes valid data to valid address, which is logically incorrect (from the majority viewpoint). This
type of error is not a direct result of the transient but rather a result of the processor's subsequent actions after
acting upon a faulty piece of data from an external sub-system, an error internal to the CPU, or one of the above
two faults. Neither the memory, nor the processor are faulty. Rather they are operating on faulty input causing the
computational stream to diverge from the majority.

If only write access signatures are used, the access signatures in the faulty processor will have signatures which vary
from the majority's signatures for those segments which have been corrupted by errors of type II and I11, but will not detect
type I errors. If read access signatures are performed it will be possible to detect type I errors. The faulty processor will have
read a data value different from that read by the non-faulty processors causing the faulty processor to have a different
signature for that segment.

By providing access signatures which are updated by both reads and writes we can accomplish the detection of all
types errors which would corrupt a faulty processor's memory (types I, I and ll). Recovery can then be accomplished by
restoring only those segments which have been corrupted as designated by non-matching signatures. However, by updating
signatures on read accesses, we will update the signatures for accesses by the faulty processor of instruction and data
fetches for a program which may be out of control due to a faulty input. This would cause segments to be marked as corrupt if
the faulty processor performed a read of a non-cormpt instruction or data value which was not performed by the majority. The
thousands of instruction and data fetches that a processor routinely performs would most likely cause an excessive number of

segments to erroneously be marked as corrupt should a faulty processor follow a computational path other than that of the
majority.

Since the major contributor to the high incidence of transient errors is from bit errors internal to the RAM, it is not
sufficient to just perform signature updates on write accesses. An alternate method of providing coverage of type I errors
without performing signature updates on every read access is to use a traditional parity error detection scheme. Read access
signature updates would then occur only on read accesses which had a parity error, causing the access signature for the
segment with the parity error to differ from the majority's signature for that segment.

One Shot Recovery is dependent on the assumption that a transient fault will only corrupt a portion of a processor's
memory which is small enough to be recovered in one operation without degrading critical real-time functions. Although this
may be true for most transients, the effects of a transient may completely scramble the processor's memory such that no
assumptions about the contents of the memory may be made. To address the issue of this type of transient we must turn to a
more robust recovery method called Running Recovery.

Running Recovery

This section introduces the concept of Running Recovery. Running Recovery is different from One Shot Recovery in
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that it makes no assumptions about the state of the failed processor's memory, and recovery does not occur in one operation
but occurs over a number of iterations. Running Recovery is necessary when recovery cannot be completed within one
iteration. This may occur for the following reasons:

I. The access signatures indicate that the amount of data to be restored is too great to be done in one operation while
maintaining full functionality of control algorithms.

2. One Shot Recovery has been attempted and failed several times. This may occur if an access signature
erroneously indicates that a segment has not been corrupted thus preventing it from being restored.

3. A complete main memory, or SAS memory loss !s occurred due to power loss, off-line repair, a run away program,
or suspected SAS memory corruption.

In a of these cases we must assume that the processor has to be re-aligned from scratch. We now use segment
write access signatures to determine which segments have been altered from one iteration to another in the non-faulty
members. The faulty processor being aligned runs no code but complies with align instructions from the non-faulty processors
and awaits a start signal. A small portion of each iteration of the operational code is designated for performing recovery until

recovery is complete. Each iteration, the non-faulty processors determine which segments in their own memory have changed
since the last iteration. They then restore these segments into the faulty processor. In the remaining time, if any, the non-
taulty processors also restore as many other segments as time allows. Assuming that the restoration of segments. *,ich

have changed during that last iteration does not occupy the full duration of the allotted re-alignment interval, there will be an

opportunity to restore some non-changed segments with each iteration. Over a series of iterations the number of non-

restored segments will dwindle until at some point all segments will have been restored and the faulty processor can be
recovered.

The algorithm in Figure 4 is used by the non-faulty processors to restore the faulty processor. The faulty processor
simply restores segments upon command from the majority until it receives a signal that restoration is complete. The routine

restoreseg(y) restores segment y in the faulty processor's memory from the non-faulty members' memory. Successive calls
to the function getnexr_changed seg return the numbers of segments which have changed since the last call to the subroutine

save_signatures. The function returns -1 when no changed signatures are left. We assume that initially x=O, and
restored[O...N-11=O where N is the total number of segments. The algorithm is called once per iteration until restored[O...N.
//=. The variable maxsegrestoresper ireration indicates the number of segments that can be restored in the time slot

allocated for recovery in each iteration.

Once Per Iteration do

beginsega restored=O;

while segs_restored < maxsegrestores per_iteration do

begin
y-getnext changedse ();
it (y * -1) tbess do

restore_seg(y);
restored[y l-1;
segs restored-segsrestored+1;

end
else

it (restoredix] - 0) then do

restore seg (x);
restored[x]-1;
x-(x+l) sod N;
segsrestored-segs_restored+1;

end
endif

y-getnext_changed seg( ;

while (y * -1) do

restored [y-O;
y-getnextchangedeeg 0;

end
savesignatures );

F~pre 4. Processor Recovery Algorithm

Running Recovery assumes that if recovery is to occur that there exist a series of S iterations over which no more than

(S x max segrestores_per_iteration - N) segments will have changed in the non-failed elements. Recovery can still occur
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even though periods in which the number of changed segments, since the last iteration, is greater than the maximum number

of segment restores possible per iteration.

The algorithm of Figure 4 readily illustrates how recovery can be accomplished even when as much as

(maxsegrestoresjer_iteraion - 1) of the alignment interval is spent aligning segments which have changed since the last

iteration. However, ideally one would like to align the segments changed least frequently first: Repeatedly aligning a segment,

which always changes, each iteration is wasted time which would be better used aligning a segment that probably would not

need to be aligned again. To perform a weighted selection of segments, there would need to be a "changed" count for each

segment to allow for the selection of least changed segments first. The overhead required for maintaining this count would
need to be implemented in hardware since the updating and selection of least weighted segments could consume considerable

overhead.

The Running Recovery scheme uses segment write access signatures to simply detect which segments have been

modified by a write access. The signature information insuring that the correct information was written at the co-rect address

is not really needed. Thus, we need not implement a full 32-bit signaturing scheme for each segment but rather may use a

much simpler I-bit flag which is set when a write access occurs in a segment. To accomplish Running Recovery with this

simpler Segment Write Mdiking approach, all segment write flags are initially set to "0" at the beginning of an iteration. Upon

completion of the iteration, access flags which are set to "I" indicate segments which have been changed. The use of a

hierarchy of access flags, similar to the hierarchy of access signatures shown in Figure 3, is still needed to readily identify

segments which have changed.

Favorable experimental results using the SAS techniques have been seen and presented elsewhere [7]. For the sake

of brevity, we omit them from this discussion.

ERROR AVOIDANCE

A second approach to tolerating transient faults in critical systems is by masking the failures before they can corrupt a

processing subsystem. To complement the work in error recovery described above, research in real-time fault-tolerance via

coded redundancy is also currently being pursued. In this approach, transient faults are corrected as they occur using

conventional error correction mechanisms.

As discussed above, TMR systems typically obtain their ultra-reliability through full replication of all hardware and

software elements. This includes processors, communication and input/output ports and storage elements. The replication of

high-speed random-access memory (RAM), however, has several disadvantages for reliable systems in a practical setting.

The first, noted previously, is, due to the high susceptibility of semiconductor devices to failure, RAM is the principle

contributor to system unreliability in digital computing systems [1]. A second, sometimes more pragmatic, disadvantage of

semiconductor RAM is its high cost. Although price per bit continues to decline as density increases, the increased

requirements for storage in digital control systems have outpaced the drop in cost. For example, the 256 x 4 (IK bit) memory

chips used in the European Space Agency's Ulysses and NASA's Galileo spacecrafts cost roughly $20,000 each in 1988
(about $IM for 6K bytes) [101. The Imaging Orbiter for NASA's slated Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) mission is

expected to require 50 Mbytes of on-line memory [111. If one projects RAM fabrication technology to avail I Mbit chips by
the MRSR technology freeze, and assuming a comparable price per chip, the 500-chip memory would require a $10M outlay.

However, triplex redundancy is not always necessary for memory subsystems. In fact, such storage systems can be

designed to tolerate internal transient failures [12, 13]. In these systems, coded redundancy is utilized to prevent single or

multiple bit errors from corrupting an entire data word. This technique can be utilized in the FTP architecture with a global

memory system [14. 151. i.e., one encoded common memory which is available to all replicated processors. Coding techniques

can allow for failures of portions of memory while sustaining the integrity of the encoded data, thereby providing high-

reliability with a much smaller amount of additional storage (approximately 125% v. 300%).

The fact that the memory subsystem can tolerate transient failures obviates the need for recovery. For advanced

space applications such as the MRSR mission, where storage requirements will be extremely large, more durable and cheaper

storage mediums can be employed for the global memory. Conventional caching techniques can then be used to compensate

for performance penalties which may be incurred due to the access times of more robust media.

The remainder of this paper discusses issues of a storage architecture currently under investigation: a single extremely

reliable memory shared by all replicated processors. Reliability for this memory is increased using a coding scheme which can
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provide detection and correction of up to some number of bit errors per word. Access times to the coded global memory need

not be extremely fast if the memory is cached to the FrP core through a high speed buffer.

Global Coded Memories

The use of a global coded memory for the FTP was first suggested by Davis [15]. In that design (Figure 5) words i

the large global memory are divided into smaller symbols, allowing the data to be encoded to detect and corrc t limited

numbers of bit errors in each word. The global memory is interfaced to each processor via a decoding channel (for reid

operations) and from each processor via an encoding channel (for write operations). The outputs of the encoding channels are

passed through a voter to cover for FTP core failures. Since the FP is instruction synchronized, operations to and from the

global memory will be synchronized.

Global Memory

symbol

DOecode.----

,4 --Encode

Figure 5. A Global Encoded Memory

Coding schemes are available which can store (encode) and retrieve (decode) data from the memory in the presence of

any symbol failure. The basic premise of coding is to divide a stored element of m bits into M equal size pieces, or symbols,

and add P parity symbols to obtain (M + P) total symbols. The P symbols encode the M data symbols in such a way that the

original (M + P) symbols can be reconstructed from a garbled set of original (M + P) symbols. Of course, the number of

symbols which can be garbled at one time will greatly affect the code and the number of required parity symbols. For the

sake of brevity, we refer the reader to any one of the excellent texts on the subject, one of which is 1161.

Symbols within a data element (m bits wide) must be electrically isolated in order to ensure the integrity of the code.

This means that a properly implemented encoded memory system must rot allow failures from one symbol corrupt any other

symbol in the same element. If this were the case, a single failure could destroy a data element and thwart the encoding

process.

A global encoded memory can obviate the need for realignment. Depending upon the robustness of the code, any

number of failures in the memory can be tolerated. For example, if one symbol is cleared to all zeros, the data element can

still be recovered intact. This applies to permanent as well as transiem failures. When a corrupted word is rewritten to the

memory at some later time, if the failure was momentary, the storage integrity will be preserved and the correct data will be

rewritten. If the failure is permanent, that symbol will be permanently in error. If more failures are to be tolerated, appropriate

number of parity symbols must be present along with a robust coding scheme.

Reliable, lnexpentive Media

The method presemed above offers an altemative redundancy technique for reliable storage which can obviate the need

for realignment and tolerate transient memory of data. It can also reduce the component costs to nearly a third of TMR

methods. (A roughly 25% increase will be required in hardware to implement a robust code; 200% increase is needed for

TMR.) However, for large memories, such as required by the MRSR mission, the cost savings will not be substantial enough.

Additional considerable savings can be gained if the storage medium is something other than semiconductor integrated

circuitry. Although relatively cheaply available for benign environments, qualification of semiconducting devices, such as

CMOS. for flight applications makes the technology a quite expensive media for mass on-line storage. For the global memory,
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bubble, core or even tape cartridge memories may suffice as low-cost storage. These media offer high reliability at a lower

cost than properly qualified semiconducting materials.

A main drawback with this cost-saving solution is that these media are much slower than the semiconducting

counterparts. Thus, when the storage cells are replaced with a slower, more reliable medium, a severe performance

degradation is expected. The solution of this problem is the topic of the next section: utilize high-speed caches to improve

performance.

Caching for Performance Improvement

A major improvement to the design would be to utilize a slower but more reliable medium for storage without incurring

a serious performance penalty. This can be accomplished by caching a very small subset (32K bytes, for example) of the

global memory at each processor interface (Figure 6). The cache memory would be extremely fast and contain decoded data,

lending itself to direct processor interface without an access time penalty. This method allows the FTP rapid access to data

which is often used, while at the same time naturally migrates least used data back to the more reliable encoded memory.

The architecture of this new design is shown below. In keeping with the requirement of data congruency for proper FTP

operation, all local caches are identical.

Global Memory

Local - [FTP Channe~l
O cache C

symbol

- D ecode-I-----

4-Encode-

Figure 6. A Cached Global Encoded Memory

The cache would operate much like high-speed storage in virtual computing architecture. A block of data from mass

storage (the slow, reliable encoded memory) would be loaded one at a time. This is similar to swapping in a page of program

memory in a the virtual computer architecture. Normal operation is then executed from this cache. When a page-fault occurs.

that is, when the FP needs access to an address not loaded in the cache, the current cache contents will be written to mass

memory (voted and encoded to prevent errors from propagating into the mass storage) and the new block will be loaded into

the cache. Hardware memory management units will be employed to facilitate page swaps.

This method of operation is commensurate with real-time operation since under most circumstances, mass memory will

be used only for data storage. Program instructions will normally reside in ROM and replicated in each channel. With mass

memory containing only data, the global memory will be organized such that related data is stored in contiguous memory

locations. Related data will likely undergo execution at the same time. Thus page swaps will roughly follow task swaps as

new sets of data is operated upon.

Example of Use

A good example of this are terrain maps to be used by an autonomous vehicle. In h typical scenario, the planning

function of the control computer requires information only about its immediate area. This local vicinity information would be

automatically migrated to the local cache. As the vehicle progresses in its travels, new portions of the map are loaded into

the cache as the least used ones are removed. The continuity of map information in the address space of the global memory

lends itself well to cache implementation. Figure 7 illustrates the idea.
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Current r.Ior
Position Taetr

Figure?7. Map in Global Memory

Memory Failures

Memory failures must now be discussed in two categories: global memory failures and cache failures. The data in
global memory can tolerate a certain number of bit or symbol failures, depending upon the coding scheme. Although the coding
mechanism will cover for localized bit errors, including transients and single event upsets due to environmental radiation, it
cannot cover for a memory system which simply wears out. Thus, a reliable media is also required.

Cache data is error-prone (due-to hardware failures) while it is in the local caches. A failure in the cache may corrupt
an entire channel, but the voting and encoding ensure that the fault is contained within that channel. The failure cannot
propagate to other channels or to the mass memory. Once the channel is brought back on-line. through the realignment
process, the local cache is reloaded. This memory refresh process will resemble any other page swap and take an
mnsigncsccant amount of time compared to a complete memory reload currently performed during channel realignment.

The cache, thus, resembles conventional high-speed storage in the FTP. The global memory allows reliable mass
storage, accessible through the cache itself. Cache failures are handled like conventional memory failures in the FTP, but do
not suspend real-time operation for any critical time because the size is small and loading is from the global memory. The
global memory provides a compact method for reliable storage of mass data.
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ABSTRACT

The use of fault-tolerant system design concepts to achieve otherwise unattainable levels of reliability in moden flight critical
control systems is rapidly becoming commonplace. Fault-tolerant flight and propulsion control systems, for example, are now being
deployed in modem aircraft, spacecraft, and submersibles. The unique characteristics of these systems pose new problems for the
designers of such systems and afford new opportunities for their users. A basic motivation for introducing fault tolerance is to be able to
preserve some level of functionality of the system in the wake of failures of some of the system's components. This property of fault-
tolerant systems affords an opportunity to dispatch these systems with failed components for a limited time period. This mode of
operation is refenord to as time-limited dispatch. In time-limited dispatch operation, benefits related to both maintenance and operations
can be realized. Aircraft maintenance actions can be deferred until a more convenient time or place, for example. Similarly, the sortie
rates that can be realized in tactical situations can be increased. In order to determine optimal or near optimal dispatch policies for fault-
tolerant systems, one must have a systematic means of establishing dispatch policies and be able to quantify the benefits that can be
realized by adopting specific dispatch policies. A tractable methodology for doing so is described and illustrated in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The rapid development of digital electronics and the requirement for improved performance have led to the introduction of digital
control systems for modem aircraft, spacecraft, and submersibles. A critical design requirement for these systems is high reliability.
This means that the control system must function reliably enough during the course of a mission to render the probability of a conurol
system falure extremely small.' This high reliability is achieved by both the incorporation of components with high reliability and the
careful management of redundancy available in the control system. It is precisely these two features that lead to the consideration of
operations that incorporate aspects of time-limited dispatch.

Time-limited dispatch, in a broad sense, is a mode of operation that permits the use of the system for limited time periods even
though there is knowledge that certain components in the system are not operational. The advantage of such an approach is that some
maintenance operations can be deferred until the vehicle arrives at a mom convenient time or place. This may lead to significant
improvement in system performance by consolidating both the logistics and the expertise of maintenance operations.

To rigorously analyze and quantify the effects of time-limited dispatch operation on a system's performance and reliability, a new
evaluation scheme has been developed by the System Evaluation and Operational Analysis Section of the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Inc. working in conjunction with the Pratt & Whitney Division of United Technologies, Inc. The basis for this scheme is a
new technique known as time-limited dispatch reliability. Time-limited dispatch reliability is an analysis which uses various modeling
methods for both the design of a time-limited dispatch mode of operation and also the evaluation of the subsequent impact on system
performance The efficacy of this analysis and its feasibility have already been demonstrated with respect to the PW4000 electronic
engine control system [1].

In this paper a dual-redundant control actuation system that incorporates the salient features of both flight and propulsion control
systems is used to illustrate the analytic techniques which permit the quantification of vulnerability to system failure in specific failure
configurations. This esanple system Incorporates redundancy management via fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration schemes.
The performince of dune schemes Is reflected in the associated coverage parameters. The analysis presented permits the dispatch
classification of each system component, and furthermore, the time limits for the time-limited dispatch we determined. Finally,
technliques to quantify the Impact on system performance given a time-limited dispatch mode of operation are illustrated.

We will ow the tetm yssrmfarwe (SF) to mean thu the control system hasn dePaip d to an wunsocete
level dwft epriuton even thrlh the system itaself may oot be complasly faied.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYTIC OBJECTIVES.

Time-limited dispatch can be viable only if it does not adversely impact the reliability of the vehicle operation. This aspect can be
viewed in two stages. First, given that a control system has a specific failure, what is the additional vulnerability of the vehicle to system
failure (SF)? Second, what is the impact that time-limited dispatch operation will have on the control system's reliability and behavior.
These two questions give rise to the two analytic objectives of time-limited dispatch reliability.

The first objective is the specific configuration objective. It is concerned with how specific system configurations can be
classified according to their dispatchabilisy. With respect to this objective, there are certain components whose loss can increase the
vulnerability of system failure significantly enough that the potential risk may be too great to allow dispatch with these components
failed. On the other hand, there are other components that the system operation does not so heavily depend on. Thus, the system may be
able to to be dispatched for long times with these components failed. Finally, there is a group of components whose failures have a
moderate impact on the system vulnerability. The nature of this impact is that the vulnerability accumulates as time goes on. eventually
reaching an intolerable level. These are the components that can be time-limited dispatched. Therfore, an analysis of the impact on the
vulnerability to system failure while operating the system with each component independently failed provides a means of classifying each
component failure into a category according to its dispatchability. In a similar manner system configurations initiated by two or more

faults can also be dispatch classified. From this information, a ime-limited dispatch mode of operation can be developed in which
various components or component configurations can have different repair or replacement schedules as determined by each one's

dispatch status. Thus, the specific configuration objective has as its goal the design of a reliable time-limited dispatch mode of operation.
Accomplishi g this objective requires an analytical method which can easily evaluate conditional events. Ourrecentresults II] have

shown Markov analysis to be an excellent choice for systems like the one described in the example below. These methods are illustrated
in the remainder of this paper.

The second analytic objective is the system impact objective. It examines the impact that time-limited dispatch operation has on
the system's performance. The performance of a control system is measured through a variety of figures of merit such as probability of
loss of control, mean time between maintenance actions, mean time between unscheduled removals, and sortie rates. While each figure
of merit reflects an operational goal, it is generally not possible to achieve or improve all goals simultaneously. For example, a mode of
operation which significantly increases the mean time between maintenance actions will not, in general, also substantially reduce the
probability of loss of control. Instead, operational goals involving issues such as safety and maintenance actions must be balanced

against each other to achieve the best possible operational mode for a given set of constraints. Thus, in the broadest sense, the system
impact objective is accomplished by solving for the optimal or near-optimal time-limited dispatch criteria with respect to a given set of

constraints. In the example below, this objective is illustrated with respect to a single constraint which is called the fleer-average target
SF rate.

3. A CONTROL ACTUATION SYSTEM: AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE.

3.1. The Specific Configuration Objective.

In this section we give an illustration of how the specific configuration objective is analyzed with respect to a dual-redundant
control actuation system that incorporates the salient features of both flight and propulsion control systems. Regardless of the specific
architecture being investigated, the first step is to develop an analytic model of the system which can provide measures of rates at which
fault conditions occur and the probabilities of various operational configurations. The model must reflect the system's status as
component faults occur. Thus, we begin with a system description.

3.1.1 The System Model

The system block diagram of Figure I depicts the organization of the components in our example control system. The two
channeIs, A and B, are cocted though the crosslink (XLINK) and are identical. Each contains two types of sensor elements
(S1, S2), a central processing unit (CPU), and an actuator (ACT). The components' failure rates and coverage values are given in
Table 1. The coverage value represents the probability of correctly detecting and isolating the failure of a component, given that a failure
has occurred.

ACT(A) ACt(B)

SI(A) CPU(A) XLINK CPU(B) S2(B)

S2(A) 2B

Figure 1. System Block Diagram
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Table 1. Input Parameters

COMPONENT FAILURE RATE tl VEAGI

SI 3.OOE-5 0.85
S2 L.OOE-5 0.95

ACi" 5.00E-6 0.98
CPU 5.00E-5 0.95

XLINK 1.00E-6 0.98

When starting from a full-up or no-fault condition, the system initiates control in Channel A. The reconfiguration strategy
employed attempts to use the sensors nearest the CPU that is in control. But if a given sensor's information is detected as faulty, it is
replaced by the other channel's sensor data via the crosslink. Actuators, on the other hand, can be controlled only by their respective
CPUs. Thus, if an actuator failure is detected, the system switches control from one CPU to the other in order to utilize the operational
actuator.

The system has two operational control modes: P-mode (primary) and S-mode (secondary). The P-mode requires that at least
one CPU and its associated actuator be operational and one S I and S2 sensor be operational and accessible from the active CPU. The S-
mode is identical to the P-mode except that only operation and access of the S2 sensor is required. The system switches control from one
CPU to another ifa better operating mode can be achieved. System configurations that do not achieve either P-mode or S-mode
requirements are considered system failures.

From a description of the components in the system and its control modes, a Markov model is constructed by examining the ways
in which components fail and the consequences on system performance. This model is represented as a graphic network in Figure 2, and
the description of its states (nodes) is listed in Table 2. Notice that the states are grouped according to the number of failures which the
system has experienced. Transitions between states occur at a rate represented by the associated failure rates. A state can be
distinguished according to whether its failures were detected or not, and the corresponding transition rates are adjusted by the component
coverage values. It is conservatively assumed that the undetectedfallure of a component in use results in a system failure.

At the first failure level all single failures causing system failure are aggregated to form the state SF-I. Analogously, all two-
failure states which result in system loss are aggregated to create SF-2. The other two states in failure level two are P-mode and
S-mode which are aggregates containing all two-failure combinations that result in these modes. For example, a combination of a
detected failure of S1 on Channel A and a detected failure of the CPU on Channel B results in a transition to the S-mode since each
channel's S I sensor is no longer operationally accessible. A single trapping state is created at the three-falture level, state U-3. A
conservative modeling assumption -- all third or greater failures are tated as a system failure -- is used.

OF IF 2E 31

t2 17 20

P-MODE U-3

3 18

S-MODE

" $F-2

16

Figure 2. The Markov Model
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Table 2. Sts ia the Model t

FAHIJRE LEVEL 0

1: NO FAILURES

FAIJR LEVEL 1

2: SI(A)-D 10: ACT(B)- U
3: SI(B)-D 11: CPU(A) - D
4: SI(B)-U 12: CPU(B) - D
5: S2(A) - D 13: CPU(B) - U
6: S2(B) - D 14: XLINK - D
7: S2(B) - U 15: XLINK - U
8: ACT(A)-D 16: SF-I
9: ACT(B) - D

FAH I MRE LEVEL 2

17: P-MODE
18: S-MODE
19: SF-2

FALURE LEVEL 3

20: U-3

t D - defected failure, U ,mdueteced failue

It should be emphasized that the model tuuncation at the third failure level introduces an approximation leading to upper and lower
bounds on the probability of system failure. The lower bound is obtained by adding the probability of being in SF- I and SF-2, the upper
bound additionally includes U-3. Clearly the process of tncating the model reduces the amount of computational work required to
constact and solve it, but it may also introduce an error that is unsatisfactory. This is determined by the discrepancy in the bounds.
When the difference between the bounds is considered negligible, this Markov model is sufficient to predict the system's probability of
system failure, thereby providing an analytical alternative to life-testing procedures.

Once the model states and transitions between them ae established, the Markov model is solved as a first order differential
system. The solution state vector gives the probability of being in each state of the model as a function of time.

3.1.2. Analyzing the Specific Configuration Objective.

From the system model of Figure 2, we proceed to analyze the specific configuration objective. Let the expression Pr( SFi(AT) }
denote the probability of system failure over a time period AT given that the system started with component i failed. Notice that this is
the probabiliry of a conditional event in which the initial condition is the failure of conponent i. Determining a formula for this
probability is the key to satisfying the specific configuration objective, and a derivation of Pr(SFi(AT)} is given in Appendix A.

The (average) rate to system failure for each component i, given that the aircraft is dispatched for a period AT with that
component failed, is obtained from Pr(SFi(AT) I by dividing by AT. This rate is denoted by SFi(AT). Plotting SFi as a function of the
dispatch interval AT is illustrated in Figure 3. This figure represents the rate to system failure when operating with a failed CPU in
Channel A. To understand why the initial position of the curve (at AT = 0) is approximately 7.0x 10-

5
hr1

-
, consider the fact that with the

CPU(A) down, the subsequent failure, detected or undetected, on Channel B of the S2 sensor, actuator, or CPU brings the system
down. In addition an undetected failure of the S1 sensor on Channel B connributes to system loss. Adding together these four failure
ras from Table I gives 6.95x10-5hrl.

When a constraint is enkraed as illustrated by the horizontal line in Figure 4, one judges the dispatchability of a specific
configusmation by eompating its SF rate plot to the given target level. Clearly the time interval AT must be constrained so as to keep the
SF ae below a designated leveL In Figure 4 the upper bound on AT is 300 hours. If the tet level is severe enough, aAT of zero
my not be sufficiem to comply. Tis means that the aiurrft cannot be dispatched with that component failed. and the component is

clasaifled s nom-dispatehable. Prom the SF rate plos of the systems components it is suaigbforward to compare and order the severity
of empone failures.2 This ordering establishes in a systemtic way the basis for an aircrafi's minimum equipment list, and the basis
for a policy of time-limited dispatch operation.

2 Aa mIale cvam ia is s tl generate SF me plot for multiple fauit raflgsatlsm. See Il.
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As an example, consider the ordering in Figure 5. Note that the components in SEMCION I ae significandy moe vulnerable to
SF than dse in SECTION 2. In order of severity these components am:

CPU(A) SI(A)
CPU(B) XLINK
S2(A) SI(B)
S2(B)
ACII(A)
ACr(B)
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The failure of a CPU generates the highest subsequent SF rate among the system's components; in other words, a CPU failure is

a worse case single fault. Nevertheless, the aircraft can be dispatched for up to 300 hours following a single failure in the CPU as one

determines from Figure 4. From this information, one can infer that from the occurrence of the first component failure, the system may

be dispatched for up to 300 hours. That is, a 300 hour dispatch clock is set. Then, if a second failure occurs, but it is on the same

channel as the first, the dispatch criterion remains unchanged; the 300 hour dispatch clock continues to run. This is because multiple

faults on the same channel are no worse than a single failed CPU. If however, a second failure occurs on the alternate channel, the

system dispatch clock may be reset to a much shorter time period, or the system may not be dispatchable at all. Finally, when a third

failure occurs the system may not be dispatched until it is repaired to a full-up status. Thus, from the information provided by the

component SF rate plots it is possible to devise a policy for time-limited dispatch operation.

10.
4

.. - " - SECTION I

SECTION 2

10.6

AT (HOUR~S)

Figure 5. System Failure Rate Plots for all Components in the System

In conclusion, one observes that the time-firited dispatching operation is a function of two variables: failure configurations and

dispatch tie periods. As they vary, a family of dispatch criteria is generated. From these we must choose the best policy from the

standpoint of control system reliability and economy. Moreover, these variables do not necessarily vary independently of each other due

to pre.scribed target levels or other enforced constraints as illustrated above. Thus the task of formulating the system impact as a function

of the dispatch policy variables and finding the optimal solution within the problem constraints is far from a trivial endeavor.

3.2. The System Impact Objective.

In this section we illustrate one way of analyzing the system impact objective in the presence of a single constraint. This

constraint is placed upon thefleer-average system failure (SF) rate. The expression, fleet-average system failure rate, refers to the

traditional method of assessing a system's failure rate whereby the number of system failures occurring throughout the fleet is

accumulated for a designated tam period and then averaged over the number of aircraft in the fleet. Traditionally, flet-aver'age statistics

have been the son=e of dama for assessing system reliability. Typically, the fleet is credited with a target SF rate, XTAR, for a given

corol system. The system's Performance is considered acceptable if its fleet-average SF rate remains below X.TAR-

While t fleet-averaging or life-testing method may be acceptable for gauging a system's reliability, it precludes a preictve

assessment of how well the system will work under a particular mode of operation such as time-limited dispatch. As such. one must

instead tr) to measure and predit the impac of time-liitd dispatch operation within this context by analytically deriving an expression

for the system's SF rtle as a function of the dispatch ine interval AT. Using such an expression, the expected length of time AT that a

ctol system with a known fault can be dispatched is deterined by imposing te reqirment that the tie interval be small enough to

keep the system SF rte less than or equal to the given tar'get level, )*TAR. In other words, the syster impact objective is to determine

whether time-limited dkspath operation is feasible within the constraint of a given trget level.

To accomplish this objective, it is necessay to assess both the SF rat due to undetected component failures IMd the rot due to

detected faflres. This is because the control system is always vulnerable to undetected failures even though from the pilo's viewpoint

the systemn appear to be opunting in a full-up or no-falt state. The SF rate due to undetected faults is denoted by 4WD.

• - rtoMS
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Because of dhe model truncation employed at the level of three failures. the true rate X.sjsF must be approximased by lower and
upper bounds for any given time period. For example, recall that the SF- I state, State 16, at die first failure level is omfpose entirely of
SF events due to undetected failures of components in use. Thus the contribution from State 16 is always included in evaluating XUjrF.
Similarly, a portion of the second failure evel SF-2 state, State 19, is included to reflect palrs of undetected failures. For the upper
bound, the three-failure level trapping state, U-3, or State 20, is included. Thus, for a given time period. T, the rate )XsjesM satisfies
the inequality:

P16a) +Pim < 16M+ P19(T) +P2(T)

where the left-hand sum is the lower bound value, and the tight-band sum is the upper bound value. Table 3 illustrates lower and upper
bouinds on XijDF(1) for various tim steps. The use of a time-varying rate is explored in full in [l). For the purposes of this example,
we approximate XUJDsFf by using only the first order (linear) terms of the probability expressions, P16(I, Pigmn, and P20MT. This is
a reasonable approximation for short flight periods as evidenced in Table 3. Since P1M is the only expression with a linear term, it
follows that this approximation to ).uj(l is the same constant value regardless of the value of T. That value is exactly the transition
rate fromt State 1 to State 16 which is computed to be 7.64xl04Wrt.

Table 3. Bounds on 4Wj~ M

T Loywerfnd jUpperind

10.0 7.64e-6 7,64e-6
20.0 7.6ge-6 7.6ge-6
30.0 7.72e-6 7.72e-6
40.0 7.76e-6 7.76e-6
30.0 7.80e-6 7.80e-6
60.0 7.8"e- 7.94e-6
70.0 7.88e-6 7.88e-6
80.0 7.92e-6 7.93e-6
90.0 7.96e-6 7.97e-6

100.0 8.ODe- 8.01"-
110.0 9.04e-6 S.05e-6
120.0 g.Oge-6 8.0%e-6
130.0 8.12e-6 8.13e-6
140.0 8.16c-6 8. 17e-6
150.0 8.20c-6 8.21e-6
160.0 8.24e-6 8.25e-6
170.0 8.2ge-6 8.29e-6
180.0 8.3le-6 8.33e-6
190.0 9.35e-6 9.37e-6
200.0 8.39e-6 11.41e-6

if the target evel, XTAJS, is prester than XUjiD5r then time-limited dispatch should be feasible. To understand why conssder now
the expected SF rate due tosa detected component failure. Recall from the analysis of the specific configuration objective that for each
component there is associated the probability of SF given that the system is dispatched with that component failed. This is computed
from the expression Pr(SFi(A*Ih assa function of the dispatch tim variable AT. By multiplying each component's Pr(SFi(AflJ by the
frequency or rate with which that comsponent fail (Tabl 1), one obtains the proportion of SF rate diue to dispatching the aircraft in that
specific failed-componenit configuration for a limited amount of tim AT. Then, the expected SF rate is the sum of the SF rate
contributions from all the components and, in additionr, the SF rate due to undetected failures, )Lurj. Isis this final sum which is
compared to the target sat, XTAR'j.

To summarize this analysis in convenlent notation, let k- represent the frequiency orrate with which component i fails Then the

product, )4fr(SFj(ATh) , is the proportion of SF rate due to dispatching the system with component i failed, for a period of tim AT.
Fially by summsing over all eomponents, E 4~prfSFi(A7) and including XUjtjr, one can solve for the expected dispatch time, AT that
asadd e equation:

XT = - XjDF + Z ).ifr(SFI(AT) (3.2.1)

Solutmo values of AT for various )XmjR inputs are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Soludon values o AT cnponding to TAR inputs

%TAR A T

7.64e-6 10.0
7.77e-6 50.0
7.91e-6 100.0
I.03e-6 150.0
8.16e-6 200.0
8.29e-6 250.0
8.41e-6 300.0
8.53e-6 350.0
8.65e-6 400.0
8.77e-6 450.0
8.88e-6 500.0
8.98e-6 550.0
9.10e-6 600.0
9.20e-6 650.0
9.3le-6 700.0
9.42e-6 750.0
9.5le-6 800.0
9.62e-6 850.0
9.7le-6 900.0
9.81e-6 950.0
9.90e-6 1000.0

Taking a different viewpoint, observe that the right-hand side of Eq.(3.2. 1) is just a function of AT which outputs a Sl- rate for

each input value of AT. This relationship is plotted in Figure 6 and is referred to as a system impact plot since it gauges the impact of SF
vulnerability as the dispatch time interval varies. As expected, the SF rate increases with increasing dispatch time. Notice, however, that
when one applies the target level constraint of Figure 4, the system impact plot shows an expected dispatch time of at least 1000 hours.
This time-limit interval is substantially higher than the one determined in the component SF rate plot of Figure 4. The reason is that in the
system impact plot, each possible component failure has been averaged into the impact assessment according to its frequency, and the
frequencies are very small numbers. On the other hand, the SF Rate Plot of CPU(A) is measuring only the SF rate vulnerability when
dispatching with a failed CPU in Channel A. Thus, a policy for time-limited dispatch operation which is defined within the constraints of
component SF rate plots is generally conservative with respect to the constraint placed on the fleet-average SF rate.

TARGET LEVEL
=7.02e-5

10 SYSTEM IAWACT

04._ - . . . .

0 20 400 6We sm

AT (HO1S)

Figure 6. System Impact Plot
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In concluding this section, it should be emphasized that the system impact objective can be interpreted in a variety of ways, one of
which we have demonsrated here. Moreover, when the system is constiained by multiple operational goals, the task of determining
systems impact under a time-limited dispatch mode of openabon can be a very challenging analytical problem [1]. Neverthelessthe
pumaui of analysis and modeling methods to support this objective are absolutely essential to quantifying the effects of tie-limited
dispatch operation on the performance of a fault-tolerant flight control systemn.

IaVe altogether the analytic tools and results developed in this paper provide the means for one to systematically and rigorously
Achieve the folowing goals3:

1. Asses the feasibility of thie-limited dispatch operation with respect to a
given fleet-wide objective.

2. Determine the dispatch atatua of each system component or configuration.
3. Evaluate the effecs of time-limited dispatch operation on the reliability

of a flight critial control system.
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APPENDIX A. - A DERIVATION OF Pr{SFI(AT))

To complete the illustration of how the specific configuration objective is analyzed we give a brief derivation of the expression
Pr{SFi(AT)) for a given failed component i. Because this is the probability of a conditional event, the relevant model configurations are
subudels of the system model in Figure 2. These submnodels are rferred to as the time-limited dispatch reliability (TLDR) models and
are illustrated in Figures IA - 5A. For ease of discussion, suppose that the failed component under consideration is the S 1 sensor on
Channel A, SI(A). In Figure IA this specific known failure and all the possible subsequent transitions that it induces are highlighted as a
submodel of the system Markov model. Figure 2A illustrates this TDR model, ThDR I, exclusively. Several observations are in order.
First, the structure of TLDR I is the same for all components, only the transition rates XFAULT, .P-MODE, X anMODE, a -SF change
according to the specific component fault. Secondly, the probability of a system failure while in this configuration is obtained by
summing the probabilities of states SF-2 and U-3. As in the case of the system Markov model, this sum is actually an upper bound for
the probability of system failure because U-3 includes all configurations of three or more failures, both failed and operational. The rateE

is chosen to be artificially large to insure a conservative analysis. Thus, all possible subsequent transitions stemming from a known
fail re have been accounted for in a conservative manner.

Since the TLDR I model extends to the second failure level, it induces a differential system that can be solved in closed form. In

particular, the probabilities of SF-2 and U-3 as functions of AT are given by:

Pr(SF-2(AT)) = Xs,( -e-r
AT)

r
and:

{l-e-~T 1-e~)

Pr(U-3(AT)) = (Xp-moDE+ Xs.MODE) L - (A.1)

where r = )p-,oDE + )s-MoDe + sF. For short time periods, which are typically of several hundred hours, the expressions in
Eq. (A.) ae well approximated by quadratics, namely:

Pr{SF-2(AT)} = ~sp AT - ksF r

(AT)2(A2
Pr(U-3(AT)) = (XP-MODE+ XS-MoDE) 7 2 (A.2)

Thus, the probability of SF as a function of the dispatch time, AT, in model TLDR I is approximately:

(AT)2
PrI(SF(AT)) = ksF AT + [(XP.MODtI+ IS.MODE) E - XSF 1 l 2 (A.3)

There is one other configuration that must be accounted for in deriving the probability of SF given a failed component. This
configuration is highlighted within the system Markov model as shown in Figure 3A. Even if the failure of the SI sensor is the first
detected failure, it may have occurred after the undetected failure of another component such as the S2 sensor on the alternative channel,
Channel B. Figure 4A illustrates this TLDR model, TLDR II, exclusively. Both TLDR models, l and H, are shown in
Figure 5A.

From TLDR H, the contribution to SF is conservatively estimated by the probability of U-3. Using a quadratic approximation,
the probability of SF as a function of the dispatch time, AT, in 1LDR II is approximately:

Pr2 (SF(AT)) = E AT - 2 2 (A.4)2

The final step in this derivation is to assess the proportion of time that the dispatch configuration of TLDR I occurs versus the
configuration of TLDR II. In other words, when a component such as the S I sensor fails and is detected, is the true configuration given
by TLDR I or TLDR I1?

To determine these proportionality constants, one computes the probability of entering the FAULT states in both TLDR I and
TLDR I. Let C, denote the probability of de stat FAULT, in TLDR I:

ICI = Pr{Fault)l

and analogously:

IC2 = Pr(Fault) 2 (A.5)
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Ofcerev ICI and IC2 vary acomRing to the specific component fault that is being evaluated, and ICI and IC2 are really functions of

tim. But a constant value approximation to each of the ratios and IC2  isobtained by using only the lower orderICI + IC2 ICI + IC2
terms of ICI and IC2.

Now, the probability of SF expression for each TLDR submodel is weighted or multiplied by its propotionality factor and this
completes the expression of the plobability of SF given that a component has failed. In sumomy, let pl and p2 represent the constant
value prportionality factors, namely:

pl = I
ICI + IC2ad:

p2 = IC2 (A.6)
ICI + IC2

For a given failed component i, the probability of SF over a time period AT is given by.

Pr(SF(AT)) =

Il ) SF AT + .P-MODE+ )S.MODE) I XSF r] }
+- 

2 (AT)2 1  
(A.7)

This completes the derivation.
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SUMNARY

The paper describes a triplex primary flight computer system based on a reconfigurable
architecture with extensive use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC). The
system is under development by GEC Avionics for Boeing Commercial Airplanes and comprises
fault tolerant Fly-by-Wire (FBW) computers which are triplex dissimilar in both software
and hardware. These command Actuator Control Electronics (ACE) units via DATAC (ARINC
629) data buses.

The Fly-by-Wire computers form the core of the full authority FBW system and perform all
the computational commands for the pitch, roll and yaw surface actuation systems. The key
requirements placed on the FBW computers are:-

The probability of loss of the F8W function due to random failure in the FbW
computer system shall be less than 1.OE-10.

The FBW system shall be able to survive a generic failure which could arise
from either hardware or software.

The system reliability shall have a design aim of 0.95 dispatch probability
after at least 30,000 operating hours.

The architectural design issues, in terms of integrity requirements and fault tolerance,
are reviewed leading to a design which not only meets civil safety requirements but also
has ultra highly reliability offering little or no maintenance action.

The FBW computer architecture is based on dividirg the basic path into ree sub-
functional elements. Each of these elements is then replicated to pr,, le fault
tolerance. Communication between any one element and its adjacent elements is via point
to point bidirectional serial data buses. For a FBW computer to be operable only one of
each element type needs to be functional.

The internal element redundancy management function, performed both in hardware and
software, is able to detect and isolate faulty element!; and perform the necessary
reconfiguration. Redundancy management is also addressed from a system viewpoint together
with the implementation in terms of both hardware and software.

The development hardware produced is described, including the ASIC designs. The software
structure and the use of dissimilarity is also addressed.

The Fly-by-Wire system is being evaluated by Boeing Commercial Airplanes using an iron
bird rig in which FBW computers, DATAC buses, Actuator Control Electronics and actuators
have been installed.

INTU CYION

In current commercial and military aircraft, avionics plays a key role in the utilisation
of the airframe.

Mechanical assemblies such as the airframe and powerplant exhibit totally different
availability characteristics from the avionics, the airframe having a failure rate, that
to a reasonable approximation, increases with age i.e it wears out. Avionics, on the
other hand, has a relatively constant failure rate typical of random component failure.
Availability of the airframe and its mechanical assemblies can be improved by scheduled
maintenance whereas avionics has required a completely different approach.

Availability is associated with life cycle costs, which in the commercial aviation
environment emphasises the need for minimum maintenance down time and minimisation of
costs associated with unscheduled departure delays due to equipment failure. In the
militacy conflict environment it is more associated with the need for a sudden
requirement and/or sustained use. Wartime and peacetime requirements are inherently
different as during peacetime maintenance and preparation time are not as limited and
flying hours are controlled to a lower level. The emphasis in peacetime is therefore on
the ability to carry out a successful mission, or series of missions, at any time and in
any place.
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The availability of mechanical systems is increased through scheduled maintenance with
the scheduled life being controlled to the extent, that with a high probability, it will
continue to work satisfactorily for a known time. Availability of current avionics is
based on the failure rate per hour of such equipment with the consequent fitting of the
appropriate number of units to assure a single flight or mission success. This same
failure rate is also used to calculate the number of spare units required to sustain a
series of flight or missions over a given period of time.

The advent of fault tolerant avionics offers the potential to improve reliability and
also integrity of key systems. In addition, availability can be greatly improved thereby
reducing loss of revenue due to delays or AOG condition for the civil fleet and improve
mission success rates for military aircraft. In addition fault tolerance enables dispatch
following random failures provided a safe minimum level of assets are available enabling
a shift from unscheduled to scheduled maintenance for avionics systems.

Military and commercial aircraft are becoming increasingly dependent on digital 'Fly-by-
Wire' (FBW) technology where the pilot commands will be signalled electrically to the
control surface actuation systems. This technology offers aircraft weight reductions,
better fuel efficiency and has the potential for use of advanced control laws
incorporating envelope protection features, performance and safety improvements.

This paper describes a Primary Flight Computer System (PFCS) for application to
commercial aircraft although the fault tolerant architecture is also applicable to
military systems. For the civil requirements the (PPCS) as the core of the FBW system
must achieve a high level of reliability and integrity to meet the stringent safety
requirements of the certification authorities. For example, the probability of loss of
function must be less than 1.OE-10 per hour. This requirement for high integrity is met
oy the use of a fault tolerant architecture that is capable of surviving random hardware
failures as well as generic hardware or software faults. In addition the system must
provide a control path which endures beyond the minimum normal operating configuration.
This "never give up" philosophy is important to ensure complete confidence for crews and
passengers.

To achieve this integrity and reliability the techniques adopted are based on replication
of the basic computing task to form redundant computing lanes. Inter lane redundancy
management, based on output commands comparison, is then used to isolate the failed lane
by a majority decision. Thus, in the general case, by adoption of this philosophy and if
the system degrades gracefully, N-2 failures can be survived for an N lane system.

Recent research programmes have led to the design of fault tolerant systems based on
distributed processing. Although this has enabled fault detection to be identified at
sub-function level, the failure still invariably leads to a total shut down of a complete
lane. An example of an advance distributed architecture is the MAFT (Multi Computer
Architecture for Fault Tolerance) (1) which physically partitions the software tasks into
.application" and "system overheads" processing.

The use of dissimilarity in hardware and software in redundant systems, has been
previously successfully employed to circumvent generic failures. The benefits of this
approach are based on the assumption that generic failures will occur at random and will
be unrelated, thus the probability of two or more versions failing virtually
simultaneously in a like manner will be extremely low. Examples of dissimilar hardware
and software implementation are the A310, A320 secondary flight control systems (2
versions) (2, 3).

Reductions in component failure rates and new component packaging techniques such as
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC), computerised thermal analysis
techniques, developed to meet the changing installation environment, and advancements in
screening techniques have further assisted the designer to make full use of the new
technology in creating systems where reliability factors have begun to take on a totally
new significance in system terms.

Furthermore, for aircraft emerging in the early 1990s, greater emphasis will be placed on
operating costs, which must be made substantially lower than they are today. This means
that in the area of avionics, unscheduled maintenance must be drastically reduced or
totally eliminated. Thus, flight critical systems of the future must be designed to
reduce life cycle costs and carry additional redundancy not just associated with safety
aspects but to facilitate scheduled maintenance at maximum intervals. Although major
advances in component technology have occurred in recent years, this improvement alone is
considered insufficient to significantly enhance system reliability. If this increase in
reliability is to be made, then the classical system architecturea must be adapted to
incorporate secondary redundancy, that is, each lane must be made fault tolerant to
hardware failures.

In response to a Boeing Commercial Airplanes request, GEC Avionics embarked on a
programme to develop the prototype FBW Primary Flight Computer System for future
commercial aircraft. The fault tolerant architecture developed exhibits life cycle cost
improvements over a system of conventional design and achieves high mean time between
maintenance. The significant improvements in performance are made by use of a novel
reconfigurable architecture for implementing the lane function together with intensive
use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC).
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PRIMARY FLIGRT COMPOTER SYSIEN D2SCRIPTION

The PFCS LRU configuration for evaluation on the 757 iron bird rig is shown in Figure 1
integrated into the FBW/L Electronic Flight Control System (EFCS).

There are three fault tolerant asynchronous Primary Flight Computers (PFC) which form the
heart of the EFCS. Each PFC forms one independent digital computing lane of a triplex
system architecture and is implemented with dissimilar hardware where necessary and
programmed in dissimilar software. It receives data from the flight deck (control sticks,
rudder pedals, trim switches) airdata, inertial reference systems, autopilot and other
flight system sensors and computes commands for the pitch, roll and yaw surface
actuation systems in or'er to provide the required flight control, stability
augmentation and envelope protection functions.

FLIGHT CREW
CONTROLLER

INPUTS

AIR DATA,7- - -
INERTIAL

REFERENCE L C C
AND OTHER PFC PFC I

AC SYSTEMS I

L T
TRIPLEX

H I ARINC 629
FLIGHT
CONTROL BUSES

ACTUATOR
CONTROL ACE ACE

ELECTRONICS 12 - N
(ACE)

PRIMARY SURFACE ACTUATORS

Figure I PFCS Configuration

The control stick and rudder pedal sensors are analogue and triplicated and are
partitioned between the PFC to provide physical segregation and to reduce the overall
hardware requirements per computer. Thus each PFC forms a command signal selection from
a triplicated set, with one signal received directly and two received cross-lane. The
command trim function is considered to have a lower availability requirement and
consequently the associated control inputs are implemented as dual redundant discrete
sensors partitioned between two PFC.

Except for the flight deck inputs and trim drive discretes, all other data exchanges
between the PFCS and the other EFCS systems are accomplished via a triple dissimilar
DATAC flight control bus. DATAC is a candidate for a new industry standard high speed
digital serial bus (ARINC 629) and is based on carrier sense multiplex access protocol
with collision avoidance. Currently the rig transmission standard is electrical using
twisted pairs but optical bus structures are also under Boeing evaluation for future
application.

Each PFC receives data from the three flight control buses but only transmits onto its
associated DATAC bus, to protect against common mode transmission failures. The PFC are
designated Left, Centre and Right to reflect the bus on which they transmit.

The Actuator Control Electronics (ACE) units provide the interfaces between the flight
control buses and the aircraft surface actuation systems. Each ACE accepts control
commands only from the PFC which transmits onto its associated bus and provides drive
signals to a number of dedicated hydraulic actuators. This unit is assumed to be 'smart'
and capable of monitoring its operation to the specified integrity level. Figure 2 shows
a rack mounted ACE which is under evaluation on the 757 iron bird rig.

The PFCS forms the core of a full authority FEW system, the Electronic Flight Control
System (EFCS), and performs all the computational commands for the pitch, roll and yaw
surface actuation systems. The key requirements arez-

* the probability of loss of FBW/L capability, due to random failure in the PFCS,
shall be less than 1.0 E-10.

* the system shall be capable of survival of a generic failure case which might be
manifest either in the hardware or the software

a the system reliability shall have a design aim of 0.95 dispatch probability after
30,000 operating hours
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Figure 2 Rack Mounted ACE

The safety and integrity requirements could be satisfied using a conventional design with
two PFC each implemented with triplex dissimilar lanes. However, in order to achieve the
desired reliability goal in a cost effective manner, significant secondary fault tolerant
capability to random hardware failure was required.

The chosen reconfigurable architecture has the potential to achieve the very high
reliability required when implemented using the recent advances in digital component
technology. This approach has therefore, become the basis of the development programme
undertaken by GEC Avionics.

RBCO UIGURABLE, REDUNDANT ARCHITECTURE CONCEPT

Consider the reconfigurable redundant achitecture illustrated in Figure 3 where the basic
lane function is partitioned into M elements each of which is replicated N times.

Assuming that:

- any element can transmit to and receive from the elements in the adjacent columns.
- the secondary or intra-lane redundancy management function facilitates lane

operation down to one element of each column type.
- the failure rates ( X) of the elements are identical.

then the probability (P) that the lane is functional after operating time (t) can be
simplified to:-

P = (1- (l-e - Xt)N)M

Using this expression, the dispatch probability curves for two hardware configurations
are plotted in Figure 4. Case A relates to a classical quadruplex redundant lane
implementation (M=, N=4) and for case B the lane is divided into 4 elements each
replicated 4 times (M,N=4), the fault tolerant implementation.

The lane failure rate for curve A is assumed as 5.0 E-5 per hour, (this represents the
failure rate of a typical FBW computer lane) and the failure rate for each element of the
fault tolerant lane is taken as 1.5 E-5 per hour which includes 0.25 E-5 failure rate
allowance for the inter element communication interfaces and any additional monitoring
hardware recessary to support the redundancy management.

A system is considered to require no maintenance if P > 0.95, which for configurations A
and B is reached after 12,800 and 27,300 hours respectively. The example reconfigurable
architecture clearly demonstrates superior performance (over 100% improvement) , at the
expense of a small increase in hardware requirements. In order for this novel
architecture to be realisable, a number of design issues must be considered.

Hardware Partitioning

Each element within the lane needs to be a stand alone, self contained functional block
to simply the fault detection and isolation task. This clearly limits the number of
element types which can be accommodated in the lane. Ideally the functional blocks
should also operate autonomously and transfer data to the processing elements with
minimum transport delay. Where data is output, by an element, to an external system, an
independent and proveable mechanisation must be provided which is capable of selecting
one of the element's multiple inputs as the source of output data.
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Figure 4 Dispatch Probability Curves

Data Transfer

The inter-element communication interfaces must provide adequate bandwidth capability and
facilitate detection, isolation and containment of a communication path failure. To
achieve data consistency and avoid "Byzantine Generals" problems (4), the transmission
protocol must be "broadcast" and incorporate adequate error detection capability. The
design should also lend itself to an ASIC implementation, to reduce parts count and
therefore failure rate, and thereby maximise the performance of the reconfigurable
architecture.

It is considered that these requirements are beat served by a point to point high speed
serial transmission system.
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Interface Consideration

For elements which share common input/output devices, the design must preclude the
propagation of faults between elements. Lightning and High Energy Radio Fields (HERF)
induced transients present common mode hazards for signals which are shared by the
replicated elements. Consequently, a robust approach must be adopted to protect against
these effects.

Secondary Power Supply Architecture

With respect to power conditioning and distribution, two options may be considered,
"consolidated" and "distributed". For the consolidated approach, the Power Supply Unit
(PSU) forms an element which is replicated to provide failure survival capability. Each
computing element is thus provided with multiple power inputs, one from each PSU. Methods
for consolidating these inputs must be established and in the event of a PSU failure, the
dynamic behaviour of the remaining working PSU must be considered.

The distributed approach entails fitting a dedicated power supply function on each
redundant element. This approach appears to be simpler, but is only realisable if the
failure rate can be kept low. Cost and reliability trade offs have been conducted for
this option to establish the optimum approach for providing lightning and surge
protection. A common protection network is preferred as against protection incorporated
within each replicated supply element.

Redundancy Management

The internal redundancy management must detect and isolate a failure and perform the
hardware reconfiguration. It therefore needs to be robust, analysable, proveable and able
to differentiate between transient and hard faults. A total self monitored philosophy,
applied at element level, leads to a simple redundancy management task and facilitates
operation down to a single element. However, this implementation is considered tech-
nically high risk and requiring significant monitoring overheads with attendant cost
penalty. A more flexible strategy based on a combination of monitoring techniques, ie,
in-line, cross comparison and self monitoring leads to a more comprehensive fault
coverage and at reduced risk and cost, noting that in a FBW application, redundant copies
of input sensor data will be provided.

The redundancy management must also be able to resolve symmetrical failures, ie where, in
a quadruplex architecture, two elements agree with each other but disagree with the other
two. It must also address near coincident faults (5). The design must also reflect the
"never give up" philosophy. For instance, if only two lanes of a triplex system remain
but disagree, the system must continue to operate and make best use of availab12
resources.

Since conventional test procedures cannot cover all aspects of the redundancy management
design, new validation and verification procedures must be devised to facilitate design
proving and hence certification. These are expected to encompass formal mathematical
proof of the "core" redundancy management function including animation, simulation to
provide rapid means of evaluating a large number of test cates, and "hands on" testing.
In the latter case, response of the redundancy management to specific failure conditions
can be investigated. This necessitates that a means must be provided which can
independently inject faults into a previously good system.

PFCS ARCHITECTURE

The current rig standard internal PFC architecture is shown in Figure 5. Within each
computer, the lane function is divided into three sub-functional elements or links, each
of which is replicated 4 times. The links types are Peripheral, Processor and DATAC and
each is contained on a printed circuit module. Communication between any one link and its
adjacent links is via point to point bidirectional high speed serial digital paths. The
resource requirements for the PFC to be operational is one healthy link of each type,
thus the proposed architecture provides multiple survival capability of up to 3 failed
links at each sub-function level.

The prototype PFC is powered by a single power supply module adapted in a manner to allow
separate power control of each link and thereby model the "distributed" PSU
configuration.

To complement the fault tolerant irchitecture, ASIC designs have been adopted to minimise
the failure rate of each of the sub-functional elements. Further gains in reliability
are made through the use of low power CMOS technology. The * SIC developed on this
programme vary in complexity from 4000 to in excess of 14000 equivalent gates and utilise
both gate array and standard cell CMOS technologies.

Each PFC is functionally identical but based on dissimilar microprocessors. In addition,
it is intended that components which are not 100% testable or analysable be dissimilar in
production applications. The need for dissimilarity at PFC level is driven by the
requirement to survive a generic failure case such as a residual software error.

Each prototype PFC (shown in Figure 6) is currently contained in a 10 MCU ARINC 600
chassis and designed to be passively cooled while operating at a 65

0
C ambient
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temperature. The chassis was optimised to achieve good thermal performance, using
computer modelling techniques and verified by tests conducted on a thermal mockup.

The Peripheral Link

This accommodates all the analogue and discrete interfaces for the PFC lane. The
analogue to digital data acquisition system is autonomous and based on 12 bit conversion.
Each digitised signal is simultaneously transferred to all the processor links via the
Serial Communication Interface. Signals used in the forward computing path are serviced
every lms to minimise transport delays, whilst the remaining signals are updated at lower
rates. Extensive in-line monitoring and BIT circuitry is provided. This is used in the
power-up sequence to augment the testing conducted by the PFC to establish the link
operational status.

The Processor Links

These accommodate dual 32 bit microprocessor devices. Each link supports EEPROM based
program store to provide in-situ reprogramming capability via the associated flight
control DATAC bus, scratchpad memory, non-volatile fault store, watchdog monitor, CRC
generator, memory decode and bus arbitration logic. The two quadruplex Serial
Communication Interfaces are used for data exchanges with the peripheral and DATAC links.
The data received via these interfaces is stored in a shared memory. The watchdog
monitor requires a predefined sequence of checkwords to be written to it in a set period,
otherwise all output transmissions from the Serial Communication Interfaces are
inhibited. Discrete output signals from the link, which are independent of the Serial
Communication Interfaces, provide DATAC and peripheral link shut down commands and
processor link validity outputs. The three dissimilar processor elements with their
associated languages are:-

a) Left PFC - Inmos Transputer T414/Occam
b) Centre PFC - Motorola 68020/Ada
c) Right PFC - Intel 80386/"C'

The DATAC Link

This provides the complete interface to the triplex flight control bus. Three DATAC
terminals are contained on the module, two receive only and one receives and transmits,
data for transmission being accessed from the memory resident in the Serial Communication
Interface. The mechanisation used to select the processor as the source for control of
the DATAC link and for writing data into this memory is incorporated in the Communication
Interface. Data received by the terminals is simultaneously transferred to all processor
links via the broadcast serial transmission paths. The received data is time stamped to
facilitate testing for data refresh from the sourcing unit. The link also contains a
cross lane inhibit function which shuts down DATAC transmissions if the link continues to
transmit invalid command data after a predetermined period.

This function is intended as a final means of passivating a generic or software failure
in the offending lane, wherein the local internal redundancy management may be
inoperative or unable to detect and itself isolate the fault.

Communication Interface

The quadruplex Serial Communication Interface, Figure 7, is central to the PFC operation
and handles and controls the data transfer between links. It comprises a single
transmitter with 4 buffered output drivers and 4 independent receiver channels together
with an interface to a parallel bus. It also contains memory for the temporary storage of
data, plus control and monitoring functions for the internal data flow and external
memory accessing.

One of the key functions executed by the Serial Communication Interface on the DATAC and
peripheral links is selection of one of the receiver channels as the source !or link
control and PFC output data. The selection algorithm operates on status words provided by
each processor link. This word contains a self opinion status bit based on the
processor in-line monitoring plus inter-processor opinions derived from comparison of own
and other processors output commands. The result of the selection process is echoed back
to the processor links, which then compare the value against their own opinions. Thus an
incorrect selection can be detected and the offending peripheral and DATAC link
inhibited. All transmissions received from the processor links are checked for validity,
using parity, word length, synchronisation period monitoring and frame time monitoring.
If any monitor fails then the respective processor link is deemed to be faulty and not
considered in the selection process.

REDUNDANCY KC NA SKI OVERVIEW

An overview of the fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration strategy developed for
the fault tolerant PFC follows.

All processor links within a PFC remain active. Each of these links contains an identical
software suite and computes the total task, including control law processing, together
with inter and intra lane redundancy management.
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Figure 7 Serial Communication Interface (ASIC)

Inter PFC redundancy management is based on comparison monitoring of surface command
outputs, the results of these comparisons being reflected in the status word transmitted
as part of the message string on to the DATAC bus. This status word comprises, lanes own
validity or "Available for Control" (AFC) flag, lanes opinions of the other two PFC
validity and cross-lane threat and inhibit commands.

The validity (AFC) flag when asserted, indicates that this lane is available for actuator
control. The state of this flag is derived from processor self-monitoring and comparison
of own actuator command outputs with the outputs from the other two lanes. If the lane
declares itself invalid, AFC will be cleared although command data will continue to be
transmitted. If subsequently the lane tracks favourably for a period greater than twice
the failure monitor delay, the AFC flag will be reasserted.

The lane opinion status bits are derived from the selected processor links opinion of the
other lanes commands. This opinion is based on favourable and unfavourabl, comparison of
cross-lane surface commands with respect to established thresholds and allowable delays.

The cross-lane threat and inhibit commands are used to inhibit DATAC transmission for an
errant lane if it continues to output corrupt or erroneous data with its validity flag
asserted.

The processor management is based on self assessment and cross processor monitoring. The
self opinion is derived from, for example, power up BIT, failure history and in-line
monitoring comprising frame overrun, software flow and watchdog monitors plus Serial
Communication Interface wraparound and status checks. The cross processor opinions are
derived from comparisons of actuator surface demands and active peripheral and DATAC link
selections. Inter processor data transfers are achieved via the serial transmission
nodes. The mechanisation used on the peripheral and DATAC links to select one of the
four processors as the source of output data has been previously discussed. Symmetrical
selection cases such as 2 against 2 processors are resolved in software, wherein the
processors re-assess their self opinions by comparison of their surface commands with
that of the other lanes.

The peripheral and DATAC links deemed to be healthy, can be in one of two states,
"active" or "suspended". Only two links of each type will be active and thus monitored,
one selected to form the computing path and the other placed in a standby mode. Suspended
links are intentionally unmonitored to reduce the data handling and hence the computing
necessary to perform the intra PFC redundancy management function. If in the event an
active link fails so as to be considered condemned for the remainder of the flight, then
one of the suspended links is re-instated to the standby mode to provide protection
against a second failure. The task of allocating these states is performed on initial
power up by consolidation of link availability opinions derived by each healthy processor
based on completion of BIT and assessment of historical data on link 'health, held in
non-volatile memory (NVM). The active links are cycled on each power up, thus ensuring
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that each link is exercised at least every other flight to reduce time at risk for
dormant failures.

The strategy for link condemnation and re-instatement is based on three classifications
of failure.

- Currently condemned (CC) wherein the redundancy management has declared the link
unavailable for use by the system but has not yet declared the link as condemned for
this flight (CF).

- Condemned for this flight (CF) wherein power up BIT or redundancy management has
declared the link as unavailable for duration of the current flight.

- Permanently condemned (PC) wherein the link is assumed to be failed permanently and
can only be re-instated as a result of maintenance action.

The processor links operate in a frame synchronous manner from the same selected
peripheral and DATAC links to minimise internal data skew.

The synchronisation establishment and maintenance algorithm is implemented in software
and used to align the computing frames of the four processor links within a lane.
Alignment of the computing frames is maintained to typically 50us. The algorithm is
itself fault tolerant and can therefore cater for failed components of the system and is
a derivative of that used successfully on the YC-14 and Jaguar FBW programmes.

RELIABILITY

The reliability of the PFCS has been predicted using analytical techniques. The
reliability model comprises a 3 by 4 block matrix representing the failure rates of each
link plus a single block which denotes all common mode failures. This fault affects all
similar links. Software is assumed to be error free.

The system dispatch probability curve, shown in Figure 8, assumes a minimum dispatch
condition (MDC) of at least two healthy links of each type in two PFC and one healthy
link of each type in the remaining computer to satisfy the safety requirements. With the
system at MDC and ignoring common mode effects, a minimum of three random failures must
occur for the system to fall below the minimum operational configuration (two working
PFC).

0.8-

0.6-

SYSTEM
DISPATCH

PROBABILITY
0.4-

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 10.0

OPERATING TIME (HOURS)

Figure 8 Dispatch Probability of the PFC

From the above curve, it can be seen that the 0.95 dispatch probability is reached after
38,100 operating hours. Thus the system is conservatively expected to be maintenance free
for the first 7 years of in service life. (assuming the equipment operates 5,000 hours
per year).

The mean time between mandatory maintenance action (MTBMMA) c~n be estimated by
integrating the dispatch probability curve from 0 to 0 . However, as the aircraft life
is expected to be in the region of 75,000 hours, a more realistic MTBNMA may be equated
to the time to reach 0.5 dispatch probability. This is predicted as 92,700 hours per
ship set.

To eliminate unscheduled maintenance, and any Aircraft On Ground situation, the PFCS can
be programmed to provide a maintenance alert, for instance, when the system is one
failure away from the mXc condition. This will give the airline operator ample time to
plan the required maintenance action.
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SOam AwIEucIa

The design methodology adopted, follows the classical route for development of dissimilar
software suites for high integrity applications as defined in D0178A level 1. Each lane
is developed by an independent team using dissimilar High Order Languages (HOL) to reduce
common mode errors. From the requirements, each lane independently derives a lane-
specific Software Requirements Document (SRD) and Software Structure Document (SSD), and
follows the normal top down procedures to generate module design and code. Ada is used
throughout as PDL and the top level design specified using a structured methodology.
Testing is conducted at module, functional and lane level prior to the integration of the
three suites at the system test stage.

The software is organised as 7 major functions illustrated in Figure 9. These are:

Executive
Input Signal Management (ISM)
Monitors and Test (MAT)
Fault Isolation and Configuration Management (PICM)
Control Law Processing
Output Signal Management (OSM)
Ground Maintenance BITE (GMB)

ECS 0MB

AD*OORSLTS C

ST-S

Figure 9 Software Overview

Software execution is based on a multi-iteration rate structure to optimise the
conflicting requirements of control loop bandwidths, time delays and processor throughput
loading. Forward path and inner loop computing is performed at 100Hz. The remaining
processes are executed at lower iteration rates consistent with achieving the desired
system performance.

The Executive contains functions to initialise, monitor and control the software and is
responsible for such functions as updating the watchdog monitor, synchronisation and task
scheduling.

On initial power up, the full complement of BIT tests are performed and coupled with
assessment of the link failure history stored in non volatile memory, consolidated link
availability status is established and the active link configuration defined for the
flight. (At this stage, the dispatch assessment is undertaken across the complete system
to ensure that the MDC is achieved) For an in air start up, the requirement is to bring
the PFC on-line in minimum time. This is achieved by reconfiguring the redundant
hardware to the same operational condition as existed prior to power down, and
initialising integrators and filters to ensure rapid tracking.

ISM is responsible for conditioning and validation of raw input data and consolidating
them with similar inputs from other lanes. It operates only on the selected peripheral
and DATAC links and provides management for single, dual and triple, variable and
discrete signals. The consolidation process is intended to isolate failed sensor signals
from control law computing, minimising transients as necessary. Signals which fail the
monitoring and comparisons are flagged to the FICM for fault identification and
resolution. Included in IBM is a mechanism for integrator equalisation and mode con-
solidation. This is necessary at two levels, intra and inter PFC, to ensure that
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individual processors within the PFC and other valid PFC, change mode simultaneously (on

a majority vote) and achieve the desired tracking performance.

4AT consists of functions to monitor and test the local PFC and the external interfaced
units. MAT monitors all active links "selected" and "standby" by judicious use of in-
line, data comparison, data update, and wraparound check routines. MAT is not
responsible for isolation of a failure, it is designed to conduct the tests and flag any
failure to PICM for resolution.

PICM performs the main redundancy management function within the PFC. It acts upon fault
data received from ISM, MAT and OSM and is responsible for failure isolation, internal
reconfiguration and for invoking reversionary control law modes. It also consolidates
status information for annunciation purposes and determines whether the PPCS satisfies
the minimum dispatch criteria.

OSM provides three main functions. Cross-monitoring of processor output commands in order
to generate opinions on the validity of each of the processor links; comparison of the
own processor commands with those from other lanes in order to generate cross-lane
opinions and validate the own lane's "AFC" status flag plus generation of output data to
be used by other EFCS systems.

GMB provides PFCS BIT capability on power up, facilitates re-programming of the PFC code
store via the flight control DATAC bus, and forms a maintenance aid to report on failures
and enable selective PFC tests to be carried out by the maintenance crew to support LRU
replacement verification checks. The ground maintenance function is only invoked if the
safety locks which establish that the aircraft is "on ground" are asserted.

The proportion of the total software task, per software function, for one of the three
dissimilar lanes is given below:-

Executive 3 %
Control Laws 47 %
Inter Lane Redundancy Management 12 %
Intra Lane Redundancy Management 20 %
External PFC Redundancy Management 18 %

757 IRON BIRD RIG EVALUATION

Figure 10 shows the general layout of the 757 iron bird and Figure 11 shows the vertical
fin and rudder arrangement in more detail. The 757 rig has been modified as follows:

a) The previous actuators have been replaced by modified units coupled to (ACE) units
provided by three competing consortia, one of which is NWL/GEC Avionics

b) A triplex electrically signalled DATAC bus has been installed to enable PFCS, ACE
and simulated Avionics communication.

c) The triplex PFCS have been installed

d) The rig enables evaluation of both dual and triple PFC/ACE/ actuator installations
on various surfaces including force fight and the effects of the PFC asychronous
operations.

To assist in this evaluation a sophisticated test set developed by GEC Avionics will
enable the PFCS cluster to be exercised and failures to be induced. The test set also
contains a simplified aircraft model to enable dynamic simulations and transients to be
investigated

The rig is supported by a comprehensive monitoring test set up enabling actuator
performance to be evaluated under all conditions from normal operation through transients
to hard failures.

RELEVA UC TO MILITARY SYSTEMS

Fly by Wire technology has already found application in military aircraft, the United
Kingdon Jaguar Ply by Wire demonstrator and EAP programmes having led to this technology
being specified for future productior. programmes.

With respect to fault tolerance, this clearly has applications wider than flight
controls. However, any system where high availability is a prime requirement should show
clear benefits in terms of mission success rate.

The fault tolerant structure as described is flexible and has achieved a good balance
between the use of fault tolerance and improvements to reliability of the building blocks
through the use of LSI & ASIC technology. However, some aspects of the system design,
such as the use of dissimilarity, while valid for commercial aircraft integrity
requirements, may not be optimal for corresponding military applications where the
integrity requirements are less stringent.
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Figure 10 General Assembly of 757 Iron Bird

Figure 11 Rudder Arrangement of 757 Iron Bird
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COWCLSIOuS

The development programme undertaken by GEC Avionics and led by its Flight Controls
Division has proven the viability of a fault tolerant primary flight control system based
on secondary redundancy and extensive use of circuit integration.

The impact of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) upon fault tolerant architectures
cannot be underestimated and the availability of powerful single chip microprocessors has
revised the traditional design of avionic systems. Distributed processing can now be
performed within an avionic function which has enabled the design of fault tolerant
architectures such as the one developed by GEC Avionics.

The additional processing overhead for this advance is not inconsiderable but is within
the capabilities of the current generation of 32 bit machines. In addition to the
direct benefits gained from this programme a number of associated technologies have been
matured. These include adaption of computer modelling techniques to enable trade studies
of optimum levels of secondary redundancy to be conducted together with the generation of
a model capable of simulating the asynchronous interaction of the PFCS and the associated
DATAC buses for system tracking evaluation.

The necessity to verify our redundancy strategy has also required the design of a non-
real time PFC computer model to permit the simulation of intra-PFC failure management
techniques, the base strategy having already been proven on a transputer based
demonstration unit.

The programme has shown that the goal of "fit and forget avionics" is now attainable, the
extent of the reliability gain now and hence the reduced life cycle costs being balanced
against the acquisition Cost.
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Summary

The Integrated Airframe/Propulsion Control System Architecture program (IAPSA) is a
two-phase program which was initiated by NASA in the early 80's. The first phase, IAPSA
I, studied different architectural approaches to the problem of integrating engine
control systems with airframe control systems in an advanced tactical fighter. One of
the conclusions of IAPSA I was that we had the technology to construct a suitable
system, yet our ability to create these complex computer architectures has outpaced our
ability to analyze the resulting system's performance. With this in mind, the second
phase of IAPSA approached the same problem with the added constraint that the system be
"Designed for Validation". The intent of the design for validation requirement is that
validation requirements should be shown to be achievable early in the design process.
IAPSA II has demonstrated that despite diligent efforts, integrated systems can retain
characteristics which are difficult to model and, therefore, difficult to validate.

Introduction

The Integrated Airframe/Propulsion Control System Architecture program (IAPSA) is a
two-phase program which was initiated by NASA in the early 80's. The first phase, IAPSA
I, studied different architectural approaches to the problem of integrating engine
control with airframe control in an advanced tactical fighter [i1 [2]. This effort was
led by two prime contractors, Boeing Military Airplane Company and Lockheed-California
Company, and was completed in 1983. One of the conclusions of IAPSA I was that we had
the technology to construct a suitable system, yet our ability to create these complex
computer architectures out paced our ability to analyze the resulting system's
performance. This outcome came as no surprise to those who have been concerned with
validating flight critical computer systems.

With this in mind, the second phase of IAPSA approached the same problem with the
added constraint that the system be "Designed for Validation." The intent of the design
for validation requirement is that validation requirements should be shown to be
achievable early in the design process. By doing this, costly, and sometimes
irrevocable, desiqn decisions are avoided. The highest level requirements called for a
safety requirement of 10

-
7 failures/hour, a mission requirement of 10

-
1 failures/hour

and 100 percent system performance growth margin. The prime contractor for IAPSA II,
Boeing Advance Systems, responded with what they termed a "Pre-Validation Methodology"
[3]. In the Pre-Validation Methodology, thorough analyses of system reliability and
performance is placed between system conception and final design, figure 1.

MODIFY REFINE

FIGURE I. PCVALIDATIOEF MTNODOLOGY

Requirements

The requirements were derived from an advanced, twin-engine, high-performance
aircraft. The effort began with a complete requirements analysis of the proposed
aircraft and expected mission scenarios. The performance requirements analysis resulted
in a set of tasks and their associated processor and I/O demands (such as throughput,
memory requirements and I/O bandwidth). Complete tables of this information were
constructed. When totaled, the complete integrated system was projected to require from
0.5 megabytes (Mb) to 2.0 Mb of memory and from 0.5 million instructions per second
(MIPS) to 4.0 MIPS of processing power. To complete the reliability analysis, each task
was assigned to one or both of the reliability categories, mission success and flight
safety, depending on their criticality (see table 1).

Baseline Architecture

The Advanced Information Processing System (AIPS) was chosen as the component base
from which the system was designed. AIPS is a NASA program which is producing a suite
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of building blocks for constructing distributed fault-tolerant computer systems.
Primary building blocks are Fault-Tolerant Processors (FTP's), network nodes and links,
network manaqement software, and device interface units (see figure 2).

SYSTEM FUNCTION FAILURE EFFECT

CP MANUAL CONTROL FLIGHT SAFETY

NETWORK MEMORYM FLUTTER CONTROL MISSION SUCCESS

INTXRFACE 1/0 NTNO TRAJECTORY FOLLO. MISSION SUCCESS

INTRFACE / WING CAMBER MISSION SUCCESS
DATA
ZXCBANGE OD TRIM CONTROL MISSION SUCCESS

NK INLET CONTROL MISSION SUCCESS

ENGINE CONTROL FLIGHT SAFETY

INTERSTAGE NOZZLE CONTROL MISSION SUCCESS

TABLE 1. FUNCTION RELIABILITY CLASSIFICATION

FIGUR 2. AIPS BUILDING BLOCKS

The FTP can be configured as a quad, triplex, dual or simplex. As shown in figure
2, the redundant channels of the FTP are connected through a data exchange device. The
data exchange has multiple, cross-strapped channels which are designed so that they are
isolated from each other and the FTP. The intent of this design is to provide
protection against byzantine failures during exchange of single source data [41. The
data exchange is accessed through a controller which, among other things, provides a
majority vote function. A channel of the AIPS FTP employs 2 processors, one computation
processor (CP) and one I/o processor (IOP). The two processors are connected to a
shared bus. Also on the shared bus is the data exchange device, scratchpad memory and
I/O network interfaces.

The I/O network is composed of links, nodes and device interface units (DIU).
Current AIPS technology uses twisted pair links which are operated at 2Mhz. A node is a
circuit switch device and provides 5 full duplex ports. The DIU connects an I/O device
to a link. During fault-free operation, the network is configured as a time multiplexed
bus. The switching state of each node remains constant. A start-up algorithm ensures
that all DIUs are accessible. When a network failure occurs and errors are detected.
the defective component (a node or link) is located and isolated from the remaining
network. New links are then enabled to restore lost capability.

It was originally expected that a network repair would be fast enough so that a
single network could service the system. However, when it came time to layout the
baseline architecture, the estimates of network repair time were so high that it was
decided to provide 2 networks for each FTP. The baseline system, as depicted in figure
3, consisted of 3 FTPs. A single quad FTP computed the flight control laws and managed
the two flight control networks. Two triplex FTPS were allocated for engine controllers
(one to each engine). Each engine control FTP managed 2 engine networks. The 3 FTPs
were connected by a triply redundant Inter-Computer network. The redundancy on this
network is needed to maintain the reliability of data produced by the triolex and quad
FTPs.

FLIGHT CONTROL

LEFT NGINERIGHT ENGINE
CONTROLLER CONTROLLER

FIGURE 3. BASELINE CONFIGURATION
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A flight control network contained 18 nodes, 46 links and 16 DIUS. Each network
was connected to 3 FTP channels. One flight control network was linked to FTP channels
1, 2, and 3 the other network was linked to channels 2, 3 and 4. Only one channel
controls the network at any time. Upon startup, channel 1 would control network I and
channel 4 would control network 2. A single engine network had 5 nodes, 11 links and 3
DIUs. Each network was connected to only two channels of the triplex FTP engine
controller.

Reliability Analysis

The ASSIST/SURE [5] (61 reliability tools were used to do the reliability analysis.
These tools were chosen because they are general and concise. SURE (Semi-Markov
Unreliability Range Evaluator) uses an algebraic method to compute upper and lower
bounds for a Semi-Markov model. The models are Semi-Markov because they allow the user

SYSTEM PARTITION PROBABILITY SYSTEM PARTITION PROBABI LIY

FLIGHT CONT. SENSING FLIGHT CONT. SURFACES

PILOT 0.0023 PITCH 0.18

BODY MOTION 5.08 ROLL 0.36

AIRFLOW 0.0078 YAW 0.18

FLIGHT CONT. COMPUTER 0.012 PROPULSION (per engine)

FLIGHT CONT. SURFACES FIXED INLET 0.046

PITCH 0.19 FIXED GUIDE VANES 0.031

ROLL 0.38 ENGINE CORE SENSE 0.00066

YAW 0.19 CORE FUEL METER 0.016

HYDRAULIC POWER 0.036 AFTERBURNER METER 0.076

DUAL PROPULSION CONT. 0.0076 FIXED NOZZLE 0.045

TOTAL 5.9 ENGINE COMPUTATION 0.0015

PROPULSION DIU FAULT 0.11
TABLE 2. FLIGHT SYSTEM RELIABILITIES AIRCRAFT TOTAL 1.4

TABLE 3. PROPULSION SYSTEM RELIABILITIES

to express non-exponential recovery transitions in terms of the mean and variance of the
recovery transition's distribution. The tool is fast and accurate. The ASSIST
(Abstract Semi-Markov Specification Interface to the SURE Tool) tool provides a high
level pascal-like language for specifying the models for SURE.

As was anticipated, it was found that the IAPSA system generated models which were
too large to solve (due to state space explosion). The system was then partitioned.
The contribution to failure for each section was computed using ASSIST/SURE and the
results totaled, tables 2 and 3. As can be seen in table 2, the flight control system
did not reach its reliability goal of 10

-7 
due mainly to the body motion sensors. This

failure mode has been termed temporary exhaustion. The temporary exhaustion failure
mode is a two step process. First, one of the four sensors or the DIU or link attached
to that sensor, fails. The remaining sensors now function as a triplex. Then, if a
failure occurs in the second network, two channels of the triplex set of sensors are
temporarily "failed" while the network is repairing. This has been defined as system
failure.

A second reliability analysis was done to compare the effectiveness of the mesh
network concept versus a quad bus. The mesh network concept has been controversial in
that it had never been established that the mesh network configuration produced any real
gains in reliability over the quad bus. The analysis showed that, in fact, the mesh
network produced practically the same reliability as the quad bus (The mesh might
produce better availability figures, but this analysis has not been done). With the
lack of demonstrable gain, it becomes difficult to justify the cost of validating the
extremely complex network management software.

Performance Analysis

The Discrete Event Network (DENET) simulation language was used to do performance
analysis of the baseline IAPSA configuration. Timing and logic models of the AIPS
building block hardware and software were constructed and used to extract data relating
to scheduling behavior, network repair time and resource utilization. Figure 4 is an
example of the type of data that can be extracted with a performance tool. The first
two time lines represent utilization of the computation processor (top line, CP) and the
I/O processor (second line, IOP). The last line displays utilization of the two
networks (the networks have identical utilizations when fault free). The processing
sequence begins with the IOP initiating the I/O for the 10OSz rate group. While the IOP
waits for I/O completion, the FDIR task fires (see below for discussion of the FDIR
task). Upon completion of FDIR, the IOP can complete processing of the I/O transaction.
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When I/O processing for the 100Hz data is complete, the CP begins processing the 100Hz
rate group while the ZOP simultaneously begins I/O for the 50Hz rate group. The first
experiment, which related to task scheduling phasing, resulted in unanticipated results
and provides good insight into the challenges of validating advanced integrated systems.

COMPUTATIONAL
PROCESSOR

Oms lOins 20ms 30ms 40ma

COKNUNICITION
PROCIISSOR

NZTWORKS I AND 2

A. M.m
DIR 1009z 50:z 25Hz

FIGURE 4. PERFORMANCE DATA
The FTP task scheduler is a priority based preemptive scheduler with three rate

groups and a background slot. The three rate groups selected for the IAPSA study were
100Hz, 50Hz and 25Hz. Included in the 100Hz rate group is the fault detection,
isolation and reconfiguration (FDIR) task. The FDIR task is part of the FTP's fault
recovery process. The OIR task has the highest priority and must run at the fastest
rate to ensure high reliability.

PHASE 100 Hz 50 Hz 25 HZ

0 2.93 7.01 15.54
1 2.7 miss 10.19
2 2.7 miss 10.19
3 2.7 miss 10.19
4 3.37 0.32 10.32

5 0.51 1.29 10.27

6 0.65 7.85 9.90
7 0.55 miss 10.19

8 0.85 miss 10.19

9 1.91 0.63 11.53

TASLE 4. RATE GROUP DEADLINE 1NAGINS

In what appears to be a rather mundane decision, The system designer must assign a
start time within the lims time frame for the FDIR task. To provide some rationale for
this decision it was decided to perform 10 runs of the simulation with the FDIR task
scheduled to start at 10 different times within the 10ms time frame (0,1,2...9ms). It
was decided to use the schedule which produced the minimum deadline margins. The
results are shown in table 4. As can be seen, the 50Hz rate group missed deadlines when
the FDIR task was scheduled at the 1,2,3,7 and 8m, slots. What is more indicative of
the problem is that for start times of 0 and 6 the 50Hz rate group had a quite
comfortable 7ms margin.

This wide of a range of values was not expected. When the analyst attempted to
devise a statistically significant test that would validate that the deadline margins
were maintained, he learned of the difficulty of predicting deadline margins in systems
which employ priority based preemptive schedulers. Although this limitation is well
known to some of those who study scheduling processes, evidently many system designers
ire capable of implementing this technology without a complete understanding of its
implications. This is precisely the kind of problem which the design for validation
philosophy was meant to identify.

An Observation

It appears that a crossroads has been reached in aircraft control systems design
methods. Historically, control law designers have placed a requirement on the lower
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system level design that any fault tolerance be transparent to the control law
application. In an integrated application such as IAPSA, this is clearly not possible.
Conflict arises between the application's sensor redundancy management routines and the
underlying system's redundancy management. Either the responsibility for managing I/O
redundancy (including communication paths) must be completely delegated to the
applications or it must be acknowledged that the system level fault tolerant functions
cannot be effectively hidden from the applications.

Take, for example, these three cases relating to the handling of a quad redundant
set of static pressure sensors: a failure free case, a case in which the sensor itself
has failed and a case where some part of the redundant communications subsystem linking
the sensor to the processor has failed. In the failure free case, the system delivers
the four values intact to the application to perform its redundancy management. In the
second case, when one of the sensors has failed, the fault tolerant system, being unable
to detect an erroneous sensor value, delivers the one failed and three good values to
the application. The application then takes appropriate action, first masking and then
econfigucing its known good sensor set. In the third case, in which a failure in
:ommunications occurs which causes a loss of the same sensor's value, the application,
knowing nothing more, has to assume a failed sensor and reacts as in case 2. However,
the fault tolerant operating system will also detect the failure and begin to take
action to restore the communications path with the likely result that at some later time
good values of the sensor will once again be available. Will the application then re-
admit this sensor? if it doesn't, it will prematurely deplete the sensor set. If it
does, it will need a good working knowledge of the underlying fault tolerant system's
architecture and redundancy management functions.

Conclusion

Two important lessons have emerged from the IAPSA II program. The first is that by
adopting a design for validation strategy, costly design errors can be identified early
in the design process. The pre-validation exercise also forces the designer to develop
a better understanding of the limitations of the analytical techniques that must be
employed to validate the system.

The second lesson is that the limitations of the analytical techniques can be too
restraining. In the IAPSA II program, the computer based tools that were used had to be
coerced into providing solutions. The user interfaces are primitive, data extraction is
tedious and model correctness is always suspect. The IAPSA II problem, although not
including any cockpit or armament subsystems, is an enormous problem. The
interdependencies that are created between subfunctions when the subfunctions are
integrated make it difficult to partition the problem. In order to partition the
system, the analyst must make some assumptions about subsystem independence. The effect
of the partitioning can be subtle and often introduces an unknown amount of error into
the analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer systems are being used increasingly in applications where a malfunction
could cause loss of life or massive environmental damage. Redundancy (with 2, 3, or
even 4 channels) is used to guard against random hardware failure in such systems, but
redundancy alone does not protect against design faults which might affect every channel
at the same time: the classic "Common-Cause Failure" (CCF). The risk of CCF is all-
pervasive: from routine power failures, through physical mishaps such as dropped fire
extinguishers to subtle effects arising from common maintenance procedures. Latent
faults can be inserted, over a period, into all the channels of a previously correct
system. All these types of event have caused real system breakdowns.

The most common defence against design error is diversity, the use of two or more
different and separately designed channels which will be assumed to fail independently.
This is expensive, and it still does not protect against errors in the original
specification. True diverse implementation of software is surprisingly difficult: even
when the specification of a program has been cleanly separated from its implementation,
design decisions usually "leak" from the specification into some or all of the
implementatioDs.

At some point, all redundant systems need to decide which (if any) channel is
faulty. This decision is critical to the operation of the whole system, and some way
must be found of making it in a trustworthy fashion.

A simple voter, which merely compares a few logical signals or takes a mean of 3 or
4 analogue values, can be made extremely reliable - the second type (implemented in
hydraulic machinery) is used in most aircraft control systems. Digital versions of such
a voter are less satisfactory than analogue - deciding whether or not several values are
within a reasonable tolerance of one another is much easier in the analogue world! A
really simple digital voter cannot tolerate diverse inputs; the channels feeding it must
be functionally identical, synchronised, and therefore vulnerable to common-cause
failures.

The more diverse the channels of a system are, the more complex the decision maker
is likely to be. Gbviously it must be substantially more reliable than any single
channel, or it would compromise the integrity of the system as a whole. Ideally the
voter should be distributed amongst the redundant channels of the system, to minimise
the number of critical points at which a single failure would be disabling and to take
advantage of diversity in the decision making as well as in the information processing.
This leads to "Byzantine voting protocols" and massive overheads, and still leaves some
risk of CCF through errors in the specification. Beyond a certain point, complexity may
be self-defeating: a more complx system needs better protection simply because it will
suffer more frequent failures of individual coponents.

AVOIDING COHIMiN-CAUSE FAILURES

Software does not wear out, and is not susceptible to random failures: all failures
of software are the result of design, implementation, or specification errors. In
principle a program can be totally correct, and in simple cases formal specirication
techniques and mathematical verification can be used to show that this is So. Even
where full mathematical verification is impractical, graph-theoretic analysis of
software is a highly effective method for finding errors and demonstrating that a
program meets its specification (Carrg (I)). Several toolsets are available to aid this
analysis and extend its applicability.

In principle CCF is preventable for software, even if in practice this remains a
goal rather than a reality. Diverse implementation of software is therefore a stopgap
while more rigorous techniques are developed.

Failure of hardware in contrast can only be postponed, and its effects minimised.
Redundancy, the re, will always be needed in critical systems, bringing with it the
risk of CCF. Calculations of mean-time-between-failures are often made with an
assumption of independence which may not be justified: if onie channel of a system has a
measured performance of one failure in 1000 hours operation, it is easy to assume that a
2 channel system will achieve one failure per million hours. No one can measure a
reliability of this order, unless thousands of systems are in use: as an example the
human body (of which billions are in use) has an MTBF of about 700000 hours.

Figure 1 shows a simple taxonomy of multi-channel redundant computer systems,
divided according to the complexity of the processing channels and the voters. Systems
of type 3 (simple processors, distributed voting) have too low a performance to be much
use, and type 4 (complex processors, simple voters) are very vulnerable to CCF in the
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processors which must be functionally identical if the simple voters are to cope.
Otherwise each architecture has its strengths and weaknesses:

1 Low Cost, low complexity, medium performance, voters simple enough to be made
internally redundant and highly trustworthy. Processors must be functionally
identical and therefore vulnerable to CCF: processor correctness is cLitical.

2 Allows use of diverse processors but only at the cost of less reliable voters
and increased software cost because of multiple processor types. Voter
reliability is critical.

5 The highest cost architecture, with performance to match. Voter reliability
is critical.

6 Distributed voting using "Byzantine protocols". Very high reliability at a
cost in software complexity and low efficimncy. Software correctness is critical.

Architecture 1 has significant advantages for low-cost or lightweight systems,
provided its vulnerability to CCF can be overcome.

The specification and design of a microprocessor chip is a relatively simple task
by comparison with most software. Like software, the design documents and wiring lists
do not wear out and can in principle be totally correct; the chips themselves are mortal
like all hardware but actual manufacture is only a small part of the task of producing a
microprocessor. It is natural therefore to ask whether the techniques of formal
specification and mathematical verification mentioned above in a software context might
not be applied to hardware. If these techniques could be used to snow convincingly that
a microprocessor chip design was totally correct, the risk of common-cause failure would
be largely avoided. I6ith this assurance, architecture 1 can be used to build simple,
low-cost systems which (with verified software) can give exceedingly high integrity.

THE 'VIPER' MICROPRCCESSGR

VIPER is a 32 bit reduced instruction set microprocessor which has been specified,
designed, and verified using the most formal techniques available. A complete chain of
proof exists between the various gate-level designs and the functional specification
(Cullyer & Pygott (2), Pygott (3)). VIPERs are designed to work in pairs, using
"Architecture 1" above to form fault-detecting computing modules with virtually 100%
cover against single faults. All the comparison logic needed is built-in to the VIPER
chips and is implemented in duplicated self-checking circuitry to minimise the risk that
a single fault in the "voter" sight mask faults elsewhere in the system. Every node in
the voting system can be tested by applying a few carefully chosen inputs: 4 legal
patterns and one deliberately-forced error are enough to test the whole of the 32 bit
data bus comparator (Halbert (4)).

Lith a common specification against which the chip designs have been verified in
the formal, mathematical sense, a pair of VIPER chips has the property of
dependable fault reporting and forms an ideal building block for reliable systems.
Multiple pairs can be used if true fault-tolerance is essential, but majority voting is
never needed since a faulty processor pair can be depended on to stop and report its
condition.

A pair of VIPERs has exactly the processing power of one VIPER. The fault
reporting property does not depend on software so there is no software overhead. In
comparison, a system using distributed voting may require as many as 6 processors to
deliver 25% of the useful power of one processor alone.

VIPER Design and Verification

VIPER was designed almost 5 years ago when even hardware description languages were
fairly new. Figure 2 shows the design and verification process in schematic form, from
the lop Level Specification (TLS) down to the pattern generator tapes used for
manufacture. The TLS is the formal definition of VIPER, used by system designers,
compiler writers, and programmers as a reference document. It is only 6 pages long, and
is expressed in the Higher Crder Logic formalism (HOL) developed at Cambridge University
(camilleri, Cordon, and helham (5)). An informal English definition of 3 pages exists,
but this .s for introductory use only.

Details of the verification process have already been published in (2) and (3); now
(two years later) it is appropriate to consider what lessons have been learned.

The first lesson is that specifying and verifying a sysem using formal
mathematical techniques is just as difficult and as labour-intensive as the traditional
method. Except for very repetitive array structured devices, there is no dramatic time
saving at the design stage to be had from the use of formal methods. The savings come
later when the device has been fabricated, and when it is being used in a system: there
is already ample evidence that formal methods substantially reduce the effort devoted to
testing and re-work. Cf the four families of VIPER devices made so far, three were
logically perfect first time; the first devices produced exposed a fault in the CAD
system used for gate-level design and had to be re-worked once.

Lu m ' s m•mmm mi
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The second lesson is that, though verification is (in the present state of the art)
guided by human mathematicians and therefore fallible, the errors made in a proof and
the errors made in a chip design are different in character. Proof techniques are
static and declarative ("this relationship holds under the following conditions") where
conventional design and simulation are dynamic and operational (if I do this the
following will happen*). It is not much easier to get a specification or proof right,
using MGL or any other formalism, than it is to get a chip design or program right, but
the errors which people commonly make in the two processes are different. Once the two
have been shown to match, there is a high probability that both are correct.

Lesson three is that formal methods take time, and they demand skills which are not
familiar to many engineers. The tools available to support them are at present quite
difficult to use, having grown out of an academic environment rather than an industrial
one. Documentation may be sparse: some techniques can still be learned only by sitting
at the feet of the Master.

Some commonplace hardware techniques are difficult to describe formally.
Asynchronous logic in general is harder to handle than synchronous, while dynamic logic
is harder still. A device built to a formal specification at the moment is likely to be
static, synchronous, rather conservative in its use of silicon, and only moderately fast.
These limitations match rather closely those which are considered desirable for
reliability and testability, so the lesson is that these preferences are well founded.
It is rarely wise, in any case, to use the most novel technology in a system with safety
or security implications.

THE LIMITS CF VERIFICATION

Figure 2 and References (2) and (3) summarise the techniques which have been used
to verify the design of VIPER. Each level of verification has been approached in at
least two ways.

The lower levels are simple but massively tedious; they are done entirely inside a
mainframe computer. We have no significant doubt of their correctness.

The two higher levels are mathematically much harder, since the level or
abstraction is so much higher: the top level specification knows nothing about
electronics let alone silicon technology. The final HBL proof was done in a single
step, from TLS to Block Model, and is complete apart from 12 theorems which could not be
handled by the HCL prover (Cohn (6)). All have been proved to Cohn's satisfaction by
hand. Interestingly, these "difficult" theorems all relate to the well-understood (?)
problems of twos-complement arithmetic and overflow.

Who Proves the Prover?

"Proof" is a typical Humpty Dumpty word, which means precisely what you want it to
mean. In practice proof seems to mean "an argument that most practitioners in the field
accept as valid", no more and no less. The object of "proving" computer hardware (or
software) is to show by analytical techniques that you have actually built what you
intended, and that this is so for every possible case. The conventional method of
testing can show only that the tests you have actuall' applied behave as expected; the
number of possible tests of any practical computer is astronomically large.

Most of the software tools used to aid complex proofs are far too complex to be
proved themselves, though the final proof checker (on which the integrity of the whole
process depends) may be an exception. The ultimate check on a proof is to do it again
using different methods, and this we have tried to do by simulation and by repeating the
top level proof: once with pencil and paper and later with the 11L Theorem Prover. The
aim as always is to minimise the risk of CCF in the eventual system, in this case using
diversity of proof techniques instead of diverse chip designs.

The Lower Limit of Proof

The formal verification of VIPER extends from the Top Level Specification to the
"wiring list" which forms the input to conventional CAD tools.

However, the wiring list is not a chip. Several layers of LAD software, mask
making, photolithography, ion implantation and so on interpose between the two.
Checkiihg the pattern-generator tapes against the wiring list is a straightforward one-
to-one comparison, but at the level of basic physics formal logic is not very useful:
physics is not constrained to obey the rulest verification of the design gives a strong
assurance that two identical VIPERs will not fail simultaneously b~cause of some inbuilt
design fault, but there is always the risk of an obscure pattern-sensitive fault (e.g
capacitive coupling between conductors on the chip) which is common to all VIPERS in a
given technology but cannot be exposed by any reasonable amount of testing.

At this level diversity is the only defence, but fortunately it is not difficult to
exploit. Independent implementation of two chips, to a common logical and timing
specification, is a much easier problem than independent production of software since
most of the work is done by the (different) CAD tools. The starting point for each
implementation is the Block Model (Figure 2), which is common to all and assumes the
existence of relatively abstract structures like adders, registers, and multiplexors.
Transformation of these into networks of gates and conductors can be dnne fairly
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quickly; in the latest implementation the transformation was almost wholly automatic.
Once generated, a gate-level implementation can now be verified in a few hours using the
NODEN system (3).

BUILDING A DEPENIDABLE SYSTEM

For many applications, a single pair of VIPERS is adequate. Dependable fault
reporting (followed by shut-down or reversion to a safe state) is just what is needed
for most plant monitoring systems, electronic funds transfer, or medical
instrumentation. For continuous control, 2 or 3 pairs must be used with independent
power supplies and clocks for maximum integrity; all pairs take inputs but only the
working pair generates outputs. In every case the ability of a VIPER pair to stop and
report any error is critical, so an analysis of fault coverage is necessary.

Figure 3 shows a typical VIPER pair in schematic form, with showing the locations
of typical faults either in the chips themselves or in the interconnexion.
Interconnexion faults are in practice much the more commont in normal operation one
VIPER is "active" and drives the various data, address, and control signals, while the
other is the "monitor" and receives the signals on corresponding pins to be checked
against its internal equivalents. Any difference causes the STOP signal to be asserted,
which then stops the ective processor as well. The comparison logic is active in both
processors, so that a short-circuited bus line would be detected by both. The "Major
State" bus operates the other way round, and is driven by the monitor (see Categories 4
and 5 below).

Faults are not restricted to any particular model: any event which leads to a wrong
signal will be detected provided it does not afflict both VIPERs identically.
Deliberate fault injection is necessary at intervals to check that the error reporting
system is working, but because of the self-checking design of the comparison logic only
one bit of each bus needs to be "flipped" for a complete check. The check generates a
sub-microsecond pulse on the STCP lines which can be used to confirm that it has been
performed. The box marked "inject" contains 5 egclusive-OR gates: for a full check two
of the control lines need to be flipped.

Nearly all faults fall into one or other of the following categories:

1 Faults in the internal workings of either VIPER, in the data bus, address bus,
or control signals between the two VIPERs: the monitor VIPER compares the signals
with its internal values at every memory cycle, and asserts STOP if they do not
match.

2 Faults in the memoryt or in the "spur" connecting each memory chip: 8 parity
bits are appended to the 32 bit data bus, giving 100% detection of multiple errors
confined to one 8 bit byte. 96% of random multiple errors are also detected, but
the emphasis is on failures of a single chip. Coverage depends on each memory chip
having its own spur from the bus, otherwise a single fault might affect more than
one byte of memory. Parity errors cause both VIPERs to assert their STCP signals.

3 Faults in decoders which select particular groups of memory or I/ chips: the
parity scheme depends on each byte of the memory being self-contained, with its own
address decoder, so for total coverage each byte-wide slice of the memory system
should have its own decoder chip - 5 decoders including the parity byte. In
practice very good coverage is obtained with 2 decoders, driving 3 bytes and 2
bytes. Many VIPER systems need only two sets of memory chips (RAM + PROM) and the
decoder is no more than an inverter.

4 Faults in the "Major State" bus between the VIPERS: the Active VIPER detects
these and stops. The reversal of direction on this bus provides a back-up means of
stopping the processors in the event of ...

5 ... a fault in one of the "STOP" lines linking the two VIPERs, which could
conceal a second fault. A "stopped" VIPER enters a unique Major State and stays
there.

6 Faults in the I/C, interface chips are covered in the same way as memory
faults. Faults in the sensors, actuators, or wiring are detected by "tellback"
signals in the usual way, preferably using different I/C interface devices and/or
different positions in the 32 bit data word for outgoing and return signals.

7 Faults in the clock generator. These are serious only if they affect both
VIPERs, since a unilateral fault will cause the buses to mismatch almost
immediately. However, a pair of VIPERs must be clocked in exact synchronism so
most systems will use only one clock oscillator per pair. Clock failure is best
detected by simple pump-up timers, which can be duplicated and refreshed either
directly from the clock signal or by outputs from the software. A software-
driven timer has the advantage of protecting against a much wider range of faults.

8 A few pathological faults inside a VIPER chip which can in theory mask
subsequent faults. Nearly all of these are found by fault injection (which tnen
fails to provoke an error) but this may be possible only at lonq(ish) intervals
during normal operation.
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9 Failure of the mechanism which reports failures, shown as a simple rR gate in
Figure 3. Obviously this must be duplicated, preferably using complementary logic.

'VIPER' IN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

Evetyone expects the best available technology to be used in any system which could
pose a threat to life or the environment. At the moment the best available technology
in computer control systems involves diverse implementation of both hardware and
software, complex distributed voting protocols, and massive processing power to offset
the overheads. Systems with several hundred microprocessor chips have been proposed.
The cost and size of such systems rules them out for all but a few applications.

Everyone also makes mistakes from time to time. Occasionally a human mistake has
serious consequences, which could have been prevented by a trustworthy automatic system.
There are many areas of life, from the hospital to the kitchen, which could be made
safer if the cost and size of ultra-reliable computers could be reduced. Though VIPER
began as a test-vehicle for formal methods of hardware design, and was first realised as
a "rugged" chip for specialised military applications, its real significance is the hope
it offers for genuinely low-cost systems of very high integrity.

Candidate applications are everywhere:

a Factory automation, which injures many and kills a few every year.

b Medical electronics. Only one patient may be at risk per system, but the
potential number of (say) heart pacemakers is large.

c Automotive systems: engine management, anti-lock braking, active suspension,
transmission control.

d Mass transit systems, which may be required to operate round the clock for
social reasons but are difficult to staff at night.

e Domestic equipment such as microwave ovens and washing machines, which injure
an alarming number of children every year.

f Aids to the disabled, which might leave the user helpless and possibly in
danger if they fail.

g Fire alarms, security and surveillance equipemnt. False alarms are
economically as serious as failure to alarm.

h Robots for factory, home, or garden ... and so on, and on.

The Choice of Configuration

The most obvious way of constructing a fault-reporting VIPER system is to put two
VIPER processors on the same Printed Circuit Board. This is not always the best
configuration: full fault-coverage requires that all the memory and peripheral
interfaces be placed electrically "between" the two VIPERS (Figure 3) and this may not
be possible in a small space. For a compact system though, with a single well-defined
interface (RS 485 or Mil 1553b for instance) a self-contained fault reporting module on
a PCB or hybrid substrate may be the answer.

For low cost applications, or prototype construction, a bus-organised system is
convenient. Full fault coverage is difficult with a conventional bus, though it is
possible with a "daisy chain" arrangement where each signal enters and leaves the card
on separate pins: this technique is used in the current VIPER Prototyping System. Cn an
industry standard bus like STE, quite good coverage can be achieved by putting the two
VIPER processors on adjacent cards with a front connector to link those signals which
are not defined on .he bus: standard techniques like duplication of outputs and
"tellback" can then be used to give very high integrity at the system level.

A third possibility is to use the VIPER design methods rather than the chip itself.
Many simple applications do not need the power of a microprocessor, and for these an
ASIC is often the best solution. -Formal methods of specification and verification have
been proved to work for static, synchronous devices like VIPPR, though in principle they
can be applied to any deterministic circuit. Recently, field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA) have become available which have a pre-defined clock distribution system built in
to the Substrate; these match the VIPER design philosophy closely and could probably be
used to re-implement a simplified version of VIPER. The verification process would
contain a "weak link" where the formal language (e.g HOL) was translated into the
appropriate FPGA design language, but our experience with HOL and ELLA suggests that
this process is easy enough to be trustworthy. However, ELLA is itself a formal
language with a mathematical basis very close to that of HOL (Morison et al (7)); other
languages could be more difficult. Simulation on either side of the "weak link" can
always be used to build up confidence.

In the long run, as chips and systems become more complex, mathematical techniques
of design and verification will become the only practical way of building correct

systems. Simulation of a complex device can explore only a tiny part of its possible
behaviour; as an example the VIPER chip has more than 2 to the power 200 internal states
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and no simulation could possibly cover all of them. In contrast, algebraic verification
by its nature covers all states of a system, and beyond a certain level of complexity it
will be the only truly dependable method.
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Figure 1 Taxonomy of redundant systems
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1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes and compares two leading Fault-Tolerant, Flight-Critical Systems (FTFCSs) currently being

developed at General Electric (GE) Aircraft Control Systems Department (ACSD). These technologies, driven by the
aircraft performance, reliability, and maintainability requirements, are: the Self-Repairing Flight Control System (SRFCS)
and the Vehicle Management System (VMS). SRFCS has two technology thrusts: Control Reconfiguration Strategy (CRS)

and Onboard Expert System (OES). VMS is focused on: Vehicle Management Computer (VMC) development and Inte-
grated Diagnostics System (IDS). SRFCS has the potential to reduce brute force hardware redundancy, where the VMS is
driven by increased functional complexity demands for increased hardware redundancy. A cursory examination of these
technologies suggests that SRFCS can be considered as a complement to VMS development. Contrary to this view, the
paper examines the attributes of each of these technologies and identifies the needs for future development. The remain-
ing challenge to be overcome by systems designers is finding the best balanced solution for the future FTFCS, utilizing a
proper blend of SRFCS and VMS technologies.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Fault-Tolerant, Flight-Critical Systems (FTFCSs) must comply with the requirement of continual safe operation
of an aircraft after loss of two functional paths within the flight critical system. This requirement is translated into the
design of systems with adequate redundancy to comply with the fail-operative/fail-operative design criterion. This level of
redundancy is currently achieved threugh implementation of either a triplex or a quadruplex flight control system, i.e.,
brute force hardware redundancy. Other requirements considered as drivers for designing FTFCSs include:

* Probability of Mission Abort (PMA) <_ 10-3 per flight hour

* Probability of Loss of Control (PLOC) < 10
- 5

" Probability of detecting and isolating a critical failure mode to a functional path > %95

These requirements are achievable through the use of hardware redundancy with deterministic operation to satisfy
the safety-of-flight requirements.

The SRFCS technologies are focused on exploiting the inherent redundancy among the control surfaces of an

aircraft to satisfy the FTFCS requirements, and:

" To reduce hardware by degrading hardware redundancy, thus improving reliability

" To provide the same level fault tolerance as in current systems, thus satisfying mission and safety requirements

" To increase fault isolation coverage, thus improving maintainability

* To reconfigure control laws to compensate for battle damage surfaces, thus improving survivability

The SRFCS technologies have been developed over a decade under funding from Air Force Flight Dynamics Labo-
ratories (FIGL and FIGX).

One of the SRFCS technology thrusts has been to develop Control Reconfiguration Strategies (CRSs) capable of
redistributing t.ominal flight control commands to alternative surfaces to compensate for a battle damaged surface.

Another technology thrust for SRFCS has been the development of improved diagnostics for the flight control

systems. The diagnostics objectives are to provide capabilities for detecting, isolating, and reporting failures that are,
otherwise, categorized as Cannot Duplicate (CND) and Retest O.K. (RTOK). Artificial intelligence-based expert system
technology has been used to achieve the flight control system diagnostic objectives.

GE/ACSD, under contract to Air Force and MCAIR has been developing the CRS and OES that will be flight tested

by MCAIR on F-15 HIDEC during 1989.

3. SELF-REPAIRING FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS (SRFCSs)

SRFCS technologies developed by GE/ACSD are in two parts: Control Reconfiguration Strategy (CRS), and the
Onboard Expert System (OES). Each of these technologies will be described in the following text.
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3.1 Control Reconfiguration Strategy (CRS)

CRS performs three functions: control power distributions following battle damage or an actuator failure (Figure 1),
surface damage or actuator failure detection and isolation (Figure 2), and battle damage estimation (Figure 3).

These functions are implemented downstream for the nominal flight control system and upstream for the actuators
as shown in Figure 4. The constituents of the CRS are:

• System Detection, Isolation, and Classification (SIDC). SIDC uses aircraft sensor data, actuator commands, and
actuator sensor information to detect and isolate a damaged surface or a failed actuator. This function is performed
by using the hypothesis testing techniques and Kalman filter developed by Alphatec Company under contract to
GEtACSD.

* Effector Gain Estimation (EGE). EGE uses an extended Kalman filter and aircraft dynamic models (normal and

impaired) to estimate the effectiveness of a partially missing surface.

* MIXER. This CRS component uses a pseudo inverse of control derivative matrix to redistribute the control signals

generated by the flight control computer to the remaining surfaces to compensate for the surface loss or actuator
failure.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 represent the pitch, yaw, and normal acceleration responses of the F-15 HIDEC under normal

conditions. 100% loss of right stabilizer without reconfiguration, and after reconfiguration. These responses were obtained

by simulating the failure on a nonreal-time, nonlinear simulation of the F-15 HIDEC aircraft at GE.

As shown by these figures, CRS has the capability of compensating for battle damage and actuator failures by

reconfiguring the flight control laws. This capability can be exploited to reduce the brute force hardware redundancy

currently used to implement flight control systems. However, the limitations of the current CRS technique- remain to be

resolved. These limitations include:

" The need for impaired models of the aircraft resident in the Flight Control Computers (FCCs) to compute the

reconfiguration gains

* Sensitivity of the fault detection schemes to sensor noise

" Flutter problems associated with damaged surface or damaged aircraft

Alternative potential technologies to overcome the limitations of the current CRS techniques are:

• Model reference adaptive control techniques to eliminate the need for storing impaired models of the airplane in

FCCs

* Electrohydrostatic Actuation (EHA) technology with electronic stiffness capabilities to solve the flutter problems

• Robust failure detection schemes, using banks of Kalman filters

If CRS were to be used in a flight control system to degrade hardware redundancy, then it would require fault

detection schemes that are more reliable and have the capability of isolating failures to Line Replaceable Units (LRUs)

with a much higher level of confidence than exists currently in flight control systems.

The enhanced diagnostics capabilities are also needed to improve the maintainability parameters of the flight con-

trol systems. A leading technology that has shown many promises to solve the maintainability problems is the Onboard

Expert System (OES).

3.2 Onboard Expert System (OES) for Maintenance Diagnostics

GE has been developing and applying OES technologies to avionics systems for more than a decade. The GE

components involved in the development and application of expert systems to avionics include: GE Corporate Research

and Development (CR&D), GE Automated Systems Department (ASD), and GE Aircraft Control Systems Department

(ACSD). Figure 8 represents the evolution of expert system technologies at GE. On the left-hand side of the figure, the

generic diagnostic problems are shown graphically. These problems coristed of isolating faults to the Line Replaceable
Unit (LRU), to the functional level, and to the circuit level.

The technologies applied by GE to solve the diagnostics problems are listed here in chronological order:

" Test Engineers using test equipment to troubleshoot failed components

" Rule-ased Reasoning Expert System (GEN-X), developed and applied by GE/CR&D

* Onboard Expert System (OES), developed and applied by GE/ACSD

" Framed-Baaed Expert System (ALBER'), developed and applied by GE/ASD

* Reasoning with Uncertainty Modeling (RUM), with fuzzy logic reasoning capability, developed and applied by
GECR&D

" Model-Based Reasoning (MBR), under development at GE/CR&D, which combines the features from frame-based
and RUM expert systems

These techniques have been used in Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), and flight and engine control maintenance

diagnostics.
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The OES developed by GE/ACSD was first conceived under a joint GE Research and Development (R&D) fund and
a contract from Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) in the mid-1980s. The development evolved over a
period of years, and the most current activity has been the F-15 HIDEC application under a contract to MCAIR, and under
the sponsorship of NASA Dryden and AFWAL-FIGX. The Phase 0 of the OES has been successfully flown by MCAIR on
F-15 HIDEC during the first quarter of 1989.

The objective of Phase 0 was to demonstrate the capability of detecting and isolating an Angle-of-Attack (AOA)
failure mode. This failure mode is intermittent, appearing during aircraft maneuver by having, for example, connector
pins disconnected under g stress, The flight control system detects the failure, declaring an AOA failure. The aircraft
requires maintenance action. In this case, after touch-down, the maintenance crew removes the flight control computers'
LRUs. Examination of the FCCs by the technicians would reveal no failure in the FCCs; therefore, the failure cannot be
duplicated (CND condition).

The OES has been developed with the capability of detecting and isolating the failures in flight by using expert
system inference techniques. The attributes of OES and the AOA failure scenario are shown in Figure 9.

Phase 1 of the OES program consisted of demonstrating six failure scenarios that were representative of real life
situations and were of types that would generate unnecessary maintenance actions. The top-level OES structure is shown
in Figure 10. The OES communicates with the flight control system's 1553 bus, the CRS, and a tape drive through its own
real-tim.te Executive. The inference engine represents the brain of OES, with the capability of forward and backward
chaining information logic to interrogate the health of the system and to detect and isolate failures.

OES interrogates the input signals from the flight control systems for detecting and isolating a failure. The inference
engine employs rule tables. Rule tables represent logical relationships among the subsystems and signals. Th, signal-to-
symbol converter module translates raw signals to true or false logic. To demonstrate OES capabilities in flight and
without physically impairing the aircraft, it was necessary to emulate the failure modes. The impairment emulation
models were built and incorporated inside the OES for each failure scenario as shown in Figure 10.

The failure scenarios developed for demonstration during Phase I of the program are shown in Figure 11. The
maneuver conditions, the system failure indication, the pilot reaction in response to the failures, the declaration of failed
subsystem, and the actual cause of the failure are shown and categorized in the figure. For these failure scenarios, the
OES would identify the actual cause of the failure and the actual failed subsystem.

This expert system maintenance diagnostics technology will be flight tested during the last quarter of 1989 by
MCAIR under sponsorship of NASA Dryden and AFWAL-FIGX.

4. HARDWARE REDUNDANCY AND DIAGNOSTICS

Current flight control systems use hardware redundancy to achieve the fault tolerance requirements. Next-genera-
tion flight-critical systems must provide more intelligence and control for aircraft subsystems, must improve functional
capabilities, thus increasing functional complexity, and must integrate the electronics used to implement these functions.
These requirements define the concept of a Vehicle Management System (VMS) replacing the traditional flight control
systems. The VMS requires fault detection and isolation capabilities to Line Replaceable Module (LRM) with greater than,
or equal to, 99% coverage. To reduce the burden on the logistics support, common module electronics are required within
the aircraft subsystem avionics as well as across different types of flying vehicles. The vehicle management system
requires improved reliability, maintainability, and supportability over the predecessor flight-critical systems.

4.1 Vehicle Management System (VMS)

The requirements for Fault-Tolerant, Flight-Critical Systems (FTFCSs) suggest that channelized architectures with
triplex or quadruplex redundancy are preferred solutions for developing vehicle management systems. The VMS requires
a deterministic operation so guramee safety of flight. Advanced architectures with dynamic reconfiguration of hardware
and/or software face great difficulty in satisfying the safety-of-flight requirements, and lack sufficient verification and
validation means. They require a tedious and complex hardware/software integration, and testing processes. Formal proof
of the concept, therefore, is hard to achieve.

A VMS must be capable of performing identical redundant computations to demonstrate a verifiable operation with
no nerformance degradation in the presence of two like failures.

When designed correctly, channelized architectures, operating synchronously, are capable of satisfying the minimum
transport delay requirements in closing aircraft and actuator control loops. Figure 12 represents a qualitative comparison
of a leading quadruplex architecture with a triplex architecture, with each channel having a Self-Checking Pair (SCP) of
central processing units. The overall conclusion drawn from this figure suggests the preference for quadruplex architec-
tures, despite having more parts and failure rates over triplex architectures with self-checking pair processors.
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4.2 Integated Df tles Systuem (1DS)

A fault-tolerant, flight-critical system architecture for VMS must comply with the maintainability requirements of
two-level maintenance. This requirement translates into a VMS definition that has high fault isolation coverage with a
high level of confidence, isolating faults to Line Replaceable Module (LRM) level.

Another requirement for developing a VMS architecture is the use of Common Modules (CMs), with commonality
within aircraft subsystems as well as across aircraft types. The common modules must be implemented using SEM-E size
standard modules definition. This requirement forces the flight control functions to be partitioned over more boards than
are found in traditional flight control computers.

The two-level maintenance requirement, with fault isolation capability to LRM levels, translates into adding many
tests and monitoring circuits to each computer board. These requirements increase the redundancy management and
Built-in Test (BIT) functions, and the size and complexity of the associated software. Figure 13 summarizes the VMS
Maintainability Values (M-Values) versus issues associated with their implementation.

To address the maintainability issues of a vehicle management system design, an Integrated Diagnostics System
(IDS) approach has been developed. Figure 14 describes the constituents of IDS and their capabilities,

The WDS is defined by four levels of diagnostics:

Level 1 relies solely on the fault detection and isolation attained from the Redundancy Management and BIT (RMB)
designed into the channelized VMS. For a quadruplex architecture, RMB can provide 98% fault detection, and isolation to
a functional path (or LRU for some failure modes).

Level 2 of diagnostics employs an Onboard Expert System (OES) to provide improved fault detection and isolation
coverage by diagnosing faults that cannot be duplicated otherwise on the ground.

Level 3 of diagnostics is designed for a small set of failure modes that belong to an ambiguity group nondiagnosable
in flight. This diagnostic level is designed into a Portable Maintenance Aid (PMA). PMA will guide a maintenance
technician to perform additional tests (Initiated BIT, or Loop-on Test) to further isolate an ambiguous fault to an LRM.

For those failures that cannot be isolated to an LRM with a high degree of confidence, Level 4 of diagnostics will
accept the in-flight fault code as well as pilot and maintenance crew comments to further isolate a failure. Level 4
diagnostics has access to a central maintenance computer in order to utilize historical data from other fleets and opera-
dons.

Levels 2 through 4 of the diagnostics use various expert system technologies to achieve their intended functions.
Figure 15 represents how these levels of diagnostics are utilized during various segments of a mission.

S. CONCLUSION

Current Control Reconfiguration Strategies (CRSs) and Onboard Expert System (OES) technologies have potentials
to transition into a production airplane, but require improvements and flight tests before qualification. New hardware
architectures for Vehicle Management Systems (VMSs) and Integrated Diagnostics Systems (IDSs) have many promises
worth pursuing their developments, but have a long way to reach the full proof of the concept in order to transition into a
production aircraft. CRS/OES technologies as well as VMS/IDS technologies face many technical challenges ahead.

The idea of combining or integrating these technologies into one platform is, naturally, a topic belonging to the
future.
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Disecrllnetors Quadruples Triple-sOP

Redundancy 2 Fail-Operate (Fall-Safe) 2 Fail-Operate

FOCA Approach lst Flight-Criticall Fault: Vote 1St Flight-Criti fault: Vote
2nd Flight-Criticall Like Fault: Vote 2nd Flight-Critical Like Fault: Salf-Monitor
3rd Flight-Critical Like Fault: Vote 3rd FlIght-Critical Like Fault: Salt-Monitor
To detect: shut down senaor, actuator, Causing Loaa of Control
or channel for fail-safe; or operate on
4th channel

Coverage Lower than TrIpWeSCP for First Fault Higher than Quadruples for First Fault
Higher than Triple-SOP for 2nd and 3rd Lower than Quadruples for 2nd and 3rd

Like Faults

Loe Complexity in Achieving More Complexity in Achieving Requirements
Requirements

Probability of After 2 Like Failures (Renming 2 After 2 Like Failures (Remaining 1 Channel)
Mission Abort Channels) or after 3 Like Failures in

some Subsystems
Higher than Triplext with Higher level Lower than Quadruplex with Lower Level of
of Confidence Confidence

Probability of After 4 Like Failures Wilt Meet the After 3 Like Failures Wilt Meet the
Loss of Control Requirements with Higher Level of Requirements with Lower Level of

Confidence than Triplex: Confidence than Quadruples

MTSF Less Than TrlpleSCP-Mora Parts Higher than Quadruples-Fewer Parts
(How Often Count Not Sufficiently Low to Impact Count
Falla) Operation Not Sufficienty Higher To Discriminate

complexity: Lower than Triple-SOP Higher than Quadruples
(ff50 SW,

Coats Lower than Triple-SOP Higher than Quadruples

Weigh Higher than Triple-SOP Lower than, Quadruples

Failure Lower than Triple-SOIP Higher then Quadruples
Transient$

Fgur 13. VMS Ara"eatue ftaclmlntims
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* maintainability Goal: Two-Level Maintenance Operational Scenario

" Meens to Achieve the Maintainability Goal: High Fault eodition Coverage with High Leve of Confidence

" Common Module/Standard itEM-it Size vrsus Fa ioation Coverage ( > 95%)/Confldence
(> 95%)

M-Vslue laUea

(WA) CMISEM-E will reduce operational spars; thus, logistics support coat.

H- CM/itEM-E will require flight-criticall functiona, to be distributed over' more LFWl~a
SEM-E boards: thus, fault Iodlation coverage to achieve the maintaineblity goal will
become more jilfcul to accomplish.

M+ CM/iEM-E onboard maintenance processor can providle higher fault coverage for
onboerd circuitty in the absence of failure mode" affecting the M-proceeacr.

H- Failure detection and iodlation oil the interface mae. senaora. actuators. and asso-
ciated analog circuitr are not Improved by having an onboard M-poeaor.

H- CM/itEM-E partitioning oil, for example, an analog feedback and leedlorward for an
actuator witl require the M-procaor to have extra I/O with other boarda in order to
comnplete a wraparound or a model comparison test at lower coverage. The M-Proc-
eseor, in this caae. hen to deal with amnbiguit groups associated with the interfscee
between boards.

() For analog CM/SEM-E boards. one must either Imnplemnent the A/D and D/A conver-
alone on each board or use excesaive dedicated In"e that transate Into added corn-
pleit and falure rates, thu lowering maintainabilt.

-) Timing-related faulta In either the maintenance or functional processor may not be
detected and Isolated prcpri because of dependency betwe the oscilistor and
the software-Imnplemented time-out timer.

H- CMitEM-E onboard processor ftatctfonely acts es amonitoring device, but its failure
rate is not Ieee than 1/10of oh failure rate of the functiona it is monitoring (en
required).

() CM/SEM-E onboard processor reducea the board's MTBF. thus degrading maintain-
ability (how often to repair).

Rogw 13. VW"bl Maneamnt System Malnftalnaty MUMe
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* Mslntalntbifty Goal: Two-Loyal Maintenance Operational Scenario
" Memos to Achieve the Maintainability Goal: Hight Fault Iolation Coverage with High Level of Confidence
* Solution: Integrated Diagnostics System (IDS)

Attributes,

Level I Olagnatc Derived from In-flight fiTl and redundancy management

Capablifties: 100% fault detection
100% fault isolation to functional path
100% fault isolation to 1 IAJ for acme failure modes
X1% fault Isolation to02 LRtLs for other failure modes
YI% fault Isolation to 3 LRUS for other faffure modes

Level 2 Dlagnostics: In-flight Isolation of cannot duplicate. transient, and intermittent faults;
further In-flight Isolation of ambiguity faults among 2 or 3 LRUS by
inferencing fault code using onboard expert system

Benefits: X2% > XI%. and Y2% > Y1% fault isolation;
quicker turnaround time for remove and replace

Level 3 Dlagnostics: Post-flight fault isolation using IBrr7MSIT/DBIT guided by Personne
Maintenance Aid (PMA)

Benefits: X3% > X2% and Y3% > Y2% fault iodation with higher level of confidence

Level 4 Diagnostics: Post-flight isolation by inferencing fault code using ground-based expert
system and Oats Transfer Carrdge (DTC)

Interface with the operational maintenance and logistic support data
bases: buld historical data base and retrieve date for fault isolation
with higher confidence; perform fault prognoatics.

Benefits: 10OD% fault Ieolation with higher level of confidence, creating historical data
base for operational maintenance, and logistic support data base use
for fault isolation and fault prognostics

Plrat-Generstion IntegroAte An environment that is constituted by four levels of diagnostics in a
Diagnostic system M"6.): coordinated fashion
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SUMMARY

During the years of in-service operation, the AFDS/TF subsystem of the PANAVIA TORNADO has gained a high level of
confidence. Methods have been developed, to keep control of the integrity of the flight critical system through a plenty of
modifications.

As part of major upgrade programmes of the weapon system TORNADO, several improvements will be introduced to the
automatic flight control system.

It is the aim of this paper to show,

* how'the new elements can be integrated into the existing system architecture without jeopardizing the integrity
and availability of the system,

* how the enhanced flight control system will be validated and put into operation.

ABBREVIATIONS:

ACT Actuator
ADC Air Data Computer
ADI Attitude Director Indiator
AFDS Autopilot and Flight Director System
CSAS Command and Stability Augmentation System
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
HSI Horizontal Situation Indiator
HUD Head Up Display
IMC Instrumental Meteorological Conditions
IN Inertial Navigator
MBB Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm GmbH
MC Main Computer
RAD ALT Radar Altimeter
SAHR Secondary Attitude and Heading Reference
TF Terrain Following
TFR Terrain Following Radar
TRN Terrain Reference Navigation
TLU Triplex Transducer Unit

I. INTRODUCTION

The Multi Role Combat Aircraft TORNADO has gone into service with several airforces since 1980. An outstanding feature
of this aircraft is its capability for automatic low level flight over land and over sea. The low level modes as well as the other
automiatically guided modes are controlled by the Autopilot and Flight Director System (AFDS), which must guarantee
performance, integrity and flight safety of the aircraft during automatic operation. According to the importance of the AFDS
for flight safety and aircraft performance, extensive testing is required to obtain the clearance for the system.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM OF TORNADO

A block schematic of the TORNADO flight control system is shown in Fig. 1. The central part of the AFDS is the autopilot,
which is a duplex redundant digital computer. The autopilot receives sensor signals from different sources according to the
selected mode of operation. Pitch and roll rate demands are output to the CSAS. The level of redundancy for the various
signals is indicated in Fig. I. A more detailed description of the TORNADO AFDS is given in /I/.
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3. AFDS CLEARANCE PROCEDURE

Extensive testing is required to get a new standard of autopilot computers cleared for in-service operation. The sequence of
tests, which has been established for the TORNADO AFDS, is shown in Fig. 2.

It should be noted, that the TORNADO autopilot computers are procured as equipment which contains embedded software.
The airframe company is responsible for the control laws and mode and failure logic, which represent the basic requirements
for the performance within the flight control system.

The clearance procedure basically consists of the following tests:

(I) Supplier Tests: Basic equipment tests and software development tests, which are performed by the supplier on
equipment level.

(2) Cross Software Tests /2/: The correct implementation of the requirements is tested by means of concurrent processing
of a wide range of input patterns using original equipment in comparison with a totally dissimilar model of the
autopilot computers. These tests are performed on the Cross Software Test System located at MBB. A schematic
of the Cross Software Test System is shown in Fig. 3.

(3) Closed Loop Performance Tests: 'The correctness of the control laws and mode and failurc logic and the fulfillment
of the performance requirements for the AFDS is tested in the loop with original equipment, the loop being closed
by a 6 degrees of freedom aircraft model. The tests are performed on the avionic/flight control rigs at MBB.
Furthermore, pilot's assessment of performance aspects and familiarization with the handling of a new AFDS
standard is done on the rig. The rig configuration for the AFDS performance tests is shown in Fig. 4.

(4) Flight Tests: When a new standard of autopilot computers has successfully passed the ground test procedure, it iF
preliminarily cleared for flight tests. After an end-to-end integration test on aircraft, a series of flight tests will be
performed. The number of flights, which is required, depends on the amount of functional changes contained in the
definition of the new standard.

Besides the !.bts, which are described above, special tests like failure investigations, safety analyses or EMC tests are part

of the cearance procedure whenever applicable.

Failures or queries, which are found during the different stages of testing, will lead to iteration loops in the development

process. These iterations can result in dramatic increases of costs and slippage of time scales in the course of a development

project.

4. IN-SERVICE EXPERIENCE

The automatic flight control system of TORNADO was finally released to service in 1983. During the following years of

in-service operation, the system has gained a high level of confidence. This is reflected by a continually decreasing number
of reported anomalies, which has reached a constant low level till today. In Fig. 5, the tendency of reported anomalies is
shown together with the appropriate numLtr of flight hours.

The confidence in the flight control system, which has been built up through several years of operation and thousands of
hours of automatic terrain following flight, is a strong impediment to every modification of the system.

5. MODIFICATIONS OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

A plenty of new requirements resulted from in-service operation of the TORNADO AFDS:

o New tactical requirements, e.g. to counteract an increasing threat to the aircraft

o Requirements derived from the experience of the pilots with the aircraft

o The basic technology is progressing rapidly during the life cycle of a flying weapon system. System updates are
required to maintain the reliability and the operational use of the aircraft.

Some basic problems must be considered when new functions or equipment are implemented into a complex safety critical
system like the TORNADO AFDS:

o When the architecture of the existing system is affected, extensive clearance procedures are required.

o Adding of new equipment necessarily affects the reliability and integrity of the system.

o Modifications to existing equipment and aircraft wiring are expensive.

o The operational importance of the AFDS depends on the confidence of the users in the system.

Therefore, a trade-off must be done between operational requirements, flight safety requirements and cost aspects to define
the extent of a major upgrade of the flight critical system. The number of affected equipments and functions shoul be
minimized.
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6. A METHOD FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS
Major modifications typically consist of the following elements:

o Redesign of existing equipment including modification of interfaces and increase of program store

o Introduction of new equipment into the existing system architecture

o Redesign of software, introduction of new algorithms

An attempt to simultaneously introduce all elements of a major modification of a flight control system would result in a
radical change of the system, thus significantly decreasing the confidence built up during the past years and jeopardizing the
results gained during the clearance process.

This discontinuity can be minimized, if in the first step all hardware modifications are introduced, while the functionality of
the system remains unchanged. When the well-known system behaviour has been satisfactorily reproduced and the new
hardware has been cleared to the pe-modification performance, the hardware upgrade can be introduced to the operational
aircraft. Finally, the new functions will be implemented and tested to the enhanced performance limits. The final upgrade
of the in-service aircraft will then be done by re-loading of software into the autopilot computers.

The following paragraph shows an example for a project, which is being carried out according to this method.

7. TORNADO 1st UPGRADE: MODIFICATION OF THE AFDS

At present, a major upgrade of the automatic flight control system of TORNADO is being carried out. In the following, some
of the outstanding features of this modification are described with respect to their impact on the existing AFDS.

7.1 Description of the Modifications

7.1.1 Split Axis Control
The introduction of the new mode "Split Axis Control" shall enable the pilot to control the aircraft manually in the horizontal

plane, while the pitch axis is still automatically controlled by the AFDS.

In Split Axis Control, the roll stick position signal is used to generate a roll rate demand via triplex output to the CSAS.
However, the roll rate demand must be automatically limited depending on the momentary roll rate and bank angle, in order
to provide sufficient pitch priority and to reduce the pilot's workload.

As an operational implication of this mechanization, the pilot might apply full roll stick without being able to achieve bank
attitudes as if flying in CSAS mode. In case of an AFDS auto-disconnect, there would be the danger of overcontrolling the
aircraft.

To overcome this problem, adequate warnings and indications have been implemented. In case of excessive roll stick inputs,
a flashing triangle is displayed on the head-up display, indicating the pilot to reduce commands.

Whereas the cockpit indications have to be supplemented for the Split Axis Control mode, the sensor data required for this
modification are already available as duplex redundant information. Therefore, the pre-modification structure of the TOR-
NADO AFDS is adequate for this new function.

7.1.2 Improved Turning Flight Capability

To improve the manoeuvrability in low level flight over sea, an improved turning flight capability was demanded for the
Radar Height Hold mode of the TORNADO AFDS. This requirement is fulfilled by an opening of the bank angle limiter
and the roll rate demand limiter to higher values.

To reach the enhanced performance without endangering the integrity level of the automatic flight control system, it is
necessary to control the aircraft angle-of-attack in the AFDS. Therefore, direct links from the already existing alpha-probes
to the autopilot computers have been added to the AFDS interface, enabling a duplex redundant monitoring of the
angle-of-attack. If the difference between the port and starboard signals exceeds a defined value, a monitor trip will indicate
an angle-of-attack failure. The AFDS then automatically resets to a safe bank angle limitation. A new indicator is provided
to display the failure to the pilot.

7.13 Reduction of Exposure Times

The reduction of exposure times due to open loop pull-ups after system failures in the Radar Height Hold mode was required
as an operational improvement of low level flying over sea.
To fulfill this requirement, the following conditions must be considered:

o The open loop pull-up can only be suppressed for failure cases, where the aircraft can still be controlled in a safe
condition.

o Wings levelling (in case the failure occurs during a turn) must be performed under all failure conditions.
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The reduction of exposure times is implemented into the AFDS by introducing a pull-up inhibit discrete signal, which prevents
the system from performing an open loop pull-up after a failure has been detected, unless a pull-up voter decides, that the
aircraft is in a critical situation. This voter evaluates the criticality of aircraft parameters prior to failure detection.

7.1.4 Improvements of Flight Director Steering Mode

In the Flight Director steering mode, the aircraft is manually controlled by the pilot according to steering information, which

is generated by the AFDS and displayed on the head-up display and on the attitude director indicator.

In the pre-modification state of the TORNADO AFDS, the flight director was a simplex facility and could therefore not be
cleared for low level IMC operation.

Flight director steering operation in low level IMC requires cross- monitored duplex calculation of the flight director algo-
rithms. This is accomplished with the TORNADO 1st Upgrade by cross-monitoring and signal generation of normal
acceleration demand and bank angle demand in the same way as for fully automatic flight control. If one of the AFDS
computers fails, simplex operation of the flight director is available as reversionary mode. This case has to be signalled to

the pilot by adequate warnings.

In case of a processor failure in one of the two AFDS computers, both automatic and manual cross-monitored flight control
cannot be used, as they are not independent from each other. On the other hand, the use of existing hardware for the
implementation of a cross-monitored flight director into the TORNADO AFDS is an economic way to enable practising of
manual flying in IMC conditions.

7.2 Stepwise Introduction of the AFDS Upgrade

7.2.1 Introduction of New Hardware

The I st Upgrade modification to the TORNA DO AFDS consists of the following elements:

o Redesign of the hardware of the autopilot computers. Growth potential of program storage and provision of space
and wiring for a MIL-Std 1553 B interface has been included in the hardware redesign.

o Extension of the interface of the autopilot computers to connect the alpha-probes.

o Extensive change of the control laws and of the mode and failure logic of the autopilot computers.

The upgrade is being introduced in two steps (see Fig. 6). In the first step, the pre-modification performance of the AFDS
has been implemented on the upgraded hardware.

To get the new hardware cleared for production with the pre-modification functions, a limited clearance procedure was
accomplished including 25 hours of closed loop simulation on the rig and 10 test flights. A read-across of the test results
showed, that the aircraft performance had notchanged compared to the pre-modification state of the AFDS. The new hardware

standard is now released for installation into series aircraft.

7.2.2 Clearance of the New Functions

Presently, the new AFDS software is being developed. As major changes of the aircraft performance in the safety critical
low level modes are introduced, extensive tests are required to clear the modified system.

After two iterations of the ground test procedure, the first software release was cleared for experimental flights. A total of

150 hours of performance testing on the rig resulted in 20 software queries. During cross software testing, two dormant
failures have been found in the autopilot software. With the first flight-cleared AFDS standard, 30 test flights have been
performed, resulting in 4 queries and several modifications of operational requirements. None of the queries reported during
flight test has been rated critical. Analysis shows, that most of the problems found during flight, could not have been detected

by rig simulation.

At present, the next issue of AFDS software is being prepared, which will incorporate all queries and requirement changes
reported so far. A total of 100 test flights will be required to get the upgraded AFDS functions finally cleared. When the
tests have been successfully completed, the new software, which is stored on EPROM in the autopilot computers, will be
reloaded to the in-service aircraft& already operating with upgraded AFDS hardware.

S. IMPLEMENTATION OF TERRAIN REFERENCE NAVIGATION IN A FURTHER TORNADO UPGRADE

At present, a Terrain Reference Navigation (TRN) mode is being developed for the TORNADO flight control system. In

this mode, the flight path of the aircraft is controlled by comparing the measured terrain height profile with a digitized map
stored in the TRN computer. The height profile is calculated as difference between the vertical channel of the inetia
measurement unit and the height above ground measured by the radar altimeter. The aircraft can operate with a significant

reduction of radar emission compared with the present Terrain Following mode. A detailed description of the TRN system
is given in /3/.

j
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& Hardware Aspects

There are two different ways of interfacing the TRN computer to the existing TORNADO flight control system, which must
be investigated with respect to system integrity aspects:

o Direct interfacing of the TRN to the autopilot computers (Fig. 7a)

o Interfacing TRN and forward-looking radar to the autopilot computers via a switching unit (Fig. 7b)

The direct interfacing method uses the redundant AFDS design, which is in agreement with the fault tolerance requirements
for safety critical flight control functions, for the implementation of the monitoring and mode switching logic. The integrity
of the existing Terrain Following function is fully preserved. On the other hand, a modification of software and hardware of
the autopilot computers would be necessary.

When using a switching unitas interface between TRN and AFDS, the autopilotcomputers could remain unchanged. However,
a new equipment would be introduced into existing signal paths, influencing reliability and integrity of the flight control
functions.

8.2 Stepwise Introduction

Flight guidance using TRN requires a precise determination of the aircraft position and relies on map data, which have been
loaded on ground. A major hardware modification is needed for the integration of TRN into the existing system architecture.

The introduction of a new terrain following mode, which does not make use of an active forward-looking sensor, will result
in a significantly decreased level of confidence. To build up confidence into the new elements, the TRN function must be
introduced step by step.

In the first step it must be shown, that the integrity and the performance of the established terrain following mode (guided
by the forward-looking radar) is not decreased by the integration of the new hardware elements.

In the second step, the g-commands derived from the TRN data base will be monitored by the guidance information from
the forward-looking radar, thus enabling fail-safe operation with respect to the new mode. Only if the monitored mode has
been cleared, the silent TRN mode can be tested, gradually decreasing the clearance height.

9. CONCLUSIONS

During the in-service life of a flying weapon system, which is of the order of 30 years, major system upgrades cannot be
avoided.

Based on presently running and intended upgrades of the TORNADO flight control system, it has been described, what
measures must be taken to preserve integrity, fault tolerance and performance of the existing system during a major upgrade.

A method has been outlined, how to introduce a major modification without jeopardizing the confidence into the system,
which has been built up during years of in-service operation.
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1. introduction

Pilot workload in fighter aircraft is ever increasing, driven by the need to fly low and
the complexity of the systems and weapons in modern aircraft. The density and growing
Sophistication of Warsaw Pact anti-aircraft weapon systems greatly exacerbate the problem.

The current Suropean trend towards single seat fighter aircraft, on grounds of system and
manpower costs, increases the workload problem still further.

The research project, reviewed in this paper is directed to put the crew back in charge
by introducing new levels of weapon systems automation.

The Nission Management Aid IMO4A) is scheduled for clearance into service in the first
decade of the next century and although it is confidently expected that the airborne
computing power to perform the task will be available in that timescale, the complementary
disciplines to design, test and validate such a system will need to be developed. The
current research programme is concentrated on the timely development of these disciplines.

The basic functional approach to the oA was outlined some four years ago, by a group of
senior engineers drawn from British Aerospace, GEC Avionics, Smiths Industries and rerranti
Defense Systems. over the same period scientists at the Royal Aerospace Establishment,
rarnborough were examining similar approaches.

Research into the IA is being undertaken jointly by the four industrial organisations
and the Royal Aerospace Establishment. The current programme which has been running for
two years, involves seconded staff from the industrial organisations and the RAE,
Farnborough where the team is located.

It is very evident that current fighter aircraft systems are composed of a number of well
tested evaluated and validated sub-systems and yet the integrated system tends to exhibit
serious operational problems and a long time delay before modifications to clear these
problems can be Introduced. It is hence essential that the more complex systems of the
next century exhibit characteristics that allow for rapid modification to meet changing
operational needs and yet maintain essential operational integrity through these changes.

2. The Joint Venture Organisation

The Joint Venture set up to prosecute the development of the lEA is regarded as unique,
at least in terms of the United Kingdom Defence Industry. The four industrial organisations
have set up a Joint Venture Agreement with the Royal Aerospace Establishment of the British
Ministry of Defence (HOD) on the basis of equal sharing of both costs and benefits by the
five partners.

The basic Organisational Tree of the MM Joint Venture is shown at figure 1.

The Joint Venture Teem is housed in modern accommodation at RAS Farnborough and staffed
by twenty systems engineers drawn equally from the five organisations.

The Team is well supported by modern Work Station Equipment, illustrated in figure 2.

The primary objective of the MWA Joint Venture is the development of a real-time multi
mission, multi scenario simulation of the MA.

The major milestones in the programme to this end are illustrated in figure 3.

The preliminary study phase was completed in April 1988 and the Programme Phase commnced
in June of that year. The current Prototype Phase is set to functionally explore all the
major aspects of the WMA in non real-time on the Work Station Network.

3. Prototypes

The prototype work Is currently occupying ninety per cent of the Team's efforts, and will
provide an evolving Prototype IMA hosted on the twelve networked work stations.

The majority of the Prototype activity is written in Common Lisp and hosted on the
Symbolics Work Stations. Specialist activities such as graphics intensive displays are
run on the silicon Graphics and the Sun.

Prototype simulations of the MENA on the work stations will run at about twenty times
real-time.
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Functional Specifications derived from prototype software will lead to refinement of the
functionality of the prototype and form the specification basis for the functionality of
the Mission Capable simulation of the HKA.

4. The Need For An lENA

The requirement for a lE4A has already been referred to In terms of pilot workload. The
drivers will now be identified in more detail in terms of one of the missions that has been
Identified as suitable as an example mission for the prototype work;

* Air Interdiction 100km beyond the Forward Edge of Battle Area (FEBA).

4.1 Air Interdiction

The phase of an Air Interdiction Mission from a high level systems engineering viewpoint
can be classified as:

SMission Planning

* Mission Briefing

* Briefing Update

* Take Off

Friendly Ingress

* Hostile Ingress

* IF to target

* Escape

* Hostile Egress

etc.

we will concentrate on the Hostile Ingress Phase as this phase clearly indicates many of
the drivers that lead to the need for an enhanced class of Mission System automation,
exemplified by the RNA.

The primary objective of the Hostile Ingress phase is to arrive at the Target Initial
Point safely with maximum fuel, maximum disposables (chaff, flares etc.), undetected and
on time.

The achievement of this objective is hindered by dense ground to air defences and air to
air threats. The first defensive measure Is to fly low and fast but this is hindered by
the manoeuvrability and drag limitations imposed by a typical external weapon load.

The primary consideration during the phase is self defence. At a ground speed equivalent
to about lkm every three seconds unexpected threats may be arriving fast. Whilst combating
these threats the pilot has to fly, navigate and communicate. A high workload situation
applies throughout the hostile ingress and the pilot is liable to go into workload
saturation at critical moments. The NA will reduce the workload to an acceptable level
by enabling automation of lower level functions and providing tactical options which on
selection by the pilot will be automatically executed.

5. The Air to Ground and Air to Air Scenarios

5.1 General

A range of missions and threat environments were considered as potential scenarios for
the employment of NOA equipped aircraft over the next several decades. These covered both
the air to ground and air to air environments as it was considered that in the future both
the pilot and the aircraft will be considered multi-role, and that specific missions could
well encompass aspects of both roles. The scenarios were considered from a workload point
of view both for the OA and the pilot. The other driving consideration for prototypilng
the XNA being how "controlled" (or pre-planned) the operating environment was both for
testing and comprehension purposes. The scenarios reviewed are summarised in figure 4.

5.2 Air to Ground

There were two broad categories of mission considered:

a. Close air support - this involves co-operation with ground forces to provide air
cover and short range ground attack capability. It is characterised by the employment
of "smart" weapons possibly under ground control (especially where there are troops
in contact and there is a forward air controller suitably positioned), and the short
time scales and consequent lack of pro-planning of targets.
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b. Interdiction - this is a short to medium range ground attack mission against a pre-
planned target carried out by a emall group of aircraft. It is a mission demanding
minimal use of active sensors, In order to remain unobserved as long as practicable,
co-operation between aircraft, and a high degree of pro-planning of all mission phases
to and from the target. Consideration of a long range (500 kilometre. plus)
interdiction was limited as it was felt that in the timescale of the Joint Venture
the format of such missions would undergo significant change.

Although both missions had a high level of pilot workload, a 100 kilometre interdiction
at 100 feet and 500 knots was chosen as the initial prototype scenarios as it would most
fully exercise the MA's functionality.

5.3 Air to Air

Here again, although the missions are sore difficult to delineate, there were two major
categories%

a. Interception - here there are (usually) pairs of aircraft executing a combat air
patrol (CAP) at 5,000 to 30,000 feet alternately scanning for airborne threats or
targets. On detecting such they are pulled off CAP to carry out a point interception
on the raid and its possible escorts. It is a co-operative exercise between the CAP
aircraft demanding good communications, the use of joint tactics and the maintenance
of adequate situational awareness. Pro-planning can only be done to the extent of
general intelligence briefings as this is very much a dynamic re-planning mission.

b. Suppression - this is much more difficult to define as a single mission but is
involved in the establishment and subsequent maintenance of air superiority. It
encompasses fighter sweeps and the suppression of enemy air defences, and, although
basically of short time duration, it can involve a signi'icant amount of pro-planning.

The suppression missions have a higher sustained workload both for the pilot and lENA, but
both types are carried out in a generally less controlled environment than the air to
ground missions and are being studied for their potential implications on HHA development.

6. Architecture of the lHA

6.1 General Overview

The MlA is basically a tactical advisory system for the aircrew of military aircraft and
as such consists of a planning core, the pilot support and interaction facilities, and all
the subsidiary aircraft system support and interface functions. The high level
architecture of the lOA is related to the other aircraft systems and to the pilot and his
environment in figures 5 and 6.

6.2 Core Functions

The core of the MA consists of two major functional blocks:-

a. Pre-processing - the data fusion and situation assessment functions for pro-processing
aircraft sensor data, intelligence and pre-mission brief data into a form that can
be used by the planner.

b. Planner - the functions that produce tactical plans based on mission objectives, the
current situation and currently available resources such as weapons and
countermeasures.

6.3 Man-Machine Interface (NMI)

The interaction between the pilot and the MNA is crucial as the NA is a tactical aid,
and the pilot is always in control of the aircraft. Hence the M0I has involved a great
number of human factors studies resulting in a design for two functional display surfaces:-

a. Immediate - everything that will affect the pilot in the next 10 seconds of flight
displayed in head-up format.

b. Plan - everything that will affect the pilot in the next several minutes of flight

displayed in a head-down format.

To provide these interface formats requires two major functional units within the NA.

a. Pilot interface manager/controller - contains all the pilot/MlA interface functions
with a three tier bus structure (immediate, plan and message) for data handling.
Internally it consists of a prioritiation function and a scheduler to decide on the
relative importance of the various pieces of information needing the pilots's
attention before they are displayed.

b. Display controller - a fairly straightforward format generator for the plan and
immediate displays.
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6.4 Emergency Response

Consideration has been given to emergency response functions that automate reaction to
situations in which pilot reaction time is inadequate.

An example is the imminent approach of a missile where all defensive measures appear to
have failed and the aircraft Is at immediate risk. Such functions have obvious integrity
implications and in addition require a detailed understanding of the emergency functions.
Much of this understanding will be obtained as the basic advisory functions of the MMA are
explored and an a result detailed exploration of the emergency functions will occur later
in the project.

Nonetheless the integrity implications of the emergency functions will be kept under
continuous review as the programme progresses.

6.5 Managers

These three functions are basically resource schedulers and housekeepers for the aircraft
systems most intimately connected with the sore MA.

a. Sensor - processes requests from the core MKA for extra information from the sensors.
It checks the relevance of a sensor for the request, the availability and the
possibility of reconfiguring the sensors to cope with all requests on a prioritised
basis. Finally commands are issued to the affected sensors.

b. Navigation - performs terrain referenced navigation feeding into terrain
following/avoidance which also processes threat avoidance information from the core
MMA. In addition it controls the navigation specific sensors such as the inertial
platform.

c. communications - controls the communications systems as well as providing Emission
control (EMCON) data to control the active/Passive use of sensors important for
stealth operations.

6.6 Status Monitor

All the aircraft systems provide levels of status information as well as general health
reports. The MA must continually monitor these reports and provide this information to
the pilot in a meaningful way. In the case of health reports this will involve a
priorltisation function to decide on the urgency and criticality of the report based on
the mission phase and in the light of other reports, This information along with general
status data is then made available to all the relevant MMA functions and for presentation
to the pilot after assessing exactly what is important for him to know at this mission
phase. Finally the data is logged for post-mission analysis purposes.

6.7 Peripheral Support

This provides for the ultimate implementation of the tactical plan for the next phase of
the mission on its approval by the pilot. It basically provides the interfaces through
a tactical implementation function to the aircraft systems such as the flight control and
stores management systems which are not directly connected through the above manager
functions.

7. Organisation of the Core Functions

7.1 General Functionality

The general organisation of the core functions and their interfaces is shown in figure
7.

The core of the MMA' operation is concerned with producing an "optimal" tactical plan
for pilot selection from a group of options. This is a three stage process concerned with
taking data from a number of sources and combining this to produce a meaningful single view
of the outside world. Combining this view with "intelligence" and pre-mission brief
information and placing value judgements on this data enables production of an assessed
view of the situation in the light of the current and future phases of the mission.
Finally combining this assessed view with mission objective information results in a number
of tactical options - the plans.

7.2 sensor Fusion

This takes in information from the aircraft sensor systems, communications and the terrain
database, and processes It in two stages into an alpha scene (a view of what the aircraft
can see in the outside world with associated confidence intervals). The first stage is
the correlation of tracks into positions and, where possible, velocities. This involves
the alignment of data from sensors with different accuracies, temporal and spatial
references, frames, and the subsequent association of tracks into a single resolved track
with a confidence interval. The second stage is attribute fusion, the identification of
targets using sensor data in the form of RADAR or Infra Red (IR) signatures, along with
contextual and historical information, to separate and identify targets which are possibly
spatially indistinguishable. Statistical filtering techniques are applied in the first
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stage while evidential reasoning is used in the second. The output from fusion is the
alpha scene consisting of a list of outside world "objects" with their positions,
velocities end identifications, where each quantity has an associated confidence interval.

7.3 Situation Assessment

This is a filtering process applied to the alpha scene to produce a (potentially) much
smaller beta scene, which only contains a prioritised list of objects rather than the
entire outside world view. It is a multistage process, continuously reiterated, In which
objects known to be friendly at this stage are first filtered from the scene for separate
processing because, although they do not constitute a threat, their presence can influence
the overall assessment of the threat environment. The remaining objects, hostiles and
unknowns, are evaluated for threat and target potential, where the values are of two
types:-

a. static - an inherent value dependent on the identification of the type of
threat/target and its current relation to the MAE aircraft.

b. Dynamic - a weighting factor applied to the inherent value to indicate how the
threat/target interacts with the current tactical plan (gamma option), for example
relative target aspect. This demands a high degree of feedback between planning and
situation assessment, and this is catered for by splitting situation assessment into
two processes, the second of which is closely related to the planning function and
the current plan.

Having been evaluated the objects are then prioritised with respect to the current
tactical plan, and finally those adjudged to be the most important, (threatening,
vulnerable or supportive), are filtered off to make the beta scene. The output beta scene
has the same format as the much larger alpha scene with positions, velocities and
identifications for each object within the scene, but with the addition of a "threat" value
and order of priority, and the masking of the uncertainty attached to the original reports.

7.4 Planning

This is the heart of the 10A which constructs tactical plans (gammas) including a gamma*
option, that perceived to be the most favourable. Its plans are built from the beta scene
(current situation) input, current constraints and the mission objectives obtained from
the pro-mission brief. The final gamma* output has several parts covering, for instance,
the employment of weapon and countermeasure systems, and the tactical route generated by
the threat avoidance function, which are fed on to the appropriate aircraft systems. Three
of the major functional blocks within the planner are:-

a. Objective response manager - constructs the tactical plans (gammas) in the form of
a ultilevelled tree whose entries represent assessed values for that stage of the
mission following that particular plan. A search is then performed through this tree
structure for the best option, the gammae, using search techniques appropriate for
dealing with adversaries. The gamma' is then output to the pilot to accept or reject
before being passed on to the relevant aircraft systems.

b. Attack and countermeasure options - based on the mission objectives, values of
potential targets and threats and the current status of the aircraft's weapons and
countermeasures, this evaluates options for an attack/defence strategy to be
incorporated in the gamma tree constructed by the objective response manager.

c. Tactical routeing - is an airborne small scale rerouteing function for threat and
terrain avoidance applied at a deep level within the gamma tree. It constructs a
threat cost matrix incorporating a coarse level of terrain avoidance and then performs
a constraint governed search on this. The output is then in the form of a list of
threat avoiding waypoints which can be further processed by the navigation systems
manager.

7.5 Interfacing

The core function interfacing is primarily concerned with the data structures used to link
the various internal and external functions together and with how and what structures are
presented to the pilot.

a. Functional - the primary internal interfaces are the alpha scene to link the fusion
and assessment functions, and the beta scene to link the assessment and planning
functions. Both are held in the form of list/trees containing positional, track and
identity information with, where appropriate, confidence and object priority values.
Reports from the aircraft sensors are fed In a variety of list structures, and the
plans (gammas and gamma') are fed out as trees where each successive level Is
associated with a greater degree of refinement for any given mission phase.

b. Pilot - most of the time the pilot will interact with the assessed view (beta scene)
and the plan (gamma*) presented on the plan and immediate displays above. However,
dependent on his workload, he will always have the option to interrogate deeper into
the alternative plans (gammas) and the outside world view (alpha scone). This ability
is important both to allow the pilot to fully appreciate the pros end cons of the
alternative plans and for building up a level of confidence in the mA' s operation.
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S. Integrity Considerations

The MA will Inevitably be implemented in a distributed hardware architecture and complex
interrelated software will be targeted to that hardware. Much of the software will be
difficult to test and validate using conventional techniques because optimal solutions to
the problems the MM is solving are not generally available.

At the lower modular levels the software will be amenable to conventional test and
validation techniques, at the higher levels new approaches will be required. Consideration
of these matters is still at an early stage on the MMA Joint Venture and the problems are
endemic to any mission software of the level of complexity of the MMA.

Certain stages have to be isolated in the route towards validation of software of this
Class.

a. Flight critical elements must be isolated and tackled using techniques appropriate
for flight critical systems.

b. If the mission functions are hosted on a modern implementation architecture with
hardware incorporating such features as initiated self test, continuous self test,
maintenance data access, and a degree of spare capacity to overcome first failures
by limited reconfiguration, then the validation of the mission software is the
critical item.

Rapid Prototyping of the WA functions will lead to a hierarchy of Functional
Specifications. These Specifications will be used to develop a real-time Mission Capable
Simulation of the MMA. Extensive testing of the Mission Capable Simulation will result
in changes to the Functional Specifications and retesting.

Full Scale Development of an MMA for a specific application can therefore proceed on the
basis of a good definition of the functional requirement. Implementation software on the
target hardware can be validated against these functional requirements.

The ruggedness of the system can be assessed by deliberate "edge of envelope" stress
testing.

The final stage of assessing the operational utility of the system will require extensive
flight testing backed by comprehensive simulation and rig facilities.

Finally it must be noted that the problems outlined above are not new. Many of the
current in service aircraft have digital mission systems composed of extensively tested
and validated hardware modules and software suites. Nonetheless the working up of these
aircraft to full operational capability often involves numerous software changes before
the mission systems meets operational needs. Many of these changes cost significant time
and money.

Though a number of techniques borrowed from the artificial intelligence community are
being investigated and prototyped in the MMA programme, it is important to emphasise that
validation and certification of the MMA is a specific concern. Hence the design aim for
the WKA will be such that for precisely equal input data sets over time the MMA will
produce identical results.

Satisfactory achievement of this design aim will aid the psychology of validation and
certification but will neither make the MMA tactically predictable or reduce the trials
and certification effort required. The quantity and variability of the data inputs in
practical mission conditions will ensure "unpredictability".

Though the Joint Venture approach to the MWA should result in a good array of Functional
specifications as a starting point to full scale development of tha system the need to
allow flexibility in the organisation of the system to allow rapid change to meet
operational needs will be of extreme importance.

9. Outline of the Future Programme

Whilst the WA Joint Venture is proceeding apace on the Work Stations selected for the
Prototype, essential elements of validating the basic concept depends on real-time
operation. This is particularly true for the Man Machine Interface aspects of the work.
The WKA is designed to aid the pilot and maintain workload at an acceptable level in the
most critical situations.

The first trials of the MWA in a real-time environment are scheduled for 1992 and will
be directed to exploration of the crew interaction with the MMA. These trials will be
hosted on a Mission Simulator in RAE's Mission Management Department and will concentrate
on simulated low level flights over a model board so as to provide an intensive work load
for the simulation "pilot".

10. Conclusions

The MA Joint Venture is in its early stages, but the Prototyping phase is now providing
clear insights into the future development of the MMA. The later Mission Capable

I
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Simulation phase will initially concentrate on pilot interface aspects and provide the
opportunity to examine the critical interface between the pilot and this now class of

system automation. Though the MMA will create new opportunities for the organisation of
the Man MachUre Interface in fighter aircraft it is essential that an evolutionary approach
is taken in order that the operational MMA properly complements the pilot.

The validation and certification of a complex system like the HMA will require the
development of new techniques which must, again, be approached in an evolutionary way.
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Integrated Diagnostics for Fault-Tolerant Systems

Harry A. Funk
Mark M. eppson

Honeywell Systems and Research Center
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418, U.S.A.

Summary

This paper offers an integrated approach to the maintainability of high-reliability fault-tolerant flight control systems.
Modern aircraft provide designers of maintenance systems a tremendous amount of data on the health of subsystem
elements. Examples include initiated built-in-test, continuous built-in-test, redundancy management status,
reconfiguration status, and time-stess measumment data. Advances in both on-aircraft and off-aircraft diagnostic
hardware and software provide the designer with a wide range of partitioning options to moat effectively use these data.
This paper discusses an integrated maintenance approach using both a portable maintenance aid at the flight line and on-
aircraft in-flight diagnostic resources. An implementation strategy for each of these systems is presented along with a
technique that ensures designed-in commonality between the on-aircraft and off-aircraft systems. The proper use of these
systems in addressing particular maintenance problems (re-test okays and cannot-duplicates) is discussed.

Integrated Diagnostics Goals

Since the early 1980s the term integrated diagnostics has been used to stress the importance of defining a process and the
interfaces required to merge all of the information generated in the course of diagnostics. The ultimate goal is to provide a cost-
effective capability for the detection and unambiguous isolation of all faults known or expected to occur in a weapon system. For
the purposes of this paper, integrated diagnostics denotes "a structured process that attempts to maximize the effectiveness of
diagnostics by integrating the management and delivery of all diagnostic support elements to provide a cost-effective capability
for the detection and isolation of all faults." These support elements include built-in-test (BIT), automatic and manual test
equipment, technical documentation, training, manpower, and maintenance aiding. A simple conceptual view of integrated
diagnostics is illustrated in Figure 1.

For the integrated diagnostics concept to maximize the effectiveness of the combined elements, the structure imposed on the
various elements not only must provide for data sharing between the various elements of the system, but must do so in a non-
overlapping and complementary fashion.

Given this statement of the goals of the integrated diagnostics concept, the next step is to examine the resources available to
support, and the constraints that impede, the achievement of these goals.
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Resources

Items that aid an integrated diagnostics process can be categorized as either on-aircraft or off-aircraft. Elements of these systems
range from those designed within the system (embedded diagnostics) to special elements required for off-aircraft suppon
(automatic test equipment).

Whether these elements are on-aircraft or off-aircraft is of little concern. The key point is that they are part of the total support

structure that is designed and integrated as part of the weapon system.

On-Aircraft

Fault-tolerant architectural concepts that have surfaced as a result of USAF-funded contracts such as Multi-Function Integrated
Sensor Suite (MFISS), PAVE PILLAR, and Flight Control Maintenance Diagnostic System (FCMDS) provide examples of
diagnostic features designed within the system. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the BIT capability for an integrated, modular
avionics approach. This architecture illustrates a maintenanceidiagnostic system (MDS) which is independent of the primary
hardware functions; this prohibits faults from propagating between subsystems, which is critical when considering systems such
as flight control. The system is also accessible from the exterior to the line-replaceable module (LRM); this provides the
opportunity for complete and timely visibility into the subsystem.

This diagnostic system has a hierarchical organization consisting of three levels:

* (Aircraft) system level
* (Integrated rack) subsystem level
* (Card) module level

_lnterRack
TM Bus

T_.

IN.Wa-Radi
TM a PIBu Processor.

Memory

Wiegrated

BIT may be initialed at power-on by external request continuous bit possible.
BIT commandresponae passed between integrated racks by inter-rack TM bus.
SIT command/response passed within integrated rack by intra-rack TM bus.
BIT is controlled as a ful time task o the teat and mainlenance module.
Design is extensible and does not require rack contrOer, PI Bus or High Speed Data Bus resources.
Failure logging and reporting do not depend on computational or communication resources o the primary
equipment. A failure in he primary equipment can still be detected, isolated, logged, and reported.

Figure 2. Built-In-Test Philosophy Based on a PAVE PILLAR Architecture

This organization is shown in Figure 3. At each level, subordinate diagnostic system processors communicate with their superiors
over a dedicated test and maintenance bus. The system diagnostic processor (SDP) supervises the diagnostic processing of the
total avionics suite. The SDP diagnoses faults to the LRM level and provides mass storage for archiving diagnostic system
processing results. It also provides an interface to a maintenance technician through a maintenrnce panel that can be either an
integral part of the system or a small carry-up device the size of a ip-top computer.

The subsystem diagnostic processor (SSDP) is itself a LRM that is integrated into each rack. The SSDP controls the diagnostic
processing of all the modules in the rack and reports to the SDP. It also provides local storage of the diagnostic processing results
that are beyond the memory capacity of the diagnostic system local to each module.

The module diagnostic processor (MDP) performs module-level diagnostic processing, including built-in self-test for each of the
very high speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) chips in the module. It also performs continuous environmental stress measutnent,

-.r anm nI iii mm • i i i
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Figure 3. An Embedded Maintenance Diagnostic Hierarchy

collecting data on relevant environmental parameters such as temperature, viiation, shock, corrosion, humidity, and g-fotve.
Information of this type is captured through a time-stress measurement device (TSMD) and is reported upon failure or request
Each MDP supplies its module status to the SSDP for the rack.

Results of trade-off studies on lifecycle-cost, power, weight, and mission objectives will determine the particular requirements for
redundancy and the techniques for implementation. Whatever redundancy management scheme is adopted will necessarily
become part of the integrated diagnostics approach. Resources of the implementation (e.g., self-checking processor pairs, graceful
degradation, sensor reconfiguration) must be factored into the support structure.

Off-Aircraft

Although the technical decisions of the aforementioned programs aid in an integrated diagnostics approach, the philosophy of
common modules and standardization also assists by restricting the use of vendor-supplied unique components during
implementation. This in turn reduces the amount of unique support equipment, spares, and personnel required to support the
system, thus providing a means for controlling support costs while increasing mobility and availability.

Constraints

Without a totally open design environment there will always be some constraints which limit the scope or impede the application
of a tue integrated diagnostics approach. With respect to avionic systems, these constraints arise in the areas of interfaces, retrofit
approaches, and time pressures.

The integrity of flight-critical functions must be preserved regardless of the interactions between the functions and the support
structure. An ideal situation for a fault-tolerant system would include the preservation of these critical functions as well as
providing to the diagnostic system the information gleaned by the fault-tolerant functions (e.g., redundancy management and
reconfiguration functions). Unfortsnately, this increases the complexity of the required interface between the flight-critical system
and the diagnostic system, and violates the "keep it simple" guideline for flight-critical functions. The need to increase the
complexity of the interface also runs contrary to the desire to maximally isolate the flight-critical system from the possibility of
external effects.

The combination of these two circumstances, along with the sad but often tie observation that maintenance support is often one
of the last implemented functions, means that data me often available to the flight-critical functions that ar not obtainable by the
diagnostic process during normal operating modes. The convere is understandably true, since use e the diagnostic results by the
flight critical functions (e.g., to support reconfiguration decisions) would cause the diagnostic functions to become flight-critical
as well, seriously elevating costs.

Jusstlfei for re nl an integrated diagnoss concept to an existing operational system can only be arrived at throuSh an
availabily/east trade and may require unique operational consderations. For example, it is easy to imagine conditions where
practics nay vay btween operatial stes and depend quite extensively on persIonnel expertise and daily expe;-lences It is
clear, th h that to himev ie integration, sene effective retrofit is necessary in the mrajority of cases. If retof is not
implemented, anothe special case must be tolerated.
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Another obvious constraint is the time pessmues that at imposed on an operational unit. In an effort to achieve airenift turn time
in mppor of a particular sorie rstc the degree to which disostics an accomplished may vary significantly. Notably. functions
that might otherwise be postponed to on-ground performance ae instead performed in-flight in an effort to reduce twn tune.

Approach

1he above discussion suggests a need to have the various players in the problem solution communicate effectively. Thus, the
approach discussed here will address the means to enhance communication: the common language that can be used to allow the
elements o work together.

The core of our approach empasizes identifying and exploiting the similarities between various elements of the integrated
diagnostics domain. In particular, the (often overlooked) central focus of all these elements is the physical weapons system being
diagnosed. Tbis focus is often lost in the spugi of technical orders (TOs), TO updates, specialized test equipment, the support
equipment for the support equipment (SOS), interactions with forms and databases such as the Standard Base Supply System
(SBSS), and so on. Given this common strting point and an identified method of exploiting the common basis, integrated
diagostics approaches realizatio.

Integration: What Is It?

Having an integrated system clearly requires more than just declaring that the parts now constitute a whole. From a systems
design perspective, achieving integration amounts to

• Recognizing and enumerating the requirements
* Identifying the constituent elements that satisfy those requirements
* Allotting the functionality across elements
* Defining interfaces between elements
* Reviewing the design to ensure that the requirements are satisfied

The same process holds true for the design of an organizational system. Here, we will focus on the interface definition phase of
the integrated diagnostics scenario.

In order to have an effective imrface, the information passed must be interpreted readily by the receiving element. If this is not
the case, particularly in an organization, the information may be disisssed as too costly to interpret, and the receiving element
may choose to regencrate the data (if indeed that is even possible). Pat of this tase-of-interpretation (interface) question
addresses the mass of data that must be examined. This is less of a constraint when the examination is performed by computer
than when perfrmed by a human. Thus the ability to pass information in a highly stnsctured, computer-interpretable form is
desirable. An obvious corollary is that the structure used must be common across the generating and receiving elements, and that
the information passed must be consistent (or nearly so) with the information already in place in the receiving element.

Data Sharing

It seems clear that if the various elements of the integrated diagnostics domain are to achieve the goals outlined earlier, there must
be a means of sharing data to miniminz replication of effort. Having such a data-sharing mechanism requires:

. Identifying the underlying structure of the data

. Identifying a reasonable sousre for the needed data

. Defining a mean of tanslating the souree data into the forms you really require
* Ensuring that the data you have are valid for the intended application

Type

All diagnosis can be said to be based on some model of the system being diagnosed. That model may be represented in various
ways, for example, in terms of:

* An analytical model (in a simulation system)
* Rules of thumb (in rule-based expert system)
* Analogy (in the mind ofa technician experienced on some similar system)

A set of objects representing elements of the system (in an object-oriented programming paradigm)

We have chosen the lat representation scheme, believing that the model is mor clearly related to the physical tystrm.

A model-based diagostic system is based primarily on design knowledge rather than technician expertise. Model-based expert
systems were formulated in an attempt to capntre how the expert diagnostician thought about the problem rather than the results of
his thinling. It was found tat the expert would trace information flow throug the system to srrive at suspect components and
then nm tes to isolae faults among the suspects. The technician expert relied heavily on the sysm schemats to provide
information flow from wih he deduced the suspect list. For instance, if the aircraft surface did nor respond o a pitch trim
ommud, the expetl'wulid identify all the links between the measurement point (the surface) and the stimulus point (the pitch

thumbwhoel). /
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A diagnostc model is the cornerstone of the technician's approach. The expert's diagnostic model is a representation of the
system that includes his personal knowledge and perceptions of how the system works along with the schematics and descriptions
of the physical components. As the technicians interal model more closely approximates the physical system, his diagnosis of
any given problem is quicker and more accurate.

In the case of a model-based expert system, the diagnostic model is also the cornerstone. If the information flow or functional
connectivity of each line-repiaceable unit (LRU) can be captured within the computer, then the computer can make judgments as
to which elements lie along a fault path. Thus the knowledge stored in the model is not just a symptom-to-fault mapping, but is a
mechanism to functionally trace which components could be responsible for a given observation. Thus, the MDS (computer,
technician, and model) combines a very detailed model of the system under test--which is stored in the computer memory-with
the intuition of the maintenance technician. This allows the technician to focus his attention on the diagnostic tasks.

The fault isolation guide was created using these same information-flow techniques. The expert hypothesized faults and then built
fault trees that guide the technician to obtain information about the health of each of the LRUs in the connectivity path between
stimulus and measurement A model-based approach to diagnostics eliminates the need for fault trees. This is accomplished by
the computer dynamically choosing which test provides the most information for the least amount of effort and time expended by
the technician at each step in the fault diagnosis process.

In one system that is representative of this approach, the Flight Control Maintenance Diagnostic System (FCMDS), the diagnostic
model consists of a set of objects including the LRUs, subLRUs (or functional elements), signals, cabling, access doors, switches,
and so forth. The available test actions am represented as another set of objects, and a small algorithm selects an appropriate test
action, updates the physical system model, and again selects a test action (Reference I).

Source

In order to ensure that the model we construct is indeed relevant or true to the system being diagnosed, we rely on source data
documenting the system under diagnosis. In some cases, this means reliance on the paper technical data delivered with the
system, which are often imperfect. For most current fielded systems these data are not machine readable and hence a human
translation effort is required to obtain the desired model. The human translation can introduce another set of errors. The on-line
representation of these technical data is little better as a source for automated translation, since the representation is aimed at
satisfying publishing requirements, not model generation.

In future systems, computer-aided design (CAD) data will form a far better source for model generation, particularly when the
CAD representation is used for simulation (or other uses) where a "deep" model is needed. The Computer-Aided Acquisition and
Logistics Support (CALS) Initiative and the consequent increased emphasis on Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES) and
Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES) make the likelihood of having data available for this purpose far greater.

The end result of the data processing to produce the diagnostic models we use is essentially fixed. Thus the complexity of the
processing involved, and the associated likelihood of inmducing errors, is proportional to the "length" of the translation process.
In severe cases (paper documentation), the translation process requires the intervention of a human, which makes the translation
process unverifiable (though not the results). Systems which are being designed today are almost universally available as CAD
representations (see Figure 4).

Th result of this translation process from the CAD sotuce is an extremely detailed model of the system. The detail of this
representation is suitable for use at the depot level, for example, but has too fine a grain for use in on-aircraft or in-flight
applications. For these applications, the model can be "lumped" by examining the testability of the system and reducing fidelity to
the representable elements for the available test set at a given organizational level,

Validaoe

For the diagnostic system to be accepted, its use must be known to be free of errors which would introduce safety hazards for
either te maintenance crew or the crew of the weapons system The diagnostic system's performance must also be correct in the
aene that existing faults will be found and cor ected, and few if any false alarms will be generated

Expert systems used in diagnosis we inherently nm flexible than the TOs they we designed to augment or replace. This very
flexibility makes them had t verify, s the range of possible behaviors is so brmd. The model-based approach reduces the
complexity of this verlfcatdio task by isolating the procedural (algorithmic) part of the diagnostic system from the declarative
(model faeti) pwt If the behavior of the relatively small algorithmic segment can be verified, then its actions on any orrect
model we well defined. The models cortectness. In turn, depends on cones source data and a correct translation design and
impleetmlio For system design that are available in CAD forma, the sousce dam am verifiable by means of simulation.
consistmey checks n dhe daabase, and the like, The usul approach o verify the correctness of the translation is to perform a
rvesse tramlation ad comptm the orginal to the twice-umislased form. This twice-transaed verification approach has been

s extensively, for example, in the U.S. Navys W subman design uAWL
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There is a common data source for each of the levels of granularity of the diagnostic model that is eventually used in in-flight. on-
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If the generation of these models is a manual effort, then this can be viewed as a replication of effort. Even if one makes this
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In the automated scenario, of course, the situation is far better. The generation of the most detailed model is a straightforward
pCocess which involves:

I Identifying the constructs you need to know in the target model
* Identifying the source of those constructs in the source model
* Ident fying modifications to the target model to support consricts existing in the source but not the target
* Implementing the target model modifications
* Designing the mapping from source to target

Performing a review with people familiar with source and target
* Implementing the mapping
* Testing (through reverse translation, implemented in a similar fashion by a separate team)

Implementing Commonality

As we have said, the commonality that we can exploit with the functional model-based approach centers around the fact that all
the models come from the same source. In fact, we are now exploring techniques which optimally reduce the full model (perhaps
automatically generated from CAD inputs) to one which has sufficient resolution to encode and interpret the available inputs, and
no morm.

In this way, the requirements on memory and processor are effectively constrained to be (at a maximum) those consistent with the
type of information processing that can be done given the information available. This process is shown in Figure 5.

In-Flight

Model

The complexity of the model for the in-flight case is far less than for other cases. In some instances, it will be limited to
something more simple than what could be supported given the available BIT capability and redundancy management
information, due to the lack of processor and memory spare capability. For newer systems, this is less of a problem, and with the
advent of distributed architectures that support the local processing of diagnostic information and the communication of raw data
and results between elements, the capability for a diagnostic element to store information and diagnose over a small set of
functional elements becomes realizable. This is particularly attractive in the case of architectures having a small number of
distinguished types of processing elements, such as the PAVE PILLAR approach. In this case, the diagnostic model (though not
the state of the computation) is replicated, and can be shared across chassis if a given diagnostic processor is disabled or must be
allocated to a higher criticality function.

Proems

The in-flight process is determined by the requirements imposed on the performance of the system. The minimum capability is
simply to record raw data for later processing. A more advanced capability performs in-flight reduction of the data, makes
rudimentary decisions about the usefulness of BIT samples to the ground-based system, then compresses and time-stamps the data
it chooses to keep.

The next level of processing modifies the sampling performed in-flight when the diagnostic system determines that something
"interesting" is happening. This may be implemented as a circular queue whose contents are dumped as a "window" around a
given BIT indication or time-stress threshold crossing. A more advanced sampling implementation may choose to run initiated
BIT on a system having intermittent failure indications to isolate the fault while it is active. To date, this is the only identified
approach to reducing the cannot-duplicate problem, namely to collect information about the context in which the failure occurred.

The most advanced in-flight processing capability uses the status updates to adjust the diagnostic systems confidence in the
operational status of monitored systems. In a PAVE PILLAR architecture, this information might be used to influence the
allocation strategy for pending processes to elements believed more reliable, though this sort of approach has implications about
the flight criticality of the diagnostic system itself.

Remits

The type of output or results that ae available from in-flight processing is primarily determined by the data made available to the
diagnostic system and the sophistication of the processing that occurs. Even in older systems such as the F-16A (Block 10),
enosgh data ae available within the electronic component assembly (ECA) and flight control computer (FLCC) to reduce the
ambiguity group to 2 or 3 in many cases, though no attempt is made to process this data in-flight. The realization that subsystem
designers oftn p vided BIT capability (often for the purpose of supporting redundancy management) that was not available to
external uses under normal operational conditions has led to the definition in the PAVE PILLAR world of the Test and
Maintance Bus, a communications path dedicated to this type of traffic. The availability of data, and the intent to provide spare
resouurcs that can effectively be used to diagnose problems in-flight yields the ability to determine the needed support level
(ause vs. full) and, If desired, to radio ahead to repe the aplaopdae equipment and spares to speed the turn.
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On-Aircraft

Model

An example of the on-aircraft model exists as part of the FCMDS. Hem, the model was witten by hand using the Air Force
Technical Data as the source. It is important to note that there are two "versions" of this model: the one used for development and
authoring, and the one used in the portable system, which is automatically generated from the development version by stripping
out the redundant and "human oriented" data. The model represents the functions of the F-16A (Block 10) flight control system,
the signals which support those functions, the LRUs that contain the functions, the access panels, switches, cabling runs, etc.
needed to support guiding the maintenance technician through the tests that FCMDS suggests.

Process

In the current FCMDS system, the technician is first instructed to run a set of operational checks to verify failure (see Figure 6).
Self-test is then begun, with FCMDS prompting the technician to relate any failed steps, and the associated indications.
Generally, at the end of self-test, the LRU ambiguity group is larger than I. (If this is not the case, FCMDS recommends a
remove and replace action, and retests the system.) FCMDS then screens the available set of tests according to whether they
check a functional element that FCMDS currently suspects. The remaining tests are prioritized based on a costjbenefit analysis
merged with a divide-and-conquer strategy. The technician is guided through the procedure, and the test results are analyzed. The
process is repeated until all the suspect functional elements lie within one LRU. (Tis is an abbreviated process description; for a
more complete statement, see Reference 2.)

Results

FCMDS will guide the technician through test procedures until either the set of all suspect functional elements lies within one
LRU, or ther are no remaining untried test procedures. We have recently field-tested the FCMDS system at McDill AFB, and
more extensive field test efforts have recently been funded at McDill, Luke, and Hill AFBs. The subjective rating score for the
initial field test of the FCMDS system was 4.1 on a scale of 5.

Off-Aircraft

Model

The model for off-aircraft maintenance is similar in form to that used on-aicraft, though it is substantially more detailed, since the
set of applicable tests is so much larger. The model used here is segmented by LRU, since the system interconnectivity which is a
concern in on-aircraft maintenance is no longer in place.

The F-16 FC5 etS ltr
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The results obtained in on-aircraft maintenance are available as inputs to the off-aircraft procedure. Since the on-aircraft
piecedue collects infonmation about the functional elements which are suspect, the off-aircraft maintenance personnel have clear
indications as to which parts of the model am potentially failed, hence which tests are immediately applicable. This information
can be used to prioritize test sets in test equipment which supports test set reordering, and to generate an applicable test set in
future systems.

Remlts

The failed component is readily identified, and this information is tied to the model for collection and analysis at the fleet level for
reliability enhancement. Redesign recommendations are associated with the faulty model segment; this aids in unambiguous
identification of the problem as well as model update verification after redesign (the model regenerated from the new CAD file is
compared to the old model and the changed areas are determined to be in identified segments).

Conclusions

The functional model-based diagnostic approach provides a common basis for information transfer between various elements of
the integrated diagnostics scenario, minimizing the translation necessary when passing information from one organizational level
to another. The functional model can be generated in a more straightforward manner than other diagnostic representations,
leading to cost-effective implementation. In the future, on-line structured representations will lead to automatic generation of a
highly detailed base model from which less detailed models specific to an organizational level may be developed.
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Abstract
The memory requirements for ultra-reliable computers are expected to increase due to future increases in mission
functionality and operating-system requirements. This increase will have a negative effect on the reliability and
cost of the system. Increased memory size will also reduce the ability to reintegrate a channel after a transient
fault, since the time required to reintegrate a channel in a conventional fault-tolerant processor is dominated by
memory realignment time.
In this paper, a Byzantine Resilient Fault-Tolerant Processor with Fault-Tolerant Shared Memory (FTP/FTSM) is
presented as a solution to these problems. The FTSM uses an encoded memory system, which reduces the memory
requirement by one-half compared to a conventional quad-FTP design. This increases the reliability and decreases
the cost of the system. The realignment problem is also addressed by the FTSM. Because any single error is
corrected upon a read from the FTSM. a faulty channel's corrupted memory does not need realignment before
reintegration of the faulty channel. A combination of correct-on-access and background scrubbing is proposed to
prevent the accumulation of transient errors in the memory. With a hardware-implemented scrubber, the
scrubbing cycle time, and therefore the memory fault latency, can be upper-bounded at a small value. This tech-
nique increases the reliability of the memory system and facilitates validation of its reliability model.

1. Problem Statement
The memory requirements of ultra-reliable computers are bound to increase due to increasing mission-critical
functionality and the needs of memory-hungry languages such as Ada. As the memory size increases, the
probability of computer loss, which is dominated by memory, increases commensurately. The memory is
expensive as well; the ESA's Ulysses spacecraft recently replaced 6Kbytes of RAM at a cost of -$IM for hardware
alone [1].
In a redundant computer, reintegration of a channel which has undergone a transient fault requires alignment of
that channel's memory to the same state as that of the correct channels. Typically, the memory realignment must
be completed before the application task can be resumed. The time required to perform this alignment may be
several seconds for a large memory, making recovery infeasible for fast real-time applications. This is
exacerbated by the fact that transient faults occur from ten to one hundred times more frequently than permanent
faults, depending on the operational environment.
To prevent excessive accumulation of latent soft errors in the memory, a memory scrubbing task is often used to
periodically read, vote, and write back the corrected contents of each location. Because this task consumes
processor throughput, it is typically run in the background. In a computationally loaded system, the time required
to cycle through a large (e.g., 1 Mbyte) memory may be on the order of an hour. During this time, latent errors
may accumulate in one or more channels, exposing the system to loss due to near-coincident error manifestations
in more than one channel. Moreover, it is difficult to upper-boud the memory error latency since it may depend
on computational load, making validation of this particular aspect of the system's reliability model a difficult task.
2. Problem Solution Approach
Encoded memories have been proposed to solve some of these problems. In previous work, Krol [2] describes a
memory system using a (4,2) linear separable code for informational redundancy. Each channel possesses a
processor, a local symbol memory, an encoder with which it generates a symbol to write into its own memory
channel, and a decoder with which it generates a decoded output from the symbols emanating from all channels
upon a read. Although not explicitly stated by Krol, the four symbol memories can be arranged into the four fault
containment regions comprising a processing site which meets the requirements for Byzantine Resilience [12].
However, because the (4,2)-FTP as presented in [2] does not perform the source congruency function on channel-
specific or single-source data, it is not clearly Byzantine resiient.
Because such a memory requires one half of the memory chips of a quadruplicated design (e.g., quad-FTP [4],
SIFT [5], NEFTP [6], MAFT [71), the failure rate X,, of the encoded memory system is approximately one-half
that of a quadruplicated design. Since short-term system Ios probability is proportional to 7A2 [3], the computer's
system loss probability is quartered. The Mean Time to Failure is approximately doubled, since it is proportional
to VA..
An encoded memory using the (4,2) code can correct any single arbitrary symbol error. Since the decoding
circuitry will correct a corrupted symbol upon a read, reintegration of a channel possessing corrupted memory
does not require immediate memory alignment. The corrected contents will be written into the corrupted channel
upon a symbol write. Moreover, alignment of the faulted channel's memory is accomplished in the normal course
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of memory scrubbing. Finally, a hardware-implemented scrubber can be used to sequentially read the memory
through the decoder, correct any errors, and write the corrected symbols back to the memory on a periodic cycle-
stealing basis, thus upper-bounding the memory fault latency to a smaller value than that provided by a processor-
based scrub scheme.
This paper describes the use of an encoded memory-based fault-tolerant processor architecture (denoted the
Fault-Tolerant Processor with Fault-Tolerant Shared Memory, or FFP/FTSM) under development at The Charles
Stark Draper Laboratory to address these problems. First, an overview of the architecture and its operation are
presented. Next appears a reliability analysis of the FTP/FTSM, where it is compared to quadruply redundant
designs. Concluding the paper is a performance analysis of the FTP/FT'SM, which relates the effect of memory
read and write overhead to throughput.
3. Theoretical Requirements for Byzantine Resilience
The primary objective of a fault-tolerant computer is to survive faults by containing and isolating their effects. A
failure of one component should not cause failures in other components. Two approaches have been taken to
achieve this goal. The first approach is to enumerate and estimate the likelihood of failure modes for each
component. Ad-hoc fault-tolerance tehniques are then developed for each hypothesized failure mode such that
the more likely failure modes will not precipitate faults in adjacent components. However, the enormous
complexity of computer systems and fallible human bias make this approach extremely difficult, expensive, and of
doubtful effectiveness for ultra-reliable systems.
A more universal approach can be taken if no assumptions whatever are made about possible failure modes. This
is the approach known as Byzantine resilience. Fault isolation is obtained by physical and electrical isolation of
groups of components into fault containment regions (FCRs), also known as channels or lanes. The failure of one
component within one FCR may cause the failure of other components within that FCR, but cannot induce faults in
another FCR. Moreover, arbitrary behavior in one FCR cannot cause the aggregate of FCRs to exhibit erroneous
behavior.
Error propagation occurs when a faulty FCR emits corrupted data to another FCR. If a functional recipient FCR
does not react the same as other functioning FCRs, that FCR may appear faulty. Informational redundancy and a
fault masking function are used to prevent corrupt data from degrading one or more functioning FCRs.
Redundant information is delivered to an FCR from other FCRs. The recipient FCR applies the fault masking
function to the redundant data, thereby masking a given number of erroneous data items.
The theoretical requirements for Byzantine resilience have been demonstrated in a number of studies ([8], [9],
[10], and [Il].) An F-Byzantine resilient system, able to tolerate the simultaneous loss of F fault containment
regions, must meet the following requirements:

* 3 F + 1 fault containment regions are required (cardinality requirement)
* Each FCR must be connected to at least 2 F + I other FCRs by disjoint communication links (connectivity

requirement)
SF + 1 rounds of exchange are required to distribute single-source data (source congruency)
* The functioning FCRs must be synchronized to within a known skew (synchronization requirement).

4. Error-Correcting Codes

The FrSM uses an encoding scheme, known as the (4,2) code. to encode data words before they are stored into the
RAM of the FTSM. The (4,2) code is the same code described in [2] for use in the (4,2)-concept FTP. The
encoding process takes two 4-bit symbols which represent a data byte and generates four 4-bit symbols. The code
is designed to tolerate any single symbol loss. Each FCR stores a different symbol so that if one FCR is lost, the
data word can be reconstructed from the three remajing symbols.
The generation of the (4,2) code begins with the definition of a Galois Field of 24, or 16, elements. This definition
includes an addition and a multiplication operation, botfi of which are closed over GF(24). The addition operation
dermes an abelian group, and the multiplication operation defines a commutative monoid (every element except
zero has a multiplicative inverse). The details of the (4,2) code are presented in [2] and [12].
The code is designed to tolerate a number of error conditions. In one mode of operation, known as the random
mode, the code can tolerate the loss of any symbol (from one to four bits in error) or the loss of any two bits (in
the same or different symbols). Another mode, known as erasure mode, allows an additional bit error to be
corrected in the presence of a known symbol in error. In this mode, one of the four symbols is suspected of being
wrong. Note that it is not necessary to know the value of the error; only the position of the error must be known.
A third mode, known as duplex mode, allows the extraction of data when two symbols are suspect. The duplex
mode is incapable of masking any errors beyond the two suspect symbols.
S. Use of (4,2) Code as a Fault Masking Function
A fault-tolerant computer requires a fault masking function so that, in the presence of faults, an FCR can resolve
redundant information from multiple external FCRs into a single value. The fault masking function should be
deterministic, i.e. separate instances (on different FCRs) should return the same result given that the input values
are identical.
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The traditional fault masking function uses nominally identical copies of data which are resolved using a bitwise
majority vote. shown in Figure 1. Each bit position is voted independently of all other bit positions. To perform a
majority vote, three (or four, in the case of a quad-FTP) copies of data are kept. Each copy is stored in a separate
FCR so that if one copy is lost, the remaining copies will constitute a majority from which the data can be
recovered. This scheme requires total storage on the order of 3n or 4n and inter-FCR communication bandwidth
of order n, where n is the width of the data.

n

Copy, ---/.

Figure 1: Majority Vote Fault Masking Function

TFe (4,2) code presented above can be used as a fault masking function in place of the traditional bitwise majority

vote function found in most fault-tolerant computers. The (4,2) code is a four-symbol minimum-distance
separable (MDS) error correcting code. An encoder generates, from a data word, four symbols which provide
informational redundancy for the data word. Each symbol is stored in a different FCR. Fault masking is
performed by a decoder. The decoder uses te four symbols to regenerate the data word. If one of the symbols is
corrupted, the decoder will still be able to recover the data from the three remaining symbols.

The use of the (4,2) encoding scheme as a fault masking function is demonstrated in Figure 2. A data word of size
n can be stored as four symbols, each of size n/2, with only three symbols needed to recover the data in the
presence of a single random error. The resulting storage requirements are of order 2n, and the communication
bandwidth is of order n/2.

n1/2

Figure 2: (4,2) Code Fault Masking Function

While the effect of the (4,2) code is similar to the majority vote function, a few subtle differences exist which must
be thoroughly investigated to ensure that the FTP/FTSM design is Byzantine resilient.

The majority vote function requires at least three redundant copies as inputs to determine an unambiguous output
in the presence of a single error. More than three copies can be used, as long as only one is assumed to be in error.
The (4,2) code requires exactly four symbols as inputs, of which one symbol can be in error. Another difference
between the two functions is that each copy in a voted system contains all information necessary to reconstruct the
data. If any given copy is determined to be correct, the data value is readily available. For the encoded system, at
least two symbols are required to recover the value of the data object.
The consequence of these differences is that the interchannel information exchange operations are not necessarily
the same as those for a traditional quad-FTP. The exchange operation to resolve commonly sourced output is
similar, with symbols replacing copies. However, source congruency must be done differently. Byzantine resilient
agreement or validity (whichever is appropriate) can be assured if either of the following two conditions is met:

" All functioning FCRs agree on the value of three of the four symbols, and these three symbols map to a valid
code word.

" All functioning FCRs agree on the value of all four symbols.
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A traditional source congruency exchange substituting symbols for data copies will achieve the first condition if a
recipient FCR is faulty. The second condition must be guaranteed to account for situations where the source FCR
is faulty. The problem is that, if the source FCR is faulty, some of the recipients may have a set of symbols which
maps to a valid code word, whereas others do not. This situation is intolerable, since all functioning FCRs must
make the same decision. The problem can be solved by performing a second source congruency with a majority
vote on the symbol emanating from the source FCR. While the source congruency operation for the FTP/FTSM
requires more exchange cycles and is more complicated than a source congruency for a quad-FTP, the resulting
exchange primitive is still more efficient than a quad-FTP [12].

6. Architecture Overview

The design presented below is a fault-tolerant processor which uses a fault-tolerant shared memory system. To the
processing elements, the fault-tolerant shared memory (FTSM) appears to be a simplex, highly reliable shared
memory to which all processing elements have access. In reality, the FTSM is distributed among the fault
containment regions with physical and electrical isolation between the FCRs to eliminate all single-point failure
modes. The FTSM is designed to meet all of the requirements for Byzantine resilience.

The FTP/FTSM is a computer system which makes use of a fault-tolerant shared memory (FTSM) system to
enhance reliability. The FTSM is partitioned into pieces, called quadrants, such that the loss of any quadrant will
not cause the loss of data or the functionality of the computer. This configuration is shown in Figure 3. Each
quadrant of the FTSM is contained in a separate FCR. If one quadrant of the FTSM is lost, the remaining three
quadrants contain enough information to reconstruct all data values.

Figure 3:Physical Configuration of FTP/FTSM

The FTSM meets all of the requirements for single-fault-Byzantine-resilience for the following reasons. Each
FTSM quadrant, of which only three are required for functionality, is contained by a separate FCR to conform to
the cardinality requirement. The connectivity requirement is satisfied by an inter-FCR communication system
(IFC) which connects every quadrant to all other quadrants. The source congruency operation is a function
performed by the FTSM at the processors' request. A fault-tolerant clock (FTC) is distributed by the IFC to
perform FCR synchronization at the micro-instruction level.

The FTSM system can be viewed as a Byzantine resilient shared memory system to which four processors are
connected. This view, shown in Figure 4, is the programming model of the FTP/FrSM. Since each processor is
connected to the FTSM, all processors can read a value from any location in memory. Whenever the processors
perform a memory read cycle, the FI'SM quadrants exchange the code symbols corresponding to the requested
location. Each quadrant receives three symbols from the remote quadrants in addition to the locally stored
symbol. The coding scheme used by the FTSM is designed so that a symbol from one quadrant can be arbitrarily
corrupted without corrupting the resulting data. The decoder in the FTSM quadrant uses the four symbols to
regenerate the original data word. Note that, unlike most other fault-tolerant computers, the data exchange and
fault masking is performed implicitly upon memory reads. This implicit fault masking is what gives the
FTP/FTSM the ability to recover from transient faults before realigning memory.
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Figure 4: Virtual Configuration of FTP/FTSM

7. Reliability Analysis of F[P/FTSM
The purpose of the reliability study is to compare the reliability of the F]P/FTSM with other systems and quantify
the effects of the design decisions. A complete description of the parameters and analysis procedures used to
obtain the various analysis results is presented in [12].
7.1. FTSM Encoded vs. Quadruplicated Memory
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the system loss probability for the FTSM, which uses an encoding function for
fault masking, and that of a similar shared memory system using a quadruplicated memory with a majority vote
function for fault masking. The same Markov model was used to model both systems, the only difference being the
number of bits per symbol/copy. All parameters relating to the comparison are the same, including read rate,
write rate, scrub rate (per location), and bit failure rate. In the FTP/FrSM, the encoding scheme reduces the
memory complement of the processor, and therefore its failure rate, by a factor of 2. The effect of this reduction
on system loss probability is shown in Figure 5. Table I presents the per-hour system failure rates due to transient
and permanent faults, illustrating that the FTP/FTSM's failure rate is reduced by a factor of four over the
quadruplicated design.
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Figure 5: System Loss Probability of Encoded vs. Quad Memory

Architecture Due to Transients Due to Permanents
IFFP/FISM 1.03 e-14/hour 3.73 e-I ]/hour
Quadruplicated FrSM 4.10 e-14/hour 1.49 e-0I hour

Table 1: System Failure Rate of Encoded vs. Ouad Memory

This analysis also demonstrates that transient errors are much less likely to cause system loss than permanent
errors, even at short mission times. This characteristic is caused by the memory scrubber. The scrubber can
correct transient errors if they are caught early enough so that an unconectable condition does not occur. If the
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scrubbing operation is performed at a much higher rate than the transient error rate, the effect of transient errors
on memory system reliability is effectively eliminated.
7.2. Reliability vs. Scrub Rate

Because of program locality of reference, most locations in a memory system are accessed very infrequently over
short-periods of operation. A similar skewed workload distribution is also expected for long-term operation.
Previous studies indicate that the workload distribution can have an effect on the reliability of a self-checking
memory system [13]. Memory access rates are highly non-uniform across the address space, with a few locations
receiving many accesses and most locations being referenced very rarely. The graph in Figure 6 shows how the
access rate distribution might look for a real system, and a simple modeling estimate for the distribution. The
value f indicates the fraction of "fast" memory locations which have the high access rate. Note that f will probably
be small (< 1%) for systems with a large amount of memory.

S"fast memory0
" expected behavior

~"slow' memory

Fraction of Memory

Figure 6: Memory Access Distribution

The graph in Figure 7 shows the reliability of the FTSM memory system (without scrubbing) as a function of the
percentage of so-called "fast" memory. This graph demonstrates that the reliability of the memory system is
bounded by the reliability of the "slow" memory for all but unreasonably high percentages of "fast" memory. To
improve the reliability of the FTSM system, the reliability of the "slow" memory must be increased. The memory
scrubber accomplishes this task by periodically accessing every location in memory at a fixed rate, placing a
lower-bound on the access rate, and thereby the error latency, of the "slow" memory.
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Figure 7: System Loss Probability vs. % Fast Memory

The effect of scrubbing rate on system reliability is shown in Figure 8 for an FTSM with 0% "fast" memory. The
"fast" memory was ignored since it has little effect on reliability (see 112] for actual access rates). Both transient
and permanent system loss probabilities are shown for missions of 10, 100, and 10000 hours in duration.
Scrubbing has little effect on permanent errors, other than their early detection, so the permanent system loss
probability is nearly constant with respect to scrubbing rate. The "knee" in the transient system loss probability
graph occurs when the scrubbing rate is equal to the memory access (write) rate. If the write rate is higher than
the scrubbing rate, the scrubbing operation has little effect on the reliability, whereas a higher scrubbing rate
dominates the reliability otherwise.
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Figure 8: System Loss Probability vs. Scrub Rate

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from this graph. First, scrubbing is far more important for
increasing short-term system reliability than for long-term reliability. This is easily understood since transient
errors, which are correctable by the scrubber, dominate short-term reliability, whereas uncorrectable permanent
errors dominate long-term reliability. Also, relatively slow scrub rates yield a measurable increase in short-term
reliability. At 10 hours, the system loss probability can be reduced to the limits of permanent failures with a scrub
rate of 30 per hour per location.
The required scrub rate may be low enough that the scrubbing function can be implemented in software instead of
hardware. The inclusion of the hardware scrubber may be useful in computationally stressed systems where a
software scrubber would impose extremely high performance penalties, while the increased hardware complexity
may make the hardware scrubber undesirable in other circumstances. The issue of hardware or software
implementation is indeterminate without more information about the actual application in which the FTP/FTSM is
to be used; once the application has been characterized, the analysis summarized above can be used as the basis for
a quantitative engineering trade-off decision.

8. Performance Analysis of FTP/FTSM

The primary interest in the performance analysis of fault-tolerant computers is the performance penalty imposed
by the fault-tolerant mechanism. One way of analyzing the performance of a fault-tolerant computer is to
compare the time required to complete a specific task on a comparable simplex (i.e., non-redundant) processor to
tie time required to complete the same task on tie fault-tolerant processor. Another performance metric is the
overhead imposed on a task by the fault-tolerance functions.

A reasonable benchmark for these analyses is an iterative control loop, since FTPs are often used for real-time
control systems. A typical application for an imbedded real-time system is flight control. The control loop for this
application, shown in Figure 9, consists of three parts. During the first, data from input sensors is read by the host
FCR and exchanged via the source congruency exchange. The actuator outputs are computed during the second
part. The third phase involves voting the actuator outputs to detect and mask computational faults and transmitting
tie output values to the actuators.

B A B A B A B A B A B

1 I

Figure 9: Control Loop Iteration for Flight Control

Each step in the control loop shown above can be classified as belonging either to the fault-tolerant task or to the
comoutational task. as indicated by the labels A and B. estectivelv. Anv stev which would be executed by a

,L -- i=--:-
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simplex computer performing the control task is defined to be part of the computational task, even if the step
.- involves non-computational operations, such as 1/0. The function of the computational task is unchanged on

different architectures. The fault-tolerance task is composed of those steps which only apply to fault-tolerant
computers. The fault-tolerance task varies depending on the FTP being analyzed. The fault-tolerant task time is
denoted by TA and the computational task time is defined as Ta. The task completion time for a design Y is the sum
of the computational task time and the fault-tolerance task time:

T,= XTA,+ ZT,

The FrP/FTSM analyzed in this section is compared to a simplex baseline design, a CSDL-designed fault-tolerant
processor denoted the VLSI FTP, and a CSDL-designed prototype called the Network Element Based Fault-
Tolerant Processor (NEFTP). The baseline design only executes the computational task, for which the task
completion time is defmed as To.
Direct comparison of competing architectures can be made by comparing the task completion time on any given
design Y to the task completion time on the baseline system, using the task completion ratio:

TCR T,

Another interesting parameter is the overhead imposed by the fault-tolerance. While overhead is not necessarily a
valid metric for direct comparison, it is an indication of how much of the processor power is tied up with fault-
tolerance functions. Overhead is defined as the ratio of the completion time of the fault-tolerance task to the
overall task completion time:

TA, TA,
OH = TA,

8.1. Baseline System Performance Analysis

The baseline system for this performance comparison is a 25 MHz Motorola 68030 processor with zero wait-state
memory. To compare throughput of each of the FTP architectures with the baseline system, a step-by-step
translation will be presented which will account for all of the significant differences between the baseline system
and the FTP being analyzed.

8.2. NEFTP Performance Analysis

The current incarnation of the NEFFP (61 uses 12.5 MHz 68020 processing elements. For this analysis, we will
assume the existence of a hypothetical enhanced NEFTP which uses a 25 MHz 68030 as a processing element. The
only translation needed to compare the enhanced NEFTP to the baseline system is the addition of the network
element, which performs fault-tolerant specific functions such as voting, source congruency, and synchronization.

The control loop as it might be coded on the NEFTP is shown in Figure 10. The NEFTP has three different
functions which are performed during one iteration of the control loop. The FROMx source congruency is used to
exchange single-source data from input sensors hosted by each processor. The VOTE function is used to vote
actuator output values. SYNC is used to ensure processor synchronization. The penalties imposed by executing
each of these functions are tabulated in [12]. The times given for FROMx and VOTE are for packet sizes of 240
bytes.
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Figure 10: Control Loop for NEFTP

The completion time for the computational task is unchanged from the baseline, since the enhanced processing
elements are identical to the baseline system. The fault-tolerance task as shown in Rgure 10 is composed of four
FROMx operations, one VOTE, and two SYNCs. The total time for completion of the fault-tolerance task was
measured to be 2.21 ma on the 12.5 MHz 68020. While some of this time is dependent on the processor model and
clock rate, in the current analysis we leave this figure unchanged to obtain a conservative estimate of the time
required to perform the exchanges on the enhanced NEFTP. Note that for a given packet size and processing
element, he fault-tolerane task time is a constant. The total task completion time for the NEFTP is:

7
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TM= TO + 2.21ms

8.3. VLSI-FTP Performance Analysis
A prototype fault-tolerant processor known as the VLI-FTP was developed at CSDL INis architecture uses the
rocessor/Inertage design presented in [4]. The 16 MHz 68020 processing elements are clock deterministic and
are tightly synchronized by a fault-tolerant clock. The analysis presented below assumes an enhanced VLSI-PTP
architecture which uses processing elements identical to the baseline system.

Translation from the baseline design to the VLSI-FrP requires the addition of the interstage exchange mechanism
which implements the necessary interchannel data exchange functions.
The VLSI-FrP implementation of the control loop is shown in Figure I I. The processors in the VLSI-FTP are
micro-synchronized using a free-running fault-tolerant clock composed of four phase-locked channels, so no
explicit SYNC operation is necessary. However, synchronization does contribute to the fault-tolerance overhead.
A fault-tolerant clock is

B A A AA B A B

a, I hI "

Figure 11: Control Loop for VLSI-FTP

nominally 18 cycles of a 25 MHz clock. An average of 1 adjustment to the processor clock reduces the number of
processor clocks per FTC cycle to 17. The result is that only 17/18 of the 25 MHz clock cycles are available for
processor computation. The cycle that is lost to synchronization needs to be included with the fault-tolerance task
completion time, since synchronization is a part of the fault-tolerance functionality. The following equation
represents the time required to complete the computational and synchronization tasks:

18TB+ T,,,,, = I-.
T

The time to complete the computation plus the synchronization is 1817 the time required to complete only the
computation. By solving for T,,, the synchronization time can be determined and included with the calculation
of TA.

FROMx and VOTE functions take the same amount of time to complete, since all message exchanges pass from
processors to interstages and back to the processors. The effective interconnect width is 16 bits. 1 its is required to
exchange one 16 bit word, so each 240 byte FROMx and VOTE requires 120 Ips. The total fault-tolerance task
completion time including the loss to synchronization is:

TA,1 ,,I -T 0 + 600 pIs

8.4. FTP/FTSM Performance Analysis
Translation of the baseline design to the FTP/FTSM requires two steps. First is the addition of the FTSM and its
associated fault-tolerance functions. Second, the effect of adding of a data cache is analyzed.
The determination of TPn,TM begins by analyzing the amount of time the baseline system takes to complete the
computational task. Only memory reads affect FTP/FTSM performance during the computational task, so we can
divide the task time into time spent doing memory reads and time spent doing other things. For the baseline
computer, this time can be expressed as:

TO: Toro+To(l-rw

where ro is the fraction of processor time devoted to memory reads.

The performance penalty imposed by memory reads in the FTP/FTSM appears to the processor to be the result of
slow memory because of the time required to exchange the symbols between channels and decode them. The
processor requires a minimum number of cycles to complete a read cycle. This value it denoted n. and is equal to
3 for the 68020/68030. The FTSM system imposes a penalty of p wait states to every memory read. The total
number of cycles required to complete a read access from the FTSM is (p + n.) cycles. For the FTSM system with
read penalty, the task completion time is:
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An independent analysis can be made of the impact of the data cache on the performanc of the baseline computer.
By application of the well-known cache equation [14], the task completion time for the baseline design with cache
is:

To, . (To o(qn@T+J1 r 4

where k+ is the cache access time (equal to I for the 68030 on-chip caches) aud q is the hit ratio of the cache system.

Combining the last two equations gives the total time necesary to complete the computational task:

T...~ (T Oro( n.- 41l ) m ol1

This equation includes the actual computation time plus part of the fault-tolerance time. By separating the first
term to yield:

Ts ~ ~ q~lnn=3 4n. jfm (qnl4 n o~-s
T.. 10 +Toro

(T (LJ J( + ; OTOfl -4)
the partition can be readily seen. The first term corresponds to the time spent performing the penalty cycles
imposed by the FISM. This time should be counted with the fault-tolerance task time. The remaining terms make
up the computational task time.

Combining the two fault-tolerance tasks gives:

TA.= Toro(-J (rn) + 163.2ts

for the fault-tolerance task completion time for the FrP/FrSM. Tie 163.2 Its in the above equation represents the
amount of time required to perform the four source congruency exchanges on 240 bytes of data at the beginning
of the control loop. The computational task completion time is:

Tnmxnm= (To ro~q(1I) + To(I r)

The parameters in these equations must be determined before making a performance comparison. Some of the
parameters are dependent on the application program and can not be determined exactly without evaluation of a
real application. For these cases, estimates were made [12].

B.5. Performance Analysis Results
The graph in Figure 12 shows the overhead consumed by the fault-tolerance task for each FrP architecture at a
given control loop iteration rate. The iteration rate is the reciprocal of the total task completion time, Ty. Note
that since TA, varies between the different designs, TD, is not the same on different designs for a given iteration
rate. For this reason. the overhead should not be used for direct comparison between different designs. However.
it does give an indication of how much processor power is available on a given design.
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Figure 12: Overhead vs. Iteration Rate
The overhead in the FIP/FrSM at low frequencies is much greater than that in the NEFIP or the VLSI-FrP,
because the penalty for fault masking is paid on every memory read. However, at high frequencies (500 Hz in the
current design), the FrP/FTSM excels, because its constant fault-tolerance overhead, which dominates the
overhead at high frequencies, is much less in the F'P/FTSM than in either the NEF1P or the VLSI-FTP.
Consequently the FFP/FrSM is more appropriate for applications requiring higher iteration rates.
Direct throughput comparisons can be made using the task completion ratios, the ratio of task completion time on
a specific design to the task completion time on the baseline design. Figure 13 shows the task completion ratios for
the three designs presented in this performance analysis. The x-axis is To, the task completion time on the baseline
design, and the y-axis is the task completion ratio. The TCR for the baseline is always one, by definition.
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Figure 13: Task Completion Ratios

The TCR curve for the FrP/FISM shows that its performance is about 80% of the baseline design for To greater
than 10 ms. The NEFIP and the VLSI-FrP both approach the raw perfortmance of the baseline system for tasks
greater than 50 ms. For tasks below 50 ms in duration, the perfomance of the FITP/F'SM deteriorates at a lower
rate tun for either of the other two designs. At 100 ms. the NEFIP and VLSI-FTP are about 25% faster than the
FTP/FrSM, whereas at I ma, the FIP/FrSM is about 1.33 times as fast as the VLSI-FTP and about 3.30 times as
fast as the NEFIP. This agrees with the observation made from the overhead graph. The FTP/FI'SM is slightly
worse than the other designs at low frequencies, primarily due to implicit fault masking. At high frequencies, the
FrP/F'SM is much better since the constant componenit of the fault-tolerance task is much smaller.
The overhead in the FrP/FTSM is fairly high compared to other designs such as the NEFIP and the VLSI-FP.
The overhead limits the throughput of the FIP/FrSM at slow iteration rates to less than the NEFTP throughput.
However, the NEFTP overhead begins to increase very rapidly at iteration rates above 50 Hz, whereas the
overhead in the FTP/FTSM increases more slowly. As a result, we again conclude that the FTP/FrSM should have
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better performance than the NEFTP or VLSI-FTP at higher iteration rates.

9. Conclusion

The FTP/FTSM presented in this paper represents an alternative architecture for Byzantine resilient computers.
The primary benefits of the FTP/FTSM over other Byzantine resilient architectures are the elimination of
memory realignment Lime due to the shared memory design, the improvement in short-term reliability obtained
by the reduced memory requirement and the hardware implemented memory scrubber, the reduced fault latency
due to the continual and implicit fault masking, and the improved high-iteration-rate performance.

The overhead due to fault-tolerance is greater than in other designs at low iteration rates. The result is that the
performance of the FTP/FTSM at low iteration rates is about 80% of other similar fault-tolerant designs. For
iteration rates greater than 100 Hz, the overhead in the NEFTP is greater than the overhead in the FTP/FTSM; this
cross over point occurs at 500 Hz for the VLSI-FTP. Consequently, the FTP/FTSM is well-suited for applications
requiring high iteration rates. The FTP/FTSM could theoretically operate at iteration rates as high as 6 kHz,
although the overhead would be so high that little computation could be performed. A more reasonable limit
might be 2 kHz, where the overhead is about 50%.
The reliability of the FTP/FTSM is also comparable to that of other fault-tolerant computers. The reliability of
the FTP/FTSM at short mission times (around 100 hours in duration) is especially good, due to the elimination of
transient errors as a significant source of potential system loss. At long mission times (on the order of t0000
hours) reliability without the possibility of reconfiguration is somewhat improved as a result of the reduction in
memory as compared to a quad-FTP. However, some FTPs, the VLSI-FTP in particular, have more flexibility for
reconfiguration around existing faults than does the FTPIFTSM. The quadruplicated VLSI-FTP has complete fail-
op/fail-op/fail-safe capability. The FTP/FrSM can reconfigure around faults by changing the mode of the
decoding operation from random to erasure, or erasure to duplex. However, the erasure mode is not guaranteed
to mask all faults and the duplex mode will not mask any faults. Therefore, the current design of the FTP/FTSM is
not 100% fail-safe after detection of a single fault. The current design can therefore be either fail-safe or fail-
op/fail-catastrophic.
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ABSTRACT
The need to meet the stringent performance and reliability requirements of advanced avionics systems has
frequently led to implementations which re tailored to a specific application and are therefore difficult to modify
or extend. Furthermore, many integrated flight critical systems are input/output intensive. By using a design
methodology which customizes the input/output mechanism for each new application, the cost of implementing
new systems becomes prohibitively expensive. One solution to this dilemma is to design computer systems and
input/output bubsystems which are general purpose, but which can be easily configured to support the needs of a
specific application. The Advanced Information Processing System (AIPS), currently under developnent at
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, has these characteristics.

This paper describes the design and implementation of the prototype I/O communication system for AIPS. AlPS
addresses reliability issues related to data communications by the use of reconfigurable 1/0 networks. When a
fault or damage event occurs, communication is restored to functioning parts of the network and the failed or
damaged components are isolated. Performance issues are addressed by using a parallelized computer architecture
which decouples Input/Output (I/O) redundancy management and I/O processing from the computational stream
of an application. The autonomous nature of the system derives from the highly automated and independent
manner in which I/O transactions are conducted for the application as well as from the fact that the hardware
redundancy management is entirely transparent to the application.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Reliability and performance are major concerns in the design of highly integrated flight critical systems [1]. The
need to meet stringent performance and reliability requirements has frequently led to implementations which are
tailored to a specific application and are therefore difficult to modify or extend. Experience with the development
of modern military systems has shown that a design methodology which customizes the implementation of each
new application leads to systems which are prohibitively expensive [2]. One solution to this dilemma is to design
subsystems which are general purpose, but which can be easily configured to support the needs of a specific
application. The performance and reliability characteristics of such a subsystem can be well established, its
functionality and behavior tested and validated, and its use carefully documented. Thus it becomes an off-the-
shelf component with well defined parameters which can be used as a building block of more complex systems.

1.1 AIPS Architecture

The Advanced Information Processing System (AIPS) is a data processing architecture comprising a set of
functional building blocks which may be assembled as a fault tolerant distributed system tailored to meet the
requirements of applications which need both high performance and high reliability (3]. Each building block
consists of highly modular hardware and software components with well defined interfaces and validated
performance and reliability characteristics. This greatly simplifies the effort required to build a data processing
system for a specific application. Furthermore, the resulting system is easily maintainable, extensible, and cost
effective. ALPS can serve as the core avionics system for a broad range of a'space vehicles currently being
researched and developed, including mamnd and unmanned space vehicles and platforms, deep space probes,
commercial transports and tactical military aircraft.

The hardware building blocks which may be used in a given AIPS design are fault-tolerant, general purpose
computers (OPCs), fault- and damage-tolerant inter-computer and input/output (I/O) networks, and interfaces
between the networks and the general purpose computers. The software building blocks provide the services
necessary in a traditional real-time computer such as task scheduling and dispatching and communication with
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sensors and actuators. The software also supplies the redundancy management services necessary in a redundant
computer and the services necessary in a distributed system such as inter-function communication across
processing sites, management of distributed redundancy, management of networks, and migration of functions
between processing sites. Figure 1 shows the laboratory engineering model for a distributed AIPS configuration
currently being developed at Charles Stark Draper Laboratory [4]. This distributed AIPS configuration includes
all the hardware and software building blocks mentioned earlier and was conceived to demonstrate the feasibility
of the AIPS architecture.
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Figure 1. AIPS Distributed Configuration

1.2 AIPS Input/Output Networks

For communication between a GPC and I/O devices, a damage and fault tolerant network is employed [5]. Like
other AIPS hardware building blocks, AIPS I/O networks are designed to provide both high throughput and high
reliability. The network consists of a number of full duplex links that are interconnected by circuit switched
nodes. Sensors and actuators are attached to these nodes. In steady state, the circuit switched nodes route
information along a fixed communication path, or "virtual bus", without the delays which are associated with
packet switched networks. Once the virtual bus is set up within the network the protocols and operation of the
network are similar to typical multiplex buses. Since the hardware implementation of this "virtual bus" is a
circuit-switched network, but from the GPC communication and protocol viewpoint it appears as a conventional
bus, the terms "bus" and "network" are used interchangeably throughout this paper.

Although the network performs exactly as a bus, it is far more reliable and damage tolerant than a linear bus. The
network architecture provides coverage for many well known failure modes which would cause a standard linear
bus to either fail completely or provide service to a reduced subset of its subscribers. A single fault or limited

I
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damage caused by weapons or electrical shorn, overheating, or localized re can disable only a small fraction of
the virtual bus, typically a node or a link connecting two nodes. The rest of the network, and the subscribers on it,
can continue to opeorate normally. If the sensors and effectors are themselves physically dispersed for damage
tolerance, and the damage event does not affect the inherent capability of the vehicle to continue to fly, then the
digital system would continue to function in a normal manner or in some degraded mode as determined by
sensor/effector availability.
The ability of the network to tolerate such faults comes from the design of the node. An AIPS node has five ports
which can each be enabled or disabled. When the ports on either end of a link are enabled, data is routed along that
link of the network. Each node in a properly configured, fault free network receives transmissions on exactly one
of its enabled ports and simultaneously retransmits this data from all its other enabled ports. The nodes provide a
richness of spare interconnections which can be brought into service after a hardware fault or damage event
occurs.

1.3 AIPS Input/Output Subsystem

An AIPS computer may have access to varying numbers and types of 1/0 networks. The 1/0 networks may be
global, regional or local in nature. 1/0 devices on the global 1/0 bus are available to all, or at least a majority, of
the AIPS computers. Regional buses connect 1/0 devices in a given region to the processing sites located in their
vicinity. Local buses connect a computer to the I/O devices dedicated to that computer. Figure 2 shows the
topology of a 6-node regional network shared between two GPCs.
To improve performance, AIPS GPCs utilize a co-processing architecture which decouples 1/0 redundancy
management and I1O processing from the computational stream of an application. The Computational Processor
(CP) runs the application program while the 1/0 Processor (LOP), which is loosely synchronized with the CP,
handles 1/0 activity. The throughput of the CP is not reduced by 1/0 activity, and the application is relieved of the
burden of conducting 1/0 transactions. To an application, each 1/0 device appears to be memory mapped and can
be referenced directly [31. The autonomous nature of the system derives from the highly automated and
independent manner in which 1/0 transactions are conducted for the application, as well as from the fact that the
hardware redundancy management is entirely transparent to the application.

AIPS 1/0 System Services comprise the software modules which provide efficient and reliable communication
between the user and external devices (sensors and actuators). The 1/0 System Service is also responsible for the
fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration of the 1/0 network hardware and GPC/network interface hardware
(1/0 sequencers). I/O System Services are made up of three functional modules: the IO Network Manager, the 1/0
User Interface, and 1/0 Communication ManagemenL The 11O Network Manager performs hardware redundancy
management for an I/O network. This software module is responsible for detecting and isolating hardware faults
in 1/0 nodes, links, and interfaces and for reconfiguring the network to exclude any failed elements. The Network
Manager function is transparent to all application users of the network. The 1/0 User Interface provides a user
with read/write access to 1/0 devices or device interface units (DIUs) such that the devices appear to be memory
mapped. The 1/0 Communication Manager provides the functions necessary to control the flow of data between a
GPC and the various 1/0 networks used by the GPC. It performs source congruency operations on all inputs and
the voting of all outputs. It also detects errors on inputs and reports communication errors to the 110 Network
Manager.
These modules have been implemented in Ada for the AIPS engineering model which is currently undergoing
testing, verification, and validation. Sections 2, 3, and 4 describe the functional requirements and key algorithmic
features of the 1/0 System Service modules. Section 5 concludes with a summary of results and with suggestions
for future implementations of 1/0 systems based on the AIPS engineering model and the experience gained in
designing and building that system.
2.0 1/0 NETWORK MANAGER
2.1 Network Operation and Topological Considerations
Figure 2 shows an AIPS configuration highlighting the features of an 1/0 network. In the figure, two GPCs are
physically connected to an 1/0 network by means of two root links. The 1/0 operations on the network are
conducted by the 1/0 Sequencer (IOS) which is controlled by the OPC through the Dual Ported Memory (DPM).
The IO is a programmable state machine which handles the low level aspects of data communication for the IOP.
The network shown consists of six nodes and four DIUs. Sensors, actuators, displays and other I/O devices are
attached to the DIUs.
In Figure 2 the active links, i.e. those connecting two enabled ports, are shown as solid lines. The links shown as
dashed lines are spares. Transmissions are carried along enabled links only. In this topology, GPC_2 is not
actively connected to the network. This is because the network shown is a local network, one whose use is
dedicated to a single OPC. However, if faults were to cause a degraded mode of operation for GPCI, the
functions requiring access to the network could be migrated to OPC_2. The physical connections to OPC_2 are
provided to support function migration. This topology is also capable of supporting a regional network. If this
were a regional network, OPC..2 would have an active root link to the network and both GPCs would then share
the resources of this network by contending for its use.
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Figure 2. I/O Nhwork With Root Links To Two GPCs

Once a properly functioning virtual bus has been established, the nodes used to form the bus remain in the active
network until a component fails or is damaged. The links used to actively connect the nodes vary slowly over time
which allows spare links to be brought into active service. Cycling spare links in this way provides improved
coverage for latent faults.
The AIPS terminology for any communication with an I/O device is an 1/0 transaction. Users are provided with
the ability to group I/O transactions into chains which run transactions sequentially on one network. Chains are
said to be executed by the IOS because the IOS uses a simple program to effect the transmission and reception of
the data associated with the transactions in a chain. Chains may be further grouped as IO requests which cause sets
of chains to run in parallel on several networks. This reduces the system overhead for obtaining correlated
input/output information. It also reduces the time skew which would result from purely sequential accesses to
redundant 1/0 devices. Users are also provided with the option of scheduling 110 requests to run periodically or
on demand.
2.2 1/0 Network Management

The I/O Network Manager is the software process responsible for establishing and maintaining a communication
path between processors (GPCs) and Device Interface Units (DIUs) attached to the 1/0 network under its control
[6]. Once invoked, the Network Manager has two main phases of operation: initialization and maintenance. Its
activity during the initialization phase is dictated by the reason for its activation. If the Manager is invoked to
manage a previously inactive network or when a graceful function migration is not possible, the Manager
establishes a virtual bus within the network and performs a full set of diagnostic tests on each IOS and nodal port
in the network. At the end of this initialization process, a fully tested communication path exists between all
properly functioning nodes, DIUs, Lid GPCs in the network. This path is then capable of supporting serial
communication among all functioning network subscribers. If thc migration of a Network Manager from one
GPC to another can be effected gracefully, data from the deactivated Manager is transferred to the newly activated
Manager. Thus, if the Manager is invoked as part of a graceful function migration, the initialization phase can be
reduced to a software component only. Having completed its initialization, this process notifies 1/0
Communication Services that the network is in service and updates the status information on this network which is
available to other processes in the system.
During the maintenance phase of its operatior. the Network Manager provides services on demand to the
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Resource Allocator (a subprocess of the System Manager) and to the I/O Communication Manager. The Resource
Allocator calls the Manager when it wishes to halt the management of this network from this GPC. This may be to
effect a function migration or to support routine system maintenance. The I/O Communication Manager calls this
process for one of three reasons: to repair a suspected network fault, to bring a repaired node, link or IOS back
online, or to cycle spare links.

The Network Manager can detect and repair the passive failure of a node or port, the passive failure of an IOS, the
failure of the channel connected to the active root link, a network component which is babbling, a node which
answers to addresses other than its own, or a node which transmits on a disabled port. Once the failure mode has
been determined, the network is reconfigured to remove the faulty component and restore communication to all
non-failed components in the network. After the reconfiguration of the network is complete, some DIUs may be
unreachable. A list of the3e unreachable DIUs is made available to the I/O Communication Manager when the
network is put back in service. This enables it to deselect transactions to unreachable DIUs and to clear error
counts against I/O devices which were temporarily out of service due to network problems.

2.3 Network Management Algorithms

The Network Manager contains logic which enable it to initialize or "grow" a network, to determine whether or
not the network is functioning properly, and to reconfigure the network to remove a failed component- An
overview of some of the algorithms employed in this logic is presented below.

2.3.1 Network Growth
Network growth is the process whereby the links between the nodes in the network are enabled to form a virtual
bus which supports communication among network subscribers (GPCs and DIUs). Data flow in the network is
controlled by the configuration of the ports in each node. When a node receives a message addressed to itself on
any port, disabled or enabled, it carries out the command encoded in the message and then transmits its status from
all its enabled ports, including the port which received the message if that port is enabled.

Nodes are added one by one to the virtual bus. The algorithm used to add these nodes causes the bus to expand in a
treelike manner. For proper operation, there can be no loops in the active network. The growth algorithm
generates a maximally branching, minimum length path to every node in the network. This configuration is later
changed in order to cycle spare links and to repair faults. The detection of a protocol violation when any new link
is called into service results in the disabling of that link. Furthermore, the growth algorithm employs a set of
diagnostic tests which exercise every link in the network, including spare links. The tests can also detect the
presence of some malicious failure modes such as nodes which transmit on disabled ports and nodes which respond
to commands addressed to other nodes. Hence, the growth algorithm produces a very robust communication path.
In addition to joining network nodes into a virtual bus, the growth process is also concerned with enabling
communication paths to network subscribers: DIUs and remote GPCs. This is accomplished by enabling nodal
ports adjacent to these devices and determining whether or not these components obey the protocols established
for all functioning network components. The detection of protocol violations results in the connection to the
subscriber being disabled.
Network growth begins by establishing an active root link to one of the root nodes (a node adjacent to an lOS) and
ensuring that this root node has a port which can be used as the springboard to the rest of the nodes in the network.
If an active root link is found, the remaining nodes are added to the active tree. Any node which is not connected
to the active tree after this stage is complete is unreachable. After the nodal network is established through the
active rot link, the spare root links to the network must be enabled and tested. In order to establish spare root
links, the inboard port of each active root node is enabled. In a similar manner links are activated to connect the
DIUs and remote GPCs of a regional network to the network. Finally, status is collected from all nodes in the
network to verify that no additional failures have occurred in the network during the growth process. If no
discrepancies are found, the node status chain is updated by removing transactions to nodes which have been
identified as failed.
2.3.2 Fault Analysis

If the I/O Communication Manager detects errors after executing a chain for an application program, it invokes
the Network Manager. The Network Manager executes a chain to collect status reports from each node. It then
analyzes status information provided by the OS and the status reports collected from the nodes to identify the type
of fault and the network element suspected of producing the error. Three types of analysis are performed: raw
data analysis, error analysis, and node data analysis.
While carrying out its principal function of sending and receiving data, the IOS detects various error conditions
on the network. The OS imparts this information to the processor through several status registers and through a
buffer of status information appended to the incoming data of every transaction. This information is referred to as
raw data. By analyzing this information certain failure modes are identified. If failed components are presem. the
class of fault is reported. This can be a failed root link, a failed link or node, or a babbler. Whenever errors are
detected, the root link is switched to be sure that the error is not attributable to a failed IOS. When the raw data
analysis is completed, the results of the analysis and the status reports from non-failed nodes are passed on to error
and data analysis for further processing.
Error analysis is the process of deducing which network element produced the erors. If all the nodes in the
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network have errors, error analysis attributes the errors to a root link failure. If one or more nodes have errors,
two possible failure modes are considered: a single node failure or a failed link or node. The single node failure
symptom could be indicative of a node which does not respond to commands but which continues to retransmit
messages. It could also be a node which itself is not failed but to whose address another node in the network
responds. The single node failure is easy to diagnose since exactly one node in the status collection chain shows an
error. If more than one node has errors, the remaining problem is to determine if the observed errors fit the
pattern for a failed link or node. The signature of such a failure is when all nodes which have errors form a
treelike pattern downline of the failed link or node. If the error symptoms do not indicate one of these failure
modes, the fault is undiagnosable.
Data analysis is the process whereby the status information returned by the nodes is examined. In particular, this
analysis identifies a node which is transmitting from a port which should be disabled. Specifically, if a non-failed
disabled port reports the reception of a valid message, the node adjacent to that port is transmitting from a
disabled port. (Adjacent ports are always in the same configuration, either both enabled or both disabled.)

2.3.3 Reconfiguration

The purpose of reconfiguration is to restore error-free communication to all reachable, non-failed nodes in the
network. The reconfiguration action depends on the type of failure as determined by fault analysis. The result of
fault analysis is actually a hypothesis about what is causing the errors on the network. The reconfiguration
process tests this hypothesis by reconfiguring the network to isolate the component suspected of producing the
error symptoms and then verifies that the network is again fully operational. Therefore, the network may go
through several intermediate configurations before the reconfiguration process is complete.

Network fault analysis identifies six classes of faults: a root link failure, a babbler, a link or node failure, a node
which transmits from a disabled port, a single node failure, and an undiagnosable failure. A separate strategy
exists to deal with each of these fault classes. The reconfiguration process is considered complete when the node
status chain is executed on the reconfigured network and does not detect any errors.

When the fault hypothesis is a failed root link, a spare root link is chosen to establish a new connection to the
network. The new interface is then used to execute te node status collection chain. If no errors are detected, as
would be expected in the case of a passive failure involving only the JOS, the reconfiguration process is complete.
If either a babbler or a link failure is detected, the reconfiguration process starts over with a new root link dealing
with a new fault. This behavior would be expected for an active fault such as a babbling JOS or a passively failed
root node which now must be removed from the network so that service to nodes downline of it can be restored.

When a babbler or a stuck on high condition is detected detected by the JOS at its receiving interface to the
network, the network is regrown using the fast grow option. This growth procedure does not perform the
extensive diagnostic tests that the initial growth algorithm requires.

A failed node generates the same error pattern as a failed link. Thus, when the fault analysis reveals the presence
of this failure mode, the reconfiguration algorithm must determine which fault has actually occurred and
reconfigure the network accordingly. It is first assumed that a link has failed. The failed link is disconnected and
an attempt to reach the failed node, i.e. the node immediately downline from the link, is made by using any spare
ports on that node which are adjacent to nodes not in the failed node list. When this strategy fails to restore
communication with the failed node (possibly because no spare ports are available), each branch of the failed tree
must be reconnected to the active network. Only one successful connection to any spare port on a branch needs to
be made in order to restore communication to the entire branch (and possibly to the failed node and all other nodes
in the failed tree). A three transaction chain is used to reconnect the branch to the network. The first two
transactions enable the ports on either side of the new link while the third transaction disables the former inboard
port of the failed node in case the node adjacent to that inboard port is a babbler. If the failed node correctly
returns its status, the repair is complete and the absence of errors is verified by collecting status from every node
in the network. If the failed node is still not reachable, the port connecting this node to the present branch is
disconnected and the proper functioning of the newly enabled link is verified. The net effect of this process is to
restore communication with all reachable nodes in the network while isolating the failed node. As communication
to each branch is restored, the possible pool of spare links increases. Thus if any branch was not connected because
of a lack of spare links, this branch is retried whenever a connection to another branch is successful. Any nodes
which are still unreachable at the end of this process are marked failed.

If a node retransmits valid data from a port which should be disabled, the entire node must be isolated from the
network. This failure mode is distinguished from a babbler which is always transmitting a random bit stream or is
stuck on high. When a babbling port is identified, the adjacent port of the neighboring node is disabled. This
neighboring node will not retransmit from its other enabled ports anything received by the disabled port.
Furthermore, the node will ignore any random bit patterns it receives. However, if the neighboring node receives
a request for status addressed to itself on a disabled port, it will transmit its status from all its enabled ports, even
though it does not retransmit the initial request. If the failed node is not removed, each time the manager asks for
status from the node adjacent to this port, it would receive two valid commands to report its status. The failed node
is isolated from the network by disabling the ports on nodes immediately adjacent to it. Isolating a node is a simple
matter if the node is a leaf; only the link connecting it to the network needs to be disconnected. Otherwise, the
nodes downline from the failed node need to be reconnected to te network through alternate links, If the node to
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be isolated is the current root node, a new root link is selected. The link connecting the inboard port of the failed
node to the network is then disabled. Next, an attempt is made to reestablish a connection to each isolated branch
via a spare link to a node in that branch. Only one such connection needs to be made to restore communication to
all the nodes in the branch. After the new connection is enabled, the link connecting the failed node to this branch
is disconnected. This algorithm, while isolating the failed node, restores communication to every reachable node
in the network. Nodes which cannot be reached because earlier failures have depleted the pool of spare links are
marked failed.

Figure 3 illustrates the steps needed to isolate a node from the network. Suppose that Node 2 is to be removed
from the network. First the link connecting Node 2 to Node I is disabled (A). When this step is completed,
Nodes 2, 3. 4, 5, and 6 are also isolated from the GPC as shown in part H. Node 2 is the root of a tree with two
branches, each of which must be reconnected in turn. By enabling the link between Nodes 1 and 6 (B) and
disconnecting the link between Nodes 2 and 4 (C), one of these branches is reconnected to the active network as
shown in part III. Finally, a link is enabled btween Nodes 5 and 6 (D) and the link between Nodes 2 and 3 (E) is
disabled. In this reconfiguration, Node 2 is isolated while preserving several links in the network. In larger
networks, the performance gain of this approach over regrowth of the entire network is significant.A single node
failure can occur if the failed node is a leaf node, if its retransmission function still works correctly but its status
reporting capability is impaired, or if another node is responding to this node's address, making it appear that this
node is failed. If the failed node is the current root node, before proceeding, a new root link is selected from the
available spares, status is collected using this new root link, and a new error analysis is performed. The failed node
is then isolated from the network, as described above however, care is taken not to address this node directly
because of the possibility of an addressing problem. When the node is isolated, this node is again queried for its
status. If a valid response is received, indicating the presence of a node which responds to the addresses of other
nodes, the network is regrown with a full set of diagnostic tests to isolate this faulty node. Otherwise, an attempt is
made to find an alternate route to this node using any port except its previously failed inboard port.
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Figure 3. Removing A Node And Reconnecting Its Branches

The stratagem for dealing with undiagnosable errors is network regrowth. Regrowth is also the back up
reconfiguration strategy used when two attempts to reconfigure the network have not succeeded in eliminating
errors.

3.0 I/O USER INTERFACE

To satisfy the performance requirements of modem avionics systems, AIPS uses a co-processing architecture to
provide input/output services.t7] A goal of the design and implementation of AIPS l/0 System Services is to make
the co-processing architecture transparent to the user. I/O devices, which are attached to fault tolerant networks,
are accessed by application programs by means of system calls which simulate memory mapped I/O. Figure 4
shows a functional view of the AIPS co-processing scheme. The I/O User Interface is a process which is resident
on the CP; its companion process, I/O Communication Services (discussed in Section 4), is resident on the lOP.
The I/O User Interface accepts system calls from an application program and communicates via shared memory
with the I/O Communication Services to provide the requested service. These services include read/write access to
I/O devices and scheduling and synchronization of I/O activity.

The I/O User Interface provides a flexible communication framework which can be i.sed by a system designer to
tailor I/O activity for a particular application. The basic unit of communication on an I/O network is a transaction.
A transaction is a command transmission to a device on a network optionally followed by a response from that
device. An output transaction does not require a response; an Input transaction does. An application can
communicate with a single device on an I/O network or it can group transactions into a chain to allow transactions
to be executed sequentially on a single network as a unit. Furthermore, it provides the means to form I/0 requests
from chains. An I/O request is a set of one or more 1/O chains, each of which executes simultaneously on a
different I/O network. These 1/0 request specifications result in CP/IOP shared memory assignments for data and
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error information for each transaction. In addition, the I/O User Interface provides system calls for scheduling
1/0 requests and safely accessing the shared memory locations. Although 1WO devices may be connected to multiple
fault tolerant networks, all network access protocols, source congruency and error processing on inputs, and fault
masking on outputs are transparent to the user.

VOService

UO service.- 2

Figure 4. AIPS 1/0 System Services resident on a triplex OPC with two 1/0 Services. The figure
highlights functional aspects of the AIPS co-processing architecture.

The 1/0 User Interface is divided into three functions: I/O Request Construction, 1/0 Data Access Operations, and
I/O Request Scheduling. The I/0 Request Construction function allows the user to create I/O transactions, specify
how they will be grouped and how each I/O request will be scheduled. The I/O Data Access Operations provide
the read/write routines that allow the user to access 1/0 chain data in shared memory, while hiding the CP/IOP
protocol from the user. The 1/0 Request Scheduling provides the user with the flexibility to schedule each 1/0
request as a cyclic free running task that runs and signals the caller when each cycle has completed or an on-
demand task that is only scheduled when requested.

3.1 1/0 Request Construction
Using a knowledge of the distribution of sensors and actuators among the various networks in a given AIPS
implementation, the application designer determines how best to organize the 1/O transactions required by the
application. Critical design issues include overall system performance, synchronization between the application
and its I/O requests, and sensor/actuator redundancy. In order to set up the 1/0 framework for an application. the
applications designer specifies I/O transactions first, followed by chains and finally 1,O requests.
Because AIPS is intended to serve a wide range of avionics applications, the 1/0 User Interface provides the
application designer a very flexible input/output environment. I/O Request Construction affords the user a wide
iange of options in specifying 1/0 transactions. For example, a user can specify that a transaction be either input
or output since output transactions do not require a response. Ti number of transactions and the length their
corresponding outgoing and incoming messages is only constrained by the physical size of the DPM. When
specifying the system, the system designer can select the size for this memory. The outgoing data for a transaction
may be designated as dynamic or static data. This feature is provided in order to decrease chain execution time.
For example, a command to obtain a sensor reading may be static while an actuator command would typically be
dynamic. Static data is copied into the IOS only once whereas dynamic data is copied prior to each execution of
the associated chain. In the case of an input transaction, the user must also specify the transaction time-out which is
the maximum time that can elapse before the first byte of data is received from the DIU. This parameter is
provided by the user since different devices may take different amounts of time to respond to a command. If the
time-out expires, a fault in the network is indicated. The fault may be due to a failed network component or to a
failed DIU. If the 1/0 Network Manager can reconfigure the network to repair the fault, the time-out condition
will not recur. However, if the fault is due to a failed DIU, every I/O request which references that DIU will
trigger error processing. To reduce this overhead in the event of a DIU failure, the user must specify the
maximum number of errors that are tolerable before the transaction is bypassed, i.e. removed from the chain by
the 1,O System Services.
A user also has several options when specifying 1/0 requests. The user must specify an 1/0 request time-out which
is analogous to the transaction time-out described above. Furthermore, the 1/0 User Interface provides a range of
scheduling options as well. An 1,O request may be executed periodically or on demand. Users may prioritize their
1/0 requests to allow requests with a higher priority to take precedence on the network whenever two or more
requests are scheduled at the same time. In addition, if the 1/0 request is periodic, the user can specify the
repetition period, when to start the I/0 request, and whether or not to stop iL The user can also specify whether an
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active or a passive signal is to be used to indicate the completion of an I/O request. Additional details concerning
scheduling opios ae given in Section 3.3.

3.2 I/O Data Access Operations

The 1/0 Data Access Operations provide routines that allow the user easy access to 1/0 devices. The redundancy
management of the fault-tolerant network, network access protocols, source congruency and error processing on
inputs, fault masking on outputs. and the CP/IOP communications protocol are transparent to the user. The
applications user is able to write commands to the DIUs on a transaction by transaction, chain by chain, or request
by request basis. Data returned by the DIUs can be read at similar levels of granularity. Other 1/0 Data Access
routines provide the user with error information at the transaction, chain and 1/0 request level. This capability
expedites error processing and allows the user to discard data which may contain communication errors. If an I/O
request cannot be executed when the scheduling requirements have been fulfilled, the application and the 1/O
request become desynchronized. In this case an overrun error indicator is provided. In addition, other system
calls allow the user to add (i.e. select) and remove (i.e. deselect) transactions from their corresponding chains. For
example, users can deselect transactions from devices known to be faulty, thereby facilitating error recovery.
Similarly, a user can select transactions to support dynamic I/O request reconfiguration.
The actual mechanics used to support the 1/0 Data Access routines require the 11O System Service routines on the
IOP and CP to communicate through shared memory by means of a strict protocol. Semaphores and double
buffering are used to maintain consistent data sets.
3.3 1/O Request Scheduling

The I/O Request Scheduling provides the application with the flexibility to schedule each 1/0 request as a cyclic
free running task that runs and signals the caller when complete or as an on-demand task that is only scheduled
when requested. The user specifies the scheduling requirements for the I/O requests when the 1/0 requests are
created. On demand 1/0 requests are started on the lOP only when the user issues a start command. The periodic
I/O requests may be scheduled to start on demand, at a specific time, or after a specific amount of time has
expired. The period for each request is specified by the user and is not constrained in any way. Moreover,
periodic I/O requests may be scheduled to run forever or to stop on demand.

I/O Request Scheduling provides two synchronization mechanisms to coordinate the I/O requests with the
application tasks: events and flags. Events are active signals which are observed by the GPC Real Time Operating
System. The events interrupt the CP and result in the activation or deactivation of an application task. Flags are
passive signals which may be observed or ignored by the application tasks. The flags do not interrupt the co-
processor and are used to indicate the completion of the I/O requests. Whenever an 1/0 request completes, the 1/0
System Service on the IOP sets a flag in shared memory. The application tasks on the CP use system calls to read
and clear the flag. The completion of an I/O request is indicated by an event only if the user has specified this
option when creating the I/O request. The event is used to activate an application task which is blocked pending the
completion of its /0 request.
4.0 I/O COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
I/O Communications Management provides the functionality needed to control the flow of data between a GPC
and the various 1/0 networks it uses [7]. These functions are divided into two categories, I/O Traffic Control and
I/O Low Level Utilities. 1/0 Traffic Control executes I/O requests. This involves selecting the I/O request which
will run on a given network, transferring data between shared memory and the dual ported memory of the lOS,
and processing any errors detected during the execution of the I/O request. In addition, 1/0 Traffic Control
coordinates the simultaneous execution of chains for I/O requests which use several networks. [/0 Low Level
Utilities are responsible for distributing congruent inputs to the redundant channels of the GPC, voting output data
to provide fault masking, and screening input data for errors. This error processing involves both error detection
and error logging.
4.1 1/0 Traffic Control

I/O Traffic Control initializes I/O System Services on the lOP and coordinates all subsequent I/O activity,
especially the scheduling and selection of I/O requests for each network on a GPC. This process handles both the
execution of the chains of the I/O requests and the error processing and logging required by the I/O requests.

1/0 requests are conducted on an IO service. An I/O service is a logical organization imposed on the physical
networks to which a GPC is connected. An 11O service may be provided by a regional network, i.e. one which is
shared amoag several GPCs, or a local network. When an IO service is local, it may involve a set of networks. I/O
requests are sorted into prioritized queues for execution on an 1/0 service; the priority of the request is specified
by the user. Each 1/0 service has a corresponding Queue Manager whose primary role is to control access to its
1/0 service. In addition, some requests for network usage are generated by the system for the purpose of system
maintenance, such as requests for spare link cycling and network component restoration. These requests are
serviced by the Queue Manager when no I/O requests are pending.
A scheduling mechanism drives the execution of 110 requests. Based on the scheduling parameters specified by the
user, a "posting task" is created for each 1/0 request. Whenever the scheduling requirements of a given 1/0
request are met, the associated posting task posts its 1/0 request to the Queue Manager of the appropriate I/0
service. The xvstem mav also tomt reoueiqLs for I/0 service. As the reuets arrive. thev are oueued bv nrioritv
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pending network availability. In certain cases the arrival of an 1/0 request may cause the pre-emption of the
request currently executing on the network. For example, an 1/0 request for an application win pre-empt a
request for spare link cycling. Furthermore, 1/0 requests which have the highest priority level in the system will
also pre-erupt 1/0 requests of lower priority.
Whenever an 1/0 service is idle, the Queue Manager selects the pending I/0 request with the highest priority.
Prior to execution of the I/O request, the Queue Manager handles any transaction selection and deselection
requests. When processing an 1/0 request for an application, the Queue Manager transfers dynamic output data
from the shared memory to the JOS memory, executes the chains comprising the request on the appropriate
networks, and then processes the responses resulting from any input transactions in the chain. If a fault in an IVO
network causes errors to occur, the Queue Manager takes the appropriate network out of service and calls the
Network Manager to perform network fault detection, identification, and reconfiguration.

4.2 1/0 Low Level Utilities
The 10 Low Level Utilities handle a variety of hardware intensive operations for 1/O System Services. These
include the use of the AIPS data exchange hardware which ensures source congruency on inputs to the GPC and
fault masking on outputs sent to 1/0 devices. Another set of hardware intensive functions are required to control
the operation of the 1OS and to process error information returned by the JOS following chain execution. I/O Low
Level Utilities also provide operations which allow other 1/0 System Services to obtain information about
network topologies as specified by the system designer. This information is stored in logical form in an I/O
Database maintained by I/O Low Level Utilities.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Advanced Information Processing System (AIPS) 1/0 System Services have been designed, implemented, and
tested on the centralized configuration of the AIPS engineering model. The I/O Network Manager manipulates
the large number of possible interconnections between the circuit switched nodes to maximize the system's overall
re-iability and survivability. The responsibilities of this software include the following: initializing a network;
performing network FDIR when required; periodically cycling spare links to reduce fault latency; and re-
establishing connections to nodes which have been repaired. The 1/0 User Interface provides a flexible and user
friendly environment in which a system designer can readily tailor the 1/0 activity for a specific application. It
also affords an application programmer the simplicity of virtual memory mapped access to 1/0 devices. The 1/0
Communications Management system interacts with the I/0 User Interface to schedule, execute, and process the
1/0 requests. The cooperation of these processes makes such underlying complexities as the system's redundancy,
distributed nature, variable complement of resources and fault recovery transparent to the user.

Initial testing of the network management software was done by randomly injecting faults into the links, nodes,
root nodes and 1OSs. The network status display and er logs were used to monitor these tests. The software
correctly identified and reconfigured the network in all tests. The preliminary testing of the 1/0 User Interface
and the I/O Communication Manager was performed by creating a sample set of 1/0 requests and application
tasks. The I/O requests exercised all of the 1/0 communication, scheduling and synchronization features of the 1/0
User Interface. The application tasks tested the interprocessor communication of 1/0 data and status information.
The testing of I1O System Services focused on the near simultaneous execution of 1/0 chains on redundant
networks in the presence of faults on one or more of the networks. In all test cases, the faults were identified, the
network was reconfigured, and the 1/0 requests were executed on schedule.

Unlike other AIPS building blocks, 1/0 networks are not Byzantine Resilient. Therefore, they are not
demonstrably resilient to malicious faults, so the network validation process does not benefit from the theoretical
rigor of the Byzantine Resilience approach to fault tolerance. Thus, future designs and implementations for
network FDIR will include the addition of communication protocols which use authentication techniques to verify
both the contents and sender of a message. Such protocols reduce the requirements which a system must meet in
order to achieve Byzantine Resilience to malicious faults. [8]
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Abstract:

The need to support the whole process of system development with available and realty efficient environments
is. major challenge of the software technology. in this paper we briefy recall the old paradigms in use. Then
we Introduce a new one which is well supported by an environment under consideration. In this environment
we emphasize te use of the DEVA language which aims at:

e expressing formal developments.
• expressing and using development methods.
* finally re-using formal developments for the derivation of new developments and consequently new

programs.

A realistic example based on the JSP method is introduced, then formalized and expressed in terms of DEVA.
The correctness of the run guarantees that the resulting programs satisfies their initial specifications.

1 Introduction
Computing is a discipline which is now widespread and crucial in a multitude of domains of our daily activities,
especially in security, dangerous and meticulous operations. Certain number of computer utilizations require a 100%
reliable and correct software. Consequently computer scientists have established a real discipline of programming
known as a Science of Programming[Gri8l].

2 The Software Production

Every time we have to produce a program dealing with a lot of parameters and functions it is not obvious for the
human-being to keep in mind at the same time all these parameters. So he/she easily looses the control of the
development with no premeditation. This gets worse when more than one designer or programmer are involved in the
task (because the problem of communication between them). The problem is sometimes due to the misunderstanding
of the requirements. The client perhaps expressed badly hisdher problem or used a confused or inconsistent language

(natural language for instance). An available solution to this problet is through the use of a formal or a semi-formal
(graphical) language, allowing "good" (precise, safe, consistent, ...) specifications.
The conversion from informal requirements to programs is done manually according to the SLC (Software Life Cycle)
Waterfall model as presented in figurel[Bal8l]. It leads eventually to errors and programs which do not satisfy the
initial requirements. One of the main drawbacks of the preceding paradigm is in the maintenance process. Indeed,
any error detected too late can conduct to a total re-design.

A more elaborated paradigm (see Figure2) [BaISI] for developing software consists of designing automatic systems
integewted n the process of software production, where interactive facilities are given to bridge the gap between a high-
level specification and a low-level specification. This leads to the following paradigm, in which formal development
is e lphasized by using formal rere sentations and tansfor ntions:
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formal

On the contrary of the Waterfall model, this SLC model proposes:

* to validate the high-level specification
* to assist the low-level specification development.

Once the initial formal specification written and adopted as being the mirror of the problem, there are two manners
to materialize the corresponding program(s).

The transformational tcnqe
The initial specification is modified and transformed into another equivalent specification from the functional
standpoint. This last one has in plus the property to be closer to the implementation. The process of transformation
is repeated until reaching the totally implementable specification ie. a program.

This technique can be achieved by:
o an assisted mode

This first mode used by Burstall and Darlington [BD77] consists of rewriting automatically a c rtain scheme
(skeleton) of specification into another scheme. The drawback of this technique is the limited number of such
rewriting schemes. Its advantage is the possibility to computerize it. In fact this operation of transformation
is not totally automatic since we have to provide some heuristics to control the unification between the
problem and the available schemes.

o a manual mode
In this second mode, the designer gives himself the second specification supposed to be equivalent to the
first. The advantage of this approach is the non-limited number of refining specifications (representations)
that can be proposed. The drawback is working out proof obligations after every new proposed specification
to check equivalence between the two representations. Thisrisis done for example in the Vienna Development
Method [Bjo89] or in the Abstract Machines approach[Abr88].

The verification technique
Having the first specification of the problem a program is directly written. The verification of the correspondcnce
between the program and the specification can be done either by submitting the program to a series of tests (this
solution is expensive and not convincing at all), or by using formal verification techniques such as Floyd-Hoare

MHoa69] of the programs. Nevertheless, their use is limited practically to the stage of programs

3 Software Development Method/Process

A method consists of rules for organizing and guiding an activity: the software development process for our concen.
It must provide instructions about what to do next. Through a certain number of steps a method, more precisely a
formal method, will allow to derive a correct program from the specification. Thus a method insures a good result e.

a program satisfying its specification.
An ambitious activity would be the treatment of the whole development process as a formal object. In this spirit a
formal description of existing software development methods would be a first step toward rigorous implementation of
tools or environments and so extent toward the automation of those methods.
A method specifies in an explicit and detailed manner possibly non deterministic sequence of activities. These activities
manipulate objects.
Curm real-world development methods are rarely known to be formal or formalizable, the method-supports are too
limited. All the general knowledge and human reasoning (eg. heuristics, ...) are not explicitly described.
It is shown that the easiest part in the formalization of a software method concerns the temporal structure of the
method, eg. the order in which activities are to be performed. This can be formally described within a hierarchical
framework. On the other hand objects used in methods seem formalizable at least wrt. to some of their properties
and costraints [DG88l.
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3.1 Reusability

The inability of the software industry to quickly produce software systems of high quality has diminished the ability
to take advantage of the current increase in hardware productions. The main focus of software engineering research
h9s been on increasing software quality. There is also the need for increasing software productivity. One technique
is software reusability. Under the general term of "reusability" are five important subtopics[Jon84]:

"l reusable data
" reusable architecture
"l reusable design
[ reusable programs and common systems
[] reusable modules

Most of the current approaches are based on empirical methods iuch as keywords or description in natural language. For
some specific fields there exist good libraries of software components. Their descriptions are given in the terminology
of the application area. However there is no general approach to this problem. Some papers suggests some criterions
for software reusability which are theoretically well founded. The formal spec: ion appear to be more suitable
as basis for the retrieval of reusable software components than informal specifications. The criterions used are not
completely constructive, but they provide a guideline to find out reusable software components and prove their reuse.
[GM88] treats the reusability of code through algebraic and hierarchical specifications. The approach described in
[LuqS7] depends on normalizing specifications to reduce the variations in the representation of software concepts.

3.2 Formal Expression of Developments
During the last years, computer scientists have been interested in finding a means to express what their programs will
do, what will be their properties and how indeed produce good ones. To realize the preceding objectives a mathematical
framework is necessary. This led to invent formal languages and mathematical based constructs and notations to write
the specifications. This permits the specifications to be consistent, complete from the initial specification, provable
and transformable le. possible to operate on them formal transformations.

4 The Tooluse Project

The general objectives of the ToolUse project' [CJL+89] are to provide active assistance in the various activities of
software development through the formalization, and the support, of development methods. This formalization is done
through a language, DEVA, used to express the design decisions related to methods as well as a specification language.

DEVA : requirements and design

The requirements for the design of DEVA were that it should formally express the derivation (handling, transformation,
adaptation, assembling) from specifications to programs. A more precise and technical requirement is the ability for
DEVA to express design decisions by constructions as well as by intentions. This has led to a language which is
a partial synthesis of A-calculus, natural deduction and constructive logic systems. A hopeful consequence of this
technical direction is that the same framework is able to express specifications, programs and developments.
The chosen approach has as theoretical basis the work done around Nederpelt's A- language [Ned73], as well as more
recent work on the Calculus of Constructions [Coq87] and on Veritas(HD86].
Without entering into deep technical descriptions, we could say that DEVA is a high-order typed A-calculus. Thus
DEVA allows one to express the formation and inference rules of object theories (it is used as a kind of meta-language).

DEVA: definition
In DEVA there are two classes of objects:

Texts, which describe development expressions. A text may be assigned a type, expressing the result of an
achieved development. The recursive definition is limited by the pre-existence of an un-typable text constant:
primal.
Contexts, which describe theories on which the developments are based. The contexts are used to introduce
modularity.

ToolUse is pwtially supponrd by the ESPRrr Progrwnm.
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The basic components of contexts are:

o text declaration: x : t
o text definition: x := t
O context definition: part x ct
o context importation: Import ct

The main formation rules for texts are:

O3 a primitive constant: primal
7 context abstraction over a text: [ct I- t ]
o application of a text: tl(t2)
o judgement: t1 cert t2 to assert that ti is of type t2

The next version of DEVA will include additional operators to express control objects as texts:

* sequential composition
* nondeterministic choice
* an iteration operator
* a matching facility

5 A Brief Presentation of JSP method: the case study
In the present section we'll use the concepts presented above through a particular example of a ISP development. Our
intention is not to propose a new formalization of the Jackson's method, but the use of an existing one presented in
[Viv86][Ngu88] The ISP method of program design gives a systematic way of solving a wide class of data processing
problems. It identifies a number of types of problem, in an intuitive way, and describes a method of solution for each.
The basic method requires that the following three steps are carried out:

1. the inputs and outputs are described precisely, by means of tree structured diagrams
2. the correspondences are identified between nodes on the input and output trees
3. a program is constructed in which each statement is associated with a particular input node and its

corresponding output.

The Jackson's trees are represented by regular languages(Hug79]. A single terminal symbol is represented by a tree
consisting of a node, labeled by the symbol. An expression which is a concatenation of symbols or bracketed sub-
expressions is represented by a node with an ordered sequence of sons in which the i-th son is the root of a tree
representing the i-th concatenated symbol or bracketed expression. An expression which is a union of symbols or
bracketed sub-expressions is represented by a node with an ordered set of sons in which each son is the root of a tree
representing a symbol or bracketed sub-expression in the union, and there is a son representing each alternative. Each
alternative is marked with the symbol *. An expression which is an iteration of a symbol or bracketed sub-expression
is represented by a node with one son and labeled * which is the root of the tree for iterated symbol or bracketed
sub-expression.
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Terminal symbol Jackson tree

(a., ... (5 )C

Regular Expression Jackson tree

Re+Ig"u.lar J
Regular Expression Jackson tree

Regular Exporession Jackson tree

The JSP method requires that correspondences are identified by inspection between a pair of tree representing the
input and output. In terms of regular expressions this implies correspondences between symbols or sub-expressions
in the input and output regular expressions. The correspondence defines a desired translation of nodes on the input
tree into nodes of output tree.

After creating data structures and after they are combined by pattern-matching of components called correspondences
formalized as rational transductions [Dyb7), the detailed specification of the program is extracted (conversion of the
specification into a text form). It consists of the allocation of physical program functions called elementary operations
and for conditions necessary for the procedural logic, in accordance with the specific features of the target language.

Note:In the following, regplus, regpoint, regstar stand respectively for +,. , for regular expressions operators
in an infix form.
ratplus, ratpoint, ratstarstand for respectively for + , * for rational transductions operators in an infix form.

The overall structure of the example is given by the following figure:

Kleen Comtext Other useful contexts

Regular Ratioiu
Expesalons uctions

Deva JSP apcaons
devdomnst

I
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% Definition of the Rational Transdluctions Context %

part RatTrans:=(
RatTr primal
& import part RegExp

& import rename PI to ratPI,
PHI to ratPHI,
star to ratstar,
point to ratpoint,
plus to ratplus

in part Kleene(RatTr)

& (.) => [ RegE & RegE I- RatTr

& RULE1 Rl,R2,Sl,S2:RegE I-
Iregpoint(R!.,R2) =>regpoint(Sl,S2) I- ratpoint((Rl =>Sl), (R2 => S2)) I

& RULE2 [ Rl,R2,Sl,S2:RegE I-
regplus(Rl,R2) => regplus(Sl,S2) I- ratplus(Rl =>Sl,R2 => S2) 1

&RULE3 [R,S:RegE I
Iregstar(R) => regstar(S) I- ratstar(R => S) 1

The JSP method consists of a series of atomic developments between two specifications of thc whole process of the
development. The definition of the specification due to[Viv86f] is 6-uplet E = (RE,RSTAT1,TL,RT) where

RE is the input system of rational transductions
RS is the output system of rational transductions
TA is the set of authorized atomic rational tnnductions
TJ is a set of of forbidden atomic rational trnnductions
TL is the set of non-refined rational transduceions
RE is a set of equations of rational transductions.

%Definition of the JSP context%

part JSP :-(I
spec primal

& nat primal
& import part Regsxp
& import part RatTrans

& TSeqs primal
& TemptySeq TSeqs
& Taddel C RatTr & TSeqs I- TSeqsl
& Trmvel Inat & TSeqs I- TSeqs]
& Ttakel Inat &TSeqs I- RatTr]

& CRtakel C nat &CRSeqs I- CpleR]

& nkspec ICRSeqs & CRSeqs &TSeqs & TSeqs & TSeqs & CTSeqs I- spedl
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Let us introduce the example of the bottles presented in[Viv86]. The informal specification of the problem is as follows:
Each bottle come on a traveling band to befilled and is vertled.
A bottle comes empty and then is filled
The controller must decide if the bottle is full or not.
The empty bottle is weight and then full.
The net weight must be computed to decide if a bottle is full enough.

part bouteilles : (I
import part JSP
& bouteilles,
bouteille,
choix,
vide,
remplissage,
pleine,
acceptee,
refusee,

poids,

mesures,

tare,

poidstotal,

calcul,
poidsnet : RegE

where RE and RS are respectively:

RE :

I bouteilles = ( bouteille.choix)*
bouteille = vide.remplissage.pleine

I choix = acceptee + refusee

RE := CRaddel( bouteilles, regstar(regpoint(bouteille,choix)),
CRaddel( bouteille, regpoint(vide,regpoint(remplissage,vide)),
CRaddel( choix, regplus(acceptee, refusee),CRemptySeq) )11

RS:

I poids = ( mesures.calcul)*
mesures = tare.poidstotal
calcul = poidsnet

RS :f CRaddel ( poids, regstar(regpoint(rnesures,calcul)),
CRaddel( mesures, regpoint(tare,poidstotal),
( CRaddel( calcul, poidsnet, CRemptySeq)))))

The different formal atomic specifications of the bottles-problem are:
E= (RE,RS,TA,TI,TL,,RT) where
TA = {(empty -' tare), (filling - A), (full -- total), (accepted -- netweight), (refused -- netweight)}

TI =0

TLo = {bottles - weight)

RTo= 0

which are translated in Deva into
& TII TemptySeq
& TAA :- Taddel( vide -> tare,

I Taddel( remplissage -> regPI,
Taddel( pleine -> poidstotal,
Taddel( acceptee -> poidsnet,
Taddel( refusee -> poidsnet, TemptySeq)))))))))
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& TLO TaddeiC bouteilies -> poids ,TemptySeq)
& RTO CTemptySeq

Using the Jackson's rules (see RatTrans context), the first specification Eo is transformed into EI and then EI into E2
etc. until the last E4 in which TL 4 contains only those elements of TA, with the condition that it does not contain
elements of TI (this is not the case because TI = 0).
By performing rewritings on TL's element(s) the different TL, and RTj (the only elements modified in the different
transformed specifications) are successively:
TLI = {bottle.output - measures. calculus)

RT1 = ((bottles - weights, bottle.out put - measures.calcuius))

& TL1 :=Taddel ( (regpoint(bouteilie,choix)=> regpoint(mesures,calcul)),
TemptySeq)

& TI: regstar(regpoint(bouteille,choix)) -> regstar(regpoint(mesures,calcul))
&(RULE3 (regpoint (bouteille,choix),regpoint (mesures, calcul)TI)

cert
ratstar ( regpoint (bouteilie, choix)=>regpoint (mesures, calculI I)

&RT1 :=CTaddel( ( bouteillies => poids),
ratstar C (regpoint (bouteille, choix) ->regpoint (mesures, calcul))),

CTemptySeq)

TL2 = {(bottle - measures; output - calculus))

RT 2 = RT1 + {((battle.aut put - measures.calculus), (battle - measures; output - calculus))

TL3 = {(empty - tore); (filling - A); (full - total); (output -. calculus))

RT 3 = RT2 + (((bottle - measures), (emptyJ - tare); (filling - A); (full - total)))

and
TL 4 = {(empty - tare); (feeling - A); (full - total); (accepted - netweight); (refused - net weight))

RT 4 = {((output - calculus), (accepted - netweight + refused - netweight)))

& T4 :((regplus(acceptee,refusee)) => regplus(poidsnet,poidsnet))
& R41 :=(RULE2 ( acceptee, refusee,poidsnet,poidsnet, T4))
& R42 :=( ratplus((acceptee => poidanet), (refusee => poidsnet)))
& ( R41 cert R42)

& TL4 := Taddel( (vide => tare),
Taddel( (remplissage => regPI),
Taddel( (pleine => poidstotal),
Taddel( (acceptee -> poidsnet),
Taddel( (refusee => poidsnet), TemnptySeq))Mf)))

& RT4 :- CTaddel( (choix => calcul),
(ratplus( (acceptee -> poidsnet), (refusee -> poidsnet))),RT3)

The four atomic specifications are then given by:
& specO mkspec(REE,RSS,TAA,TII,TLO,RTO)
& sped : mkspec(P.EE,RSS,TAA,TII,TL1,RT1)
& specl: mkspec(REE,RSS,TAA,TII,TL1,RTl)
& spec3 mkspec(REE,RSS,TAA,TII,TL3,RT3)
& spec4 :=mkspec(REE,RSS,TAA,TII,TL4,RT4)

These atomic specifications constitute successively the complete development of the Bottle Problem through the JSP
development method.

6 Conclusion
DEVA is a higher-order language which allows to express different sort of objects such as development. steps of
developments, and programs which are results of developments.
Through the case study of expressing part of the JSP method in the DEVA framework, the objective N; as twofold:

1. to show how DEVA language is able to express developments and their proofs.
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2. to show how formal techniques can capture the methodological knowledge of a development.

Even if it is at a mumbling stage, the formal discipline of software development have shown that the issue is promising
and will be in the near future an industrial practice and usage.
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RESUME

Le but du document est d'exposer la d6marche de spdcification/conception utiliste dars
le cas du d6veloppement d'un produit critique pour la sdcuritd d'un adronef.

L'expos6 naborde lea aspects rdalisation que dans le sens spdcification des moyens de
rdalisation (codage, test...)

11 montre comment A chaque Otape, on s'est attachd b trouver une d~marche simple pour
assumer lea contraintes du projet.

PLAN

I - CONTEXTE DE DEVELOPPEMENT

1-1 - PRESENTATION DU PROJET
1-2 - CONTRAINTES
1-3 - HYPOTHESES DE DEPART

2 - LES CHOIX DANS LA DEMARCHE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DU LOGICIEL

2-1 - PHASE DE SPECIFICATION
2-1-a - SPECIFICATION TECHNIQUE PRODUIT
2-1-b - SPECIFICATION DU LOGICIEL

2-2 - PHASE DE CONCEPTION DU LOGICIEL
2
-2-a - CONCEPTION PRELIMINAIRE

2-2-b - CONCEPTION DETAILLEE

3 - METHODE ET MOYENS SPECIFIQUES

3-1 - CHOIX PRELIMINAIRES
3-2 - ACTIVITE DE VERIFICATION ET VALIDATION

4 - CONCLUSION

1 - CONTEXITE DE DEVELOPPEMENT

1-1 - PRESENIATION DU PROJET

Le systbme de rdfdrence primaire SRP destinA S I'Hlicoptbre SUPER PUMA MK2 est un systbme
de base ayant pour but de fournir A l'instrumentation de bord (Visualisation, Pilote Auto-
matique, Navigation), Les informations dites de r~f~rencesprimaires c'est h dire

- Le cap magndtique,
- Lea attitudes,
- Les vitesses angulaires en axe porteur,
- Forces spdcifiques,
- Vitesse air,
- Altitude-Pression,
- Vitesse verticale andmobaromttrique,
- lempdrature extdrieure.

II y a deux systbmes SRP identiques redondants.

Un systbme SRP eat constitu6 principalement
D'un FDE (Flight data computer)
D'un HSU (Heading sensor unit)
D'un PSU (Pressure sensor unit)
D'un TPU (Temperature unit).

La fonction principale du FDC est du type AHRS (Attitude and Heading reference system).
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1-2 - CONTRAINTES

La fonctionnalite SRP est considdrde comme critique pour Is s6curit6 de l'appareil.
Le SUPER PUMA MK2 dtant soumis h un programme de certification, lea bases de certification
revendiqudes sont :

F FAR 29 Amendement 16
* Condition sptciale DGAC "Protection contre le foudroiement"
* Critbres de navigabilitd IFR suivant la lettre FAA du 15/12/78.
* Normes DO 160 8 et MIL 810 D, 461 8, 462 pour la conditions d'environnement.

te suivi du processus de ddveloppement est effectu6 par le CEAT.

1-3 - HYPOTHESES DE DEPART

Cette fonctionnalitd critique (clest & dire probabilitd doccurence de d6faut infdrieure
h 10-9 pour une heure de vol) a Atd ramende au ddveloppement de deux chaines essentielles
(c'est h dire probabilit6 d'occurence de ddfaut infdrieure b 10-6 pour une heure de vol).

Voir Annexe 1.

En ce qui concerne le logiciel, le guide msthodologique dtant Ia DO 178 A, deux
possibilitds se prdsentaient :

* Deux dquipes stpardes ddveloppant chacune un logiciel essentiel,
* Une 6quipe dtveloppant un logiciel critique.

Pour des raisons de coOt de dtveloppement et de miss en oeuvre

* Duplication de toutes lcs ressources,
* Probibmes de ddtection des modes communs
* Ddlais tendus (16 mois).

On s'est orientE vers le dtveloppement d'un logiciel symdtrique de niveau critique
selon le DO 178 A.

2 - LES CHOIX DANS LA DEMARCHE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DU LOGICIEL

Voir Annexe 1.

L'exposE porte uniquement sur Is partie descendarite du cycle de vie.

On remarque cependant que l'aspect rdalisation (partie montante) est largement ddpendant
des options prises initialement.

En particulier, laspect vdrification validation et test en g~ndral qui constitue Is
majeure partie des phases de rdalisation, a 6tE un facteur d~terminant pendant les
phases de spdcifications.

La ddcomposition du logiciel en Elments simples a pour but d'obtenir un logiciel
testable et maint'nable.

Cette ddmarche eat suivie et adaptde A toutes les phases de Is ddfinition du produit
(specification, conception) et permet aussi pour chaque Etape, de ddfinir les moyens
spdcifiques addquats.

2-1 - PHASE DE SPECIFICATION

2-1-a - SPECIFICATION TECHNIQUE PRODUIT

Voir Annexe 1.
L'61aboration de Is spdcification technique d~bute par I'analyse de Is spdcification
technique de besoin qui a pour origine le service MARKETING et/ou le CLIENT.

La spdcification de besoin constitue Ia dtfinition externe du produit
On y trouve en particulier lea informations suivantes

- principales fonctionnalitds
- masse encombrement
- conditions d'environnement
- prix objectif.

On en ddduit l'architecture matdrielle par un proceasus itdratif dans lequel entre en
considiration l'ensemble des contraintes suivantes

- CoOt objectif
- Performances
- FiabilitE, sdcuritE, maintenabilitd.
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taattivitd se traduit par

*La d~finition des caractdristiquesaet des performances au niveau du systbme
et de chacun de ses sous-ensembles.
L ['rientat ion des chois

- Au niveau syst~me :Redondance des fonctions

- Au niveau de chaque sous-ensemble
*Logiciel critique,
*Unicit6 des types de processeurs,
* tnicit6 des moyens de production et logieiels de base.

*Orientation des chois temps rdel
Chaque processeur inst considdr6 cosine une fonction din transfert (bloc fonctionnel homogtine)
lin~aire via 6 via de flots d'informations d'entrde.

['architecture choisie repose cur des Processeurs Parallles synchronisds et Sur unc
Communication inter-carte par un bus paralltble.

-La misc en place du groupe projet

['ensemble des intervenants majeura du proiet constituc le groupe projet.
Le choix des intervenants inst directement lid aus imparatifs du projet et fait partie
des moyens 6 mettre en place pour assurer le bon d~veloppement du produit.

2-1-b - SPECIFICATION DU [OGICIEL

Cette phase a pour but:

- [a r~partition des exigences des spdcifications techniques entre lea
diffdrentes cartes.

- La d~composition en functions 6ldsentaires cur lea diff~rents proceaseurs
et identification des communications.

CR1 E RES :

- Minimiser le couplaqe inter-function
- 8asor Ia d6composition cur l'analyse de Is transformation des flats de donn~cs
- Faciliter Ia testabilit6 par:

*La sP6Cification d'exigences vdrifiables

- Pr6cision de calcul d~finie ao niveau de chaque flat de donnides,
- Enchaineeent des modes din fonctionnement suivant lea commandes op~rateur

int lea 6tats du sfatbmL clairement d6finis soos forme d'autosate avec
contraintes de temps pour chaque transition.

*La traqabilvtO et Ia coh6rence de ccc exigences :justification par des matrices
de conformitd.
L 'introduction de points de visibilit6 dana le programme : 6tinition de fiats
de verificatjon qui n'ont pas d'utilit6 opdrationnelle maim qui persettent de
faciliter Ia validation et la maintenance des entit~s fonctionnelles.

CRITERES DARRET:

- Toutes 1cm exigences fonctionnelles doivent Otre couvertes ou identifi~es et born~cs.
- fous lea crit~rna choisis pour Is phase doisent 6tre respect6...

METHOOC DE VERIFICATION:

- Analyse des documents et dtablissement. din matrices din conformitA et r~f~rencns crois~es.
- Revue din fin din phase aver participation du client ent du CEAT.

CARACTERISTIQUE Of I.'ACTIVITE

t'actisit6 din ap~cification logiciel sin traduit par Ia vision atatiquc du problbme
b r~soudrn.

Lins aspects dfnsmiques concernent le fonctionnel (qestion des modem, d~lais maximum
entre entr~in et sortie etc).

Cette activitd constitue le cadre des exigences pour Ia phase din conception.
Example :

R~partition des procesacurs et d~cosposition de la fonction AHRS
Voir Annexe 2.
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2-2 - PHASE DE CONCEPTION DU LOGICIEL

Cette phase a 6td ddcompoa~e en deux activit~a

- Conception prdliminaire ou globale
- Conception d~taille.

Cette d~compoaition n'apparalt pas dens La DO 178 A mais an Ia retrouve dana Is DOD 2167.

L'intdrdt de cette d~cOmpoaition est de consolider trbs t~t l'architecture du logiciel

et de bien adparer lea niveaux de details dans La documentation.

Ceci a pour consdquence de rendre l'accbs aua informations progressif et clair.

2-2-a - CONCEPTION PRELIMINAIRE

La conception pr~liminaire ou globale a pour but

- De prendre en compte et de r~partir lea exigences des sp~cifications logiciel
- De d~finir l'architecture dynaaique du logiciel
- D'effectuer Ia d~composition dea fonctions et aous fonctions identifi~es

bora de la phase de apdcification en modules 6l6mentaires cheque module

et mon interface aont aLora d6finia.

CRITERES:

- Minimiser le coupLage inter-module
- Respecter Ia communication inter-function.

Si celle-ci doit etre modifide au niveau de Ia conception, ella doit L'&tre dgalement au

niveau de La specification pour maintenir Ia tragabilit6 entre lea documents.

- Tragabilit6 avec is sp~cification logiciel
- S~gr~gation des types de traitement at de Is communication
- Maltrise du temps r~el
- Rdpartition Moniteur/Application.

La moniteur me charge:
*De L'ensemble de Ia gestbon des interruptions,
*Du pilotage des coupleurs astarnes,
*De Ia communication inter-tAches.
*De la gastion des tAchas.

Laensemble de Ia complesit6 du temps r~el eat ramen6 au niveau du moniteur.
Celui-ci doit etre aia~ment testable.
IL a donc dtd conqu pour minimiser lea chams de teat.

Lea options suivantes ont donc 6t6 primes

*C'eat un SEQUENCELIR

11 traits des TACHES CYCLIQUES.

L'application ne traite qua du fonctionnel
Un langage support,6 par un outil sp~cifique permet d'interfacer l'application aver le
moniteur en permettant Ia description des caractdristiquea de L'appLication

Deacription des t~chas

*Nom, type, frequence, activation, priorit
6 
...

*Communications :inter-tAches (flota de donn(Ses)
*Description dam coupleurm d'E/5 R6f6rencem du Handler, adrease physique du
coupleur, NO dIT.

-L'architecture doit Atre issue d'une d~composition hi~rarchique descendante des
fonctionsaet sous-fonctions.

Ella eat constitu~e de fonctiona, aous fonctiona, s6quences (tAches cycliques) at
modules.

Le proceasus doit Atre d~tarministe
L'enchainement des taches, lea prdemptions doivent 8tre d~finia.
tea mauls 6vbnements pouvant modifier le tampa rieI de fagon al~atoire sont lea interrup-
tions originaires des coupleurs d'ertr~e/sortie ou lea exceptions Iev~es par lapplica-
tion en cam de problbme.

Assurer Ia testabilitd par

Des eaigences vdrifiablem pr~cision de calcul d~finie au niveau de chaque flat, Leaps
d'excution d~fini pour cheque s~quence.
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Chaque composant loqiciel eat constitud de son code et de as documentation.
La documentation est constitu6e par l'ent~te du module.
Au moment de Is conception prdliminaire, le module possbde one entete partiellement
rensei gn6e.

CRITERES DARRET

- Toutes les exigences de la sp~cificat ion logiciel doivent 6tre prises en compte.
- Les critbbres respect~s, les rbgles de conceptirn d~tailie sont affindes pour la

phase suivante (document SOS software design standard).

METHODE DE VERIFICATION:

Analyse des documents et 6tablissement de matrices de conformitd et r6f~rences crois~es.
Revue smec participation du client.

CARACTERISTIOLIE DE LACTIVITE

L'activitd de conception pr~liminaire se traduit par Ia vision dynamique du programme.

2-2-b - CONCEPTION DETAILLEE

La conception ddtaill~e a pour but

- De prendre en compte et de r~partir lea exigences de Ia conception pr~liminaire
- De ddcrjre finesent lea traitesrents que doivent effectuer chaque cosposant

de larborescence issue de la conception pr~liminaire. Le composant 6tant

CRITEES : ne unit6 de compilation.

-La pr6sentation des cosposants eat r~gie par un ensemble de rbgles.
Ces rO~qles mont dtablies so plus tard pendant Ia conception pr6liminaire dana
Ie document SOS. thlea concernent:

L ea rubriques de lent~te des modules
*Le pseudo lanqage (structure)

te contraintes ap~cifiques (traitement des cam d'exception, temps

*Les objectifa de l'activit6 de test.

Le composant logiciel eat constitud de son code et de ma documentation.
La documentation ea t consltiu~e par I' entete du module.
Au moment de Ia c onception ddtaill~e chaque m od ule pos~de one ent~te compl~tement
re mplie.

- Lea cam de teat doivent @tre spdcifids au niveau de chaque cosposant dans un fichier
sp~cifique.

- Traqabilitd avec Ia conception pr~liminaire
pas de module suppl~mentaire.
pam d'esigence suppl~mentaire.

CRITERES DARRET

- Toutes lea exigences de Ia conception pr~liminaire mont primes en compte au ninemo de
chaque composant.

- Les critbres de Is phase mont respect~s.

METHODE 01 VERIFICATION:

Analyse des documents et 6tablissement de matrices de conformitd et r~f~rences croisdes.
Revue avec Is participation du client et do CEAT.

CARACTERISTIQUE DE L'ACTIVITE:

L'activitt de conception ddtaill~e me traduit par Is mime en place de lensemble des
compomants loqiciels et de leurm ap~cificationa (paeudo code).

3 - METHODE ET MOYENS SPECIFIQUES

3-1 - CHOIX PRELIMINAIRES

Le d~veloppement d'un logiciel critique ndcesste une maitrise totals
- du cycle de vie en ters de procemmus de gdn~ration (moyes, mdthodem et assurance

qualitd) depuis Is sp~cification jusqukb l'excutable.
- do Is configuration.
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Le choix des outis constitue un problise dulicet qui repose cur des critires de stcu-
riti et de perinnitd.

En beef cheque outil daft evoir un nxveeu de confience suffisent. Lc DO 178 A felt
rifdrence au crddit que V'on peut epporter Bus outils.

Ls chois du lengae et des cheines de ddveloppeeent essocides repose sur Is seltrise
du code gindrt eutent que cur lee perfareances induitec per l'utulisetion de celul-ci.

Lee outils diveloppds dens le cedre de lsaffeire ont dtd conque de telle sorts gulils
ninfluent pee cur Ie code sujet au processue de certificetian.

Ainsi lee cheines de test eutocetigues gtnhrent skies des fichiers rtsultats consults-
hiss leissent Is sanction cur is canfareitt h une percanne.

Le crddit epport6 & cec cheines repose donc cur Ie esnibre dont elles ant Et6 test~es
initielesent eels cuedi cur leur caspartesent pendent Is d~veloppesent.

L'ensesbie des outils spdcifiques ddveloppds eutour du projet ant feit l'objet de
sp~cificetxonset sont dgelesent gdrds en configuration.

lout autil spdcifigue doit @tre simple.

Deux solutions se prtcentalent pour Is d~finition de l'atelier lagiciel SRP

Des outils s~perde,
Une structure deaccusil ayent Ia possibilitd6 d'int~grer taus les outils.

C'est cette option gui a Etd chaisie per l'utilisetion de Ic structure d'accuell PALAS.

IA STRUCTURE D'ACCUEIt PALAS:

L'environnecent PALAS pereet de rdalleer et de g~rer Ia configuretion de tauc Les
caispasents du pragrammie.
PALAS eccusille des cheinec de productions sp~cifiquec prenent en coepte toutes Les
cantraintes deecsurence gualitd edapt~es:

- Meitrise de le configuration et des Evolutions
- Meitrise de Ia structure du logiciel.

Touts sodification d'un composant Is rend p~rilet cinsi gus tous Lee coepacants dont il
d~pend dalij

- Meltrice de teactivitt de test,
- Meltrise du pracessus de production.

Tous les outils sont eppelts per dec cameendes norseliedes.

A c~tE des services de bases fournis par PALAS, lee chois suivents ont 6t6 feits efin
deamdliorer Is celtrice du dtveloppement:

Plusleurs clesec de coepocants illuctrant leur type de fonctionnalit6 et
leur niveeu dens Is hitrerchie.
T outes les classes daivent Aitrs testebiec.

-L'enceeble des ccc de tests essacids e tout coepoant ect qdrE en confi-
guration et dolt Atre rejoueble Lors de cheque eadification du cosposent.
Contrdle du procescus de production sur le bae de l'intgretion BOTTOM-UP
incrtmente Is.
Maitrie des interfacces.

Is contr6le cur lee donns est trhc fort :touts modificetion d'un flot rend enorecle
Is configuration itE au producteur et A tous Ie utiliseteurs de ce flat.

STRUCTURE PALAS El CHAINES OE OEVELOPPEMENT%

Is becoin:

Plueleurs classes de coeposente illuetrent leur type de fonctionnelitA et leur niveau

dens Is hidrerchie.

Cs becoin slect tredult per Ic d~finition dec classes suiventes

Cleece APPLICATION:
Cette clesee :orrespond au earnet de l'arborescence et coisp~rts Is fichier esocuteble
o piretionnel cur Is cible.

Clees MINIAPPLICATION:
Cette clesse correspond dgelement au csmmst d'une erboreecence et coeporte un estcuteble
recouvrant pertiellement lee fanctiannelitde de leapplicetian.
Lee fonctians non implentds socnt reeplecdfes per dec composents "bouchons".
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Cette classe correspond a une fonctionnalitd identifide au nivesu de Is specification du
I c is I.

Elle est constitute exclusivement d'un executable de test.

Claese SOUS FONCTION:
Cette classe correspond h Is decomposition des fonctionnalit~s de is specification du
logiciel.
Elie est com poste d'un environnement de test pour cibie simulde

Classe SEQUENCE
Cette ciasse correspond 6 une tache cyclique.

Classe MODUL.E
Cette classe correspond & l'ensemble des composants situ~s sous Is hidrarchie de Ia
sequence.
f'.le est compos~e

*du code source
*du code objet
*du lanceur des tests
*du descriptif des css de tests
*du fichier rdsultat des tests
*du verrou logiciel.

Le besoin:

- Toutes lea classes mont testabies
L'ensemble des cas de tests associds a tout composant est qdr6 en configuration et
doit Otre rejousbile lora de chaque modification du compossit.
Youtes les classes comportent des objets de test.
Toute modification du code source entrsine Is destruction du fichier r~sultst de test
et d~truit l'objet TSTO( constituent le verrou logiciel.

Le besoin:

- Contr6le du processus de production aur Is base de I'int6gration BOTTOM-UP
incrdments le.

ta construction de l'application n~cessite Is presence de tous tes objets pr~aus au
moment de Is definition de Is structure PALAS.

L~e besoin

-Maltrise des interfaces

L~e contrdle aur lea donndes eat trbs fort :toute modification d'un flat rend p~rim~s
le producteur et tous lea utilisateurs de ce flat.

La description des flota de donn~es eat incluse dana l interface de 1 entito g6ree par
P AtAS.

Touts modification dlinterface rend impossible I'utilisation de tous lea coeposants
syant une d~pendance sur cet interface.

32- ACTIVITE DE VERIfICATION ET VALIDATION

tea modaiit~s de d~roulement de cette activitE sont sp~cifides avec les objectifa
suivanta et en complbte harmonie avec Is d~marche de decomposition

- IMaltrise de Ilactivitt de test en g~rant aimultan~ment l'objet et son environnement
de test.

Chaines de production ap~cifiques assurant Is coh~rence des tests avec lea objets
tester et permettant de tester chaque module au niveau fonctionnel et atructurel.

- Proceasus d'intgration incrdmental int~grE dana l'environnement de production Sinai
toute configuration tentant d'int~grer un composant non testE eat impossible.

L'ensemble de ces posaibilit~s reposent sur l'anslyse de l'application en conception
pr~limina ire.

4i - CONCLUSION

La ligne de conduits du projet a largement b~ndficiE de Is aensibilisation de toute
l'dquipe aux contraintes induites par Is criticitE du produit.

Ainsi 6 partir du moment ou Is haut niveau d'asmurance qualit6 6tait d~fini par des
r~qles strictes, foriddes sur Is demonstration et Is justification, Is m~thodoloqie a oeL
naturellement appliqu~e.
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Son application nous a confirm6 1 importance des tfiches amont et en particulier Ia

ddfinitiOfl de Ilenvironnement de production.
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Abstract

A safety-critical system is proposed whose architecture is based upon software
components that have diverse specifications and diverse implementations. It is claimed
that a proof of correctness of one of the components implies a proof of safety of the
system. The claim is illustrated using the MALPAS Intermediate Language as a design
language and Compliance Analysis as a verification technique.

1 INTRODUCTION

I want to propose quite generally a software system whose design is guaranteed to satisfy
some specified property even though the system may not have been submitted in its entirety
to a formal correctness proof.

By a software system in the context of this conference I mean the instructions of some
programmable machine that receives sensed inputs and delivers outputs either to control
some piece of equipment or to provide advice to the human user. By the design of the
software I envisage some high-level representation of the machine's behaviour sufficiently
expressive for us to be able to reason about some of its properties. Both the implemented
software and its design may make use of sequential logic, as with standard programming
languages, but the specified property will be expressed in a form that is quite distinct,
being closer to parallel logic; and if the specified property is related to safety then we will
need to address such issues as ambiguity, inconsistency and completeness. It follows that
the language of mathematics will be required although there is no reason for this to be a
bar to the creative engineer. History abounds with examples where the development of
engineering and mathematics proceed hand in hand. It turns out in fact that propositional
calculus is of great value when it comes to specifying computer programs.

I began by referring to a formal correctness proof which was intended to imply a
mathematical comparison of the software with its specification. (Of course there are various
styles and various degrees of formality.) Several systems world-wide, notably Gypsy [1],
SPADE [21 and MALPAS [31 automate the proof of correctness. In each case, a given
program together with its specification is submitted to a suite of programs that performs
program verification via a process of static analysis. With Gypsy and SPADE, the process
is performed in two stages. First, verification conditions are produced, namely theorems
to be proved true, while the second stage comprises a theorem prover. MALPAS is slightly
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different in so far as it employs Compliance Analysis, a technique that amounts to a

revelation of incorrectness. The absence of revelation implies proof of correctness!
The reader may begin to wonder why a paper on program proving, indeed fault avoid-

ance, should appear in a conference on fault tolerance where the principles of replication
and redundancy have held sway for many years. The reason is that I do not believe that the
traditional methods of redundant hardware solve anything by themselves when it comes to

system design. This is true even of the design of a piece of hardware containing a loom of
wiring. For if the wiring diagram is wrong and if the wireman follows the wiring diagram

then you have the potential for common-mode failure which no amount of replication will
rectify. Even if you employ separate contractors to fabricate different implementations of
the device, the problem will persist if the same wiring diagram is used.

In the world of software a similar state of affairs exists. Identical microprocessors run-

ning identical software in parallel channels will contain common software implementation

errors. Diverse microprocessors running diverse implementations but written to the same

design will contain common design errors. Most importantly, a specification that is am-

biguous, inconsistent or incomplete is likely to create common problems in all channels.

Quite apart from that, the implementation of diverse programs to a common specifica-

tion is a highly expensive process! Indeed, because of the issues of learning curves and

fixed budgets it can be more cost-effective to focus one's resources on a single high-quality
program.

However, there could be systems where a combination of diversity and formal proof

offers the ideal solution. I am thinking of safety-monitors and what a colleague, W J

Cullyer, once described as the "Get me home" program. The idea is that in parallel with

the main, possibly untrusted process runs a smaller, standby process with weaker function

that nonetheless has been proven correct with regard to some vital property. When both

processes have run, a safety-monitor executes a dynamic assertion to check whether the
result delivered by the main process is safe and suitable: if not, the output from the

standby process is employed.
Section 2 describes the Compliance Analysis of software using simple mathematics

based on the theory of sets. When a piece of software is compared with its specification
the dangerous inputs to the software are displayed in algebraic form.

Section 3 presents a system that comprises a main process, a standby process and a
safety-monitor. The system is expressed both diagrammatically in data-flow style and

more formally using the MALPAS Intermediate Language [4]. It turns out that proofs
of correctness of the standby process and of the safety-monitor together imply that the

system as a whole satisfies the required safety property.

2 COMPLIANCE ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE

Figure 1 describes a finite machine, with no internal states, that receives inputs IN and
delivers outputs OUT. A certain property of the machine's intended behaviour is specified
by the pair (PRE, POST). PRE is a subset of IN and defines those inputs for which the

machine is intended. POST is a subset of the Cartesian product IN x OUT and defines

a relation (shaded) from inputs to outputs which the machine is required to satisfy. Thus
whenever the input in lies in PRE, the output out must be such that the pair (in, out) lies

in POST. Inputs outside PRE are illegal and nothing is then said about the machine's
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PRE
OUT

POST

TRANS

THREAT

IN

Figure 1: The compliance analysis of a finite machine with no internal state. THREAT
comprises those inputs which, on r,uming the machine, lead to outputs violating the spec-
ification.
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behaviour.
Specifications can be deterministic. For example the designer of a voltage amplifier

might demand that it be suitable for inputs between 1 and 10 volts and that the output
be ten times the input. (For an expansion see [5].) However, specifications need not
be deterministic. "Whenever the input exceeds 9 volts, the red light comes on" is non-
deterministic because it says nothing about other outputs.

In figure 1, the specification is non-deterministic: for a given input lying in PRE many

outputs would satisfy POST. However, this particular machine is deterministic and always

terminates, mapping IN into OUT by means of the function TRANS.
Compliance analysis compares the implementation TRANS against the specification

(PRE, POST) by calculating those inputs, THREAT, that lie in PRE but lead to outputs

that violate POST. Specifically, THREAT is defined via a relation RISK according to

RISK = TRANS - POST, (1)

THREAT = PRE n domain(RISK), (2)

where the domain of RISK is its projection onto IN. Thus THREAT comprises those

inputs to the machine considered to be dangerous; which is clearly useful to compute.

Some readers may note that the domain of RISK is just the complement (negation) of

Dijkstia's weakest pre-condition. (I must thank C A R Hoare for pointing this out to me.)
Indeed,

THREAT = 0 if and only if ((PRE x OUT) n TRANS) C POST. (3)

For a machine implemented in software, IN and OUT comprise the states of memory

locations respectively before and after the execution of TRANS, together with sequences
of data input and output. TRANS represents some program intended to satisfy the post-

condition POST given the pre-condition PRE.

3 DIVERSE ARCHITECTURE

The data flow diagram presented in figure 2 depicts the design of a process, the SAFETY-
FILTER, that generates a sequence of outputs from a seauence of inputs in such a way
that each input-output pair is guaranteed to satisfy some specified property relating to
safety.

SAFETY-FILTER comprises three processes:

MAIN generates a sequence of outputs from a sequence of inputs. In order to allow

for the possibility that MAIN might generate erroneous outputs, MONITOR and
STANDBYare included.

STANDBYalso generates a sequence of outputs from a sequence of inputs but each input-
output pair is guaranteed to satisfy the specified property. However, STANDBY
performs fewer functions than MAIN being simpler in design.

MONITOR is also highly trusted, its purpose being to check each output from MAIN

against each input with regard to the required property. If MAIN performs safely
and if ERROR-COUNT lies below some given threshold, then PROPOSAL is output;
otherwise the alternative output from STANDBY is employed.
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My purpose now is to display a piece of MALPAS Intermediate Language (IL) that

its part of the design of the safety-filter. IL is a strongly typed language that may
be used to model either the design or the implementation of some software system so that
we may reason about its properties using methods of automatic static analysis. However,
the reader should note that in the present context IL is used as a design language rather
than as a model of some progranuning language.

Before delving into detail it will be worth saying a few words about the nature of
IL itself. An IL program comprises a declarative part and an algorithmic part. Types,
functions and operators may be declared without elaboration. They may also be assigned
semantic meanings by means of records and rewrite rules while rules for manipulating
integers and Booleans are in-built. Parametric types are also supported so that generic
packages, for example for lists and arrays, may be defined.

A procedure may be declared without elaborating its body, it being sufficient merely to
list its formal parameters together with their types and classes (IN, INOUT, OUT). The
parameter passing mechanism is that of "copy in, copy out". However, a procedure to be
called by another procedure or by itself requires a more detailed specification. At the very
least, this must be a relation from inputs to outputs detailing the data dependency.

The algorithmic part of an IL program contains the procedure bodies. Within each
body, local variables may be declared at the outermost level. Sequential and parallel
assignment are both supported. Procedures may be called, in series or in parallel, but
their specifications are executed rather than their bodies. This means that recursion may

be modelled. Standard control structures, IF..THEN..ELSE..ENDIF, LOOP..ENDLOOP,
are all supported.

More details of all this may be found elsewhere 14). For brevity I shall merely highlight
those features relevant to the design in question. The numbers that follow relate to figures
3 and 4.

1. At the design level, input and output are abstract types.

2. A FUNCTION in IL is a mathematical function rather than a typed procedure.

3. The type-extension list was declared in a preamble of standard declarations.

4. Rewrite rules, heralded by REPLACE, assign meanings to functions. In this example,
the rule is recursive.

5. In the preamble, empty was declared as an "untyped constant". The type follows

the colon.

6. For non-empty lists, FIRST and REST project out the first element and remainder
respectively.

7. The declaration of jilter defines a black box that receives inputs and delivers outputs.

8. Compliance analysis will compare the body of filter (see later) against the specified

POST-condition. The ' refers to the initial state.

9. The DERIVES relation says merely that the final state of y is some function of the
initial state of z. When main is called by fJiter this information is used.
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TITLE filter;

[I] TYPE input. output;

[2) FUNCTION utrus-ted(input-list, output-list): boolean;

FUNCTION safeCinput, output): boolean;

[3) FUNCTION all-sate(input-lint, output-list): boolean;

COIST threshold: integer;

[4) REPLACE (x: input-list; y: output-list)

all-safe(z. Y)

[5] BY y -empty:output-list IF x a*mpty:input-list,
[6) BY safe(FIRST x, FIRST y) AND all-saf.(REST x, REST y) AND

IOT(y = empty:output-list) IF IOT~x *empty:input-list);

[7) PROCSPEC filter (If in: input-list
OUT out : output-list)

[8) POST all-xafe('in, out);

PROCSPEC main (IN x: input-list
OUT y; output-list)

[9) DERIVES y FROM x
POST untrustedC'z, y);

PROCSPZC standby CIN x: input-list
OUT y: output-list)

DERIVES y FROM x

POST all-safe('x, y);

PROCSPEC monitor (IN in: input-list
IN prop: output-list
IN alt: output-list

INGOT err: integer
OUT out: output-list)

DERIVES out FROM in & prop & alt & err,
err FROM in &t prop A err

[101 PRE all-safe(in, alt)
POST all-safeC'in, out);

Figure 3: DESIGN OF SAFETY-FILTER: declarative part
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(11] PROC filter;
[12) VAR proposal, alternative: output-list;

VAR error..count: integer;
error-count := 0;

[13) MAP
mainC in. proposal);

(14] standby(in, alternative) ASSUME POST

EIDNAP;

(15) monitor~in, proposal, alternative, errorcount, out) ASSUME POST

EEDPROC;

[16) PROC monitor;
VAR temp: output;

IF in = empty:input-list
THEN out := empty:output-list

(17] ELSIF err > threshold OR prop = empty:output-list

THEN out := alt
ELSE IF safeCFIRST in, FIRST prop)

THEE temp FIRST prop

ELSE err :err + 1;
temp :FIRST alt

ENDIF;

[18) monitor(REST in, REST prop, REST alt, err, out) ASSUME POST;

[19) out := L temp * out
ENDIF
EIDPROC

FINISH

Figure 4: DESIGN OF SAFETY- FILTER: algorithmic part for FILTER and MONITOR
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10. When main calls monitor the analyser checks that the PRE-condition is satisfied.
(The integrity of monitor depends upon satisfaction of the pre-condition.)

11. This is the body of filter.

12. VAR declares a local variable.

13. MAP and ENDMAP embrace parallel logic. Thus main and standby are called in
parallel. The syntax of IL requires that any piece of data is written to at most once
within a MAP..ENDMAP construct.

14. ASSUME POST means that we are using the post-condition of standby. This is

needed to prove the pre-condition for monitor.

15. The post-condition for monitor is needed to prove the post-condition for filter.

16. It turns out that the correctness of monitor with regard to the specified post-
condition does not depend on the precise details of its body. Many designs would
meet the post-condition.

17. An empty prop with a non-empty in might arise if main failed to write to the output
list for certain inputs.

18. Thus at the level of the design monitor calls itself recursively. If the original input
list had length n the list here has length n - 1. Thus ASSUME POST here is a step
in a proof by induction.

19. L constructs a list with a single element while 0 is the concatenation operator.

Finally, it is worth remarking on the model used here for a real-time system. Each
process has been represented by an IL procedure that operates on lists of values. In a
sense each list is envisaged as a single data item so that, at least for the current level of
description, main, standby and monitor are called precisely once by filter. Moreover, the
call to monitor follows those to main and standby, the latter occurring in parallel. That
of course is not to say that in the ultimate implementation monitor waits for main and
standby to terminate before commencing itself!

4 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper has been to present a hypothetical processing system designed
to satisfy some specified property even though only a small part of it has been submitted
to a formal proof of correctness.

However, there is an important practical point that I have ignored. For nothing has
been said of the range of problems to which the concept of software monitoring and di-
versity is applicable. Do applications exist? In the example given have we any grounds
for believing that the task of proving the correctness of STANDBY and MONITOR is any
easier than that of proving MAIN?.

In fact there is a deeper issue concerning the underlying philosophy and with which
the reader will be right to feel a sense of unease. For it is one thing to envisage the
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possibility of hardware faults, and I definitely exclude logical errors of design from these,
but it is quite another to accept the existence of software errors. And yet these are a fact
of life for a variety of different reasons, not the least being fecklessness. In the long term
surely our efforts must be directed towards methods for producing large systems with the

proof of correctness in-built? Such methods must he mathematically based, cost-effective
and usable and they will have to relate to the separate issues of specification, design
and implementation. They will also have to allow for the problems of communication
between engineer, mathematician and computer scientist. Large systems will have to be
decomposed into smaller sub-systems, an approach familiar to engineers, with the smaller
parts either performing in parallel or related via a hierarchy of descriptive levels.

Finally, we will need to account for what I shall term The Principle of Software Un-
certainty. Roughly speaking, it may be stated as follows:

9 Before development commences,
the customer does not know in detail what he wants.
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PILOTED SIMULATION VERIFICATION OF A CONTROL RECONFIGURATION STRTEGY
FOR A FIGHTER AIRCRAFT UNDER IMPAIRMENTS

°

by

Richard Mercadante (Sr Flight Controls Engineer)
Grumman Corporation

Aircraft Systems Division
Bethpage, NY 11714-3582

United States

Piloted simulation performed at the USAF large amplitude multi-mode aerospace

research simulator (LAMARS) verified the capability of a reconfiguration strategy to

improve aircraft controlability. USAF Tactical Air Command pilots and test pilots from

a number of organizations evaluated the characteristics of a next-generation fighter
aircraft subjected to control surface damage and/or actuation failures. Tests were

performed both with and without the aid of the reconfiguration strategy. For the

aircraft configuration simulated, pilot opinions, ratings, and target tracking scores

demonstrated the capability of the system to improve aircraft response for a large

variety of control surface impairments throughout the subsonic flight envelope. Results

ranged from slight to dramatic improvement and departure prevention.

AAD Automatic Alert Display

ACLS Automatic Carrier Landing System

ACM Air Combat Maneuver

AGL Above Ground Level

CAF Canadian. Air Force

C-H Cooper-Harper rating

CRCA Control Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft

CSS Control System Status

DOF Degrees of Freedom

FCC Flight Control Computer

FCMDS Flight Control Maintenance Diagnostics System

FCS Flight Control System

FDIE Failure Detection, Isolation, and Estimation

HQ TAC Headquarters, Tactical Air Command

LAPARS Large Amplitude Multi-mode Aerospace Research Simulator

LVDT Linear Variable Data Transducer

amD Read-Up Display

MlD Multi-Function Display

MThF Mean-Time Between Failures

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PPA Positive Pilot Alert

PSR Psuedo-Surface Resolver

RCL Reconfigurable Control Laws

RFC Research Fighter Configuration

Re Reconfiguration Strategy

*This work was performed under U.S. Air rorce contract No. F33615-S4-C-3607.
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RTR Real-Time Reconfiguration

SRFCS Self-Repairing Flight Control System

STOL Short Takeoff/Landing

TN Trailing Edge

TF/TA Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance

TPS Test Pilot School

US" United States Air Force

WRDC/FIGL Wright Research and Development Center/Flight Dynamics Laboratory

WRDC/FIGX Wright Research and Development Center/Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Advanced Programs Office

1 - INTRODUCTIO

Over recent years, air warfare scenarios have indicated a need to maintain

technically superior NATO aircraft to offset a numerically superior threat. Previous

studies (Ref 1 through 3) have addressed this threat by directing efforts toward

increased aircraft survivability. In particular, the problem of aircraft control under

flight control system (FCS) failure and ballistic damage was deliberated. As a result,

methods of reconfiguring flight control laws were developed and other FCS areas with

potential for improvement were highlighted. Specifically, increased reliability and

maintainability and pilot notification were identified.

The self-repairing flight control system (SRFCS) program was developed to expand

upon these efforts. This advanced development effort, sponsored by the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory at the Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC/FIG), was oriented toward

reducing life cycle cost (LCC) of current and future aircraft by increasing mean-time

between failure (MTBF), decreasing aircraft weight and complexity, and improving
survivability. To achieve this goal, the SRFCS Program targeted two areas of flight

control system operation for study.

One study was chartered with increasing MTBF by reducing the time and manpower

required to diagnose reports of in-flight FCS problems. This flight control system

maintenance diagnostics study (FCMDS) evaluated, developed, and tested both on-board and

ground-based maintenance diagnostics systems. The other area of study targeted the FCS
design itself. The control reconfigurable combat aircraft (CRCA) study was chartered

with evaluating current aircraft configurations and FCS design practices, simplifying FCS

complexity, and developing a reconfigurable FCS to extend combat persistence in the event
of control effector damage or actuation failures. During the course of the CRCA study,

FCS complexity was reduced (Ref 4), a reconfiguration strategy was developed (Ref 5

through 7), and the resulting aircraft/control law configuration was evaluated (Ref 8).

This paper presents the results obtained during piloted evaluation of the CRCA

performed at the USAF LAMARS facility.

2 - DISCUMSIC

2.1 COcmGUMATIN DESCRIPTION

The Grumian/NASA Research Fighter Configuration (RrC), an aft-swept wing, close-

coupled canard, air superiority fighter configuration (shown in Fig. 1), served as the
baseline aircraft for the CRCA study. As a result of preliminary study efforts, the

original RFC was modified. In particular, the canards were installed at a 30-degroe

dihedral angle to increase directional power resulting from differential deflections.

This was done to provide yaw axis redundancy in the event of rudder impairment (single
vertical tail). In addition, the wing's trailing edge was changed, from four separate
devices per side to three, to reduce actuator count. Thrust vectoring capability was
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Fig. 1 Grummmn/NASA Research Fig. 2 Control Reconfigurabie
Fighter Configuration Combat Aircraft (CRCA)

eliminated to diminish actuation requirements. The result is the control reconfigurable

combat aircraft (CRCA) shown in Fig. 2.

Aerodynamic data describing the original RFC were obtained in the NASA/Langley 16 ft

(4.88m) wind tunnel. Modifications reflecting the CRCA were tested in Grumman's Low

Speed Wind Tunnel, and the data base modified. A 6-degree-of-freedom digital simulation
was constructed using these data, along with models of F-16 Integrated Servo Actuators

(ISA), kinematic sensors, two Pratt & Whitney F-100 engine models (modified to required
thrust), and a set of nominal control laws (for simulation verification). A block

diagram of the simulation is given in Fig. 3.

The CRCA's nine primary control surfaces were driven by simplex actuators, except

for the rudder, which used a dual-tandem actuator. Both canards and all six wing
trailing edge devices (two elevators and four flaperons) were simulated by fourth-order

models of simplex F-16 ISAs. The rudder was driven by a dual-tandem version of these

actuators. Zach hydraulic system powered one canard, one elevator, and two flaperon

actuators, as well as one chamber of the rudder actuator. Switch valves were minimized

for MTBF reasons. The resulting hydraulic system arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.

Failure of any one hydraulic pump caused loss of power to four simplex actuators.

Longitudinal control of the CRCA was provided by a g-command system in up-and-away

flight, and a pitch rate command system in the STOL mode. In all cases, canards and wing
trailing edge devices were driven with a unity gain. Lateral control was provided via a

stability axis roll rate command system with differential deflection of the wing trailing

edge devices. The directional system was * simple command system that derives its power
from rudder and differential deflection of the canards, except at high dynamic pressure,

where only rudder was used because surplus power existed. A block diagram of the

complete control system is shown in Fig. 5.

2.2 DAaN A rAvU nI iMMIG

Bach control surface was modeled separately within the aerodynamic data base.

Control surface damage was modeled in terms of "percent effectiveness loss" of total

control power, instead of area loss. This was consistent with the FDIN's operation,
which was concerned with locating the impaired surface and estimating the effects of the

damage.

Static and dynamic canard-wing-body-tail characteristics were modified to reflect

the loss of each control surface's contribution to these derivatives. The static

lateral/direc~tonal effects of one canard were modeled separately within the aerodynamic
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Fig. 3 CRCA Simulation Block Diagram
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Fig. 4 CRCA Hydraulic System Arrangement

database. These data were generated in the wind tunnel by removing one canard.

Therefore, the change in forbody pressure distribution and local wing angle-of-attack

were taken into account, as well as control power loss.

A separate subroutine simulated actuation failures so damage to, and loss of control

of a surface could be simultaneously simulated. The actuation fail'ires included locked,

runaway, and floating; partial or total hydraulic system failure scenarios were also
considered. In the event of a floating actuator, the selected surface follows a model of

its trailing position. Canards. and wing trailing edge devices float with angle-of-
attack, while the rudder floats as a function of sideslip angle. The hydraulic system

was ground-ruled to have its own simple FDI. In the event of loss of hydraulic system

pressure, the FDI commanded the simplex actuators into a damped by-pass mode. This mode

results in a heavily damped fail-to-trail position.
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Fig. 5 CRCA Control Law Block Diagram

2.3 RECOtYIGW'A!ION STRATEGY

The reconfiguration strategy (RB) is composed of a robust control law coupled with a

pseudo-surface resolver (PSRI forming a reconfigurable control law (RCL), a failure

detection, isolation, and estimation (FDIE) algorithm, and a positive pilot alert (PPA)

system. The result of this RB is the capability for real-time reconfiguration for a

variety of single, simultaneous and sequential control surface impairment scenarios.

Current redundancy management schemes (Ref 9 and 10) contain much of the technology

required to construct the necessary actuator failure, detection, and isolation

algorithms. The challenge posed for reconfiguration was to develop reconfigurable

control laws that take advantage of this information, provide adequate aircraft

performance, and allow reduction in component complexity.

Once the reconfigurable control laws were designed for actuation failures, the next

logical step was extension of the technology to loss of control surface effectiveness to

battle damage, thereby increasing survivability. This required a damage detection,

isolation, and estimation scheme. The challenge here was to design an FDXE algorithm

that could isolate and estimate damage effects within time and accuracy constraints for

safety cof flight, as well as those imposed by onboard computer resources.

To address these criteria, four subsonic flight conditions were selected for design

and development of the reconfiguration strategy. These deaign points, selected for their

unique characteristics, are:

e Air Combat Maneuver (ACM) Entry - 0.900 Mach, 30,000 ft 19,1443)

* 1. Exit - 0.275 Mach, 10,000 ft (3,048m)

* Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance - 0.900 Mach, sea level

• Bhort Takeoff/Landing (STOL) - 0.200 Mach, sea level.

AIEO-RDE CROSSnFEED1 " GAN ISPIIINI mm
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The corresponding characteristics are high maneuverability, high angle-of-attack and low

dynamic pressure, maximum dynamic pressure, and low dynamic pressure, respectively.

General design goals established in the Grumman-developed test plan tasked the RS

with: returning the aircraft to its original state for single flaperon impairments;

providing MIL-F-8785C-defined Level 2 flying qualities for multiple flaperon, single

canard or rudder impairments; and Level 3 to Level 2 flying/handling qualities for

partial or total hydraulic system impairments. The pseudo-surface resolver strived to

reach these goals by reducing cross-coupling of single-axis inputs, restoring aircraft

response to the pilot, and restoring damping.

Appended to the forward path of the robust control laws was a pseudo-surface

resolver (PSR). The robust control laws provided departure resistance under impairment

and time for the failure detection, isolation, and estimation (FDIE) algorithms to

operate. Once the FD'E had determined the existence of an impairment, isolated it as to

type, and estimated the magnitude in the event of damage, the PSR was notified. The PSR

attempted to restore the original aircraft control capability through use of a pseudo-

inverse matrix calculation, while reducing cross-coupling resulting from the impairment.

The FDIE system was broken down into two distinct algorithms: a local FDIE and a

global FDIE. The local FDIE was used to determine and isolate impairments local to the

actuator using information from the linear variable data transducers (IVDTs) and surface

commands. The global FDIE operated on information of global magnitude with respect to

the aircraft. Aircraft state information (e.g., ,cceleration, rates, and attitudes) were

used along with pilot commands, flight control computer (FCC) commands, and local FDIE

information to estimate control surface change in effectiveness.

The positive pilot alert (PPA) system used information determined within the FDIE

and action taken by the reconfigurable control Laws. Aircraft limits, flight status, and

estimates of control authority available were determined for both current aircraft state

and landing.

The PPA was designed to be generic to next-generation fighters, but its development

was tailored for the CRCA's evaluation. The standard PPA head-up display (HUD) is shown

in Fig. 6. Analog displays of angle-of-attack, normal load factor, and airspeed were

35 00 01

VKIAS

AOA G 11

F17 90 F-3241

30 -
600 <20-- 4, 400300

-10 .3 0 .. .

RMM90749-07

Fig. 6 Standard PPA HUD
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provided. Maxi-um limits of each parameter were displayed via digital read-out in the

boxes above the tapes, as well as the minimum limit in the case of airspeed. In

addition, a flashing indicator appeared on the analog display when the current value of a

parameter was 80% or more of its limit (the minimum velocity indicator appeared when the

airspeed was less than or equal to 120% of the minimum velocity). The current value of

each parameter was digitally displayed below each tape.

When an impairment was detected and isolated by the FDIE, an automatic alert display

(AD) appeared on the HUD (Fig. 7). The AAD notified the pilot of impairment severity,

system impaired, current mission status, and maneuver capability. This same AAD appeared

in the upper left-hand corner of the color, multi-function display ( D) with one

modification. The impairment severity message was deleted to conserve area and the

remaining messages were color-coded: red for warning, amber for caution, and green for

normal.

At this point, the pilot could select the "acknowledge" button, clearing the AAD

from both locations and either continue with his other tasks or select "PPA." The first

PPA menu to appear was the flight status display (Fig. 8). It indicated flight status

for each mode (color-coded), mission mode status, further elaboration on maneuver

restrictions, control power available, and aircraft limits. (Aircraft limit labels also

flashed when limits were approached.) The default setting for this menu caused currant

aircraft capability to be displayed. Selection of 'LAND" (lower left side) provided

estimates of controllability in the approach mode.

Pressing the bezel labelled "FCS" produced the control system status display (Fig.

9). The key feature of this display is an exaggerated planform view of the aizcraft with

the impaired surface(s) colored red and labeled as to impairment type. In the case of

damaged surfaces, the percent effectiveness lost was provided, and, in the case of a

locked surface, its position was given; hydraulic pressure was also presented.

Figure 10 shows the emergency procedures display. This provides pertinent

information for either current aircraft state or the landing mode.

35 00 01

WARN ' I
FLT CNTRL

MSSN ABORT 5 F5
RESTRICT MANEUV

VKIAS

AOA G (?') 1180

El] [E] 324-

30- -6 - 600j< _

10 -1< K 400 300

RMWO749-00

Fig. 7 AAD On HUD
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2.4 TEST CMWrTZONS

Four pilots participated in the 23 January through 3 February 1989 verification of

the reconfiguration strategy's operation. Two pilots were from the USAF Tactical Air

Command's Headquarters (HO TAC), one was a test pilot from the USAF Test Pilot School
(TPS) faculty, and one was a NASA/Dryden test pilot. Each had more than 4,500 hours of

jet esperience.

Following pilot familiarization flight time, the pilots were asked to perform a

variety of open- and closed-loop maneuvers and tracking tasks. These included ACM target

tracking against a previously stored maneuvering CRCA, STOL approaches over a 1,500:1

scale terrain board, and TF/TA waypoint following at 350 ft above ground level (AGL) over

a 5,000:1 scale terrain board. Reconfiguration strategy performance was graded against

the impaired/non-reconfigurd CRCA using Cooper-Harper ratings (Ref 12), target tracking

scoring, and pilot workload measurement for both the ACM and STOL tasks. All tests were

flown with simulation motion.

The Cooper-Harper rating scale (Fig. 11) was used to grade handling qualities of

open- and closed-loop maneuvers and tracking tasks. Initial verification tests were

performed with the PPA disabled to avoid introducing any bias into pilot ratings by

providing knowledge of the impairments and control law state (i.e., reconfigured or not).

The "A was later enabled and a selected subset of aircraft impairments was reflown.
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Cooper-Harper ratings assigned to the nominal CI&CA are summarized in Table 1. From

this point, impairments were injected, ratings determined, and the process repeated with

the R3 enabled. The incremental improvement in Cooper-Harper ratings assigned at the

STOL flight condition are summarized in Fig. 13.

most improvement in aircraft handling was seen in cases of locked and runaway canard

actuator failures and instances of substantial wing trailing edge damage. Substantial

wing trailing edge damage was defined as FDIZ determination of loss of effectiveness of

more than 33%d. These determinations occurred in three cases where two flaperons were

involved:

a 50% loss of effectiveness of two adjacent flaperons (33%)

aComplete loss of two adjacent flaperons (66% loss of wing TI devices)

TABLE I BASELINE ROBUST
CONTROL LAWIAIRCRAFT
COOPER-HARPER RAINGS

FLIGHT CONDITION
PILOT ACM TFI
NO. ENTRY TA ISTOL_

1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1

3 4 4 4

4 5 6 7
R,.eg749-024 _____ ____

*FLOATING CANARD *LOCKED OR RUNAWAY
ACTUATOR CANARD ACTUATOR*

*RUDDER ACTUATOR z 33% LOSS OF WING TE*
FAILURE - DAMAGE

*CANARD DAMAGE PARTIAL OR TOTAL ATAO ALR

RUDDR DAAGEHYDRAULIC SYSTEM
* RUDER DMAGELOSS

< 33% LOSS OF WING TE
- DAMAGE

SINGLE ACTUATOR FAILURE
2-

3 45 6768

9

345-% 67 8

9

3 44 5f 6 7 8 1PREVENTED OEP ARTURE

9

I m oa.m eIn Cooper-Nmrw Ruing
0 5

"19-0749-014

Fig. 13 STOL Figh Condition R"IftS
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s llistic damage causing complete loss of the inboard flaperon and loss of
hydraulic pressure to the outboard flaperon (66%).

The C-H ratings typically improved on the order of two to four.

Pilot rating improvements with RTR were somewhat les dramatic in cases of rudder

actuator failures and hydraulic system failures; typical rating improvements ranged from

one to three for these impairments.

Little or no improvement, or in some cases a decrease in pilot ratings, were
observed when activating RTR in cases of canard damage, rudder damage, and loss of wing

TB device effectiveness of 33% or less. This last impairment occurred in one of two
ways: 1) a flaperon actuator failure; or 2) ballistic damage causing 100% loss of

effectiveness of the inboard flaperon.

It should be noted that offline tests peformed prior to LAJBRS entry demonstrated

instances of FVIE anomalies for a variety of rudder impairments at all flight conditions.
These anomalies were attributed to difficulty in differentiating between rudder and

canard impairment signatures. However, due to schedule constraints, final tuning of the
rudder FDI was forgone and piloted results were noted accordingly.

Figure 14 illustrates the effects the RS had for impairments tested at the terrain
following/terrain avoidance (TF/TA) flight condition. Total hydraulic system loss was

seen to have the most improved handling qualities with the advent of RTR at this flight

condition. In fact, without RTR, only one of the four pilots was able to avoid

departure.

The increments in pilot ratings were somewhat smaller in cases of canard damage,
most canard actuator failures, partial hydraulic system loss, and rudder actuator
failures. However, even though the increments were smaller, they sometimes included

departure prevention.

* LOCKED OR RUNAWAY

FLOATING CANARD CANARD ACTUATOR
* TOTAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM LOSS'

C PARTIAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM LOSS
•CANARD DAMAGE

.33% LOSS OF WING TE
* RUDDER DAMAGE OR - DAMAGE

ACTUATOR FAILURE -ACTUATOR FAILURE

4M33 LOSS OF WING TE
.DAMAGE2
-SINGLE ACTUATOR FAILURE

2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 4 5 67 8I-

3 8 6PREVENTEDDEPARURE 1

3 4 S1 a

1U-07*e-0t5 IMPROVEMENT IN COOPER4IARPER RATING
0 5

Fig. 14 ACM Enry Rlight Condition Resufs
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Finally, little or no improvement was seen in the wing trailing edge device

impairment scenarios and cases of rudder damage. This was due to the high dynamic

pressure and low angle-of-attack characterizing this flight condition. Because of the

high dynamic pressure, surplus aileron power esisted. Conversely, the low angle-of-
attack reduced the need for yaw power to coordinate rolls; therefore loss of yaw power

was more difficult to perceive.

Figure 15 graphically presents the improvement in handling qualities seen when

invoking reconfiguration at the ACM Entry flight condition. ACM Entry proved to be the
most forgiving of the four flight conditions in terms of CRCA handling qualities when

impaired. The surplus control power and favorable trim conditions (i.e., dynamic

pressure and altitude) translated to basic configuration/control law robustness. Thus,

for many impairments the degradation in handling qualities was not as dramatic as other

flight conditions and the improvement with RTR was not as significant.

Real-time reconfiguration showed the most improvement in handling qualities for

runaway and locked canard actuator failures and in cases of total hydraulic system

failures. The incremental improvement in Cooper-Harper ratings ranged from two to five.

Reconfiguration limited differential canard deflection and provided departure prevention

for canard actuator failures. Damping and controllability were restored in cases of

hydraulic system failures.

Somewhat less performance improvement was seen when reconfiguration was employed in

cases of floating canard actuator failures, partial hydraulic system failure, and loss of

wing trailing edge effectiveness of more than 33%. RTR reduced the cross-coupling seen

in cases of a floating canard or partial hydraulic system loss, and restored roll control

in instances of substantial flaperon damage.

Little or no change in handling qualities was noted when reconfiguration was added

to cases of canard damage, rudder impairments, or wing trailing edge loss of

effectiveness equal to 33% or less. The dynamic pressure at this flight condition is

CANARD DAMAGE* TOTAL HYDRAULIC

MOST CANARD ACTUATOR FAILURES SYSTEM LOSS'

PARTIAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM LOSS*

!5 66 % LOSS OF WING "E • RUDDER ACTUATOR FAILURE
- DAMAGE
- ACTUATOR FAILURE

RUDDER DAMAGE I 2

2

1 2

3 4 36 6 7

99

3 455 6 7

346 6 7 8
9 I-PREVENTED DEPARTURE

SIWovEMENT IN OOOP AIIANRM RATQ I
0 1R1SS4O1S

Pig. 15 TI/TA P11gMl Condltlkn Results
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much les than that for TF/TA; therefore, the lateral/directional effects of canard

damage are much less pronounced. In turn, reconfiguration's effects are less noticeable.

Rudder FDIE anomalies often caused inappropriate reconfiguration of control laws,

preventing RTR from aiding the pilot. Loss of one flaperon's effactiveness did not

greatly degrade handling qualities and, therefore, left little room for noticeable

improvement when reconfiguring.

3.2 PILOT 111t013TD

Two flight condition tasks provided measurable parameters in addition to Cooper-
Harper ratings. They were final approach to an altitude of 100 ft over the runway

threshold at the STOL flight condition, and target tracking at ACM entry. The TF/TA task

was not sufficiently defined to ensure repeatability. A "roadway in the sky" display on

the HUD may have provided the necessary repeatability, but it would have required

additional mechanization.

In a previous Grumman study for the U.S. Navy (Ref 13), a method of measuring pilot

longitudinal stick activity was developed to determine workload reduction provided by an

automatic carrier landing system (ACLS). This method was modified slightly and used to

assess the effects of reconfiguration in all three axes of control.

During the STOL approach-to-landing task, pilot control activity was measured by

monitoring sidestick and rudder pedal movement. Longitudinal and lateral sideatick and

rudder pedal forces were passed through washout filters, all with 0.5-sec time constants.

Thus, each time the pilot moved a controller in the cockpit, it registered as a spike

when plotted as a function of time (Fig. 16). The washout removed any steady-state

forces the pilot may have been holding since these correspond to a trim position (which

could be held automatically if a trim switch existed).

WASHED OUT
PILOT FORCE

to
TIME, SEC

STICK OR PILOT
RUDDER PEDAL - . WORKLOAD

FORCE, LB 8W1 s

WASHOUT FILTER INTEGRATION
RlU.O741B-017

Fig. 16 Pilot Worload Computation

Filter output* were integrated over the period of the tracking task, providing a

value for the area under the curve. These areas then became that pilot's total workload

in each axis for the given task. The workload numbers have no significance in themselves

for the baseline configuration, but they do provide a relative measure when comparing the

effects of various impairment/reconfiguration schemes for the same task.

Relative pilot workload was calculated by referencing measured control activity for

a given failure in each aircraft axis to that of the baseline configuration. An overall
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value of pilot workload was then determined by calculating a square root of the sum of

the squares of these values, as shown in the following equation.

oPitch Work
2  

Roll Work
2

+ Yaw Work
2

Overall Workload - 100

I(100%)2+ (100%)2+ (1008)2

It became necessary to first convert the relative workload parameters into percent of

baseline values before combining, to avoid mixing units of measure when calculating an

overall value (e.g., stick displacement in inches end rudder pedal work in pounds).

Table 2 shows the relative pilot workload registered by Pilot No. 3 when flying

final approach in the STOL configuration. This pilot was initialized at an altitude of

1,200 ft and a distance of approximately 4 miles from the runway. A 1% probability of

exceedence turbulence model was activated and impairments injected within 5 sec of

release.

TABLE 2 PILOT NO. 3 RELATIVE WORKLOAD
MEASUREMENT FOR IMPAIRMENTS AT STOL

CONFIGURATION PITCH ROLL YAW OVERALL C-H RATING

BASELINE 100 100 100 100 4

CASE NO. 2/NO RTR 121 195 507 322 9

CASE NO. 2/RTR 97 119 302 196 7

CASE NO. 4/NO RTR 80 154 273 186 7

CASE NO. 4/RTR 69 86 50 70 5

CASE NO. 19/NO RTR 67 161 252 177 8

CASE NO. 19/RTR 61 130 192 139 6

CASE NO. 20/NO RTR 89 167 265 188 8

CASE NO. 20/RTR 97 166 33 113 5
PK9.0749025

Real-time reconfiguration greatly reduced pilot workload in the event of complete

canard loss (Case No. 2). In the non-reconfigured aircraft configuration, the asymmetry

introduced by loss of the canard was greatly aggravated by the freedom of the healthy

canard's movement. When RTR was invoked, right canard activity was reduced while, at the

same time, rudder gain was increased with respect to the baseline. The result was a drop

in rudder pedal workload of 200%. Overall workload decreased from triple to double the

baseline value, and correlates rather well with the pilot's perception as reflected by

the Cooper-Harper ratings.

In the event of a canard actuator failure to float (Case No. 4), the pilot's overall

workload increased by 86% over the baseline approach. This was due mainly to the

asymetry in yaw due to the effective differential canard deflection that the failure
introduced.

When real-time reconfiguration was enabled, all workload parameters were less than
100% of the baseline values. One might, therefore, expect a Cooper-Harper rating that

was better than the baseline rating; however, the pilot's rating was C-H - 5 (vs C-H - 4
for the baseline aircraft). This contradicted the measured values, indicating that the
pilot felt some increased difficulty when performing the landing task. Analysis of pilot
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cement* and aircraft parameters showed that RTR removed his need to actively control

aircraft heading (constant yaw rate) and reduced cross-coupling, as indicated by the
workload parameters, but resulted in a steady-state sideslip angle. By reducing the

pilot's active workload, RTR provided him the luxury of directing his attention to other

parameters. In this case, sideslip angle was considered uncomfortable. Therefore, this

configuration would be expected to be graded as somewhat less desirable than the

baseline.

The overall workload value for Case No. 20 (complete hydraulic system loss) with RTR

is only 13% higher than that of the baseline; however, the rating of five indicates a

noticeable difference to the pilot. Examination of the workload parameters on a "per

axis" basis shows that there was no change in lateral axis control work; hence, the

degraded rating with respect to the baseline.

3.3 TARGET TP1WZ SCMuS

Figure 17 illustrates the CRCA impairments tested in the ACM target tracking task.

This figure is used as a legend for interpretation of subsequent figures.

The plots of Fig. 18 through 22 follow the analogy of a gun pipper in air-to-air

gunnery. The outermost circle corresponds to 0% hits (normalized to baseline score).

The next concentric circle symbolizes 50% of baseline score. The innermost circle was

added for clarity and indicates a score equal to, or greater than, 90% of nominal (scores

greater than 100% were achieved) . The desired trend is for RTR to cause the symbols to

move toward the center of the pipper (dark symbols indicate reconfigured CRCA).
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Fig. 22 Averaged Pilot Performance (% Baseline Score)

Figures 18 through 21 show the effects of reconfiguration for individual pilots

flying the ACM target tracking task under impairments. These scores are referenced to

each evaluator's baseline score. When attempting to track with a hydraulic system

failure, without reconfiguration capability, three of the four pilots departed controlled

flight. After reconfiguration, departure was prevented and scores changed noticeably.

Overall, the general trend in these plots is for migration of the dark symbols

towai.d the center of the pipper. Those instances in which the trend 49 the opposite of

the uesired are related to FDIE operation, pilot technique, and six 3es were attributed

to the reconfigured control laws themselves.

Rudder impairments correctly detected by the FDIE showed improved scores with

reconfiguration. Those with no change, or a slight drop, were directly attributed to

rudder FDlE anomalies. When impairments were not detected, the differences result from

pilot technique.

Figure 22 indicates the average of the four pilots' changes in gunnery hits that

damaged (triangles) and those that destroyed the target. The most benefit is seen in

cases of: 1) complete hydraulic system failure; 2) loss of canard power via damage or

runaway and floating actuator failures; 3) lose of wing flaperon power via a floating

actuator or damage to one or both wing flaperons; and 4) runaway rudder actuator

failures. Little change in pilot scores was seen for rudder damage and locked or

floating rudder actuators. This was due, in part, to missed or delayed detections by the

rudder TDIZ. However, most of these scores were near or greater than 100% of the

baseline scores. This can be attributed to the redundancy of the baseline control law

that used canards and rudder for directional control.
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3.4 XOL LM/IDm VPO0 gamm

Reconfiguration of the control laws provided most improvement for impairments that
caused large reductions in aircraft control response and damping and/or high degrees of
cross-coupling of single-axis inputs. Typically, these were cases of hydraulic system
failure and canard "hard" actuator failures (i.e., locked or runaway) across the subsonic
test envelope. Cases of canard damage showed most improvement at high dynamic pressures
because the effects of asymetries manifested themselves as undesirable side force and
lateral accelerations in the cockpit. These effects decreased with decreasing dynamic
pressure.

Reconfiguration for loss of wing trailing edge device effectiveness of 33% or more
of one wing's contribution showed increasing improvement with decreasing dynamic
pressure. This occurred because roll power became more critical and reconfiguration's

benefits more noticeable.

Reconfiguration for rudder impairments showed varying degrees of success. This
result was a combination of the robustness of the aircraft/control law configuration
(e.g., canards and rudder used for directional control at most flight conditions) and

FDIE operation.

Slight degradation in handling qualities or target tracking scores (not related to

FOIE operation) was noted in 6.7% of the cases tested. Often, the drop in target
tracking scores was in fine tracking (i.e., "destroy' hits) with no change in gross
acquisition peformance (i.e., "damage" hits). Instances where a drop in Cooper-Harper
rating was noted by one pilot (with reconfi, -ation enabled), were usually contradicted

by other pilots' ratings.

The occurrence of FDIZ anomalies over the course of the LANAS simulation are

summarized in Table 3. Recall that rudder-related FDI had not progressed through the
final tuning process prior to verification tests. Therefore, rudder FODI anomalies
(indicated in superscripts) were seen to account for a majority of the cases shown here.
Eliminating these cases shows that reconfiguration based on FDIl anomalies caused a drop
in aircraft performance in 1.1% of the tests. All such instances were related to false

isolation of damage.

Clearly, no false alarms occurred throughout the course of the evaluation. By

definition, this means that FDIl never reported the existence of a problem when flying
the nominal CRCA. Out of all the tests performed, local FDIl missed detecting actuator
impairments in 0.6% of the tests and no instance of degraded performance resulted. Here,
all missed actuator detections were rudder actuator failures. Ballistic damage was not
detected in 1.1% of the cases; all were cases of rudder damage and performance
degradation resulted in half of those cases.

TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF FDIE ANOMAUES

% OF TOTAL CASES TESTED

DROP IN DROP IN
PERFOR- PERFOR-

ANOMALY LOCAL MANCE GLOBAL MANCE

FALSE ALARMS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MISS 0.6(0-6) 0.0 1.1 1  
0.61.6 1

DELAY 1.1(0.6)  0.0 0.0 0.0

FALSE ISOLATION 1.1 (0.5) . 77(L 2.2',M

MIS-ESTIMATES .. 1,1(111 0. ems.

()-INDICATES RUDOER-RELATED FDIE PERFORMANCE
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Delays in detecting actuator failures occurred in 1.1% of the total canes tested.

Half of thoso were affiliated with the rudder. False isolations were the most frequent

of the FDIX anomalies. Local false isolations (i.e., actuator failure attributed to the
wrong surface as either actuator failure or damage) occurred in 1.1% of the cases.
Rudder FD13 was the cause for half of these cases and instances of degradation in

performance. Global mis-isolations were the most frequently noted, occurring 7.7% of the
time, with 2.2% attributed to rudder. Performance dropped aa a result of these anomalies
in 2.2% of the test cases, with half attributed to the rudder. His-estimates refer to
damage estimates that differ by more than 33% of actual control surface damage. This

anomaly only occurred in cases of rudder damage (1.1%), causing performance to be
degraded in half those cases.

3.5 POSITIVE PILOT aLxmM

Two general trends were noted when the positive pilot alert (PPA) system was

activated in conjunction with the robust control laws (RCLs) and FDIE algorithms. PPA's

appearance provided useful information to the pilot without impeding the task at hand,

and it caused pilot ratings to improve in all but one impairment case. The one exception

occurred when the pilot thought handling qualities were nominal, but was notified of

damage to wing trailing edge devices. His comment was, "PPA says I have a problem. I

can't feel it, but I'm going to give it a 3." Up to this point, the pilot's rating was 1

on the Cooper-Harper scale.

The AiD automatically drew each pilot's attention to the existence of an impairment

and a change in aircraft limits. Usually the AAD was immediately cleared from the BUD to
reduce clutter. The pilots were then able to select from three display configurations on

the multi-function display (MFD). An time and pilot workload allowed, the MFD menus were

called up. The most favored was the control system status (CSS) display, which one pilot

described as, "telling me 90% of what I need to know about my aircraft." Initial pilot

response to the flight status display was that it appeared busy. However, once the

evaluators became familiar with it, they felt all information provided was pertinent and

could not offer any parameters for deletion. In fact, because real-time reconfiguration

provided a somewhat different aircraft for each impairment (resulting in a large matrix

of possible limits) it was felt that such a display would be necessary.

The emergency procedures display was unconditionally accepted by all pilots. Haze,

also, it was felt that such a menu was required when considering the matrix of
characteristics reconfiguration could provide. Both the emergency procedures and flight

status displays were menus that would be selected in lower workload environments.

4 - CCmLUSIONS

Piloted tests conducted at the USAF LMOMB facility verified the capability of a
reconfiguration strategy to extend combat persistence in the event of control surface

impairments. Reconfigurable control laws worked in concert with failure detection,
isolation, and damage estimation algorithms to provide improved control when compared to

a set of non-reconfigured robust control laws. The positive pilot alert system increased

pilot awareness of impairments and provided the requisite information to permit timely

adaptation.

The baseline control system provided robustness to relatively benign impairments,

making the effects of reconfiguration difficult to discern. Impaitments of increasing

signature showed increased benefits from reconfiguration, including departure prevention
in some cases. The greatest benefit of control law reconfiguration was seen for

hydraulic system failures, canard actuation failures, canard damage at high dynamic
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pressure, and wing trailing edge damage at low speeds. Local FDI was successful in

detecting and isolating actuator failures, while the global FDIE provided satisfactory

estimates of damage for the more severe Cases.

This evaluation reflects the first involvement of pilots in development of the

control laws and FDIE. The PPA received high marks and experienced few instances of

criticism over the course of the evaluation. Its success was due, in large part, to the

fact that Grumman test pilots were involved in its design. Some re-ordering of the menus

displayed is warranted; however, these menus were highly successful in providing the
pilot with familiarity with the new configuration resulting from reconfiguration. It is

felt that iteration of the reconfigurable control laws and FDIE based on this piloted

simulation will provide a similar degree of success.

This paper presents the results of efforts of a large group of people. A number of

associate contractors were involved in the design, development, and testing of the

reconfiguration strategy. The author wishes to acknowledge the following key personnel

for their contributions: Mr. Robert Quaqlieri, Capt. Robert Eslinger, and Mr. Phil

Chandler, of WPRDC/FIGX, for overall program management and guidance; and Messrs. Charles

Boppe, Howard Berman, R. Paul Martorella and Warren Weinstein, of Grumman Aircraft

Systems, for technical and managerial guidance and support. In addition, the efforts of

those who developed the reconfigurable control laws at Lear Astronics, the FDIE

algorithms at Charles River Analytics, and the PPA system at Grumman are also recognized.

A great deal of appreciation and thanks goes to the engineers of WRDC/FIGL and Century

Computing, Inc. for their tireless efforts in integrating the software into a useful

verification tool. Finally, on behalf of all designers, particular thanks is extended to

the pilots: Majors Tom Gilkey, Dave Carlson, John Voss, and George Wissler (CAF), from

USAF HQ TAC, Major Allen Reed of the USA TPS faculty, and Mr. Bill Dana of NASA/Dryden

for the time and expertise they provided.
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ABSTRACT

Flight test, results for two sensor fault-tolerant algorithms developed for a redundant strapdown inertial measurement
unit are presented. The IMU consists of four two-degrees-of-freedom gyros and accelerometers mounted on the faces of a
semi-octahedron. Fault tolerance is provided by edge vector test and generalized likelihood test algorithms, each of which can
provide dual fail-operational capability for the IMU. To detect the wide range of failure magnitudes in inertial seasors, which
provide flight crucial information for flight control and navigation, failure detection and isolation are developed in terms of
a multi level structure. Threshold compensation techniques, developed to enhance the sensitivity of the failure detection
process to navigation level failures, are presented.

Four flight tests were conducted in a commercial transport-type environment to compare and determine the performance
of the failure detection and isolation methods. Dual flight processors enabled concurrent tests for the algorithms. Failure
signals such as hard-over, null, or bias shift, were added to the sensor outputs as simple or multiple failures during the
flights. Both algorithms provided timely detection and isolation of flight control level failures. The generalized likelihood test
algorithm provided more timely detection of low-level sensor failures, but it produced one false isolation. Both algorithms
demonstrated the capability to provide dual fail-operational performance for the skewed array of inertial sensors.

NOMENCLATURE

ai resolution of accelerometer output in body axes, B x x, y, z; i = 1, 2,3,4; rad/sec 2

as, ap, a. lateral, longitudinal, and normal body axes accelerations, ft/sec
2

DFD GLT failure decision function, rad
2 or (ft/sec)

2

DF,, GLT failure isolation function for the jth sensor, rad
2 

or (ft/sec)
2

Dt computation time interval, sec
eij edge vector relating ith and jth instruments, j > i; i = 1, 2,3
9 acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec

2

H sensor configuration geometry matrix
m sensor output, rad or ft/sec
Pa, vector of GLT accelerometer parity residuals, ft/sec; i = 1,...,n-3
pch% edge vector accelerometer parity residual, ft/sec; j > i;i = 1,2,3
$a, accelerometer measurement output, ft/sec; i = xl, Vl, ... x4, y4
Si spin/pendulous axes of inertial sensor i
t time, sec
T failure detection threshold, rad or rad

2
, ft/sec or (ft/sec)

2

1" (n-3) x n matrix of parity coefficients
Zt, Ai sensor input axes, i = 1,2,3,4
0, 3, 7 direction cosines
fscale factor error, ppm
A bias error, ft/sec

2

P misalignment error, rad
Subscripts
a accelerometer
f filtered valued
9 Ur
h flight control or hard-level
m positive maximum or upper bound
I navigation or soft-level
a washout filter
z, y, z body axes components
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Superscripts
T transpose

1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated avionics concepts for advanced aircraft may use atrapdown inertial sensors for angular rate and linear
acceleration measurements for flight control and navigation systems. To meet safety and reliability requirements, triply
redundant IMU's are typically used in the design of operational units. Future aircraft designs, however, will stress maximum
efficiency and relaxed static stability requiring flight crucial data from the inertial sensors for integrated avionics functions.
Reliability and safety issues for these aircraft will mandate automatic selection of operational sensors and quick rejection of
failed components so that flight control and navigation performance will not be impaired. Accordingly, research at NASA
Langley Research Center has been directed toward fault-tolerant concepts for inertial sensor arrays. Cost, weight, and power
considerations may restrict the system complexity and number of inertial sensors available to generate flight critical data.
This implies the use of an optimum geometric array of sensors with efficient fault-tolerant algorithms to satisfy safety and
reliability requirements (ref. 1).

Fault tolerance can be provided through the implementation of failure detection and isolation (FDI) algorithms. Two
FDI methods have been developed for a redundant strapdown inertial measurement unit (RSDIMU), built for NASA
Langley Research Center. This unit consists of a semi-octahedral array of four two degrees-of-freedom (TDOF) gyros and
accelerometers with appropriate processing electronics (ref. 2). The FDI algorithms are: 1) the edge vector test (EVT) which
is the pairwise comparison of TDOF sensor measurements; and 2) the generalized likelihood test (GLT) where the detection
and isolation of failures falls within the framework of composite hypothesis tests (refs. 3-5). Both algorithms are capable of
detecting and correctly isolating multiple accelerometer or gyro failures. To account for a wide range of sensor uncertainties
and anomalies, a unified multi-level structure providing failure detection capability for flight control level failures as well as
navigation level failures of accelerometers or gyros is implemented (ref. 6). Each FDI algorithm is designed to provide fail-
operational/fail-operational/fail-safe capability for the RSDIMU, timely detection and isolation of sensor failures, reduced
false alarm rate, and real-time operation in flight computers.

The goal of the present FDI development has been to provide detection and isolation of inertial sensor failures before flight
crucial control system data are corrupted. For flight control purposes failure detection merely requires that a function of the
sesor outputs be compared to a constant failure threshold. A second goal has been to develop FDI for low-level failures
which can be tolerated for flight control purposes but are unacceptable for navigation. For lower-level failures, however,
the failure detection process is more complicated. The problem is that maneuvering flight excites sensor uncertainties (e.g.,
uncompensated scale factor and misalignment) to a greater extent than in cruise. To avoid false detections of low-level
failures during maneuvers, therefore, some form of failure threshold compensation is required. This paper will discuss the
development of failure threshold compensation for both the EVT and the GLT algorithms.

The topics covered in this paper include the flight demonstration and evaluation of the two FDI algorithms developed for
the RSDIMU. The development of the parity equations, failure thresholds, and isolation functions for accelerometer FDI is
presented. A brief description of the RSDIMU, the software processing scheme for the FDI algorithms, and the flight test
hardware is given. The performance of the FDI algorithms in flight for a variety of injected sensor failures, which would
affect fight control and navigation functions, completes the paper.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RSDIMU

The RSDIMU shown in figure 1 has a complement of four TDOF gyros and accelerometers mounted in a semi-octahedral
configuration such that dual fail-operational performance is realizable. The spin/pendulous axes, si, of the sensors (fig. 2)
are normal to the faces of the semi-octahedron, while the measurement axes, zi, Vi, (i = 1,2,3,4), lie in the planes of the faces
and are oriented such that the bisector of the sensitive axes is normal to the baseline of the semi-octahedron. The RSDIMU
consists of two separable but communicating packages (faces 1 and 2, faces 3 and 4) which may be spatially separated along
a track in the lateral direction for damage control. For the flight tests considered in this paper, however, the two units were
collocated as shown in figure 1. The outputs of any two gyros/accelerometers constitute sufficient information to complete an
orthogonal triad of angular rate/linear acceleration body frame solutions. FRom figure 2, the ideal coordinate transformation
which relates the sensor measurement axes to the body frame axes (z, V, z) is

H = -- (1)

where a - (Vl + I) /2v', # = (v' - 1)/2Vr/, and ' = 1/V3. The dashed line of the matrix H indicates the separation
of the IMU into halves: IMUA (instruments I and 2) and IMUD (instruments 3 and 4). In the ideal case the accelerometer
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and gym direction cosines are the same. The 4 x 3 matrix Ho defines the ideal transformation from the gyro/accelerometer
spin/pendulous axes (8t,.... s4) to the body frame (z,y,z) as

Ha=J : (2)

The RSDIMU functional block diagram for the flight test configuration is shown in figure 3. Each TDOF
accelerometer/gyro pair on a face of the semi-octaedron has an independent microprocessor which processes raw sensor
data and provides compensation for sensor errors. The microprocessors transfer time homogeneous data to their respective
flight computers (ref. 7). The redundancy management algorithm is processed at the 64 Hz system rate to ensure that
valid data are used in the RSDIMU functional outputs. For the flight tests discussed in this paper the EVT algorithm was
processed in IMUA and the GLT algorithm was processed in IMUB. A least-squares solution for linear acceleration can be
found from the expression

d (HT'H)-H~'ma/Dt (3)

where H is the 4 x 3 matrix formed from the two accelerometers used for the solution and m0 is the measurement sensor
vector formed from the two accelerometers.

3. FAILURE DETECTION AND ISOLATION CONCEPTS

The purpose of the experimental RSDIMU is to provide a system for evaluating FDI algorithms which provide the dual
fail-operational capability necessary to satisfy reliability and performance requirements for flight control and navigation
systems (ref. 8). Dual fall-operational performance for the RSDIMU implies the ability to survive two gyro/accelerometer
failures and to cease operation when a third failure of either type of sensor is detected. To detect sensor failures a system of
parity equations is solved. Parity equations are linear combinations of the sensor outputs selected to enhance uncertainties
(uncompensated errors and failures) associated with the sensors. The effects of the quantity the sensors measure (angular
rate/linear acceleration) are removed from consideration by the parity equations.

Failure detection occurs as a result of comparing the parity equation residuals or a function of them to a threshold. If the
threshold is exceeded, a failure is declared and the failed sensor is then isolated. Several methods are employed to accomplish
failure isolation depending on the algorithm employed. Logical operations on the residuals which exceed the threshold isolate
the failure to a particular sensor, or the dot product of the vector of parity equation residuals with vectors defined by the
parity equation coefficients can be used to isolate a failed sensor.

For flight control level failures the failure detection process is simple. The parity equation residuals are merely compared
to a constant level threshold. For the avionics functions which require greater accuracy and thus require the detection of
lower level failures, however, the process is more complicated. Figure 4 illustrates the flow of information applicable to low-
level FDI processes. The parity equations are formed from current sensor data, filtered, and compared to a threshold. The
threshold is formed from several contributions: 1) a constant to account for unfiltered noise and quantization levels, 2) sensor
errors which can be computed analytically using statistical data (supplied by the manufacturer), such as uncompensated bias,
scale factor, and misalignment errors, and 3) compensation for high frequency residuals. Immediate past values of sensor
data are used to form the analytical part of the threshold function to prevent corruption that may be raused by hard failed
sensors.

Since the FDI algorithm has been designed to cover sensor failures which affect flight control to navigation levels, a
baseline configuration has been suggested as shown in figure 5 (ref. 6). Unfiltered parity equations residuals are processed
at the sensor measurement rate (64 Hz) and compared to a constant threshold to ensure the removal of hard-failed sensor
data before vehicle controllability is affected. The same parity equation residuals are filtered to attenuate quantization and
noise so that failure levels which might affect display (mid-level) or navigation (soft-level) performance might be detected
when compared to a compensated threshold. The filtered parity equations are processed at lower rates since these failure
levels may be tolerated for a longer period of time without affecting vehicle controllability. The mid-level channel was not
implemented for the flight tests.

4. INERTIAL SENSOR ERROR MODELS

The sensors used in the RSDIMU are TDOF gyros and accelerometers (ref. 2). The first-order uncompensated errors for the
accelerometers used for the flight demonstration include include constant bias, misalignment, and scale factor nonlinearities.
An expression for the output of the z-axis of accelerometer 1 (not including the effects of quantization and noise) is

s [si = (-a.az +O.aw - -t.a ++Aei - pa a a -+a2 0 a(3 _04,3--Y -at

+ e.,. (-a. a. + .as -y . as)) . Dt (4)

where Dt accounts for the accelerometer output (ft/sec/cycle). The first three terms of Eq.(4) represent the output of an
ideal instrument, and the remaining terms represent uncompensated first order error. The expression for gyro output with
first order errors would be similarly developed.

5. FDI ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

The techniques used to detect and isolate the presence of failures include the generalized likelihood test and the edge
vector test methods. The methodology for the failure detection process is given in figure 4. The FDI schemes are developed
for accelerometers; however, the gyro development would be similar.
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5.1 Edge Vector Test Method

A technique to determine parity equations which are particularly suited to TDOF instruments has been developed (refs. 1,
9). A set of six parity equations for the gyros or accelerometers of the RSDIMU is formed when pairs of instruments are
compared along an edge of the semi-octahedron. An expression for the edge vectors is formed from the cross products of the
sensor pendulous axes as illustrated in figure 2 is

eij =(si xsj)/(js X sjj )  j > ; i =1,2,3 (5)

The accelerometer parity equations for the vector-based method are defined as the dot product

po., = [(0 -aw) -ij] Dt j>i; i = 1,2,3 (6)

To express the quantity a
B 

in terms of sensor output, use Eq.(1) to obtain

a
B = [H

T 
.s,]IDt (7)

where HT is the 3 x 2 matrix corresponding to the ith accelerometer. This expression can be used to obtain the accelerometer
parity equations in terms of sensor measurements. To obtain the parity residuals in terms of sensor errors, substitute Eq.(4)
for the measurements. The results are

P412 =0.966 (b,,, - 6aa,) + 0.259 - 6s,

P413 = 0.707 (6sao; + 6s . ,, - 6sa,, - 6say)

P04= 0.966 (6sa,4 - 6S,,) + 0.259 (6,,,, - b5a.,)

PU3= 0.966 (6sa02 - bs,,) + 0.259 (6.,,1, - 65.03 )(8

P024 = 0.707 (6%2 + 68a., - 63%, - 68.,4)

P034 = 0.966(6Sa.,3 - s.J4) + 0.259 (6 , 64a,4)

where the bsa, (i = xl, yl ... x4, y4) terms represent total accelerometer error.

The development of gyro parity equations and the reduction to sensor errors is similar to the accelerometer development.

Sensor failure detection is determined from a comparison of the parity equation residuals, or a function of them to a
threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, a failure is declared. For the hard-range failures the threshold may be merely a
constant. For the mid- or soft-range levels, however, normal dynamic sensor errors, which are more pronounced during
maneuvers, are larger than acceptable bias errors. For example, for a standard rate turn (3 deg/sec) a gyro scale factor error
of 100 ppm yields an equivalent drift rate of I deg/hr. A constant bias level this high would result in serious navigation error.

As suggested by Eq.(4), the accelerometer outputs contain static (bias) and dynamic (misalignment and scale factor)
errors. Since these errors are statistically known (e.g. from manufacturers' data), an estimate for the maximum first order
accelerometer errors can be written from Eq.(4) as

6'.= [>..,, + (P, + 0. ,,,) I (ixi+ asi&.j,, +y 01 1)] Dt (9)

where the ah! terms are least-squares estimates for acceleration from an appropriate accelerometer pair; these terms are
filtered to be compatible with the channel under consideration. An estimate of the maximum accelerometer sensor error
contribution to a parity equation residual is obtained from the coefficients of the sensor error terms in Eq.(9) as

pa,, = 2. 828 - 6 s., (10)

The constant in Eq.(10) is the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the error terms in parity equations Pali and
p, to account for worst case conditions. The sum of the absolute values for the remaining parity equations is 2.445.

Compensation for high frequency terms in the parity residuals caused by unattenuated high frequency terms (noise spikes,
etc.) can be obtained by passing each residual through a washout filter, and adding the result to the threshold as indicated
in figure 4. This high-pass filter has the effect of driving the low frequency terms to zero while compensating the threshold
for high-frequency effects appearing in the residuals; also the filter tends to render the failure detection process false-alarm
free.

The total threshold for each accelerometer parity equation consists of a constant term, Taq, accounting for quantization
and noise effects, a maximum accelerometer error term found from Eq.(9), and a high frequency compensation term, Ta,,
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obtained by passing the parity residual through a washout filter. The expression for the threshold for each parity equation
Ta12 

= 
Tee + 2.445. 

6sa,, + Taw12

Taz13 
= 

Te + 2.828 6
aa, + Taw13

Ta, = Ta + 2.445. 6s, + Taw, (1I)

Ta2 = Taq + 2 .445 6sa. + Ta,
Ta= = Tee + 2.828 . 6sa, + Tau 4

T63 = Taq + 2.445 . 68a,. + T 0wu

Each parity equation residual is tested against its corresponding threshold, so that if (jPa, - Taj,) > 0, the parity
equation indicates a failure. A logical flag, Lij, is set true for this event. At the completion of all six threshold tests for the
parity equations, a set of logical equations is examined to isolate a failed instrument. The logical equations are

Al = L12 . L13 + L12 L 14 + L13 -L14
A2 = L12 -L23 + L 12 . L24 + L23" L24

(12)A3 = L13. L23 + L13 - L34 + L23. L34

A4 = L14 . L24 + L14 - L34 + L24- L34

where • denotes the logical "and" function and + denotes the logical "or" functics. If sensor 1 fails, the three flags associated
with that sensor, (e.g., L12 , L13 , and L14 ) will be set true when their respective parity tests are greater than zero. When
any two of these flags are set true, A, will be set true thus isolating accelerometer 1. A redundancy management algorithm
removes an isolated sensor failure from further output consideration. Table 1 contains the logic equations used to isolate a
second failure. A third failure may be detected but not isolated.

Table 1. Logic equations for isolating a second sensor failure

Instrument 1 Instrument 2 Instrument 3 Instrument 4
Failed Failed Failed Failed

A2 = L23 -L 24  Al -L 13 . L 14  A1 - L12 -L1 4  Al = L1 2 , L1 3
A3 = L23 L34 A3 =L 13 L34 A2 = L12 L24  A 2 = L1 2 . L23
A4 = L24 L34 A4 =L 14 L34  A4 = L14 L24  A3 = L1 3 • L23

The logic equations presented are applicable to multiple nonconcurrent failures for the gyros or accelerometers. Modifications
to the logic to account for multiple concurrent failures can easily be implemented.

5.2 Generalized Likelihood Test Method

The GLT algorithm described in this section follows the development given in ref. 8. The detection of failures is
accomplished by processing the sensor measurements in a set of parity equations which have the form

Pa, = =vjso, 1,... n-3; j = rll . .x4,y4 (13)

where the V matrix is chosen to be of dimension (n-3) x n with VH = 0, and VVT = I.

The parity equations are obtained using a least-squares approach described in ref. 10. A different V matrix is required
for each configuration of sensors which remains after a failure is detected and isolated. The parity equations for the full set
of sensors is

Pal 0.79066sa,1 - 0.15816sa5 2 - 0.43206saV2 + 0.1581 6sa, - 0.316268%3 - 0.15816s- + 0.11586S%4
Pa2 

= 
0.79066s%, + 0.11586sa, - 0.15816sao - 0.31626sa=3 - 0.1581

6
Sa3 - 0.43206sa,4 + 0.1

58
1
6

saV4
Pa3 

= 0.
76 596

saa - 0.065368av2 - 0.08286sa,3 - 0.53516s%3 + 0.19596sa. 4 - 0.27866sa, (14)
p4 = 0.639668a.2 + 0.163268a, - 0.42456s%3 - 0.

5 844 6
Sa, + 0.20616sa,4

Pa5 
= 0.68 306sas + 0.18306sa , - 0 .1830 68., - 0.K830s

A GLT formulation of the detection and isolation problems has been developed. Assuming single-axis failures initially,
the GLT decision functions for detection and isolation are

DFD =pTp

DFI, v. - j = 1,2,...,n
vj Vi

These decision functions are strictly functions of the parity equation residuals. The detection decision is made by comparing
DFD, which is the sum of the squares of the parity residuals, to a detection threshold. A sensor failure results in a change in
the mean value of a sensor output, the parity equation residuals, and the failure detection function. The isolation decision is
then made by determining maxj(DF ). The value ofj that maximim DF1 Identifies the sensor most lily to have failed.
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Since TDOF sensors are used, the isolation of a failed sensor rather than a failed axis requires testing only n/2 hypotheses.
The decision function for isolation is then simplified to

DF~ = pT . (vjvj) 
1 

vJ =1,2 . n/2 (16)

where vj = (v2j.l,v2j) and v2jl,v2j, are the two columns of the V matrix associated with TDOF sensor j. The sensor
most likely to have failed is determined by the j which maximizes the isolation function.

The thresholds used with the GLT algorithm are generated similar to the EVT algorithm. That is, to detect flight
control level failures, the parity residuals are compared to a constant threshold, and to detect low level sensor failures, the
FDI thresholds must be able to accommodate the effects of maneuvering flight. An estimate for maximum sensor error is
generated from an analytic expression for the upper bound of the sensor errors where only first order effects including bias,
misalignment, and scale factor errors are considered. An upper bound for the GLT accelerometer parity residuals arising
from analytical determination of sensor error is,

s vj (17)

The analytical part of the threshold is obtained by summing the squares of the upper bound for each parity equation. The
resulting expression is

n-3

T". = F (.)2 (18)

The third part ofthe accelerometer threshold is formed from the sum of the squares of the washout filtered parity residuals.

The expression for the total accelerometer threshold is

Ta = Ta. + Tao + Ta (19)

When a failure is detected this expression is modified to account for the reduced number of sensors.

6. FLIGHT TEST EQUIPMENT AND PARAMETERS

Figure 6 shows the aircraft installation of the equipment rack built to flight test the FDI algorithms. Total weight for
the rack and all equipment is 775 pounds. The RSDIMU consists of two full ATR boxes containing instrument control and
compensation electronics and a full ATR box for input power conditioning. The sensor cluster is mounted in the middle row
of the pallet.

With the exception of the power distribution panel, the remaining equipment makes up the flight computer system and
consists of two 16-bit general purpose mini-computers, two computer control panels, four computer interface chasses, a
1/2 inch cartridge tape recorder, a serial line printer, a hand held terminal, and an RSDIMU Control/Display Panel.

The parameters used for the EVT and GLT threshold tests are given in Table 2. Because of computer timing considerations,
a first-order filter was implemented for the soft-level channel. The first-order filter time constants were chosen to reduce
the effective noise levels to an acceptable level to enhance failure detection sensitivity. The washout filter time constants
were obtained from laboratory tests to minimize false alarms and failure detection times. The constant threshold levels were
obtained from sensor bias considerations and to ensure no occurrences of false alarms.

Table 2. EVT and GLT threshold values and time constants.

EVT

Gyro Flight Control Constant 0.5 deg/sec
Gyro Soft-Level Constant 0.95 deg/hr
Gyro Soft Dynamic Error 2828 ppm
Gyro First-Order Filter Time Constant 60 sec
Gyro Washout Filter Time Constant 180 sec
Acclerometer Flight Control Constant 0.1 g
Accelerometer Soft-Level Constant 0.9 milli-g
Accelerometer Soft Dynamic Error 1414 ppm
Accelerometer First Order Filter Time Constant 10 sec
Accelerometer Washout Filter Time Constant 120 sec

GLT

Gyro Flight Control Constant 18002 (deg/hr)
2

Gyro Soft-Level Constant 0.952 (deg/hr)
2

Gyro Soft Dynamic Error 1.98 x 10-5 ppm
Gyro First-Order Filter Time Constant 60 sec
Gym Washout Filter Time Constant 180 se
Acoelerometer Flight Control Constant 0.12 g

2

Accelerometer Soft-Level Constant 0.9
2

(millig)
2

Accelerometer Soft Dynamic Error 5 x 10-6 ppm
Accelerometer First Order Filter Time Constant 10 sec
Accelerometer Washout Filter Time Constant 120 sec
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Four flights were used to test the FDI capabilities of the EVT and GLT algorithms (refs. 11, 12). A Lockheed Electra, shown
in figure 7, was used for flight I for which the pallet was located approximately 20 ft forward of the cg. For the remaining
flights a P-3 Orion was used. For this aircraft the pallet was located approximately at the cg. All flights originated at NASA
Wallops Flight Facility. Typically the flights were constant altitude, constant speed, box patterns of sufficient duration to
exercise the FDI algorithms. Some periods of moderate turbulence were experienced during the four flights but the conditions
mainly consisted of light turbulence. Table 3 gives a brief description of the significant events for flight 3.

Table 3. Time history of events for flight 3.

Time, sec Event Comments

627 Begin takeoff roll Gyros 3 and 4 failed simultaneously 15 seconds
Runway 22 after roll starts

653 Liftoff-Turn to 210 degree
heading

986 Right turn to 50 degree Cape Charles VOR
heading

1216 Left turn to 350 degee Constant altitude 6000 ft.
heading 200 knots airspeed

1300 Accels. 3 and 4 failed simultaneously

1372 Landing gear down
1400 Left turn to 210 degree heading

1491 Flaps down

1540 Touchdown Runway 22

7. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

7.1 Edge Vector Test Method

The flight test results for the EVT algorithm from flight 3 are given in figures 8-14. The plots begin 2 seconds before
takeoff roll and are terminated prior to touchdown at 1525 seconds. Failures were added to gyros 3 and 4 during the takeoff
roll. Failures were added to accelerometers 3 and 4 at 1300 seconds.

The unfiltered gyro EVT parity residuals for gyros 1, 2, and 3 (p#,,, p91 ,, and pg.), are given in figure 8. Since a hard
failure (-0.7 deg/sec) was applied to both axes of gyro 4 during the takeoff roll, the residuals for the gyro 4 parity equations
are not shown. The effects of the low-level failure applied to gyro 3 are not evident in the unfiltered residuals. The P9l.s
residual is not affected by either of these failures. The peak-to-peak variation in the Pg,, residual is normal for these sensors.

The filtered EVT gyro parity residuals are given in figure 9. Only those parity equations unaffected by the hard failure
are shown. The effects of the low-level failure added to gyro 3 at 640 seconds is evident in residuals Pglu, and pm,. The
advantage of filtering the gyro residuals is apparent in P912,, the only parity residual unaffected by the failures. This residual
is well behaved and it illustrates the sensitivity with which low failure levels could be detected. The effects of the turns
beginning at about 1000 and 1400 seconds are evident in all the filtered gyro parity residuals.

Figure 10 shows the washout compensation added to the thresholds for Pg,2., Pg, and pg,. It can be seen that the
washout filter tends to follow the high frequency excursions of the parity residuals, thus providing false-alarm protection for
the FDI process.

The gyro threshold tests for the filtered gyro parity residuals are shown in figure 11. The results of these tests indicates
positive results for (Ipg 1.l - T9 13 ) and (Ipm i - TU); this indicates failure detection for those parity equations. The
large excursions in the threshold test results indicate that the values used in Table 2 for the threshold terms, particularly
misalignment and scale factor error estimates, were too large.

The unfiltered accelerometer parity residuals for flight 3 are given in figure 12. The effects of the dual axis failure on
accelerometer 3 (6 milli-g z-axis and -1.5 milli-g y-axis) at 1300 seconds is evident in Palm. Analysis of the EVT parity
equations shows that the applied failure level will not be detected in either pam or P23 (ref. 5).

Figure 13 shows the filtered residuals for accelerometer parity equations pas1 . , Pulu, and pa,. The effects of takeoff and
turn dynamics is particularly evident in the paj3 residual since it contains no failure level. This residual is well behaved and
it illustrates the sensitivity with which low-level failures could be detected during straight and level flight.

Figure 14 shows the EVT accelerometer threshold tests for the filtered residuals (the EVT accelerometer washout filtered
residuals were not recorded during the flight tests). Since (Ipalu I - Ta < 0), no failure was detected for this parity equation.
The test for Pal. indicates failure detection with its positive result. As stated above there was no failure detection for PN,.

i:. . . ,, m mmmmm m - m m•( i
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7.2 Generalized Likelihood Test Method

The unfiltered and filtered gyro parity residuals for the GLT algorithm are shown in figures 15 and 16. Only three
parity residuals are shown for the hard- and soft-level residuals, since p94 and pg., the remaining two residuals, were affected
by hard failures on the takeoff roll. The unfiltered gym parity residuals, p91h, pgm, and pg, show the effects of takeoff
dynamics and the GLT algorithm reconfiguration after failure detection and isolation. That is, when the failure in gyro 4
is detected and isolated, the GLT parity Eq.(19) and isolation functions Eqs.(20, 21) are reconfigured to reflect the three
remaining instruments. When the second failure is isolated, the system again reconfigures itself to reflect the two remaining
instruments (one parity equation). The soft-level parity residuals in figure 16 show the effects of this reconfiguration after
the failure detection and isolation. The soft-level parity residual, pg,,, remaining after the second isolation shows the effects
of turn dynamics.

Figure 17 shows the GLT gyro decision function, DFD , the washout threshold compensation term Ts., and the threshold
test, DFD, - T. The washout filtered threshold term illustrates the tendency toward false-alarm free operation of the
algorithm since high frequency terms appearing in the parity residuals are compensated.

The GLT unfiltered and filtered accelerometer parity residuals are given in figures 18 and 19. These residuals show
the effects of takeoff dynamics and reconfiguration after failure detection and isolation. For this flight the GLT algorithm
provided a false isolation for the low-level failure applied to accelerometer 3 at 1300 seconds.

7.3 Failure Detection and Isolation Performance

Table 4 lists the performance results for the FDI algorithms in flight test. Since the wind conditions were calm for flight 1,
there were two identical redundancy management experiments performed. In both experiments for flight 1, five failure levels,
including three gyro and two accelerometer, were added to the sensor outputs. At 5040 seconds during flight La, both axes of
gyro 4 were opened. Since this failure occurred just prior to the start of a maneuver, the failure was detected and properly
isolated as soft level failures in two seconds for both the EVT and the GLT algorithms. At 5160 seconds the x-axis of
accelerometer 4 a bias level of 10 milli-g was added to the accelerometer output. This failure was detected in 69 seconds
and 15 seconds for the EVT and GLT algorithms, respectively. Similarly the next two failures show that the GLT algorithm
detects and isolates soft-level failures faster than the EVT algorithm. The flight control level failure added to the y-axis of
gyro 2 was detected on cycle for both algorithms.

The same set of failures was repeated in flight lb. The open failure took longer to detect for this occurrence than flight la
because the flight was straight and level. The accelerometer failures were detected in times similar to flight la. The increase
in time to detect the gyro 3 failure is caused by the residual level at the time of application. A flight control level failure was
applied to gyro 2 eighteen seconds before touchdown.

For flight 2, both axes of gyro 4 were given flight control level failures during the takeoff roll. Both the GLT and EVT
algorithms detected and properly isolated this failure on cycle. Ten seconds later, while still on the takeoff roll, gyro 3 was
given a low-level bias failure. The aircraft maneuvers after takeoff caused an increase in the gyro threshold and, hence, a long
detection and isolation time for the gyro 3 failure. The FDI for the single-axis failures in accelerometers 4 and 3 are similar
to the results of flight 1. Accelerometer 2 was opened during the landing approach; this failure was detected and properly
isolated on-cycle.

On the takeoff roll for flight 3, all sensitive axes of gyros 3 and 4 were failed simultaneously. The hard level failure on
gyro 4 was detected on-cycle by both algorithms. The soft-level failure on gyro 3 was detected in 251 and 111 seconds by the
EVT and GLT algorithms, respectively. At 1300 seconds clock time, all axes of accelerometers 3 and 4 were fai!ed. The flight
control level failure on accelerometer 4 was detected and isolated on cycle, but the accelerometer 3 failure was not isolated
by the EVT algorithm. Analysis of the EVT parity equations, and hence, the parity residuals shows that Pa13 will detect the
failure, but pa will not. The GLT algorithm easily detects the failure but produces a false isolation.

The final experiment for the series of flight tests included an open failure on gyro 4 during the takeoff roll. This failure
was detected in 8 and 4 seconds for the EVT and GLT algorithms, respectively. At liftoff both axes of gyro 3 were failed.
This failure too was detected and properly isolated by both algorithms. Both axet of accelerometers 3 and 4 were failed
during the flight and were detected and properly isolated. At 2105 clock time the GLT algorithm indicated a false alarm; this
failed IMUB. This failure manifested itself as 1) transient loss of temperature regulation; 2) errors in data transfer between
IMUA and IMUB; and, 3) loss of navigation data on IMUB. Post flight analysis indicated flight computer B malfunctioned.
Therefore, this was a genuine system failure which was detected. IMUA continued to operate properly for the remainder of
the flight.
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Table 4. Flight Demonstration of EVT and GLT algorithms.

Failure FDI
Sensor Failure Injection Time, see

Flight Failed Level Time, see EVT GLT

la 89. 4 , sg 4  open 5040 2 2
Sa4 10 milli-g 5160 69 15
s 3  10 deg/hr 5360 70 12

1%3 I0 milli-g 5450 63 15
1sy2 2 deg/sec 5600 0 0

lb 89.4, s9 ,4  open 770 142 12
sa.4 10 milli-g 1000 71 17
s 9Y3 10 deg/hr 1500 156 69
sa3 10 milli-g 1750 7 14
sgv2 2 deg/sec 3260 0 0

2 s9 4 , sg94  I deg/sec 540 0 0
S90 2.6 deg/hr 550 700 533
Sa14 7 milli-g 1500 93 23
Sa,, 7 milli-g 3500 90 19

Sa,2, sa2 open 4650 0 0

3 sg, sgo -0.7 deg/sec 640 0 0
893, -8y3 -4 deg/hr, 1 deg/hr 640 251 ill

Saz4 SaY4  -0.4 g 1300 0 0

• a3 6 milli-g, -1.5 milli-g 1300 n.d
1  672

'not detected 
2

false isolation

4 .sy 4  open 460 8 4

893 s9y3 -4 deg/hr, I deg/hr 510 132 68
sa,4, sa4 7 milli-g, -2 milli-g 700 66 55
s.a.3, sa3 2 milli.g, -9 milli-g 1300 55 14

IMUB Computer malfunction resulted in GLT Shutdown

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two algorithms for failure detection and isolation of a skewed array of collocated TDOF inertial sensors have been flight
tested and compared. The algorithms both provide timely detection and isolation of a variety of sensor failures which affect
flight control and navigation accuracies. Dual fail-operational capability for the RSDIMU was demonstrated by virtue of
third failure detectability. The GLT algorithm demonstrated faster response to sensor failures than the E'T algorithm. The
GLT algorithm, however, suffered a false isolation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Battle damage causing loss of control capability can compromise mission objectives and even result
in loss of the aircraft. The Self Repairing Flight Control System (SRFCS) flight development program
directly addresses this issue with a flight control system design that can measure the damage and
immediately refine the control system commands to preserve mission potential. Furthermore, the system
diagnostics process can detect in flight the type of faults that are difficult to isolate post flight,
and thus cause excessive ground maintenance time and cost. The SRFCS diagnostics feature enhances
a
i
r.raft alert readiness by reducing ground servicing time.

Control

.. /Reconfiguration

Baffle
Damage

Figure 1. SRFCS Preserves the Combat Capability of the Damaged Fighter Aircraft

The control systems of today's fighter aircraft have the control power and surface displacement to
maneuver the aircraft in a very large flight envelope with a wide variation in airspeed and g
maneuvering conditions, with surplus force capacity available from each control surface. Digital flight
control processors are designed to include built-in status of the control system components, as well as
sensor information on aircraft control maneuver commands and response. In the event of failure or loss
of a control surface, the SRFCS utilizes this capability to reconfigure control commands to the
remning control surfaces, thus preserving maneuvering response. This reconfiguration system permits
the damaged aircraft to continue the mission (Figure 1) and return to base. Damage detection must be
fast and accurate, and reconfiguration must restore sufficient flight response.

Correct post-flight repair is the key to low maintainability support costs and high aircraft
mission readiness. The SRFCS utilizes the large data base available with digital flight control systems
to diagnose faults. Built-in-test data and sensor data are used as inputs to an Onboard Expert System
process to accurately identify failed components for post-flight maintenance action. This diagnostic
technique has the advantage of functioning during flight, and so is especially useful In identifying
intermittent faults that are present only during maneuver g loads or high hydraulic flow requirements.
These faults are very difficult to isolate in current post-flight maintenance, resulting in Can Not
Duplicate (CNO) inconclusive ground checks and excessive support man-hours.

McDonnell Aircraft Company working with subcontractor General Electric Controls Division has
developed a flight system to test the reconfiguration and onboard maintenance diagnostics concepts on a
NASA F-IS fighter aircraft. Key objectives are:
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- Flight evaluate a control reconfiguration strategy with three types of control surface failure

- Evaluate a cockpit display that will inform the pilot of the maneuvering capacity of the
damaged aircraft

- Flight evaluate the Onboard Expert System maintenance diagnostics process using representative
faults set to occur only under maneuvering conditions

- Determine software requirements to install the system in a digital flight control system

The flight development program is sponsored by the USAF Wright Research and Development Center, with
flight testing by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility.

2.0 SRFCS TECHNOLOGIES AND BENEFITS

In realtime reconfiguration, the flight control system automatically redistributes control power
among remaining force and moment effectors following battle damage or component failures.
Reconfiguration dampens impairment transients, retains stability, reduces pilot work load, and maximizes
remaining control performance. Reconfiguration improves survivability and can also be used to improve
flight control system reliability. With reconfiguration, the control surfaces provide a new level of
aerodynamic redundancy which allows designers to reduce component complexity and levels of hardware
redundancy of the control system components. For example, designers can simplify the actuators and
hydraulic system by placing single channel simplex actuators on certain control surfaces. Compensation
of simplex actuator failure modes then depends on the reconfiguration of the remaining control surfaces
instead of hardware redundancy within the actuator. Simplification of flight control system hardware
through use of reconfiguration improves the reliability and maintainability of the flight control system
while reducing weight and life cycle costs.

The heart of reconfiguration is a Failure Detection, Isolation, and Estimation (FDIE) algorithm.
FOIE is needed to: (1) determine that there is an Impairment; (2) where on the aircraft it occurred;
and, (3) what type of impairment it Is. Local FDIE looks for impairments of specific components of the
aircraft. For example the command to an actuator is compared, through a model of the actuator, to the
surface response. A miscompare over a certain threshold and time window would lead to the conclusion
that the actuator is failed. Global (or aircraft path) FDIE monitors overall aircraft response and is
used for battle damage cases, which can include missing control surfaces, fuselage damage and wing
damage. Global FDIE uses flight control system sensors to compare measured aircraft response to a
modeled response. Failure or damage signatures emerge from comparison residuals that are then used to
isolate and estimate the impairment. The F-1S program includes control surface test failures that
require both local and global FDIE.

The reconfiguration system uses FDIE information to redistribute control authority among remaining
control surfaces. FDIE provides Impairment information to a constrained pseudo-Inverse, called a
pseudo-surface resolver or a control mixer, which reconfqgures the control surface gains. The
pseudo-inverse technique determines the changes in control surface deflections that are required to
reconstruct unimpaired forces and moments. The pseudo-inverse process is constrained to limit commands
to less effective surfaces and to handle saturation of actuator limits.

A Positive Pilot Alert (PPA) system also uses FBIE information to tell the pilot what happened and
what are the new performance and mission constraints. Immediate performance information is displayed on
the HUD, and the pilot can call up additional information on a multipurpose display. PPA also provides
emergency procedures and constraints on future mission segments. For example, PPA can help the pilot
safely fly a damaged aircraft while up-and-away, but PPA also provides landing information to aid in
deciding if diversion to another base is necessary. Reference (1) discusses an example PPA design.

The SRFCS Maintenance Diagnostics system operates during flight and parallels the function of the
reconfiguration systems' FOIE. Both technologies detect and isolate flight control system faults.
However, the diagnostics system can include a larger number of system components and uses a much larger
data base to identify faulty Line Replaceable Units. An expert system technology is utilized,
consisting of a knowledge base and an inferencing engine that is programed in the flight control system
digital processors. The knowledge base is organized in rule relationships that will efficiently isolate
the failure using the inferencing process. The rules are determined by experienced maintenance
technicians using flight control system technical descriptions.

The SRFCS onboard expert system is designed to isolate faults to the LRU level during the return
flight to base, with the necessary repair data tranamitted after the flight to ground maintenance
personnel via a lap-top computer and display unit that the ground crew couples to the aircraft. This
computer usen expert system diagnostics to complete the isolation of failures that cannot be totally
identified in flight, such as a wiring problem involving many bulkhead connectors. The expert system
quickly guides technicians through the most efficient maintenance process to find the fault.

An airborne expert system can virtually eliminate CND maintenance codes, which are faults that
appear in the flight environment, but cannot be duplicated on the ground. For example, a pin in a
connector can come loose during a high G maneuver, but reconnect during 1 G level flight. This fault is
extremely difficult to diagnose on the ground, and leads to unnecessary removals of operational
components. RETOKs (retest OKs) occur when the operational components are sent to an intermediate shop
or depot, tested, found to be non-faulty and returned to the flight line. CNDs and RETOKs are expensive
and contribute to aircraft down time. The airborne diagnostic incorporates maintenance procedure expert
system rules together with data from flight control system sensors and bus signals operating over a
moving window of time. When faults occur, the system uses this data to imadiately begin the
inforencing process while the symptoms are present, thus eliminating the majority of CND activity.
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The combination of reconfiguration and expert system maintenance diagnostics provides greater
survivability, greater reliability and more efficient maintenance. These benefits lead to lower life
cycle cost in peace-time with greater aircraft availability in wartime.

3.0 SRFCS PROGRAM4S RELATING TO THE NASA F-15 FLIGHT TEST

Figure 2 shows the schedule and milestones for the SRFCS program, which include feasibility and
pilot simulator airframe studies, designs of reconfiguration and maintenance diagnostics systems which
are used in the F-15 SRFCS flight test aircraft.

194 19 19 1987 1968 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Feasibility Studies
.AFTI-16A

............. F-15 GEMSA

CRCA Reconfiguration A
Study Pilot Demo

Maintenance Diagnostics Study:
FCS Coverage: A 50% A 100A %

F-1 5 Flight Test A
Demonstration Flights

Maintenance Diagnostics
Field Use Demo

f nced SRFCS Flight Test

Figure 2. SRFCS Development Program 0P&n.041 50

3.1 REAL-TIME RECONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

A limited flight envelope reconfiguration system was designed for the Flight Dynamics Laboratory's
AFTI/F-16 aircraft (Reference 2). This study determined the feasibility of applying reconfiguration
algorithms to fighter aircraft. A Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) was the basis for the FDIE
algorithm. This first generation reconfiguration system, called the control mixer, was tested in the
USAF Large Amplitude Multi-mode Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS). This pilot-in-the-loop,
motion-base simulation demonstrated the feasibility of the reconfiguration algorithms. The algorithms
were then successfully flown on a Total In-Flight Simulator aircraft (a modified C-131H). These tests
proved that algorithms can detect, isolate and estimate aircraft impairments without false alarms, and
that reconfiguration restores flight performance to the damaged aircraft. The LA14ARS simulation also
indicated the need for a PPA system to help pilots maintain safe flight following reconfiguration.
These reconfiguration algorithms and display concepts are the baseline for the F-15 flight test
demonstration.

Based on the early success of the feasibility study, another study was initiated (References 1, 3,
4 and 5) to develop second generation reconfiguration algorithms for a Control Reconfigurable Combat
Aircraft (CRCA), shown in Figure 3. This aircraft was considered a reasonable baseline for future
fighter aircraft. The CRCA aerodynamic model is based on extensive wind tunnel testing. The CRCA
reconfiguration study expanded the flight and maneuver envelope of the AFTI-16 feasibility study and
used m-ary (versus binary) hypothesis testing for FDIE. M-ary hypothesis testing serves the same
purpose as the feasibility study FDIE, but it can use a less accurate (smaller) aircraft model because
it is more tolerant of model errors. The CRCA study also concentrated on potential impacts
reconfiguration can have on aerodynamic design and on flight control system architectures. Examples of
architecture impacts include reduced levels of computer and sensor redundancy and the use of simplex
versus duel tandem actuators. The reconfiguration and PPA algorithms were flown on a CRCA simulation on
LANARS. The simulation activity examined techniques to eliminate false alams while minimizing missed
detections, incorporation of robust (fault tolerant) control laws with reconfiuration, design of a PPA
system, and evaluation of flying qualities following reconfiguration. Reference 6 reviews the SRFCS
program.
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Control Surface
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Figure 3. The Control Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft GP90011-172

3.2 EXPERT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE DIAGNOSTICS DEVELOPMENT

The initial expert system maintenance diagnostic feasibility study resulted in a personal computer
(PC) demonstration system, called the General Electric Maintenance System (GEMS). This was a first look
at a rule-based, ground diagnostics system for a limited portion of the F-15 flight control system.
Reference 7 discusses GEMS in detail. This rule based expert system concept is updated for airborne
application in the F-15 flight test demonstration. Reference 8 further describes the F-15 system.

A second generation Flight Control Maintenance Diagnostics System (FCMOS) was developed for F-16
flight control systems. FCMOS is a frame-based, ground diagnostics system that covers the entire flight
control systems, including wiring and connectors. Reference 9 describes the system. It exists on a
personal computer and includes user friendly help facilities. FCMDS has been demonstrated at MacDill
Air Force Base where engineers updated the system design based on user comments.

4.0 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE F-15 FLIGHT TEST OF THE SRFCS

The major goal of the SRFCS F-15 flight development program is to transition real-time
reconfiguration and expert maintenance diagnostics to the operational community. Flight demonstration
is an important tool in the technology transition process, and the NASA F-15 flight test is an
important, near-term (Fall 1989) transition milestone.

The F-15 SRFCS algorithms were developed during the initial stages of the CRCA study. At that
time, the algorithms from the feasibility studies were mature enough to progress to flight test. The
F-1S flight test consists of a reconfiguration system, a HUD displayed Positive Pilot Alert system, and
an airborne version of expert system diagnostics previously developed for GEMS.

During the F-15 flights the Onboard Expert System (OES) diagnostics will inference on an expanded
set of CND scenarios. For the first time, the airborne diagnostic system will be interfaced to a ground
(GEMS) system. The OES will inference as far as possible in the air. After the flight, information
will be passed from the onboard processor to GEMS to be reported to ground technicians. GEMS then leads
the technicians through any remaining troubleshooting.

During the flights, the tie between reconfiguration and maintenance diagnostics will be
demonstrated. Both technologies depend on some type of fault detection and isolation. Reconfiguration
must occur quickly, while maintenance diagnostics can happen in the background, allowing time for
failure isolation. Both systems will operate during a fault scenario that requires real-time
reconfiguration to regain performance and airborne diagnostics to explain to the maintenance technicians
what happened.

The NASA F-15 flight test is the first demonstration of real-time reconfiguration and diagnostics

on a high performance fighter. The flight test will provide answers to important technical questions:

- Will reconfiguration occur fast enough to ensure stability of a fighter aircraft?

- Will the reconfiguration algorithms fit in fighter aircraft flight control processors?

- Can the reconfiguration algorithms perform with existing flight control sensors?

- What is the effect on pilot workload and aircraft target tracking?

- What are the constraints on reconfiguration commands due to aircra,t structural properties

such as aeroservoeleatic interaction?

- How do the fault detection algorithms work in the presence of real sensor noise, air
turbulence and modeling error? Can these factors be accommodated to prevent false alarms or
inaccurate fault identification?

- Can the types of failures relating to CNO or inaccurate maintenance diagnostics be correctly
identified with the in-flight expert system approach?
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5.0 F-15 SRFCS

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the F-15 SRFCS flight control system, which includes the standard
mechanical and electronic Control Augmentation System (CAS). The F-15 CAS serves to provide stability
augmentation and command response enhancement through control laws implemented in a dual channel digital
Electronic Flight Computer. This baseline mode of the system is unchanged until a fault occurs. For
the F-15 flight test demonstration, two additional SRFCS coemands are added to the CAS servo commands:

- An Impairment Control designed to force the control surface to represent failure conditions.
This software module is for flight test only, and not part of a production SRFCS system.

- SRFCS Correction Commands to add the reconfiguration to each control surface servo.

Pio Mechanica , • •e

inut Conto AoctroatoTs

.. .. ... ... ........... : : : : : : : ::.w ,. . , : : 1.. ...............

Figure 4. F-15 SRFCS Recofiguratlon
FligC Te Demontraon

The reconfguraton correction coumands are calculated in a high capacity HAK flight processor,
and are derived frm fur software subroutines:

Surface Impairment Detection and Classification (SIDC) to detect which surface has failed and
the type of impaiment.

Effector Gain Estimator (EGE) to detemine how much of the damaged surface remains.

- Aircraft model containing dynamic models of the normal and impaired aircraft.

- Command Mixer that determines the amount of colmeand to transit to each remaining surface.

The flight test aircraft is configured with three impairments that are selectable frm the pilot's
station; all three affect the right horizontal stabiator, The impaiments are activated with software
commnds to the stabIlator servo actuator to accurately represent the desired failure (Figure 3). The
comeands negate the mchanical yst inputs and patterh the stebilator for the desired impairment.
Once the falure type is selected and activated by the pilot, it remains active throughout the fault
detection sequence and pilot evaluation of the reconfigured airplane. Both the failure and the
correction commands disappear upon ptlot deactivation of the reconfguration test mde through a switch
on the control stick.

st re types of stabilator failure are possible with the flight test mchanization shtwn in

Figure 5:

- Fixed Control Surface representing a mchanical jam.

-t Trailed Control Surface representing electrical or hydraulic failures. The degree of trail
reaponae is controllable through a lag tm constant in the sofware.

- A partially missing surface representing battle damage.
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Figure 5. Control for Partial Surface Loss Model
The reconfiguration process requires computation of three aircratt acceleration state vectors

(Figure 6). The actual aircraft acceleration XA is continually monitored with a modeled aircraft vector
X for compirison in the SIDC fault detection. Upon detection of a fault the EGE surface gain estimator
dnctions with the SIDC to provide data to a second aircraft model that acquires the detected
impairment. The two models are then used to compute the correction commands which force the modeled
impaired aircraft acceleration X to match the unimpaired vector X. The correction commands also
drive the real aircraft, and thus'lestore the acceleration XA to be lil1 an undamaged F-15.

,FMeapsured IX

Aircraft IAcceleration J J

J-IS/-IC) J - Estimatel
AircraftL -:  (E GE)---

Mod 
M

and (Unimpaired)Comad Reconfiguration~Command - Correction
~Change " Commands~(Mixer)

- F c af IM P

A and Failed
Surface Data

Figure 6. Reconfiguratlon Process Incorporates Aircraft Dynamic Models

The SIDC fault detection scheme shown in Figure 7 continually monitors the flight control system
actuator response and accelerations of the aircraft model to determine if errors exist that may be due
to failed system components. Figure 4 shows the two Paths used in SIDC fault detection. Should
actuator comands and outputs not agree, a possible fault will be indicated. Statistical verification
with angle of attack information determines if the suspected fault is a locked or trailed actuator. If
the actuator response is satisfactory but the aircraft acceleration error persists, then a damaged
control surface is declared and a acceleration error vector process is used to identify the specific
control surface. This process involves pairwise hypothesis testing performed in Sequential Probability
Ratio Tests to identify which aircraft control quadrant is affected and thus identify the failed control
surface. Threshold limits are used on the actuator and acceleration error detect computations to
prevent false fault activation due to sensor noise or air turbulence.
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Figure 7. System impairment Detection and Classification

If an actuator fault is declared, the system immediately activates the reconfiguration mixer
subroutine, which computes the correction commands to the remaining control actuators to return the
aircraft to normal response. This Mixer subroutine uses a pseudo inverse matrix computation as shown in
Figure 8. The two aircraft dynamic models contain aerodynamic, mass properties, and control surface
representations sufficient to determine the aircraft acceleration vector. Impairments detected by the
SIDC are inserted in one model. The other model always remains in the undamaged state. A control
derivative matrix is continually calculated from the impaired model (8*) to be used in a pseudo inverse
computation of the correction commands. Upon activation of the Mixer, two acceleration vectors are
calculated to provide an error vector for the inverse matrix computation. Incremental correction
commands are summed and entered in the impaired model, thus driving the acceleration error to zero and
restoring the acceleration vector to match the unimpaired acceleration response. The same correction
commands are summed with the CAS control surface commands to return the F-15 to normal flight response.
A weighting matrix W is used to limit commands to surfaces that are impaired or hardware limited. The
correction commands will continually change depending on pilot or feedback sensor commands or change in
flight condition airspeed and altitude.

Should the SIDC detect a surface partially missing due to battle damage, a different sequence of
reconfiguration occurs in whica te EGE estimates the degree of damage and how much control surface span
remains available for comma'i .. The estimation process incorporates a Kalman filter state estimator
and the two aircraft models as shown in Figure 9. When the impaired surface gain has been estimated,
the remaining span valt (A) is locked in the damaged aircraft model, and the reconfiguration mixer
proceeds to calculate the proper correction commands.

Sensors Aircraft 8Models ... Pseudo Inverse

L Unimpaired W[B.W]1

Positions - Impaired r

----- f _ _.
Data From SlD * Impairmets1

and EGE an imetsI

B* - Impaired Control Matrix oH,..

Figure 8. SRFCS Mixer Restores Control
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Figure 9. Estimation Process to Obtain Impaired Surface Gain

The results of the damage detection process for a right stabilator span that is 80% missing are
illustrated in Figure 10. The comparison of the model acceleration and actual aircraft acceleration
response is shown in Figure 11 for a maneuver sequence consisting of a 2 g turn followed by the damage
to the right stmbilator at two seconds. Some modeling error is evident in the yaw acceleration; this is
due to differences in yaw aerodynamic drag and induced flow on the vertical stabilizer. The damage
impaired model implements actual missing span drag change whereas the aircraft response uses the flight
test representation where the horizontal stabilator remains on the aircraft.
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R/H Aileron - Surface

ID Code 3.0 St a Impairment
L0 H Stab /-'SIDC Identifies Estimate

2.0 Damaged Right 0.4

RIH Stab Stabilator

°O4OPGO 2 3 0 0 ° 2 4 6 8 10 12

Time - seconds Time - seconds
OP93-0412-9-D

Figure 10. Failure Detection
80 Percent Missing Right Stabilator
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Figure 11. F-15 and Aircraft Model Response Conpared
80 Percent Right Stabilator Missing

An example is shown in Figure 12 of the F-15 test aircraft SRFCS software performing the
reconfiguration for a battle damaged right stabilator missing 80% of its span. The fault is detected as
the pilot initiates a bank maneuver and the reconfiguration engages .35 seconds later. The bank
response is maintained very close to the undamaged F-15 response.

The pilot must be made aware of the damage effects on remaining maneuvering capability of the
reconfigured fighter. Figure 13 shows the display added to the pilot's Head Up Display (HUD)
immediately after the damage detection and reconfiguration occurs. This Positive Pilot Alert warns the
pilot of the damage problem and provides positive information on permissible maneuvering capability.
The added display is a box containing a maneuver symbol that is positioned by g level in vertical and by
roll rate in lateral. The shape of the box is controlled by reconfiguration parameters to maneuver
limits available, in this case less capability in left roll due to a failed left stabilator. The pilot
maintains the maneuver symbol in the box for safe control of the aircraft.75
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0 Damaged and reconfigured

..... Pit NA Damaged and not reconfigured
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Commands
Bank to

25 Bank
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-75' I I I I -- I I I I
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Figure 12. RAeeonfgurston Sequence
Bank Response Comparison
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Figure 13. SRFCS HUD Display With Left Stabllator Problem

6.0 SRFCS ONBOARD EXPERT SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS DESCRIPTION

The SRFCS Onboard Expert Diagnostics system isolates failures as they happen in flight, using
available Built In Test signals and additional sensor information on maneuver conditions and cockpit
switch events that are present at the time of the failure. Fact relationships are grouped in rules to
find the most likely failure using the expert system forward chaining inferencing process. Figure 14
shows a portion of the rules used in a flight test software mechanization that detected a failure in one
of the two angle of attack sensors on the test F-15. A lag or delay was intentionally placed on the
right sensor to represent a failure that is difficult to detect post-flight. The fact relationships are
connected in rules using logic notation:

Example: Rule IA

IF Fact 0829 (Pitch CAS Engage) is FALSE
AND Fact 0830 (Roll CAS Engage) is FALSE
AND Fact 0831 (Yaw CAS Engage) is TRUE

THEN FACT 0831 (No Pitch and Roll Disengage) is FALSE

Facts Rules

NO. n61mnic 1A 2A 3A 19 213 IC 10 11 2E 3E 4E

0829 Pitch CAS Engage F
0830 Roll CAS Engage F
0831 Yaw CAS Engage T
0813 No Pitch and Roll Axes Disengage -F r
0837 No Pitch and Yaw Axes Disengage F F
0838 No Roll and Yaw Axes Disengage T
0839 NoPitch+Ron+Yaw Axes Disengage T
0802 No Multiple Axis or Other Faults .Tr r"
O835 No Disengage T'
0801 No Single Axis Faults '
0600 CAS Mode System -T

0642 Roll CAS Re-Engage T
0641 Roe Reset Fall Alter Disengage .F F
0550 Fault Code 2210CIAZ .F -r'
0570 ASP Indicator Not Latched r" -1
0001 Fault Code 221 OA2AI r" -r
0041 AOA Monitor 1 .
0028 RlgltAOA ,Si gna on BusT
0048 Left AOA Signal on Bus T

1 ADARSignal AOABMechanical r I"
0047 R Left AOA Mechanical T T
0049 Left AOA Not Lagging T
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Figure 14. Angle-o-Atlcc Sensor Failure
InfOrenctng Prooes to Detect a Failed Angle-of-Attack Sensor
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Different inputs than shown to any of Facts 0829, 0830, and 0831 will cause Fact 0831 to be set
TRUE. This result can then be used in Rules 2A and 1B for further processing. Facts noted with R are
exit or reporting facts. The status of the facts is shown in Figure 14 immediately after the process is
completed, with a prime (') notation on the facts triggered due to the fault are shown opposite to the
normal, non-failed system. The consequent (=) facts are noted, which chain to the next rule until the
correct diagnosis is reached (Fact 0027) that the right angle of attack sensor is failed. The expert
system is efficient in that groupings of related events are Possible, and logical deductions can be made
and causal relationships seen. Additional rules can be easily added without a rework of the main flow
of the system.

The F-15 SRFCS flight program evaluates the expert system process using six examples representing
CND type faults of mechanical, electrical or hydraulic system. Figure 15 is a table of these test
faults. Scenario 2 also makes use of the reconfiguration fault detection (SIDC), applying the
stabilator damage detection properties to assist in diagnosing a missing stabilator connecting pin.

The SRFCS software is installed in two processor units on the F-15 test aircraft. Figure 15
illustrates the aircraft flight avionics hardware and the associated support equipment used for system
integrated testing. The dual channel Digital Flight Control Computer (DFCC) provides the CAS control
sensor and actuator command reconfiguration system interface, together with fault signals used in the
expert system diagnostics. The single channel Rolm HAWK is programmed with the expert system
inferencing engine, fault logic, reconfiguration SIDC, EGE and Mixer control modules, and the control
display information for the pilot. Digital processing incorporates 80 Hz update in the DFCC and 20 Hz
Multiplex Bus communication controlled by the Central Computer. Dual channel command limiters are used
in the DFCC for all SRFCS Mixer control command paths to protect the SRFCS from large changes in
commands due to hardover failures. The software size in the 32 bit Hawk processor is:

Maintenance Diagnostics: 243 K Memory
3.2 ms throughput

Reconfiguration Flight Control: 57 K Memory
20.8 ms throughput

The SRFCS was tested using the flight components integrated in an avionics flight simulator test
environment, shown in Figure 16. The integration host SEL computer is programmed with sensor or command
test signal sequences and resulting control commands are verified with analysis data. Fault monitoring
and isolation is verified using interrupts on power supply or signal interconnect paths. The system is
interfaced with a real-time manned flight simulator cockpit for pilot verification of flight response
and displays. t/bneo.ver Failure le ~ mee as
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7.0 THE SRFCS FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The NASA F-15 airplane to be used for SRFCS flight testing is a national facility for conducting
aeronautical flight research. The airplane is highly instrumented end equipped with an integrated

digital flight control system.

The aircraft has features that can be used to explore the technologies of digital flight systems,
control surface impairments, and controls integration. A large number of unique research experiments
have used the on-board computational capability. A summary of results of NASA F-15 flight research
programs is listed in Reference 10.

Specific System Features

Although a number of special features of the NASA F-15 will be used for SRFCS Flight testing, the
three most important are the Digital Flight Control Systems, the Avionics System and the Data
Acquisition System.

First, the standard F-15 airplane is equipped with a mechanical flight control system that provides

control of the ailerons, rudders, and stabilizers. An analog electronics control augmentation system
(CAS) operates in all three axis. This standard F-15 arrangement would not be acceptable for SRFCS
since it must adapt to changes in the aircraft.

The NASA F-15 airplane has a Digital Electronic Flight Control System (DEFCS) that augments the

standard flight control system. The DEFCS replaces the analog CAS. It is a dual-channel, fail-safe
system programmed in PASCAL. A military standard 1553 data hus input-output capability with additional
capacity in the OEFCS computers will be used for the SRFCS logic. The NASA F-15 is further enhanced for

the SRFCS program by the addition of fly-by-wire ailerons.

The F-15 avionics system is shown in Figure 17. Three data buses are used to communicate between

the various components. A data bus interface and control unit allows communication between buses.

On the military standard 1553 bus are the Digital Electronic Flight Control System, the NASA data
system and a general purpose (Rolm Hawk) digital computer. All of these features are used, allowing a

high degree of integration and a sufficient computer and communication capability for implementation of
a SRFCS.

The general purpose digital computer uses 32-bit words, has a throughput of approximately 2.5

million instructions per second, and a memory of 2 megabytes; more than sufficient for the needs of
SRFCS.

The standard F-15 (HO09) data bus communicates with the inertial measuring unit, the attitude and

heading reference set, a horizontal situation indicator, an air data computer, a central computer and a

cockpit navigation control indicator. The control indicator is used for pilot communication and contro?

of the test flight systems.
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Figure 17. Avionics Systems of F-15 Test Nrcrft
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All of the telemetered data from the F-15 airplane are available for real-time computation and
display, using the system shown in Figure 18. The telemetry data is recorded and sent to a large
real-time processing computer. Two control rooms can each display 96 channels of calibrated strip chart
data and almost unlimited digital data on cathode ray tubes.

Flight Test Objective And Approach

Initial flight results have been obtained for the SRFCS program. These results were from the
maintenance diagnostics system analyzing a failure to an angle of attack sensor.

The objective of the initial flight test was: (1) To obtain a preliminary assessment of the SRFCS
concept, (2) Demonstrate and evaluate the SRFCS maintenance diagnostic performance with parametric
variations of failure conditions, and (3) Demonstrate airborne expert system performance early in the
SRFCS program allowing impact of any lessons learned in the final design.

The system was implemented in software in the F-15 HIDEC onboard Rolm Hawk computer. This
mechanization is shown in Figure 19.

The signals from the aircraft angle-of-attack (AOA) probes are sent via the flight control system
to the Rolm Hawk processor. There the sensor impairment is emulated to occur on the right AOA probe.

The impairment is a lagged AQA signal due to excessive friction in the ADA sensor vane. This fault
is typical of the type of failure that occurs during flight but cannot be easily identified during
ground tests because actual flight conditions are not duplicated. The friction lag value could be
changed in the test configuration to determine the degree of failure that can be detected using the
Expert System process.

On board the aircraft, both the good probe and the failed, or "bad", probe signals were sent to the
signal to symbol conversion module in the Rolm Hawk processor.

A total of 19 combinations of conditions were tested. These are summarized in Figure 20. The
operating mode described as "auto" allows data concerning the states of the system at the time of the
CAS disengage to be stored. Then, the data was used automatically as needed during the inferencing
process.

The "on-request" operation mode requires some additional action by the pilot - either some stick
movement via maneuvering flight, or intentional stick movement such as stick raps as requested by the
expert system to allow completion of the inferencing process.

The mode switch allows the system to operate in a "normal" mode with no emulated failures present
or in the "IEM" mode which allows an impairment emulation mode (IEM) to be introduced, (lagged probe).
Note that the ADA monitor, avionic status panel indicator and CAS are all simulated in the IEM software.

There were three thresholds that could be controllable during the flight test if desired.
(1) Disengage threshold - When the absolute value of the left ADA probe value minus the right ADA probe
value exceeds the disengage threshold. The ADA monitors trips, the avionics status panel indicator
latches, and the CAS disengage. This value was set as shown in Figure 21 for the flight test. (2) Rate
threshold - When the ADA probe moves at a rate whose absolute value is less than the rate threshold the
probe rate is considered zero. When both ADA probes move at rates whose absolute values are less than
the rate threshold, the probes are considered to be in a quiescent state. The normal value of the rate
threshold is 6.0 degrees/sec. (3) Mismatch threshold - When the absolute value of the left ADA probe
minus the right angle of ADA probe exceeds the mismatch threshold value the software declares one probe
lagging the other. This was set as shown in Figure 21.

Thresholds
Test Operation Mode Time
Point Mode Switch Constant Disengage Rate Mismatch

(deg) (degiec) (deg)
1 Auto IEM 0.50 2.0 3.0 0.3
2 Auto IEM 0.25 2.0 3.0 0.3
3 Auto IEM 1.00 2.0 3.0 0.3
4 Auto Normal 0 2.0 3.0 0.3

4A Auto Normal 0 2.0 3.0 03
5 On Request IEM 0.50 2.0 3.0 03
6 On Request IEM 0.25 2.0 3.0 0.3
7 On Request IEM 1.00 2.0 30 0.3
8 On Request IEM 0 2,0 3.0 0.3
9 On Request Normal 0.50 2.0 3.0 1.0

10 Auto IEM 0.50 2.0 6.0 0.3
11 On Request IEM 0.50 2.0 6.0 0.3
12 Auto lEM 0.50 3.0 3.0 0.3
13 Auto IEM 1.43 2.0 3.0 Q 3
14 On Request IEM 1.43 2.0 3.0 0.3
15 Auto IEM 0.50 3.0 6.0 0.3
16 On Request IEM 0.50 2.0 6.0 1.0
17 On Request IEM 0.50 3.0 3.0 0.3
18 On Request IEM 0.50 3.0 6.0 0.3
19 Auto (See Note 1) Normal 0 2.0 3.0 0.3

NOM I: A speial loftw Prols wns ued bW "bw1 ee dgN AOA gSnni 1 t O' - a nsrdilom -e. di8
not to be 0"wed Iagesbynmfte".

Figure 20. Initial SRFCS Flight Evaluation - Operltional Modes
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In tests 1. 2 and 3, the system time constant was varied from 0.25 to 1.0 seconds while the
operation mode was automatic and the mode switch was "LEN."

The right AOA mechanical system was always identified correctly as the failure mode. The time from
CAS disengage until the identification of the failed unit was 1.5 seconds in each case.

For test points 4 and 4a, there was not lag applied. The system operated normally and no CAS
disengage occurred with a pilot commanded input or in the presence of wake turbulence of the case
aircraft with the distance between the F-15 from the chase aircraft gradually reduced from 3000 ft to
200 ft.

For test points 5, 6 and 7, in the "on-request" mode, with probe failure model lags from 0.25 to
1.0 seconds, the lag was not sufficient to trigger a CAS disengage. Note: the stick input was slightly
less than in test part 2; therefore, 0.25 seconds is slightly below the limit of acceptable lags for
testing purposes. The 0.5 second lag was sufficient to allow the CAS disengage when the pilot
maneuvered, but, with the "on-request" mode, the pilot was required to perform a stick rap to complete
the inferencing process and identify the right AOA mechanical system as the system that failed. Normal
maneuvering during flight was not sufficient and the stick rap was requested 8 seconds after the CAS
disengage. The total failure identification time was 9 seconds.

With a I second time constant on the lag, the normal pilot maneuvering was sufficient to complete
inferencing 4 seconds after CAS disengage. Test point 8 was "on-request" with no lag applied to the
right AOA signal and no CAS disengage occurred. Test point 9 has a CAS disengage occur even with an
increased mismatch threshold and required a stick rap to complete the failure identification. The total
time from CAS disengage to failure identification was 64 seconds.

Test point 10 increases the rate threshold but still disengaged CAS during maneuvering flight.
Time from CAS disengage to failure identification was 1.5 seconds as was typical for the auto mode.

Test point 11 was the same as 10 except in the "on-request" mode and required stick raps to
complete the failure identification. The stick rap was requested 11 seconds after CAS disengage. The
time from CAS disengage until failure identification was 12 seconds.

Test points 12 and 13 were with lags of 0.5 and 1.43 seconds respectively with a disengage
threshold of 3 degrees per second for test point 12 and 2 degrees per second for test point 13. CAS
disengage occurred on both conditions during maneuvering flight with a time of 1.5 seconds from CAS
disengage until failure identification.

Stick Force _00_F

1001--10F

Left AOA

40
Right AOAFO

PCAS Disengage

RCAS Disengage
Fact 800: CAS Mode System Set F PCAS Re-Engage

PCAS Re-Engage

Right AQA Mechanical Set F
Left AOA Mechanical Set T

No False Failure Set T

Time Gg32n-

Figure 21. Flight Recorded Diagnostic Results

Failure to Right Angle-of-Attack Sensor

Test point 14 had the 1.43 second time constant but went to the "on-request" mode. CAS disengage
occurred but no stick rap was required to complete the inferencing which required 3 seconds from CAS
disengage until the failure was identified.
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Test point 15, with the disengage threshold set to 3.0 degrees/second, a time constant of 0.5 and a
rate threshold set to 6.0 degrees/second in the auto mode, had the right AOA mechanical system
identified 1.5 seconds after CAS disengage occurred.

Test point 16 went to "on-request" mode and set the disengage threshold at 2.0 the rate threshold
to 6 degrees per second, and the mismatch threshold to 1.0 degrees. The CAS disengage occurred hut a
stick rap was required to complete the right ADA mechanical system failure identification with a total
time of 11 seconds.

Test point 17 set the disengage threshold to 3.0 degrees, the rate threshold to 3.0 degrees per
second, the mismatch threshold to 0.3 degrees, and the lag time constant was set to 0.5 seconds. Two
maneuvers were required to obtain CAS disengage. A stick rap was then required to complete the right
ADA mechanical system failure identification. Stick rap occurred 10 seconds after CAS disengage time
from CAS disengage to failure identification was 11 seconds.

Test point 18 set the rate threshold to 6.0 degrees/second with similar results to test point 17.

Test point 19 was a special case where the right ADA signal is inverted, i.e. 180# out of phase, in
order to force the two probes apart such as a sharp wind disturbance would cause. (The logic is
designed not to identify this condition as a probe failure). The system operated properly.

Example of Test Results:

Data from one test point will be evaluated in detail to show the type of pilot command and the
typical signal responses. Examples of actual flight test data for the test point is shown in Figure 21.
The data plot of stick force vs. time shows stick force increasing to 20 lbs. The left and right
angle-of-attack probe signals start increasing for both probes responding to the increased stick force.
The left probe signal responds faster than the right probe signal. In this example the right probe
signal has a first order lag with a time constant of one second.

The delay in response can easily be seen from observing the difference between left and right ADA.
The error between the left and right angle-of-attack probe signal causes a CAS disengage as shown on the
discreet fact activation plots. The trigger fact is set indicating the CAS disengage. Additional facts
(not shown) are set with the resulting conclusion that right AOA mechanical system is set false which
indicates the right angle-of-attack probe is bad. This can be seen as the fact "Right ADA mechanical
Set F", indicating that the correct answer has been inferenced by the Expert System diagnostics.

Summary of Flight Test Results

The flight test results indicate that in every case when the CAS disengaged the right angle of
attack mechanical system was correctly identified as failed for both AUTO and "On-Request" modes.

The "on-request" mode generally required a stick rap to complete the inferencing process when the
lag was less than 1.0 seconds. In these cases inferencing was always completed immediately following
the rap.

For test program, either Auto or "on-request" mode could be implemented. In a production system
that used this software, the automatic mode would be preferable to the "on-request" mode. Most
important, the system correctly identified "No Fault" when the probes mismatched due to aerodynamic flow
effects, thus eliminating unnecessary ground troubleshooting action.

In summary, the maintenance diagnostic system correctly identified the failure and isolated the
problem. No false alarms was obtained even through the system was flown for many hours in the no lag
state to evaluate its robustness to normal variations in a flight environment. This expert system
approach to a complex dynamic fault monitoring problem aptly illustrates the potential of intelligent
systems to reduce maintainability cost.

8.0 FUTURE SRFCS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The SRFCS program office will soon begin an Advanced SRFCS flight test program. Advanced SRFCS
will build on the knowledge gained from the F-15 test program by expanding real-time reconfiguration and
airborne maintenance diagnostics to cover more failure/damage modes over the test aircraft's entire
flight envelope. The flight envelope will include landing tasks, supersonic flight, and flying with
automatic modes, such as terrain following/terrain avoidance.

The SRFCS program office is also continuing the technology transition process for ground-based,
expert system maintenance diagnostics. Work has begun to expand the field testing of FCODS to other
(F-16) operational squadrons. A statistical data base will be generated from the field testing to
quantify the anticipated reduction in mean time to repair, and other metrics that describe maintenance
efficiency.

The vision of the SRFCS program is full exploitation of SRFCS technologies in future aircraft
designs. These aircraft will be less vulnerable than current aircraft to many types of battle damage.
This means safe return of pilots and equipment following damage. These aircraft will have greater
warfighting capability and they will be able to better complete tactical missions following damage or
failures. The aircraft will have higher availability rates due to more efficient maintenance, and can
better be maintained in austere environments. Weight reductions in the flight control system from
reduction of redundant hardware provides improved performance and range. These aircraft will cost less
over the lifetime of the fleet due to a less complex, more reliable flight control system. Reconfigur-
ation algorithm improve performance of healthy aircraft by coemanding control surfaces to optimize
range or other performance parameters. Expert maintenance diagnostics connected to automated damage
repair and dispatch planning systems increase aircraft availability. SRFCS technologies can be applied
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to any digital control aircraft, including fighters, transports, close air support aircraft, special
operations aircraft, and civil aircraft. The NASA F-15 flight test is an important step in
transitioning the maturing SRFCS technologies towards the goal of increased mission capability and
reduced life cycle cost.
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SUMMARY

The DLR has designed and developed an experimental fault-tolerant four-axes flight control computer
system for helicopters named DISCUS. The acronym stands for -Digital Self-healing Control for Upgraded
Safety'. The main objective for the design of this computer system was to get a tool for various research
tasks related to fault-tolerance, control law design and flight testing of new technologies.

This paper describes the design features of the DISCUS flight control computer system, the hardware
realization, the software functions implemented so far and results of flight tests, all this performed in
close cooperation with German industry. Although the hardware and the executive software of the flight
control computer system are designed for four-axes applications, in the reported phase the DISCUS system
is first of all flight tested in the yaw-axis control mode only.

ABBREVIATIONS

ACT Actuator FDC Flight Director Computer
ADC Air Data Computer GEN Electrical Power Generator
ADI Attitude Director Indicator HOL High-order Language
AEU Actuator Electronics Unit HSI Horizontal Situation Indicator
AFCS Automatic Flight Control System HST Helicopter Simulation Terminal
AHRS Attitude and Heading Reference System H/W Hardware
ARINC Aeronautical Radio Inc. HY-PWR Hydraulic Power
ATS Avionic Test Support IFM In Flight Monitoring
BIT Built In Test I/0 Input and Output
Coll. Collective LAT Liebherr Aero Technik
CRT Cathode Ray Tube MB8 Messerschmidt Bblkow Blohm
DISCUS Digital Self-healing Control for NAV Navigation Display (HSI)

Upgraded Safety PFD Primary Flight Display (ADI)
EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable PFC Pre-Flight Check

Read-Only Memory RAM Random Access Memory
EFIS Electronic Flight Instrumentation System SBC Single Board Computer
EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory SUB Start-Up Built In Test
EPSU Emergency Power Supply Unit S/W Software
FbL Fly-by-Light TRU Transformer Rectifier Unit
FbW Fly-by-WSre ft. feet
FCCS Flight Control Computer System kts. knots

sec. seconds

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve handling qualities to ease the operation of helicopters, especially In bad
weather conditions, the pilot must in future be supported in all flight phases by automatic control
systems. This is accomplished by command control and autopilot systems with modes for specific missions,
using high-precision navigation aids.

These requirements of operational performance of a helicopter will in future demand integrated
digital flight guidance and control systems which have full authority on the control surfaces. These
systems have to meet the same integrity requirements as the conventional hydro-mechanical systems used so
far. In this context operational safety means fault tolerance. According to the present state of
technology, the required operational safety can only be achieved by a redundant system with an
appropriate redundancy management and voting/monitoring mechanism to identify and isolate any failure in
all safety-related elements of the control system.

To investigate the problems related to fault-tolerance and redundancy management in safety critical
flight control applications, especially for applications with helicopters, the DLR has launched a
programme comprising the development and flight-testing of an experimental fault-tolerant flight control
computer system (FCCS) using multiprocessor technology [I]. The system is designed as a four-axes
flight-guidance/flight-control systems for helicopters.

The first operational application of this system was within a joint p-ogramme aiming at the
development of a helicopter control system with optical data transmission, accomplished in close
cooperation with MBB and LAT. This programme was sponsored by the German Ministry of Defense. Whilst MB
activities were aiming at a productIon-orlentated yaw-axis control system [8], the DLR design of the
fault-tolerant flight control computer system (FCCS) was laid out for a full four-axes application,
although tested in this phase of the programe in the yaw-axis control mode only (7].

Both systems were flight-tested with the DLR test helicopter BO 105-S3 using the same sensor and
actuator hardware and the same fibre optic data communication links.

Within this programe the prime contractor was MBB. The overall system design was accomplished by
all partners, while the responsibility for component development was split between the partners:

NOU
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o BB was responsible for the sensors, data communication, modification of the test
helicopter and the production orientated dedicated yaw control system,

o Liebherr-Aero-Technik sLAT) for the integrated electro hydraulic (smart) yaw actuator.

The four-axes flight control computer, the basic test helicopter equipment, flight testing, data
acquisition, parameter determination of control laws and handling qualities evaluation was part of the
DLR responsibility.

2. PIOGRUE OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

The acronym used for the DLR project, carried out as part of the joint task is DISCUS, which stands
for -Digital Self-healing Control for Upgraded Safety'. The main objective for the design of the DLR
flight control computer system was to get a tool for:

o Research on and investigation of alternate methods to improve the integrity of flight
control system without increasing the redundancy level (2].

o Development of advanced control laws to improve the handling qualities and thus to reduce
pilot's workload.

o Investigation and testing of new hardware technologies and components for FbW/FbL flight
control system (sensors, data communication, multi-processing, actuators).

With a tail rotor control system safety requirements may be met by a one-fail-op/fail-safe
characteristic of the control system. On the other hand safety and mission requirements of an operational
main rotor FbWIFbL control system require a two-fail-op capability and a total-loss probability of less
than 107 . At the present state of technology the above-mentioned requirements are met, for instance, by
quadruplex, tr-duplex or dual-triplex configurations respectively. Along with the hardware-related
reliability aspects in the design of a digital control system the possibility of dormant software errors
and generic faults has to be considered. These errors occur on special operating conditions of the system
not discovered by the performed test procedures. The general problem with software is that testing does
not prove the absence of errors.

DISCUS is designed as an experimental system, and consequently does not necessarily need to have a
two-fail-op capability as well as not to cover the problem of generic faults by dissimilarity. The DISCUS
system therefore utilizes similar hardware and software in the redundant computers.

To ensure system safety and to meet the requirements for certification this Implies that any failure
In safety-critical parts of the experimental flight control system must not lead to a loss of the
helicopter. Therefore the DLR FbWIFbL test helicopter BO 105-S3 is equipped with two independent control
systems: the experimental FbW/FbL control system, operated by the test pilot and the mechanical backup
system, operated by the safety pilot. In case of any malfunction (first failure) in the experimental
flight control system the safety pilot has to take over control of the aircraft. This philosophy of
performing flight tests provides the flexibility and a great potential for flight testing of new
technologies at reasonable costs and manpower.

In addition to these safety provisions extensive tests in a ground testing environment have to be
carried out before the flight testing in order to validate the experimental hardware and software. For
this purpose a versatile ground-testing facility comprising the simulation of the helicopter's flight
dynamics, the sensor system and the sensor interfaces has been set up.

The key element of the DISCUS project is the fault-tolerant flight control computer system
(DISCUS-FCCS). The computer is designed as a modular experimental system according to the following major
design requirements:

o One-fail-operational capability (for flight testing mechanical backup is mandatory)
o Low probability of total loss
o Nodular hardware design with adaptability to future research projects
o Compatibility to a comercial standard
o High computing power, capability of multi-processing
o Extensive use of a high-order language (HOL); only low-level interface drivers written in

assembly code

The software design and development of the DISCUS system was supported by means of software
development tools.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 System Design and Architecture

Substantial reasons for the definition of the DISCUS system architecture were the method of
monitoring, the desired one-fail-op capability, the feasibility to perform the planned research tasks,
hardware flexibility and modularity and the existing servo actuators from a previous programme. Figure 1
shows the general architecture which 6oth the yaw-axis as well as the future four-axes FbL control system
have in common. Each lane has a dedicated set of sensors. Cross-strapping of the inputs is not applied,
as It increases the interfacing effort without a substantial increase of integrity compared with
cross-channel commnication. Unfortunately a discontinuity of the redundancy structure was inevitable, as
the design of the actuator was derived from an earlier programe, without significant changes to the
hydro-mechanical part of the actuator. The required one-fail-op capability Is achieved by a dual-duplex
actuator and triplication of sensors, data links, flight control computers and electrical power supplies.
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The DISCUS computer (FCCS) is designed for the four-axes FbW/FbL control system of the 80 105-S3
test helicopter of the DLR [3]. All the interfacing and computing power of the FCCS is already prepared
for the four-axes system. In the first phase of the programme the DISCUS flight control computer system
is flight tested in the yaw-axis control mode. The integration of the FCCS into the full authority FbL
yaw-axis control system is shown schematically in Figure 2.

The general concept of the yaw-axis control system was governed by the following aspects [8]:

o Minimization of yaw response due to collective inputs employing an appropriate feedforward
function

o Feedback loop gains in order to achieve robustness against parameter variations
o Simple system structure with a minimum effort in flight state sensors:

o triplex yaw rate gyro as single flight state sensor
o triplex pedal transducers
o triplex collective transducers
o triplex pilot's control and fault indication unit
o triplex flight control computer
o dual-duplex smart actuator

o Data transmission via optical fibres

The DISCUS FCCS consists of three electrically isolated parallel channels or lanes (Figure 3). The
lanes are distinguished by the letters A, 8 and C. Each lane comprises three Single 8oard Computers (SBC)
which perform different portions of the flight software tasks. Data to and from the various external
systems (pilot controls, sensors and actuators) are transferred via interface cards and the standard
VME-Bus to the SBCs. To identify each SBC in each lane, the SBCs are distinguished by the numerals 1, 2
and 3. Thus the first SBC in Lane A is called 'A1-.

Each SBC consists of a Motorola MC 68020 microprocessor with a MC 68881 math co-processor, 128
k-bytes Random Access Memory (RAM), 64 k-bytes of EEPROM and 64 k-bytes EPROM for the monitor and
Start-Up BIT (SUB) software, two programmable timers and serial and discrete 1I/. The monitor is used for
programme loading, debugging.and computer lane initialization on 'power-up'.

There are two means of communication between the SBCs in the redundant system:

o Within one lane, for Intralane Communication a 128 k-byte Global Memory is provided to
exchange and share data between the SBCs.

o Between the three lanes, the data exchange is provided by a conveniently named Interlane
Communications card.

The Intralane data transfer between SBCs, Global Memory and all interfaces is accomplished by a
16-bit parallel VME-Bus. All boards are plug-compatible to the commercial VME-Bus standard, but shorter
in height to fit into ARINC boxes. Within each lane each SBC has equal rights to read data from or write
data to the Global Memory. This may be compared with a COM4ON block in FORTRAN but accessed by concurrent
tasks. To avoid collisions during access, a round robin bus arbitration logic is used. Furthermore
provisions have been taken by means of software in order to prevent one SBC from reading half-written
data from another.

The specifically designed Interlane Communication card drives the fibre optic links from each lane
to the other two lanes. Transmission is of serial type, utilizing a protocol similar to the ARINC 429
standard. Data are broadcast from one lane to the others. For instance, Lane A will send data to Lane B
and C simultaneously. Each Interlane card has a I k-word mailbox memory for the incoming data received
from the other lanes. Each of the three SBCs in one lane is capable to receive data via these memories or
to send data to the other lanes.

As the DISCUS FCCS is designed for general purpose applications, the computer provides a set of
standard and nonstandard interface cards for optical, analogue, discrete, ARINC-429 and MIL-1553 inputs
and outputs. For the yaw control application the fibre-optical interfaces are used for data communication
with sensors and actuators, while for four-axes activities most of the other interfaces are required. The
DISCUS computer system was jointly designed by DLR and LAT (Liebherr Aero Technik). The hardware for both
ground and aircraft installation was assembled by LAT. Figure 3 details one lane of the flight computer.

3.2 Software

In each lane of the triplex system identical software is loaded. The Fly-by-Wire executive is the
top-level software which controls the entire system. Lane-dependent modules are selected from software by
checking hard-wired lane-specific discrete inputs. Maximum performance is achieved by separating the
software tasks between the three SBCs and operating them in parallel at appropriate cycle rates.

In the basic mode the pilot's command inputs are consolidated, written to the command output and,
before being sent to the actuator, are consolidated once again. If the consolidation process detects any
mismatch, it is recorded in the Error Matrix. Application-dependent flight control software is embedded
into this basic executive and selected via the Control Unit by the pilot. Figure 4 shows the data flow of
the basic mode of the executive.

The DLR system presently operated in the yaw-axis control mode already uses the executive of the
future four-axes control system.
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3.2.1 Synchronization

The three lanes of the DISCUS computer system are frame-synchronized to accomplish cross-channel
monitoring of all inputs. To synchronize the parallel lanes data transmission by the Interlane card is
performed, while Intralane synchronization uses the Global Memory.

Each SBC synchronizes with all SBCs in its own lane as well as with those in the other lanes. Thus a
single fault in the synchronization of one SBC does not result in a total loss of one lane but just the
loss of this specific SBC. All the other SBCs perform their normal tasks. As the individual SBCs in one
lane operate at different frame intervals, the slowest frame rate determines the synchronization update
rate.

3.2.2 Cross-Channel Monitoring (Voting/ Monitoring function)

For fault detection and isolation the three individual lanes have to exchange their data to perform
cross-channel comparison. This is accomplished, too, via the Interlane Communications card. In each lane
its own data are compared with those received from Interlane.

The monitoring of the data is accomplished by two different methods:

o The first method is the cross-channel comparison with threshold values. This is used for
all sensor signal inputs. The algorithm employed always selects the mid-value as the
'true- one which is made identical for further use in all three lanes.

o The second one is a cross-channel comparison with bit-by-bit voting. This is applied to
those data which have been derived from inputs consolidated by the first method before.
The -true- value is selected by majority voting. This method is applied to the integrator;
and the output signals.

Applying these two methods for cross-channel comparison reduces the difficult task of defining
thresholds for the input signals only. It also simplifies the software function and increases computing
efficiency. In a frame-synchronized system the estimation of the threshold values has to consider the
inherent time lag between the lanes and the rate of the input signals. Bit-by-bit voting requires that
data of matching frame cycles are to be compared.

3.2.3 Fault Management

The results of all monitoring functions in the flight software are written into an Error Matrix in
the Global Memory. The matrix is divided into four different areas, associated with errors in the flight
control software, the Start-Up BIT (SUB), the Pre-flight Check (PFC) and the interface device driver
routines. Both, SUB and PFC will be described below.

Detected and consolidated errors are indicated to the pilot by the Fault Indicator Lampsjn the
Control Unit. Each lane has its own lamp in this Fault Indicator. An error is detected if one a hese
lamps is on. While the SUB and PFC switch the lamps on in case of just one single error, the ght
control software counts the number of occurrences of an individual failure. Only if a predefined number
of consecutive identical faults is reached, the error is indicated.

Any indication of a fault in the experimental system requires switching back to the mechanical
backup system.

3.2.4 Power-Up and Start-Up Built-in Test

After 'power-up' each computer performs a Start-Up BIT (SUB) (4], which is a lane self-check. Then
the synchronization of all processors In all lanes and operation of the basic "Fly-by-Wire- mode starts,
which is the four-axes 1:1 FbW/FbL control mode. It is planned for the near future to run a subset of the
SUB as an In-Flight-Monitor (IFM) during the idle time in each frame cycle, i.e. the time not consumed by
the executive and the flight control software.

The SUB performs hardware and software tests of the SBCs, the global and local memories, the timers,
the interfaces and the power supply. In the case of a temporary power loss of one lane during flight,
after power recovery the SUB is omitted to reduce the time of temporary lnss of one lane.

3.2.5 Pre-flight Check

An overall system test before take-off is performed by the Pre-flight Check function (PFC). While
the SUB is running asynchronously within each SBC, the PFC requires synchronization of the SBCs. The PFC
is initiated by pressing a designated button on the Control Unit (Figure 2). The tasks of the PFC are
devided between the SBCs within one lane to increase efficiency and to test the individual SBCs. Besides
others one goal of the PFC is testing of fault Indication and management by fault stimulation to ensure
system safety and the absence of dormant errors before take-off. Presently the following tasks are
implemented:

o Command Input and Actuator Test
o Test of the Cross-Channel Comparison
o Synchronization Test
0 Fault Indication Test
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Additionally the fault analysis is checked by cross-channel comparison of the resulting Error
Matrices. Furthermore, for maintenance reasons a fault history is generated.

Both, SUB and PFC, are also part of the verification and validation programme of the DISCUS software
and hardware.

4. GROUND TESTING ENVIRONMENT

To validate the flight software a ground testing environment has been set up. This comprises all the
helicopter system interfaces with the defined redundancy level, a simplified non-linear flight simulation
of helicopter dynamics, a simulation of sensor and hardware errors, interfaces for general-purpose test
equipment and data links to a helicopter mock-up. Additionally, genuine hardware as sensors for pilot
controls and actuators may be included in this environment.

A schematic representation of the ground test environment is shown in Figure 5. Excluding the data
link to the helicopter mock-up, the essential components of the test equipment are:

o Helicopter Simulation Terminal (HST) Computer with the associated Console Terminal (Test
Control Panel)

o Error Display Unit
o Strip Chart Recorder
o Control Unit (Mode Control Panel)
o Pilot Controls Mock-up
o Actuator Test Rig
o Triplex Flight Control Computer System

4.1 Helicopter Simulation Terminal Computer

The Helicopter Simulation Terminal (HST) is a computer system which comprises all those sensor data
with the required redundancy level which are necessary to perform ground testing of the flight control
computer system. To meet the real-time requirements a simplified non-linear flight simulation of the BO
105-53 test helicopter dynamics is running for control law evaluation. Multiplication of all generated
single-channel signals to achieve the required redundancy Is performed by a software function.

4.2 Fault Simulation

To prove correct system behaviour in the case of a fault, a simulation facility was integrated into
the HST software to generate different kinds of faults. Presently there are three types of faults which
may be initiated by command input from the Test Control Panel:

o Sensor faults
o Control Unit faults
o Hardware faults in the redundant computer system

The generation of sensor and control unit faults is performed by superimposing failure signals or
delaying the correct signals. In the case of original hardware being used in the test, this requires the
signals have to be passed through the HST computer.

A limited number of hardware faults in the test specimen, the redundant computer system, may also be
controlled via the HST computer. This relates to hardware elements not accessible by other means of fault
injection. Among others, deviations of the synchronization timers, memory faults, infinite processor
loops are software-simulated.

Apart from this the usual error injection by signal and power interruption generated manually by
means of a patch panel Is available, too.

4.3 Error Display Unit

As mentioned above, a detected error in the redundant computer system is indicated by switching on
the Fault Indicator lamps contained in the Control Unit.

Additionally, information about the type and location of the error is taken from the error analysis,
run in each lane of the computer system. The analysis routines output an error code which is transferred
to the HST computer. There a textual and graphical representation of the analysis result is accomplished.
For cost saving reasons the Error Display Unit is a standard graphic computer display. For this device
neither redundancy nor real-time performance was required.

4.4 Hardware Integration Test Rig

As shown In Figure 5 additional hardware, as the position sensors for pilot commands and the
yaw-axis actuator, may be integrated Into the test rig. The signal line (electrical or optical) may be
coupled directly to the test specimen or passed through the HST computer for fault injection.
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5. TEST HELICOPTER INSTALLATION

In order to perform flight testing using experimental hardware the DLR has to introduce certain
modifications to their test vehicles (planes and helicopters). For all modifications DLR has to apply
for compliance and approval with the civil airworthiness regulations according to e.g. FAR Part 27. That
means civil certification of airworthiness is mandatory for flight testing. Common practice with regard
to certification of safety-critical computer systems in civil fixed-wing aircraft is a dissimilar design
in software and hardware (e.g. redundancy of control surfaces). As the DISCUS-System consists of similar
hardware and software a backup control system Is required to achieve the certification.

Since 1982 the DLR has been operating the BO 105-S3 at its site in Braunschweig as its Fly-by-Wire
test helicopter. In the early seventies the helicopter had been equipped by 4BB with a non-redundant
four-axes Fly-by-Wire control system 9]. This equipment comprises two independent command paths, one
with a single-lane Fly-by-Wire control system, the other with access to the basic hydro-mechanical
control system which is common to all commercial SD 05 helicopters. For all flight tests two pilots are
required. One pilot, the test and evaluation pilot, is responsible for every experimental system
integrated into the helicopter. The second pilot Is the safety pilot controlling the mechanical backup
system.

The helicopter can be flown in two operation modes. In the normal FbW-OFF mode the safety pilot has
full control over the helicopter via the basic hydro-mechanical controls. The second mode (FbW-ON) gives
control with full authority to the test pilot while the safety pilot is able to take over via the backup
system by overriding the dictuators with a defined, limited control force without disengaging the system.
This feature is provided by means of a preloaded spring in the actuator link, schematically shown in
Figure 6. In addition to this feature the Fly-by-Wire system may be switched off (disengaged)
electrically by both pilots.

The Fly-by-Wire system is engaged by synchronizing the control inputs of the test pilot with the
basic hydro-mechanical controls of the safety pilot. This synchronizing feature is automatically
performed by trim actuators on the test pilot's controls. Only in case the synchronizing process was
successful, the Fly-by-Wire system may be engaged by pressurizing the servo valves of the yaw actuator
and the test pilot takes over the command of the helicopter.

This system philosophy offers the capability of putting new advanced technologies into flight trials
in very early stages of development. In the past a great deal of flight testing of new control laws and
operating modes for helicopters has been performed very successfully with the BO 105-S3 single-lane FbW
system [1D]. This experience of control law evaluation by the DLR was brought into this progranmse.

Within this programme the single-lane Fly-by-Wire control system has been upgraded to a redundant
fault-tolerant control system in the yaw-axis. The block diagram of the yaw control system may be taken
from Figure 2, while the installation of all subsystems into the test helicopter SD 105-S3 is shown
schematically in Figure 7. Further development to expand this system to a redundant four-axes
Fly-by-light control is planned.

Data acquisition is performed by the so-called ATS pallet (Avionic Test Support) connected via a
triplex fibre optic link to the test specimen, the FCCS. Furthermore the ATS system provides reference
data for all tests by means of an AHRS (Attitude Heading Reference System), an Air Data Computer (ADC)
and a Doppler radar. Besides this a symbol generator and two multifunction CRT displays are provided
which can be programmed according to the flight test requirements. Finally the ATS system performs the
data acquisition of the test specimen and the reference system respectively for transmission to the
ground telemetry station where the engineers monitor and control the flight test on-line. A block diagram
of the complete test and data acquisition system including the ground facilities is shown in Figure 8.

6. FLIGHT TESTING

6.1 The Control Law of the Yaw-Axis System

The task of both defining the control loop structure and evaluating the set of control loop gains
for first flight was performed by MBB. DLR carried out the flight testing and the optimization of the
control parameters for the handling quality evaluation.

The elaboration of the yaw-axis control laws aimed at tight tracking of yaw rate and the
minimization of the influence of wind and gust disturbances especially relating to both side and tail
winds. Additionally it was requested to reduce the strong and troublesome influence of collective command
inputs to the yaw movement, commnly known with all helicopters of this type.

For cost saving reasons the yaw control system has to utilize a minimum number of sensors. The
pilot's pedals are used for input of a yaw rate control command. In order to achieve the intended
improvements the yaw control system must possess full authority of actuator displacement and rate. These
requirements imply that the yaw control system should be fault-tolerant with a continuous self-monitoring
and recovery capability. A one-fail-op, fail-safe capability pertained to all system components is
believed to be sufficient for this kind of application, as the tail rotor has an automatic centering
capability by means of centrifugal weights.

Figure 9 depicts the general structure of the yaw-axis control. As can be seen, two operating modes
are implemented:

o AFCS-OFF for direct steering of the tail rotor (1:1 mode)
o AFCS-ON
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In the AFCS-OFF mode the tall rotor blade angle is actuated directly by the pilot's pedal omman :
utilizing the FCCS and the optical data transmission.

The yaw-axis controller is switched to the AFCS-ON mode via the FCCS Control Unit. In this mode the
pilot commands a desired yaw rate via deflection of the pedals. The control functions within the FCCS
compare this rate command to the actual helicopter yaw rate yielding an actuation output to the tail
rotor. In order to avoid structural resonance excitation a notch filter is implemented. A second notch
filter Is used to protect the tail rotor drive shaft from torque oscillations.

6.2 Test Prograee and Test Results

In order to evaluate the expected improvements of the yaw control system eight different manoeuvres
were defined for a flight test programme:

o heading jumps at +/- 20
° 

and ./- 45* at constant airspeed (60 kts) and altitude
o orbit (full left and right turns) at constant airspeed of 60 kts and 45' bank angle
o dolphin manoeuvre (altitude changes of +1- 100 ft within 40 sec) at constant airspeed of

60 kts
o cruise flight at 60 kts with constant side-slip of +/- 20

° 
or - 201 respectively

o hover flight at 50 ft of altitude and constant heading
o sideward movement
o hover flight with heading jumps of +/- 45' at an altitude of 50 ft
o hover flight with heading and altitude changes.

During the flight test programme four military pilots and two DLR test pilots had to fly these
manoeuvres both in the 'direct control' (AFCS-OFF) and the 'automatic flight control' (AFCS-ON) mode.
After the flight tests every pilot had to fill in a questionnaire concerning his opinion upon the pilot's
workload experienced during the manoeuvres mentioned above.

In order to make the manoeuvres reproducible the pilots had to follow the indications of the
localizer and glide slope deviation indicator on the primary flight display (PFD). These indicators show
the difference between a commanded value, generated by a function generator implemented in the ATS
system, and the actual measured value.

For the Jump heading manoeuvres the function generator produces a sequence of left and right heading
changes of a preselectable amount of +/- 20' to ./- 45' respectively. The deviation from the commanded
heading is indicated by the localizer deviation indicator on the PFD. In addition the heading command
signal drives the heading select bug on the NAV (navigation) display in rose mode.

If the pilot keeps the heading difference within I- 2.5' for more than 5 seconds the next heading
command step follows.

For the dolphin manoeuvre the function generator produces a triangularly shaped altitude pattern,
with altitude changes of +/- 100 ft within 40 seconds. The deviation from the commanded altitude is
inlicated by the glide slope deviation indicator on the PFD. This manoeuvre requires high collective
inputs which influence the helicopters yaw movement strongly.

Figure 10 shows results of the flight tests for a manoeuvre 'hovering with heading and altitude
changes'. The reduction in pilot's workload is obvious by comparing the necessary pedal inputs in both
modes. Figure 11 shows results of a hover flight with crosswind (with gusts up to 38 kts). With the
'automatic-control-mode engaged, no pedal inputs are required to keep the heading almost constant.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the flight tests proved the advantages offered by the yaw control system concerning
the handling qualities.

The fail-op capability of the DISCUS FCCS was proven during 50 hours of flight testing of the FbL
yaw-axis control system. Both single random failures (mainly due to deficiencies in the optical
connectors at the first flights) as well as Intentionally injected errors never lead to a total loss of
control.
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Figure 7 Subsystem Installation into the BO 105-S3 Test Helicopter of the FbL Yaw-Axis Control System
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UN SYSTEME DE REFERENCES PRIMAIRES DE HAUTE INTEGRITE

par
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1. RESUME

Cetexpos6 d~crit lea solutions retenues pour la r~alisation d'un Syst~me de
R6f rences Primaires moderns destin6 au pilotage et A la& navigation d'avions et
d'hblicopt~res. Ce syst~me critique pour le vol entre dana Is chalne de
s~curit6 de 1'avion et rkpond a un certain nombre de contraintes spicifiques.
Dans un premier temps, la probl~matique qui impose ces contraintes est expos~e,
sont ensuite d~crites les m~thodes et lea technologies permettant de lea
satisfaire.

2. INTRODUCTION

Le systime pr~senti ici a 6t6 recemment d~veloppi par SEXTANT Avionique
(CROUZET) pour constituer la source de r~f~rences primaires n~cessairesaus
pilotage e t A la navigation dana le cadre des systimes int~gr~s d'h6licoptires
et d 'avions civils ou militaires modernes. Il a notamment 6t6 retenu pour le
pr ogramme d .hilicaptires SUPER PUM4A MK2 de l'AEROSPATIALE, ainsi que pour le
programme de r~novation des C160 TRANSALL de l'Arm6e de l'Air Frangaise. Dans
ces deux exemples, il eat au coeur d'un syst~me de conduite do vol ou de
navigation hautement int~gr6. fourni par SEXTANT Avionique. 11 fait 6galement
l'objet de nombreuses propositions en coura de sklection.

Sa fonction de base, tant pour lea applications civiles que militaires, en fait
un sy t~me critique, dont les exigences en matlire de tiabilite, de skcurit6,
de tol6rances aux pannes sont particulikrement s~v~res.

Enfin, par vocation, c'est un systkme susceptible de s'adapter A de nombreux
porteurs. donc de satisfaire A des sp6cificationa tr~s variables
d'environnement, d'intertaces, voire de modes de fonctionnement.

La pr6sent expos6 d~crit quelgues unes des r~ponaes qui ont Atk apport~es A
l'ensemble de ces contraintes, en particulier dans le cadre de l'application
SUPER PUMA MK2.

3. PRESENTATION DU SYSTEME DE REFERENCES PRIMAIRES - PROBLEME POSE

3.1 Fonctionnalit~a

Dana le cadre du SUPER PUM4A MK2, le SRP eat un systime de base gui a pour
fonction de fournir aux divers systimea de bord (visualisation, PA, navigation,
etc... ) lea informations, dites de ref~rences, suivantes

- Cap par rapport au Nord magn~tique

- Attitudes

- Vitesses anqulaires en axes portaur

- Forces sp6ciflques en axes porteur

- Vitesses air :vitesse indlqu~e, vitesse propre et vitesse verticale

- Altitude pression standard

- Temp6rature ext6rieure

D'autre part, le SRP eat connect6 A un radar Doppler afim de fournir une
vito... so1 non bruit. obtenue par filtraqe compl~mentaire des vitesses
Doppler avec les acchlkromit res du SRP.
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3.2 Architecture

Le SRP eat compos4 des fiquipements suivants

- Un FDC (Flig9ht Data Computer), installk en soute, qui contient lee capteurs
inertiels et I unit do traitoment et d'interface du SHP.

Cette uniti, qui constitue le coeur du systi.., eat la Controls do Rif6rences
Primaires CIRUS

- Un HSU (Heading Sensor Unit) qui est constitu& par un iuagn~tomitre CROUZET
type 110 S3S

- Un PSU (Pressure Sensor Unit), instalifi en coute, qui comprend lea capteurs
do pression (CROUZHT type UMP 300)

- Un TPU (Temperature Probe unit) qui eat une sondo de tomp~rature du type
CROUZET 20-2 connect6 au PSU

Le SRP eat relih aux autres syct~ines ou 6quipements de bord par dec liaisons
num6riques du type ARINC 429, des discrets de cosusande et d 6tat, et quelques
liaisons sp~cifiques.

Pour des raisons do fiabilit6 et do s~curit6, lensemble du cystilse est
enti~rement redond6.

La composition du syst~me est d~crite par la Figure 1 ci-apris.

A'X

(R.Lm747A REFERENCES .0 we- DE PRESON MO M.0
PRIMA'RES -- A3A

VIG5R W CONPTO DOW 4 SYTE RRBQNBSPINI

Lachtctr g Mn=aT d stme #V~r uSPRPM M2et un le
d~citepa laFiure2.Un.prsonatin luscopi~e u sst M doSUPEPUAM2 (A tA 

SaNtE 
(Ref 1 t )
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Ev6nements redout6s Exigences

Perte signalee des param~tres 10 -6/h
critiques ou essentiels
Y. , 9, p, q, r, ly
Vi, Vz, Zb, ts

Fourniture d informationa
critiques erron~es non signal~es 10 -

10
/h

IFourniture dinformations 10 -8/h
essentielles erron~es non
sig nal~es
Y, vz, ts

Fourniture d'informations non 10 -
6
/h

essentielles erronees non
signal~es:
Yx, Yz, vitesses Doppler

e, i' attitudes

w cap

p, q, r vitesses de rotation en axes machine

Yx Yy Yz acc6Lrations en axes machines

Vi vitesse indiqu~e

Vz vitesse verticale barom~trique

Zb altitude standard barom6trique

Ts temp~rature statique

3.4 Evolutivit6 du syst~rne

Le systime conqu pour lea besoins de lhlicopt~re SUPER PUM4A MK2 est 6galement
propos6 sur ce nombreux autres porteurs, avions ou h~ilicoptires. Il a 6t6 ainsi
retenu pour 6quiper le programme de renovation TRANSALL C 160 de 1'Arm~e de
l'Air frangaise.

II en r6sulte une nouvelle contrainte :sladapter ais~ment a ces syst~mes tr~s
disparates:

- Au niveau des interfaces 6lectriques. le plus souvent, lea programmes de
"retrofit" exigent simultan6ment la pr6sence d'interfaces nue'riques,
analogiques, synchros, discrets, en grand nombre.

- Au niveau des sources d'informations an~mom~triques :dans de nombreux cas,
l'information eat dLjh pr~sente sur ilavion, ce qui implique des
modifications au niveau des entries du syst me.

-Au niveau des contraintes d'environnement et des dynamiques de porteur, qui
vont de ]2avion de combat au transporteur civil, en passant par
1 'h~licoptire.



A ntitredexem, a figure 3 montre la complexit4 et la diversitk des
iterfae nhcesares pour le programme TRANSALL

e4 46~-

a19

FIGURE 3 INTERFACES PREVUS POUR LE C 160 TRANSALL

Enfin, de nouveaux besoins apparaissent, tel s l'hybridation AHRS/GPS, la
& alistio0n d'une fonct ion d'an~mom~trie basse vitesse pour h6licoptLres,
et.. Aut ant de modifications i pr~voir qui viendront perturber la logique de
ca conception mnitiale.

Le systime conqu doit 4tre capable de toutes ces 6volutions, mais surtout ii
doit demeurer comphtitif sur les march6s internationaux.

La tutr interne des 6quipements constitutifs du systime a 6tb
sp ifiquement 6tudiAe pour satisfaire i'ensemble de ces exigences.
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4. SOLUTIONS APPORTEES

4.1 Conception modulaire

L'orqanisation interne de la centrale de Rffrences Primaires CIRUS, qui
constitue le coeur du systime, r~sulte d'une conception modulaire, ce qui iui
conf~re la capacit6 dlvolutions et d'extensions fonctionnelles requises.

La centrale est organiske autour de trois cartes 61ectroniques, chacune dot~e
d'une puissante unit6 de traitement, et qui fonctionnent de mani~re quasi
ind~pendante l'une de l'autre:

- One carte d'acquisition assure i'interface avec lee donn~es d'entr~e du
sybtr-me :acquisiton et pr6-traitement des capteurs internes ou externes,
mise en forme des donn~es num~riques uti isees par 1'unit6 de traitement
cent rale.

- ne carte unit6 centrale assure 1lex~cution des traitements op~rationnels
param~tres air, platetorme virtuelle, MRRS.

- One carte d'entr6es sorties assure Ia r~ception des entries sp~cifiques au
porteur, et l16mission des sorties destin6es aux diff~rents syst~mes
utilisateurs.

One telle structure perme t une parfaite s~gr~gation fonctionnelle, ainsi qu'une
reelle capacit6 A affronter Is 5 voluti ons n~cessaires au moindre coat. Ainsi,
le changement d'un capteur ou d'une donn~e d'entr~e ne touchera que la carte
dacquisition, laugmentation de la capacit6 d'entr~es/sorties ne concernera
que la carte dinterface correspondante.

De plus, une provision d'espace de deux cartes suppl~mentaires eat pr~vue sur
le Eond de panier modulaire, ce qui accrolt consid~rablement lea capacit~s
fonctionnelles et d'interfagage du syst~me, par exespic pour accuejillir un
recepteur GPS compact dans l'enveloppe m&ime de is centrale.

FIGURE 4 CONCEPTION INTERNE DR LA CENTRALB DR REFERENCES PRINAIRKS
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4.2 Oualit6 de la conception

Le d~veloppement du Systimes de R~frences Primaires s'appuie sur une
conception de haute qualit6, dont les objectifs principaux sont d'assurer

- Une grande fiabilit4
- tine haute int6grith&
- tine capacit6 A subir avec succis is certification pr6vue

4.2.1 Piabilitb

Le niveau do fiabilit6 re'quis est obtenu par le choix de composants mathriels
sp~cifiques. Parmi les plus significatifee on pout citer

- Les accLSl6rombtres i pivot CROUZET 3152, dant plus de 5000 ont d6ja fit6
produits et instalLis sur diftben ts types d'avions, de missiles et
d'h~licoet~res. Ces acc6lfirom~tres ant d~imontr6s, A Vusage, une excellente
fiabilite.

- Lee gyrom~tree accord~s jk paliers A gat SMITHS DTG 2000. Par leur conception
robuste e par le cho ix des technologies qulils utilisent, 009 gyromiltres
(Rbf. 3) se sant r6v616s los mieux adapt~s eur le plan do Is flabilit&4. ils
ant 4tfi s~lectionnfie A 1*issue d'un appel d'offres mondialement ouvert.

- Les captours do preesion A membrane c~ramique CROrJZET T 80dotI
cocp ioimple permet d'atteindre A ia fois des objectif do cost rkduit

et do fiabilit6 6lev~e.

- Le eagn~tom~tre etatique triaxial CROUZET T 110 S3S (HSU).

- L'utilisation do cosposants 6lectroniques int~gr~s, et on particulier, do
camposantZe sphciau. 6~ali.6s en technologie hybrids, qui permet une meilleure
tenue en tepkrature et un plus foible encombrement.

L'ensemble de ces 6ments permot d'obtenir les 14TBF suivants

FDC 3 000 h
PSU :19 600 h
HSU 58 800 h
Syst~me SRP 2 500 h

4.2.2 Zathqriti&

Dane le cadre du systL'mo inthgr6 do conduite du vol IFOS. des ragles pr~cises,
pour la conception et le divoloppenent ant AtA mises en oeuvre afin d'assurer
1e niveau dlintbgrit6 requis pour Is certification.

On pout citor quelques une do ces r~gles au nivoau du SRP

- Systd~me campl~ktemont redondA& (duplex), sane aucune communication entro lee
deux chalnes redondantes pour 6viter des points do panne commune.

- Alimentation do chaque chaine par les deux r~seaux de bard. ainsi quo par une
batterie tampon sp~cifique pour los coupures d'alimentation.

- S~grfigatian physique des circuits redondants dinformations et do ciblages

(6lectriques, pneumatiques).

- Otilisation d'une source indhpendante et simple (gyroscope do verticale) pour
le lever do daute entre lee deux chalnes duplex.

- Qualification compl~te suivant lee narmee civiles (D0 160 B) et militaires
(AIR 7306, MIL STD 810 D - 461 C/462)

- Protection cantre 1e faudroiement do tous lee signaux critiques.

- Diveloppement d'un lagiciel do niveau 1 (fonction critique) conformient A Ia
norme DO 178 A (voir S 4.4).

- Enfin, misc en oeuvre do prochdures rigoureusee, impliquant une communication
etructur~e entre l'Avionneur et lsquipementier, pour is gestion de la
configuration et des modifications au niveau documentation, matbriel et
logiciel.
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4.3 Certification du systime

4.3.1 Bases de la certification

Compte tenu des missions de transport en INC de Vh~licopt~re, on retient lea
minima op~rationnels correspondant i Ia cat~gorie II.

- Visibjlit6 horizontale :400 m~tres
- Plafond :100 pieds
- Dur~e moyenne de la mission :1 h

La certification DGAC, FAA et CAA du SUPER PUM4A MK2 eat pr~vue en 90/91 en vue
des premi~res livraisons.

Les bases de la certification applicables au systime sont

- La FAR 29 Amendement 16 inclus
- Les crit~res de navigabilit6 IFR Ilettre FAA du 15/12/78)
- Les conditions sp~ciales DGAC concernant le foudroiement

4.3.2 Programme d'essais en vue de la certification

Ce programme d'essais se dbroule en trois phases

a) Chez 1lEquipementier

SEXTANT Avionique effectue des essais fonctionnels et d'environnement
eqiiipement par 6quipement, et v~rifie l'int~gration du aous-syat~me SRP.

Ces essais mettent en oeuvre des moyens importants incluant une table d easais
inertiels, un banc de stimulation dynamique et des moyena importants dlessais
en environnement (notamment EMIC et foudre).

FIGURE 5 MOYEMS D'ESSAIS INERTIELS

b) Au banc d'int~gration syst~me, Avionneur

Avec ce banc syst~ine, AEROSPATIALE v~rifie le fonctionnement du syateme IFDS en
dynamique avec lea equipesents r~els SRP, PA et visualisations, et un
simulateur dynamique de 1lh~licoptire.

c) Essais sur h~licopt~re

Le programme d'essais 'iur h~licoptire S PMarignane se d~roulera de mi-89 jusqu'S
la certification de l'appareil.

Ces essais permettront de valider, dans tout le domaine de vol, 1ensemble
r~f~rernces priinaires, PA et interface equipage. Le fonctionnement en mode
dpqradi et apr~s panne sera 69alement ivalui.

Par ailleurs, des esaais spicifiques "foudre" seront effectu6s au CEAT (Centre
diEssais A6ronautiques de TOULOUSE) sur une cellule d'hlicoptire avec des
fnaquet tes.



4.3.3 Analyse de pannes et de s6curit6

*En vue de Ia certification, SEXTANT Avionique a r~alis6 pour le SRP

-une analyse do fiabilit6 pour chacun des 6quipements, jusqu'au nivoau
"composant fonctionnel"

-une analyse do panne (FMECA) incluant

* 1analyse des modes de pennos depuis lea composants jusqulau niveau
sous-onsemble puis 6quipemont

* lanalyse des moyens de d~tection des pannes

*le calcul des probabilit6s de pannes non d~tect~es sur les param~tres do
sortie (r~f~rences primairos)

-A partir de ces 6l6ments, AEROSPATIALE r~alise, avec laide des
Equipementiers concern~s, uno analyse de s~curit6 au niveau du syst~rse IFDS
couvrant lensemble des 4v~nem nts redout~s. Cette analyse prend en compte
los divers taux do panne, les moyons do d6tection, d'isolation et do
reconfiguration, et los conditions d'emploi du syst~mo (maintenance, tests
pr6-vol, tests en vol, etc....

4.4 Certification du logiciel

Il s'agit 1A, bien entondu, d'un aspect isajeur en vuo do la certification.

En accord avec lAvionneur et la DGAC, le document de base est la
recominandation RTCA-DO 178 A.

L'organisme char96 de la certification du logiciel est 1e CEAT do TOULOUSE, par
d~l~gation do la DGAC et du STTE (Service Technique des T616communications et
des Equipoments a~ronautiquos).

4.4.1 Niveau do criticit6

Bien 9ue cortaines fonctions no soient pas class~es cosine critiques, il a 6L
d6cide do r~aliser tout le logiciel du SRP on niveau 1, devant la difficult6
voire l'impossibilit6 do d~montrer une s~gr~gation parfaite entro los logiciols
do criticit6 diff~rente et s'ex~cutant avoc le mime procosseur.

D'autre part, on a fait 1e choix d'une mime version du loqiciol pour los deux
chalnes redondantes pour los raisons suivantos

- Coat prohibitif d'une vraio diversification du logiciel qui ne r~gle pas do
toute fagon los probl~mes d'unicit6 pour la specification en amont et la
validation en aval

- N~cessit6 d'un logiciel do nivoau 1 pour la cortification (notamment FAA),
maine en cas do diversification logiciel.

4.4.2 N~thodologie pour 1e d6veloppenent du logiciel

La m6thodologio misc en placo pour le logiciol SRP met en oeuvre les principos
gan~raux d6sormais classiques pour los logiciels do haute int~grit6, mais avec
des contraintes tris s6v~res do coat et do d~lai do 66veloppement (Ooins de
15 mois pour le SRP complet).

Los mathodes misos en oeuvre ont it6 los suivantos

- Le di-coupage du proceaaua do dkv loppement en phases chronologiques
d~limitant des travaux techniques coh6rents

- L'attribution Schaque 6tape do d6finition du logiciol, dune activiti do
vkrification d 6ie

- La possibilit6 d'it~rer cortaines phases ou le cycle logiciol lui-mime

- La misc en place et lapplication do proc6dures et d'outils d'ingnikrie, do
gestion de configuration et dassurance qualitk adaptko au projot et
cohhrents au nivoau systkine IFDS

- l'obtention, A lissue do chaque phase, do produits, (documents, logiciel)
revue et maltris6e suivant lea prOc~dures pr6-6tablies par SEXTANT Avionique
avec la participation d'AEROSPATIALE.

Au total, 9 revues ont eu lieu, dont 5 avec les Services Officiels, au cours
desquelles ont 6t6 approuv6s une vingtaine de documents r~alis~s au titre de la
DO 178 A.
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CONCLUSIONS

Lensmbl de cat rints Imposees pour le d~veloppement du syst~me de
R~f~rences Primaires ant abouti i la r~alisation d'un syst~me moderne utilisant
les technologies permettant d'allier la performance S l'6conomie, et propre A
satisfaire les besoins des avioniques des ann~es 1990.

tine conception modulaire lui assure la capacit6 de s'adapter ais~ment i
diff~rentes configurations, et d'accroitre ses fonctionnalitks, sans remettre
en cause le coeur de base certifi6.

Les contraintes impos~es pour satisfaire les exigences de fiabilit6, de
s~curit6 et d'int~grit6 des la premi~re applicaiton, en font un syst~sle
r~pondant parfaitement i la nation de systeme critique pour le pilotage et la
navigation des a~ronefs civils et militaires.
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